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A FEAGMENT OF EELIEF FEOM THE MEMPHITE
TOMB OF HAREMHAB

By I. E. S. EDWAEDS

Dueixg the last thirty years, mainly owing to the studies of the late Prof. Breasted and of

Prof. Jean Capart, many fragments of mural relief from the Memphite tomb of Haremhab
have been identified and brought to light.^ The tomb itself was completely destroyed in

the early part of the last century, and the surviving fragments are now scattered among
various collections in Europe and Egypt. Such, however, is the artistic merit of these pieces

that some, if not all, find a place in almost every book dealing with Egyptian art, and they

are therefore already well known to most students. In a previous number of this Journal^

Prof. Capart has published a number of these reliefs and has expressed the hope that further

fragments will be forthcoming : it appears as though this hope has at length begun to be

realized by the recent acquisition to his private collection of an exceptionally fine piece of

sculpture (PI. I), believed to be derived from this tomb, by Capt. X. Pi. Colville, whom
I have to thank for generously allowing me to publish it. The dimensions of this fragment

are: height, 42'0 cm.
;
maximum width, 39 cm.

Among the reliefs from the tomb of Haremhab hitherto published there is none with

which the Colville fragment can be joined so that its connexion with that monument could

be demonstrated beyond doubt, but the resemblance to the well-known negro captive relief

at Bologna® is so striking that it is difficult to believe that the two do not possess a common
provenance. When compared, it will be seen that the Colville fragment is, in its general

character, an almost exact replica of the right-hand portion of the Bologna relief. In both

pieces an Egyptian official is represented standing over negroes, with arms crossed over the

chest, holding a cudgel in the right hand and placing the left hand under the chin. Both
figures are clad in goffered garments folded in front in the fashion foimd elsewhere in this

tomb.^ In technique also the carving of the nearer negro in slightly raised relief and the

further in sunk relief, with a view to emphasizing their relative positions, is common to

both pieces. Of inscription only a few somewhat mutilated signs at the base of one of the

vertical columns which originally accompanied the Colville fragment are preserved, but

comparison with the Bologna relief enables the following reading to be reconstructed:

^ n nsw ‘he is excellent for the king’.

There are, on the other hand, some differences in detail which must be noted, the most

obvious being that the official in the Colville fragment wears a braided wig and carries a

cudgel of unusual shape, whereas in the Bologna rehef the wig is plain and what remains

^ A complete account of the publications up to 1931 is given in Porter and Moss, Topographical Biblio-

graphy, ni, 195-7. The following more recent works may be added: J. Capart, Docs, pour servir a Vet.

de Vart eg., ii, Pis. 61—1, pp. 58 f. ;
Kurt Pfliiger, Haremhab u. d. Arnarnazeit (Manualdruck von G. UUmann,

Zwickau, Sa.); H. Banke, The Art of Anc. Eg. (Phaidon Press), Pis. 228-9.

“ Vol. 7, pp. 31-5, Pis. 5-7.

® Fr. von Bissing, Deyikrnaler aeg. Sculptur, PI. 81a; Banke, op. cit.. Pi. 228; SteindorS, Die Kniist d.

Aegypter, p. 248. The piece bears the registration number 1887.

* E.g., Bologna 1888-9 = Capart, JEA 7, PI. 6. ^ See Pfliiger, op. cit., p. 30.

B



2 I. E. S. EDWARDS

of the cudgel suggests that it resembled in shape those carried by other officials in the

rehef. Another feature peculiar to the Colville fragment is the remarkably pensive ex-

pression on the face of the official, while his opposite number in the Bologna rehef seems

lifeless by comparison. The closer attention to modeUing displayed in the Colville fragment

is also visible in the case of the official’s garment, which is far more dehcately executed

than that of any of the four officials in the Bologna relief. Possibly the most important

difference is the excessive prolongation of the outside shoulders of the two negroes in the

Colville fragment, a feature which has no parallel in the Bologna rehef, though it is necessary

to bear in mind that this difference may be in part accounted for by the fact that space

was more plentiful in the former than in the latter, where a group of nine figures are closely

bunched together. The possibility, however, that the two pieces, though based on a common
pattern, were executed by different artists cannot be excluded.

Very faint traces of paint are still visible : black on the official’s wig and red on his face

and body ; the faces of the negroes are black and their lips are red. The fragment has been

broken into three pieces, which have now been joined.
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EGYPTIAN SEAGOING SHIPS

By E. 0. FAULKNEE

It is quite a common assumption among scholars that the Ancient Egyptians were no

soldiers and no sailors. With their military achievements I hope to deal at greater length

elsewhere, but when the records are studied it seems impossible to maintain the view that

they were poor sailors. In Egypt before the coming of the railway the river Nile was virtually

the only channel of commimication throughout the country, so that from the earliest times

the Egyptians must have been accustomed to the use of boats. It is in fact possible to trace

in broad outlines the gradual development of river craft from the primitive reed raft on

which men paddled across the river or cast their nets^ via the canoe likewise constructed of

reeds^ and the many-oared cabined galley of the later prehistoric period® to the sumptuous

vice-regal state dalidbeeijah of the Eighteenth Dynasty, with its highly decorated hull and

cabin and even stalls for horses.^ It is but natural that a people so well accustomed to the

construction and use of boats on the river at home should take to the sea when trade or war

with distant peoples rendered that a convenient mode of travel, especially after the inven-

tion of the sail came to increase speed and to lessen the physical labour of rowing over long

distances ;
and the Egyptians seem to have gone down to the sea in ships at quite an early

date.

It is possible that even in the prehistoric period traders and fishermen were making

coastal voyages, but of this there is no evidence. It is clear, however, that by the Third

Dynasty a certain amount of overseas traffic had grown up, for in the reign of Snofru the

building of a ship of 100 cubits, i.e. about 170 feet long, is recorded on the Palermo Stone,®

and a vessel of this size must have been intended for the sea ; the same source speaks of

other ships 40 and 60 cubits long. Furthermore, the communications with the Egyptian

colony at Byblos, which already existed in the Old Kingdom, were certainly maintained by

sea, since an early term for a seagoing ship is };hnt ‘Byblos-boat’ ; this is shown by the con-

text to mean not a vessel actually bound for Byblos, but a ship of the type normally em-

ployed on the Byblos run.® In the Fifth Dynasty we find King Sahure' for the first time in

history making use of sea-power to transport his troops to the Syrian coast,^ and his example

was followed in the Sixth Dynasty by the commander Weni, who conveyed his troops to

Carmel(‘?) in nmiic or ‘travel-ships'.® Ships could of course go direct from the Nile to the

Syrian coast, hut in the Old Kingdom there was no communication by water between the

Nile and the Eed Sea, so that travellers to Pwenet went overland via the Wadi Hammamat
to the coast near Kosseir and there built their ship for the Eed Sea voyage.® During the

confusion of the First Intermediate Period overseas traffic must have been almost at a

standstill, but with the re-establishment of law and order the old relations with Pwenet^®

and with Byblos^^ were renewed, while this period has also given the world its first tale of

A Ji’A 4, 174. 255; 17. 53. = JAA 10, 46. ’ e.?. AAA 14, 263-4, Figs. 2 and 3.

* Davies and Gardiner, Tomb of Huy, PI. 12. ^ Recto 6, 3.

® GrA-. 1 , 134, 15; the ship is being buUt for the voyage to Pwenet. ’ Borehardt, »Sa;Ae<-reh n, Pis. 11-12.

® Vrk. 1
, 104. ® See n. 6 above. Breasted, History, 153 ; 182-3.

“ Cf. the objects from Egypt pubhshed in Montet, Byblos et Egypte, Pis. 88-91.
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adventure at sea in the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor. When we come to the New Kingdom
we find overseas voyages becoming almost a commonplace. Queen Hatshepsut seems to

have started the hall rolling with her famous expedition to Pwenet
;
Tuthmosis III estab-

Hshes mihtary bases at the principal Syrian harbours to which troops were transported by
sea/ and by virtue of his sea-power exercises a kind of loose authority over some at least

of the islands of the Eastern Mediterranean / Egyptian merchant ships trade to Syrian

harbours, and Syrians bring rich cargoes to Egypt/ Amenophis III organizes a naval

pohce force to protect the coast from piratical raids/ Eamesses III fights a victorious

naval battle, and even in the period of decline Wenamun sails to Syria to buy timber for the

sacred bark of Amun. In view of this long history of seafaring the gibe that the Egyptians

were no sailors is devoid of justification.

It is with Egyptian ships, however, rather than with Egyptian sailors, that the present

paper is concerned. The first vessels which ventured out from the shelter of Egyptian

harbours on to the open sea were doubtless boats of the same type as had long been

used on the river, but craft which had been adequate for smooth river waters soon

proved unable to cope with rough weather at sea without some adaptation, especially as the

size of ships increased. Modern craft, down to the smallest dinghy, are built on a foundation

of a keel which gives longitudinal rigidity, from which spring ‘frames’ or ribs at close

intervals which give ample support to the sides when in their turn they are strengthened by
rowing-thwarts or strong deck-beams which interlock on the frames. Egyptian ships had

no keel, but consisted of a shell of planking with light ribs at comparatively wide intervals,

while the thwarts or deck-beams did not interlock on the ribs in the modern manner, but

were secured direct to the planking of the hull. This system of construction can be well seen

in the 30-foot river-barge of Sesostris III now in the Field Columbian Museum of Chicago.®

Seagoing ships of great length were doubtless more strongly built, but the main principles

were the same. It vdll easily be realized that such a keelless technique was ill adapted to

meet the strains imposed by heavy or even moderate weather at sea, and to make its

deficiencies good the devices of the girt-rope and the hogging-truss were invented; these

can be clearly seen in the Plates accompanying this article, and when observed in an

Egyptian rehef or painting are a sure indication that the ship in question was a seagoing

craft. The girt-ropes, of which there was one forward and one aft, were heavy cables passed

right round the hull at bow and stern, primarily to provide a secure anchorage for the

hogging-truss. This latter, which may be considered a substitute for the keel, was a stout

cable which, fastened at either end to the girts, passed fore and aft over crutches practically

the whole length of the ship and was maintained at considerable tension. As the long hull,

unsupported by a keel, pitched in a heavy sea, there would be a considerable risk of the ship

‘hogging’ and breaking her back owing to the forward or after portion of the hull falling

away of its own weight as it rose out of the water. This tendency was counteracted by the

upward pull of the taut hogging-truss, which, by being attached to the girts, maintained
the tension on them also and thus checked any tendency to lateral spread at bow or stern.

It has already been mentioned that ships 170 feet long were being built as early as the

Third Dynasty, but the oldest representation of seagoing ships that has survived is found
among the sculptures of the pyramid-temple of King Sahure' of the Fifth Dynasty.® Plates II

and III show three views of a model of one of these ships under sail built by Mr. Y. 0. Lawson,

^ Breasted, o-p. cit., 297 ff. ^ Op. cif., 30.j.

® Erman and Ranke, Aegypten, PI. 40, 1. " Breasted, op. cit., 338.
® Breasted, op. cit., fig. 82, facing p. 170.

® Borchardt, loc. cit.

;

see also the photograph in C'apart, Jlemphis, fig. 189.
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who himself undertook the necessary researches, though doubtful points were thrashed out

in discussion with my friend Mr. A. J. C. E. Goodall and myself.^ This is in fact the earhest

seagoing ship of which we have any detailed knowledge not only from Egypt but from any

part of the world, so that her design and rig are of especial interest. The main source of

information was of course the plates of Borchardt’s publication of the temple, but where

this failed in respect of details of rig, recourse was had to Mrs. Davies’ copy of the sailing-

boat in the tomb of Kaem'ankh at Giza^ and to the Lisht fragment mentioned below, though

a few details have been obtained elsewhere. The construction of the hull was probably very

much on the lines described above.® Its extreme shallowness betrays the descent of this

ship from her riverine ancestor, and the troops and crew on board must have slept on deck

her canoe-like lines are admirably designed to give the minimum of resistance to the water,

and in favourable conditions she probably travelled fairly fast, though in heavy weather she

must have been rather uncomfortable. Plates II and III show clearly the hogging-truss with

c

Fig. 1. Device for tautening hogging-truss on Fifth Dynasty Ship.

a, b. Seizings on truss, c. Tensioning lever, d. ’Midships crutch.

its tensioning lever secured to the ’midships crutch, tension being obtained by twisting. In

this ship the hogging-truss consisted of parallel strands of rope seized together at intervals,

and was not ‘laid’ after the manner of a cable ;
Fig. 1 shows the method of obtaining the

necessary tension. The tensioning lever c was thrust through the strands and turned until

the truss was twisted to the requisite degree of tautness, the effect of the twisting being

localized by the seizings on the truss at a and b and elsewhere along its length, so that the

truss turned as a solid whole ; the effectiveness of the system can be easily tested with the

aid of two rigid uprights and a length of string. To prevent it from untwisting, the lever was

lashed at one end to the truss itself and at the other to the 'midships crutch d. The forward

girt-rope can be seen secured to a heavy wooden bar across the foredeck
; the after girt-rope

seems to have been secured below the poop-deck, probably to keep the great securing-bar

out of the way of the feet of the helmsmen. The purpose of the lacing round the hull at

deck level is not quite certain, but most likely was intended to give additional rigidity to

the hull by lacing it to the deck the whole way round the ship.® This explanation is supported

^ I am greatly indebted to Mr. Lawson for permission to publish the photographs of his models. Jlr.

Goodall and he have both read this paper in manuscript and have made valuable criticisms and suggestions.

2 iirs. N. de G. Davies, Ancient Egyptian Paintings, PI. 2.

^ In the photograph published by Capart, loc. cit., the run of the planking can be seen on the foremost

ship in the middle register.

* Egyptian seagoing ships had no deck-houses ; the cabins seen on Nile boats were not of a tj-pe suitable

for the open sea.

® See also the stone-barge in Erraan and Ranke, op. cit.. p. 578, where the lacing is apparently intended

to assist in taking the weight of the cargo. This feature is not seen in contemporary sailing craft for river use.
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by the fact that the lacing also passes under the ship at the girts, as if the outer skin of the

hull •were laced to heavy interior planking designed to take the strain of the upward pull of

the hogging-truss ; it is also laced at stem and stern, where obviously additional strength is

desirable. There are short half-decks fore and aft, the aft or poop-deck being railed in for

the protection of the captain and helmsmen. The foredeck was used probably only in

shallow waters by the ‘leadsman’ with his sounding-pole and for mooring purposes; the

vases in the bow, which can be seen on one of the Sahurec ships,^ would hardly remain

there when the vessel put to sea, as the first roll would send them overboard.

The mast is a bipod structure strengthened at intervals hy crosspieces. It was stepped

'thwartships and when the ship was not under sail was lowered on to the gallows which is

seen just forward of the poop. Some students of ancient ships, deceived by the conventions

of Egyptian art, have thought that these bipod masts were stepped fore and aft, but this

•view is contradicted not only by practical considerations but also by the fact that an Old

Kingdom model from Meir is known with the bipod mast stepped 'thwartships.^ The

meaning of the peculiar curve of the masthead is not known. ^Yhen stepped, the mast was

maintained in position by stays fore and aft, and by tackles of twisted rope under heavy

tension at the foot. This last device was necessary to prevent the mast from lifting under

the pressure of the wind in the sail in the case of a mast which was permanently fixed in

place this consideration would not arise. The sail, taller than it was broad, was hoisted on a

single yard made in one piece and was trimmed to the •wind by braces which led aft from the

ends of the yard. Since the sail was loose-footed,^ it would tend to draw in at the lower

corners and bag under the pressure of the wind and so lose efficiency. To counteract this

in the larger ships two light forked spars were employed, one on either side of the sail. Their

butts were secured to the deck probably near the foot of the mast, their forked ends were

inserted into eyelets in the leeches of the sail, and their shafts passed outside the forestays

to prevent them from swinging inward ; it was thus possible to maintain reasonable flatness

across the sail and so to present the maximum effective surface to the wind. A re-used

block found at Lisht bears a fragment of an Old Kingdom relief showing this curious device

in use,® and in the scenes from the temple of Sahure« these spars can be seen lying in the bows

of the ships. In this connexion I quote an extract from a letter from Mr. Lawson: ‘The

forked spar for spreading the leech of the sail is identical to the ‘vargoord’, a device used on

coastal vessels in Elizabethan times, and I have seen an illustration of the same thing used

on Scotch fishing-vessels of about 50 years ago. In these cases, however, there was only one

spar used to extend the ^Yeather leech.’

A ship rigged •nith a single square-sail can only rim with the wind fairly well aft

;

she

cannot reach or tack, so that with a beam or head wind it is necessary for such a ship to

lower her sail and to be propelled by oars. In such circumstances the heavy mast of the

Sahure' ship -R-as lowered on to the gallows near the poop, as otherwise all that weight aloft

without sail on it to steady the ship would give her a dangerous motion, with the result that the

mast might rack itself adrift and crash overboard. The ship was steered by three large paddles,

apparently on one side of the ship only, and these paddles were simply controlled direct by

^ Capart. ihid., bottom right.

^ Cairo 4882, in Eeisner, 2Iodel Ships mid Boats, PI. 13. River craft with very similar bipod masts have
sum-ived into modern times on the Irrawady.

^ Most clearly seen on a relief from the funerary chapel of King Wenis, c/. The Daily Telegraph, 26th May,
1938, though it occurs also on the Lisht fragment mentioned below.

* See the Lisht fragment ; in the Sixth Dynastj’ a lower yard comes into use.
^ Bull. MMA (Egn. Expdn.), 1921, p. 26, fig. 9.
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the helmsmen without any intervening gear of rudder-post or tiller. The stem-post bears the

oculi which so often appear on early ships and which are still to be found on local craft in

various parts of the world, while the stern-post very appropriately shows the ‘sign of life’,

since it was here that there stood the life of the ship, the captain and helmsmen. Although

this ship probably sailed well in fair weather, she gives the impression of being too shallow

in the hull to be a good sea-boat, while the lacing along the sides would probably be liable

to stretch and rack loose.

No pictures of seagoing ships have survived from the Middle Engdom, but we learn

certain details of their size and manning from the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor. In this

story the ship is described as being 120 cubits long and of 40 cubits beam, that is to say a

really large ship, with a crew of 120 men.^ This gives us a vessel constructed on a plan of

three beams to a length, a proportion which gives considerable stability at sea, and which is

still preferred to-day for small sailing cruisers up to about 6 tons ; the standard scale of

manning was apparently one person per cubit of length. From the models^ and pictures® of

river boats that have survived we learn of considerable improvements since the Fifth

Dynasty, especiallj'- in the rig. The clumsy bipod mast has given way to the much more

practical pole mast, which it was still the custom to unstep when not in use and to stow it

on crutches.^ The old loose-footed sail is now superseded by one with a lower yard as well as

an upper, so that the sail is extended more rigidly, and the forked spars for extending the

leeches have disappeared. The sail has also changed its shape
; sometimes it is square and

surprisingly small, but more often it is of considerable size and is wider than it is high, a

decided improvement in a square-sail. The steering-gear has also been improved. The loom

of the steering-paddle is now pivoted on a tall rudder-post and controlled by a long vertical

tiller, while the paddle is secured to the hull by a lashing and a loose loop of rope which

give it plenty of freedom of movement.® In most river boats of this period there was but a

single steering-paddle fixed right on the stern, hinting at the way in which the true rudder

ultimately developed. The genesis of these improvements in rig and steering-gear can be

traced to the Sixth Dynasty, when we find saihng craft with pole masts (in one case a tripod

mast !), a sail with two yards of which the upper has a most pecuHar curvature, and either a

single steering-paddle with short tiller and no rudder-post, or else one or two paddles mounted

on rudder-posts but still with inconveniently short tillers f the old rig with bipod mast, how-

ever, had not yet been entirely superseded,^ and it is also found with the tall narrow sail

set on two yards instead of one.®

When we come to the Eighteenth Dynasty and the ships which Queen Hatshepsut sent

to Pwenet we reach the highest point to which the Ancient Egj-ptian shipbuilder attained.®

A model of a ship of this type, likewise from the hand of Mr. Lawson, is shown on Plate IV,

and even a hasty comparison with the Sahure' ship will show the improvement. The hull

is decidedly deeper, and its lines are admirable; in fact, as has been pointed out by Mr.

1 1. 26. “ Reisner, op. cit., passim.

^ e.g. Xewberry, Beni Hasan, I, Pis. 14, 29; n. PI. 12.

Newberry, op. cit.. I, PI. 16; El Bersheh, i, PI. 18; Davies, Tomb of Antejoker, PI. 18. Note the peculiar

rowlocks on the latter boat.

^ Newberry, Beni Hasan, I, Pis. 14, 29 ; occasionally, however, the helmsman squatted on a superstructure

at the stern and steered with a short horizontal tiller, cf. op. cit., u, PI. 12.

® Davies, Deir el Gehrdwi, i, PI. 10; ii. PL 7 ;
rudder-posts are also pre.sent in the ancient model referred

to above, p. 6, n. 2.
’’ Op. cit., n. Pis. 19, 20. ® Blackman, Heir, rv, PL 10.

NaviUe, Deir el Bahari. Pis. 72-5. A model of a river boat of similar type was found in the tomb of

Tut«ankhamun, see vol. 3, PL Ixiiia of Carter’s publication ; compare also the state ship depicted in the tomb
of Huy, above, p. 3, n. 4.
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Keble Chatterton, they are comparable to those of modem racing craft. The lacing has

disappeared, and the deck-beams now pass right through the skin of the hull and are

secured on the outside of the ship this mode of construction naturally produced a stronger

hull. To the forward end of the hull proper was attached a large stem-piece of sohd wood,

to which was secured one of the forestays. The sterns of these ships curve over inboard and

end in an ornament which embodies the tradition of the primitive reed canoe
;
it consists of

a bunch of papyrus-heads with their stems lashed together, though the papyras-heads have

been transformed by the passage of time into a lotus-flower. The girt-ropes and the hogging-

truss persist, but, unlike that of the Sahure< ship, the truss is now a trae cable. The method^

of obtaining tension is also different from that in the earher vessel ; it is obscure in details,

but the most probable interpretation is that shown by the diagram in Fig. 2. Starting from

the girt at the bow, the trass passed through the

forward crutch, lay against the mast, and thence

passed through the after cratch to the stem girt, the

’midships cratch of the Fifth Dynasty ships having

been displaced by the mast itself. Two tackles of

twisted rope (Fig. 2, e, e) passed right round both

mast and truss (at d) at their upper ends, and

probably round a thwart (c, c) at their lower ends.

On being twisted with the levers /, /, the increased

tension in the tackles would drag the hogging-truss

down the mast and thus tauten it to the required

degree.

The rig of these ships shows a decided advance

since the Twelfth Dynasty. The pole mast is stepped

exactly amidships and is a fixture, while the two

slender yards are of such enormous length—nearly

as long as the ship itself—that they are made in two

pieces and ‘fished’ together at the middle. The sail

that was set upon these yards is of normal height

but extraordinarily wide, and in suitable weather

these ships must have been really fast. The mast

which had to carry this enormous sail was heavily

stayed, and the sail itself was trimmed by braces lead-

ing from both yards which doubtless also served as

preventer backstays. The peculiar cage-hke structure at the masthead, which never seems to

have been quite understood by the ancient artists, was apparently a metal cap or sheath with

flanges bearing eye-holes through which passed both the standing and the running rigging

;

sail was hoisted on the upper yard only, the lower remaining in place. The great steering-

paddles, one on either quarter, passed through a vertical crutch to which they were secured

not only by a plain lashing but also by a tackle of rope passing over a stud on the outside of

the hull, to which they were attached by a loop of stout rope or possibly leather; as in the

Middle Kingdom they were operated by vertical tillers. Both fore- and poop-decks were
slightly raised and were railed in ; the oars employed when sail could not be set w'orked in

rope loops by way of rowlocks. A certain amount of cargo was carried on deck, but doubtless

a great deal more w^as stowed in the hold. We do not know if ballast was carried w'hen the
ship had no cargo aboard, but in view of the enormous spread of sail over a comparatively

^ Gearly seen in Isaville, op. cit., PI. 73.

Fig. 2. Probable method of tautening

hogging-truss on Der el Bahri ships.

a. Section of hull. b. Mast. c. Thwart .

d. Section of hogging-truss, e. Rope
tackles. /. Tensioning levers.
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light hull it seems likely that such may have been used. The plates of Naville's puhlication
of the Pwenet voyage in Deir el Baliari show some interesting details of the working of these
ships. Plate 73 depicts them approaching their destination. The oarsmen have taken over
for the operation of working into harbour to moor, while the sailors are about to take in sail,

since the rig of these ships would not permit them to manoeuvre in confined quarters under
sail-power. In Plate 72 a ship with sail furled is about to draw up at the shore, the officers

in the bows shouting orders and the oarsmen backing water to check the ship’s way. Ap-
parently yet another vessel—the furthermost in the picture—has already moored, as a
fight rowing-craft (a ship’s boat?) has been loaded with trade-goods for the natives. In
Plate 75 the ships are taking their departure. The oarsmen are roving the ships out of

harbour, while the sailors are just completing their task of setting sail for the homeward
voyage. On the voyages to Pwenet at this date there was no question as in the Old Kingdom
of building ships on the shores of the Eed Sea ; the vessels started direct from Thebes and
reached the Eed Sea by a canal through the Wadi Tumilat.^

It finally remains to say a word about the Egyptian warships engaged in the great naval
battle in the reign of Eamesses III.^ These are different from anything we have yet met, and
foreign influence may be suspected. The hulls are long and low, but are provided with
raised bulwarks or hoardings to protect the rowers; the fighting-men apparently stood on
raised gangways. The bows end in lion figure-heads, and the stout masts are crowned with
fighting-tops to which there is no obvious means of access. Contrary to previous practice,

the sail was furled by hoisting its foot to the upper yard, which was secured just below the

fighting-top
; this arrangement was adopted presumably to keep the furled sail and its gear

out of the way of the fighters and perhaps to deny a possible means of boarding to the enemy,
aU manoeuvring while actually in action being by oar. The warships were apparently

steered by a helmsman who sat on the edge of a square structure occupied by an archer

;

there was a simitar erection in the bows which gave stance to one or sometimes two archers.®

In some cases the ends of the deck-beams can be seen on the exterior of the hull, as in the

Pwenet ships, hut the vessels are represented in a summary fashion, and the details of rigging

and so forth which we find at Der el-Bahri are lacking here.

To sum up, it will be seen that while the basic design of the Egyptian ship remained
unchanged, that is to say a more or less canoe-shaped hull rigged with a single square-sail,

yet within those limits there was steady progress. The shallow and somewhat flimsy hull

and comparatively clumsy rig of the Fifth Dynasty by the time of the Middle Kingdom
had given way to greatly improved rig and steering-gear, and to the working out of a sound
proportion of length to beam, while the shipwrights of the Eighteenth Dynasty could build

as fast and seaworthy a craft of her type as it was possible to evolve
;
in fact, the deep keel

of the modern sailing yacht apart, the body-lines of the ships which sailed to Pwenet in

Queen Hatshepsut's reign will bear comparison with those of a racing cutter of the present
day.

^ Breasted, History, 276. “ Nelson and others, Medina Hahu, i. Pis. 37, 39, 40.

® Compare the ‘castles’ at bow and stern of medieval European ships, whence the modern term ‘forecastle’.

c
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THE TEXT OF THE CONSTITUTIO ANTONINIANA AND
THE THREE OTHER DECREES OF THE EMPEROR
CARACALLA CONTAINED IN PAPYRUS GISSENSIS 40^

By F. M. HEICHELHEIM

I INTEND to discuss in this article one of the most famous legal papyri ever found in Egypt,

P. Giss. 40, which was first pubhshed by Professor Paul M. Meyer in fasc. 2 of vol. I of the

papyri of Giessen in 1910.^ This text is preserved in the library of the ancient University

of Giessen in Hesse where I studied and was later appointed Privatdozent, and contains

four official Eoman texts, three edicts, and one epistle in excerpt, which were issued by the

Emperor Caracalla from a.d. 212 to 215 and influenced strongly the legal position of the

masses in the whole empire and especially of the Greek and native inhabitants of Egypt.

The two columns of the papyrus should, in my view, be read and translated as follows:®

Col. I

[AvTOKparcop Kataap MajpKOS Avrcjytvgls] ^[e^aard]? Aeyet. 60(18/42)

[IldvTOJS TO dflov xp]v P-dXXgy av[afif>ip€iv Kal rd]? airms /<[a]l Tp[i'j] A[oyt]c7/^od[s']

.

62(18/44)

[AiKaicas S’ dv Kayto rots T[ot]? d0[av]dToi? evxgipMTqgaLfii, on tt)[?] TotauT?y[j]

64(19/45)

[em^oAijs y€vop.€vr]s cr<So]p e/xe crwlenqp^rjagv. Toiyapgvv yofillo) [oJuto) pte-

[yaXopepajs Kal deoTrpeTrJwy Sd[va]cr0ai rfj yxeyaAet[d]r)jTt avrwv ro Ikovov ttoi-

[etv, el ToaaKLs pvplovs da]d«t_9 edv i5[7T]€ta'eA0[a>cr]tr els rovs epovs dv[dp]to7roa?

[co? 'Pa)paiovs els rd lepd rd)]y 6ewv avvet.[a]evey[^Koi]p,i. Al8a>pL Tot[v]w ana-

[at rots Kard rrjv 'Pojpa'CK^fjv olKovpeinjv 7r[oAetT]eiov 'PwpLgloJV [/xjevovTO?

I"

[Se ^evov ovSevds ru)v I

[S’ ovdevds rd)V dAAojy I raypljdrc

[S’ ovSevds’ eKros rwv \

[Se rravros yevovs avcrrrjpLjdrcoy

lycop[is-] rojv

57(20/37)

59(19/40)

61(21/40)

56(21/35)

56(19/37)

T [Sej'l-Sei.TiKitcov. ’ O^eiAet [y]dp rd 56(21/35)

[dS]

[«’]

55(20/35)

55(20/35)

55(20/35)

10 [TTXrjdos ov povov rdAAa ovwTrJgpeveiv irdvra, d[AA]d '^Stj ^[a]! rfj vIk-tj evnepiei- 59(23/26)

^ This article gives the slightly altered text of a paper read by me to the Cambridge Philological Society

in November 1939 (cf. Cambridge University Reporter of January 16, 1940, p. 503 f.). I have to thank my
old teacher. Professor K. Kalbfleisch, late of the University of Giessen, for contributing some readings of

his own and for making many valuable suggestions, and Dr. D. Daube, of GonviUe and Caius College, and
Mr. P. Treves, of St. John's College, Cambridge, for allowing me to discuss special questions with them.

The figures printed at the end of the lines in col. I indicate the total number of letters contained in the line

in its restored state
; while the numbers in brackets give the proportion of letters restored in the lacuna

at the begiiming of the line to the more or less well-preserved remainder.
- E. Komemarm, O. Eger, Paul M. Meyer, Grieckische Papyri im Museum des Oberkessischen Geschichts-

vereins zu Giessen, i (1910-12).

® My text and translation of col. II, 17 f., follows that of A. S. Hunt and C. C. Edgar, Select Papyri,
n, Ko. 215, save for the slight alterations in U. 28-9 introduced by Schubart and Wilcken a few years ago
(cf. Preisigke, Berichtigungsliste, n, 66).
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Tovto Se to ijxavTov Starjay/ia e[^a7T]Aaja€t ["n^v] neyaXeioT-qra [to]u 'Pa)^a[t'-]

62(26/36)

[mv StJ/hov. Svfx^aLvei yap ttjv avTrj^y nepl tovs [aAAoJuf yeyeyrjaOai fjTrep S[t]a- 58(29/29)

[TTpeTTovaiv dveKadev ’PtupaloL ripif Ka^Ta\eL(j>[6evTa>v p.rj8A^<pv t<xi[v] i^Kaar-Qs 59(30/29)

[j^copa? ev oiKovpevT] dvroAeirevTOJU rj dripj^TOjly. ’Atj-o Se tcov\ 77[p]pcr[o'Sttiv rdtv vvv]

59(33;'26)

15 [vTrapxovawp arvvreXovvraiv, dnep eKeXeva^Orj
\
7rapd ‘Pcupaiiov dtro rod /ca('?) erouj,]

59(33/26)

[to? SiKaiov CK Twi’ SLaraypaTMv Kal i7nijT\gXpj[y , d e^eSodrj v<f)' rjp.a>p re] 58(33/25)

[Kat rd)v rjpLerepctJv TTpoyovcnv . UpoeTeOr] ]

[ “AXXrjg. Av^to-

[Kpdrwp Kalaap MdpKos Avpi'^Xtog Peovijpos 'Aitoii’li’os Aef^aaros Xeyei. TTpay^itJa 62

20 [peya aKovcrare pov, Lva Trdaa •p oiKovpevrj yapp Kal al Xthrai aTravrlipy eAA'p- 57

[yojcrtv, Trdvreg ol (fivydSeg KareXOerioaav, ol Kal e<f>' orcpovv eyK-AT/part] 1) pat- SI

[pto Kal oTTwaovv KaraSeSiKaapAoi elaLv. 'Ek Siarayparo? /cupai^eWoj] vtto- 59

[oTpecfieTOjaav irdvres elg rag rrarpiSag rag ISlag, nX-qv el vtto rov epov pev\ kv- 60

[pt'ou Kai delov, vperepov Se rrarpog Eeovqpov dvrjp TTe<f>vyaSevpevog rjt etq. 59

25 \^EXevQepoL 8’ earutaav TTavrayf), ottol ol rjperepoL VTrqperai airrou? Trpjoleaav, 60

[w'ai TTavreg ol drroKaraarade'pTeg rjpaiv ^Lov reXetrcjaav, uig StKaioi'] e’y Sia- 59

[rayparcov Kal eTnaroXujv
, a e^eSoOq v<j> rjpdn’ re Kal rcuv qperepojv rrpoyovojv.'j 58

[“^AAtj?. AvroKpdraip Kalaap MdpKog AvpqXiog Eeovfjpog 'Avraivlvog Ee^aajrog 60

[Aeyet
]

Col. II

Ka[ra.]yep€iv rjp[erepoig] arTOKaraaradelaa’

,

[a-n-ep rourcoji' e/ari,] Kf[Aeo]£p, [/cat toi']

Imrov Sqpoaioly TTpoaTT^elalxqKoaw d—p[8tS]a)p[i, /c]at ovo\jia)v eVi/cpJtcrtj [SJeT^cret ['f]a[t]

\7ra[p]a/p[-//pe]t-

cpcrt? dTTO<f)d[<j]eiog

,

[ou? pq] Karex^tv ^ Xa[jj.p]dveiv rag 7roA[etTt]/cd? [T]tpdr. Kal to5[to] :

Merd ravra rfjg Td[^€]cp? eavrwv {^) cn/[n
7
]yoptaj rrpgg ypd[v]ov KwXvdelai. pera t[o]

5 -^[Xlrjpqjdrjvai to too yp[o]voi/ Sida-rqpa gvK oveiSiadTjaerat rj -rqg aTtp/t]a? TTapacrq-

pel[cx)]aig. Kal el (jrgvepov eariv rruyg TrXqpq rrjv x^p^rg pov TrgpeveOqKa, dpojg

Lva pq ng arevorepov -ngpeppqpevarj rqv /(dptTa pov e/c tojv p7][pd]Ta/f to[o]

rrporepov Siardypgrog, ev <p ovrcog dneKpiv[a]pr]v
'

'YTjoarpe(j}erojaay irdvreg

elg Tay irarplSag rag ISlag.’ ’EXevdepav pe rovroig rrdaw rrjv eTj-dvfoJSro]}/ SeSioKevai

10 [e]ty d-TTaaav r-qv Yq[v~\ Kal elg rrjv ’Pwpqv rqv eprjv SqXcoralov [e]8p/ctpaaa, lva p/?)]

7r[ap’ a/oTot? q SetAtay alrla q rrapd To[t]y KgKoqOeaiv eTTqp\_e]lag d<f>oppfj vrroXei,(f)6fj

.

Ilpoeredq irpo e ElScdv ’lovXlojv Sval *2la77poty vrrdroig, g egriv k (tTOuy) ’ErrelTj) ig,

ev 8e ’.i4Ae^av[8]p[eta oJtto rov eTrirpoTTOV rd>v ovaiaKwv Kg {erovg) Mexelp ig, yevopevov

[tjTrJopvT/paToy em rov Xap7Tpordro[v] qyepdvog Bai^llov ’/o[o]y/cti'o[o] rfj 8

15 [too] avrov pqvdg Mexelp.

’:4A[A7jy:]

^4t[yd77Tt]pt navreg, ol elaiv ev ’AXe^avSpeCg, Kal pdXiarg a[y]pot/cot, olriveg 77e(^e[dyao'ti/]

dA[Ao0ev /c]at evpapdig f[d]ptCT[/ce]CTdat Sdi'at’Ta[t], rrgyrrj rravroig ey^Xqaipgl elaiv, p[o;^]t.

p[eV]Tpf ye yotpepTro/pJot gal vavrai 770Td[p]tot eKelvol re olriveg KaXapov 77-p[o]y to

20 vTTOKaleiv rd /3aAa[v€t]a Karacfrepovap Tovg 8e dXXovg ey)3[a]AAe, olriveg rip TTXqde\_i\ red

ISlep /ca[t ov]x^ rgpdaaovai rqv ttoXiv. Eaparreloig Kal rialv egp-

Taal[poig i^Jpepaty elwdeyai Kardyeiv dvaiag elveKev ravpovg Kal dXXa rivd

eyiplylx'^ V 'fA dXXgig q[p]e'paig Alyvrrriovg pavddveo. Aid rovro ovk elai KioXvreoi.
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’£'[K€rvot] KwX[y^eadaL <^e[t]Aouat oltivcs ras ISias, Iva ^rj

25 eplyov] aypoLKOv ttoiwol, oyxl fJLfVTOi {omves} Trjv 77oA[t]i' TrjV ’AXe^avSpecov TrjV Xa/MTrpo-

rdT[r]v] ISelv 0€Aov[T]e? els avTrjv awepxovrai rj rroXemKCOTepas ^(oys eve-

K€V ['^ TrpJayfiaTelas TTpplajKalpov ev6d8e K[a^T€pxoi'Tai. MeO' e[T]e|pa. ’EmyeLvtLaKe-

aOai ya[p] els rovs A[t]vou^[o]tis' ot aXydivol AlyvTTTioL SwarT[a](. evpapcos (fxovrjv

oXXmv [aiVrJot exfiv oipeis re Kal axrjpLa. “Eti re Kal SeiKvvec eyavrla ydrj

30 dno dvaarpcxfirjs [TroJAem/c^j etvai dypoiKOVS A\l^yvTrTLOvs

.

I, 1-9: the lacuna on the left has room for not more than 21, and not fewer than 18 letters,

a binding rule for restorations.

I, 4: cf. Herodian iv, 4, 6.

1, 8 : j7[oAeiT]etai' : five not four letters in this lacuna (Heichelheim, confirmed by Kalbfleisch). For

the restored passage rots Kara, ryv 'PojpLa'iK^yv olKovpivyv cf. Ulpian in Dig. I, 5, 17 : in orbe Romano.

I, 9: ]SetTt/ctcav: ‘Wer atJSeiAtKtcov Oder yev]TetXtKunv schreibt, verlasst die Ueberlieferung!
’

(Kalbfleisch). JaTojv: ‘Nach genauer Untersuchung mit der Leuchtlupe Visolett. Die Lesung

JaTta? halte ich nicht mehr fiir moghch’ (Kalbfleisch).

I, 14^29 : tentative restorations.

I, 17
:
{TrpoeTedrj ....]. Cf. col. II, 12 f.

I, 19-24 : cf. Cassius Dio lxxviii, 3, 3.

I, 20: wy eXXrj (Kalbfleisch).

I, 21
:
ypio (Heichelheim, confirmed by Kalbfleisch).

I, 22/23: cf col. II, 8/9.

I, 26: ey Sia (Kalbfleisch).

I, 28 f. : three or four hues are lost.

II, 1: KalralvepeLv rjp[eTepois^ and /<g[Aeu]tt> (Heichelheim, confirmed by Kalbfleisch).

II, 2: 37
[K]a[i] \iTa[pia/cr[j

7
pe]t-, a possibility, but extremely uncertain.

II, 3 : 7ToA[eiTi]Kd?, four, not three letters in this lacuna (Heichelheim, confirmed by Kalbfleisch).

II, 4: Merd and Td[^e]to?, suggestions of Schubart (cf. Preisigke, Berichiigmgsliste, i, 170),

confirmed by Kalbfleisch.

II, 28: (fniivny (Wilcken), cf. Preisigke, op. cit., ii. 66.

II, 29: [aurjoi (Schubart), cf. Preisigke, loc. cit.

‘Edict of the [Emperor Caesar] M. AureUus [Severus] Antoninus Augustus. [It is everywhere]

necessary to attribute the main causes and reasons of events [to the divinity. I too myself have to

be justly] grateful to the immortal gods, because they [safely] protected me, after such an [assault,

as that of Geta, was attempted], I believe, therefore, in the following manner to be able, magni-

ficently and marvellously to do something equal to their greatness, if I lead, [as Romans, as many

myriads] as happen to be my subjects to the [temples] of the gods.

‘I grant, therefore, to all [free persons throughout the Roman] world the citizenship of the

Romans, [no other legal status remaining] except that of the dediticians; for it seems fair, [that the

masses not only] should bear all the burdens, but participate in the victory as well. [This my own]

edict is to reveal the majesty of the Roman people. [For this majesty happens] to be superior to

that of the other [nations], the [honour] in which [the Romans have excelled from the beginning],

after no inhabitant of any coimtry [in the world has been left without citizenship and] honour.

[Referring to the] taxes [which exist at present, all are to pay what has been] imposed [on Romans,

from the beginning of the 21st( ?) year, as it is law according to the edicts and letters, issued by us

and our ancestors. Displayed publicly. . . .]

‘[Another edict: Edict of the] Emperor [Caesar M. Aurelius Severus Antoninus Augustus.

Listen to a great] action [of mine, that the whole world may rejoice and the anxieties of] all come
to an end, [let all the exiles who have been condenaned, on whatever charge] or blame [and in

whatever manner, be restored. AU are to] return [to their own native countries as soon as this edict

has been displayed publicly, with the exception of men banished by my] lord [and divus, your father
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Severus for] any [reason. They are to be free everywhere, wherever our officials] have let them go

;

[and all the men whom I have reinstated are to live for the future, as is right,] according to the
edicts [and letters, issued by us and our ancestors],

‘ [Another edict : Edict of the Emperor Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus Antoninus] Augustus
[ ]- I command that to the men whom I have reinstated there must be attributed [what
is due] to them, [and] I give the knight’s horse back to those who had it before, and a [new] veri-

fication of the properties [which are required for qualification to municipal offices] will be necessary
[or, in addition,] a notification( ?) of a deci.sion [has to be made] referring to such [persons as are
not] to hold or to occupy the municipal offices. And then the following : Hereafter, for persons to

whom the membership of a certain class (or) of the community of lawyers has been forbidden for

a certain time, this annotation of infamy is not to be prolonged after the time has expired. And if

it is clear how fully I have shown my grace, nevertheless my grace is not to be interpreted too
narrowly in accordance with the regulations of the earlier decree, in which I decided as follows : “All
are to return to their own native countries.” It was my clear intention that the way should be free

hereby for all these to the whole Empire as well as to my capital, Rome, that no cause for ignominy
or a new beginning of insulting treatment from maliciou.s persons should be left. Published in

Rome, the fifth day before the Ides of July under the consulate of the two Aspri, i.e. 16th Epeiph
of year 20 ;

and (published) in Alexandria by the procurator usiacus in the 21st year, 16th Mecheir,

and entered into the official book of documents by his excellency the prefect Baebius Juncinus on
the fourth of (the) same month Mecheir.—Another [epistle]

;

‘All Egyptians who are in Alexandria, and especially country-folk, who have fled from other

parts of Egypt and can easily be detected, are by all manner of means to be expelled, with the

exception, however, of pig-dealers and riverboatmen and the men who bring down reeds for

heating the baths. But expel all the others, as by the numbers of their kind and their uselessness

they are disturbing the city. I am informed, that on the day of the festival of Sarapis and on certain

other festal days Egyptians are accustomed to bring down bulls and other animals for sacrifice,

or even on other days
;
they are not to be prohibited [from doing] this.

‘ The persons who ought to be prohibited are those who [flee] from their own districts to escape

rustic toil, not [those], however, who congregate here with the object of viewing the glorious city

of Alexandria or come down for the sake of enjoying a more chulizecl life [or] for incidental business.

‘A further extract : For genuine Egyptians can easily be recognized among the linen-weavers by
their speech, which proves them to have assumed the appearance and dress of another class

;
more-

over, their mode of life, their far from civilized manners reveal them to be Egyptian country-folk.’

The most interesting document of the four legal texts is the first one, the famous
Constitutio Antoniniana, promulgated in the spring of a.d. 212, which granted Roman
citizenship to most of the inhabitants of the Roman Empire, immediately after Caracalla

had murdered his younger brother Geta, and had become sole Emperor. Several sources

refer to this franchise. Cassius Dio lxxviii, 9, 5 records this extremely important legal act

(according to Professor Cary's translation in the Loeb Classical Texts) as follows: ‘This

was the reason why (the Emperor Caracalla) made all the people in his Empire Roman
citizens. Nominally he was honouring them, but his real purpose was to increase his revenues

by this means, inasmuch as aliens did not have to pay most of the taxes, which he had
introduced or reorganized.’^ In addition, the jurist Elpianus who lived under Caracalla as

one of the legal advisers of the Emperor, and might have known the text of the Constitutio

Antoniniana in statu nascendi, states in the Dirj. i, 5, 17: In orhe Romano qid sunt, ex

constitutione itnperatoris Antonini cives Romani effecti sunt (‘All persons throughout the
Roman world were made Roman citizens by an edict of the Emperor Antoninus Caracalla’).

^ Ov ev€Ka xal 'Puifiatovs Trdvras tovs iv Trj apxfj avrov, Xoytp piv Tipuiv, ipyu hi ottcuj TrAeico av~d> koX tK tov
ToiovTov irpoalr) hia to tovs ic'vovs rd rroAAa avTuii’ pi} ovi^eXelv dWSctfci'. The passages of Justinian’s Nov. 78. 5
and St. John Chrj’sostom's l/i acta apostolorum homilia 48. 1 (ed. Migne, P. G. 60, p. 333) which mention
the same law are full of misunderstandings and without historical value.
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St. Augustine might also have known the Latin original of our col. I, 7-11
;
for he writes

in his Be Civ. Dei, v, 17: fieret . . . ut omnes ad Romanuvi imperium pertinentes societatem

acciperent civitatis et Romani cives essent ac sic esset omnium quod erat ante paucorum (‘It

came about that all inhabitants of the Eoman Empire received the bond of citizenship

and became Eoman citizens, so that the privilege of the few was made universal ). Finally,

a short statement is to be found in Script. Hist. Aug. x, 1. 2: civitatern omnibus datam

(‘Citizenship was given to every one').

The invaluable col. I of the papyrus which contains the Constitutio Antoniniana is very

much broken. Its lines had originally a length of between 55 and 64 letters, as Professor

Wilhelm, the distinguished Ancient Historian from Vienna, has convincingly proved (see

his ingenious but not always final restorations of P. Giss. 40, I. 1-13, which are published

in A-JA 38 (1934), ISO). The text is written in so exact a hand that we are able to define

with certainty how much has been lost, from certain parts of the preserved text, and from

restorations which are self-evident, e.g., those of 1. 1.

The first six lines of the preserved text, which alone can be taken into account by us

for such a task, have almost equal length ;
the following three lines are slightly shorter on

the right, although the break on the left remains vertical throughout. All other fines of

the column are much shorter on the left, and very often on the right as well. It is, in these

circumstances, a most important fact for a conclusive restoration of col. I of the Giessen

Papyrus that 11. 1-6 of the preserved part of this text have between 37 and 45 letters, a

difference of 9 letters, and that the restored part of 1. 1 comprises 18 letters, i.e. slightly less

than one-half of the preserv'ed part of the same fine. It will, therefore, be a sound estimate,

in my opinion, if we allow for the restorations of 11. 1-9 a difference of slightly less than one-

half of that of the preserved text, i.e. a difference of about 4 letters. Professor Vilhelm’s

restorations of these fines show between 18 and 23 letters, i.e. a difference of 6 letters
; S. N.

Miller^ allows between 18 and 22 letters, a variation of 5 letters, and C. H. Eoberts^ no

more than 18 or 19 letters, a variation of 2 letters. All this is close to the mark, but not

completely precise and satisfactory. Therefore I accepted for the Greek text suggested by

me only restorations of between 18 and 21 letters for 11. 1-9, and of between 23 and 38 letters

for 11. 10-16, the lacunae of which become gradually larger. The exact length of these fines

represents a fact which can be found with certainty, but has not always been considered,

to the disadvantage of the restorations and theories of many scholars.

Lengthy discussions over a period of almost thirty years have only slowly reached more

or less satisfactory results. Even now the restorations and emendations of the Constitutio

Antoniniana are far from final in the most disputed passages; but tbe reports of Ulpian,

Cassius Dio, and St. Augustine, mentioned earlier, give us at least a lead as to the contents

of the document.® My text of col. 1, 1-7, 10, and 12 which, I think, is the right one, is identi-

cal with the one suggested very reasonably by Professor Wilhelm. I shall give, in addition,

my own restorations of 11. 8 and 9, the most controversial parts of the text, a minor altera-

tion of 1. 11,^ and more or less tentative restorations of 11. 13-17 which V ilhelm did not try.

Wilhelm has brought out splendidly the parts of the text which were intended to honour

1 CAH, xn, p. 45, n. 3. - Cf. A. N. Sherwin-White, The Roman Citizenship (1939), p. 225, n. 3.

^ Cf. the bibliographies in CAH. xn, p. 734; PW, art. peregrini; Preisigke, Berichtigungsliste, i. 170, n
62 f.; inE. Balog, Uber das Alter derEdiktskommentaredes Gains (Hanovei, 1914) 112f.; and in three papyrus

reports by Paul M. Meyer, Z. Sav. 48 (1928), 595 f., 50 (1930), 512 f., 52 (1932), 368 f. Cf. especially W. Stroux,

Philologus, 88 (1933), 279 f. ; A. H. M. Jones, JRS 26 (1936), 223 f. ; F. Schonbauer, Z. Sav. 57 (1937), 309 f.

;

W. Kunkel, Rbmisches Privatrecht (1935), p. 57 f. ; Sherwin-White, op. cit. 218 f.

* ifiavToC instead of Wilhelm’s epov, which is too short for the lacuna.
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the new Eoman citizens. Here he is in complete accord with the reports of Cassius Dio and

St. Augustine, and his restorations have removed all the difficulties which led distinguished

scholars^ to believe that the document in question could not be the actual Constitutio

Antoniniana, but only represented a legal text which was more or less connected with it.

Line 1 of this difficult and important papyrus contains the usual introduction to such

edicts. The many titles of Caracalla indicate clearly how proud these later Eoman rulers

were of ancestors, even fictitious ones. The next sentences from 11. 2 to 7 are in agreement

with the popular, more or less Stoic, philosophy of the period. It may be worth mentioning

that this passage is not completely contrary to Christian ideas either. The belief in a divine

providence, for which mortals must be grateful, was common both to the mystery-religions

and Christianity, the ideals of which had conquered the people at that period. An Emperor
who wished to win popularity, as was urgently necessary for Caracalla after the treacherous

and cowardly murder of his own brother, had to speak a language which recalled to his

subjects the holiest hours of their lives. Huch an Emperor could not be as bad as appeared

from some of his deeds, and he was more readily accepted as the instrument of the divine

providence over the world, which is what he himself claimed to be. A Eoman was of a higher

dignity than a simple provincial. To be honoured by as many Eoman citizens as possible,

must have been believed to be very agreeable to the pagan gods who ruled over the world.

They did not prefer, as did the Christians, the small gifts of poor serfs to the large ones of kings.

The next sentence, which begins with SiScupt in 1. 7 and ends with the restored expression

[SeJSetTtKt'ojv in 1. 9, is the most difficult one of the whole text. There are already two minor

difficulties in 1. 8 of the original edition. Professor Meyer restored here TT[o'\n'\eLav

,

an

ingenious suggestion, the general meaning of which fits splendidly into the passage, and

which has been approved by most scholars up to Wilhelm and Sherwin-White ; but the size

of the disputed lacuna suggests one letter more, 5 instead of the 4 letters of Professor Meyer’s

restoration. Professor K. Kalbfleisch of Giessen (who has kindly checked my readings and

restorations of this papyrus) found the solution of this difficulty. He restored the very

common itacisni 7T[oAetT]etac in 1. 8 of the Ciiessen papyrus, the et being in full agreement

with the similar readings TroAemKcoTepa? in II. 25, TroAeiTmij? in II, 29, and the restoration

7roA[€m]«d? in II, 3, which is required with similar certainty by the size of this lacuna too.^

It has been observed, from the time the Giessen papyrus was published, that the article

rrjv, which would be expected for reasons of style, is missing in 1. 8 before the accusative

TT[oXiLT]eiav and its subsequent genitive ; but this is no serious objection to Professor Aleyer's

restoration. Our text represents the Greek translation from a Latin original, and such

translations might have been incorrectly stylized even by official translators. It should

also be noticed in this connexion that the writer of the papyrus omits occasionally words

which were certainly written in the manuscript copied by him.^

Furthermore, the lacuna in the left half of 1. 8 has been restored hitherto in an inexact or

^ E.g. E. Bickermann, ‘Das Edikt des Kaisers Caracalla in P. Giss. 40’, Phil. Diss. Berlin (1926);

R. Laqueur, Eachr. Giess. Hochschulgesdhchnft, vi (1928), 15 f. Sherwin-White, op. cit. 224 and 226, has

been similarlj- misled, because he wrongly believes that Wilhelm's restoration of I, 9, which was later

accepted by Jones, but is actually several letters too long, could not be easily shortened without alteration

of its sense, as we shall see later. His interpretation of vneioeXOmoiv in I. 6 as ‘migrate’ cannot be accepted

either, because the wording of the four laws of P. Giss. 40 does not show the peculiarities of the Greek of

the later papyri, as Sherwin-White's suggestion implies. The language of this text is clearly the usual

mixture of classical and, to a lesser degree, hellenistie peculiarities which are a characteristic of the ‘chan-

ceUerj' Greek’ during the Principate.

- Racisms are common in our text : vide in II, 10 Sij.lcoTator instead of h-qXwTeov, in II, 22 e'rt/ccr, and in

II. 27/28 imyeivwaK€adaL. ® C'/. p. 20, n. I.
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misleading manner. Professor Wilhelm’s suggestion tols KaroiKovmv rrjv . .
.

(‘ all inhabitants

of the world’) would admit freedmen, Latini iuniores, and all barbarians outside the Empire

(who were certainly not citizens^ in the later third century a.d.) into the franchise.

Professor Schonbauer’s restoration rots in i/xol Kara rrjv . .
.

(‘ all my subjects in the world ’),

and especially that of Professor Stroux dnot edc turn /card •n)i’. .. (‘whoever lives in the world’),

are similarly inexact. Professor Meyer’s more precise legal wording pivots Kara rrjv ... (‘ all

peregrini throughout the world’) is much too short for the lacuna and suggests participation

of occasional visitors of the Empire in the franchise, which is impossible. On the other

hand, it has not been noticed up to now, that St. Augustine with his passage omnes ad

Bomanum imperium pertinentes, and more clearly Ulpian with his five words in orbe Bomano

qui sunt, seem to remember the Latin original of the missing part of our text, especially

as the expression in orbe Bomano of Ulpian is unusual. I therefore venture to restore in the

lacuna of 1. 8 rot? Kara rrjv 'PcofiaiK]7]v olKovfievpv, the equivalent of Ulpian’s orbis Bomanus.

Many articles and even books have been written to interpret and restore the other parts

of 11. 8 and 9 : the notorious pevovros clausula is not mentioned in our literary tradition. It

is certain that the whole important paragraph circumscribed the group of persons to whom
citizenship was granted by Caracalla with sufficient legal distinctness and clarity. The dnacn

of 1. 7 would not have been enough, as certain small groups were excluded from CaracaUa’s

franchise without any doubt (see n. 1). The most difficult word of 1. 9 is [SeJSeipKtcai', the

Greek transcription of the Latin term dediticii, as Professor Meyer rightly restored.^

As Bickermann in a splendid Berlin thesis, which foxmded his reputation as a scholar,

has pointed out (see p. 15, n. 1), there are three different legal classes which were called

dediticii by the Roman law. The first and the second of them, certain groups of freedmen,

prisoners of war and, perhaps, certain groups of foreign auxiliary soldiers,® who were settled

more or less in the status of serfs in the Roman provinces, were clearly excluded from the

benefits of the Constitutio Antoniniana, as we know from many sources and nobody has

ever doubted. These groups must, indeed, have been mentioned in our text, at least

indirectly, so as not to include them.

Furthermore, major difficulties of interpretation from the time the papyrus was pub-

hshed did not arise only because the term dediticius in the context of U. 8 and 9 presents

a problem which has not been solved up to now. Professor Meyer and most of his successors

tried, in addition, to put square pegs of restorations in the round holes of known and

recognizable facts, by not taking into account, before they began their restoring, the size

and grammatical structure of the missing parts of the text on the left of 1. 9, as far as we

are able to estabhsh that.

If I am right, each restoration of this lacuna would have to fulfil the following five

conditions; (a) Its size should be of no more than 21 and no fewer than 18 letters, which

excludes the well-known restorations of Meyer, Segre, Stroux, Schonbauer, Wilhelm,

Kunkel, etc. (see p. 14, n. 3), for they are decidedly too long, at least m their original form.

^ Cf. Bickermann, op. cit.; Schonbauer, op. cit.; Sherwin-White, op. cit., 224.

^ The suggestions lyevjjciXiKiuiv of P. Jouguet, La vie municipale dans VEgypte romaine (1911), p. 355,

n. 1, and [ai]SeiA‘«‘"'>' of Laquem, loc. cit., are absolutely excluded, because the first letter after the lacuna

can only be a S and the fourth letter only a t, as Professor Kalbfleiseh assured me again in a letter. Greek

transcriptions of the Latin terms additicius and editicius are admissible in 1. 9 as well, at least from the purely

palaeographio point of view; but I cannot see how these restorations could be made more certain than

SeSciTtKioiv. Even so, editicius would suit better than additicius (‘additional’), because it means a person who
had legal obligations on account of an edict, like that of the present text, cf. Thes. Ling. Lat., s. vv. additicius,

dediticius, editicius- Balog, op. cit., 114 f.

® Cf. the diplomata militaria published in CIL XII and in Annee epigraphique 1935-1939.
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Several of them are even longer than intended by their authors, because the writer of the

papyrus, as we learned earlier from other passages of the text, was accustomed to write

TToXcLTiKov uud 7roX€iTev(idTwv iustcad of Professor Schdnbauer's ttoXitikov and the TroXtrev-

fidrcov of most other restorations.

(b) A perhaps rather short substantive in the genitive plural and ending in Jarmv should

be restored at the end of the lacuna. It has been proved by Stroux and especially by
Professor Kalbfleisch, who kindly revised the papyrus for me again, that an adverb ending in

Jarw?, as Bickermann, Kling, and Schonbauer suggested, is excluded owing to palaeographic

considerations. Xot only the connecting line between co and v, as Stroux has already shown,

but also the first hasta of the v can be seen according to Professor Kalbtleisch’s revision.

(c) The words xa)/)[ts-] rwv [Se]8etTt«:ta)v should be connected with the genitive absolute

beginning with ^ilvovros, and not with the main sentence in 11. 7 and 8. Stroux and pre-

decessors have proved this conclusively against Meyer.

(d) A masculine or neuter substantive or pronoun in the genitive singular is required

as subject of the genitive absolute iiivovros, as is indeed obvious.

(e) What has not been taken into consideration hitherto, we should expect an advers-

ative particle after i^Aovtos in the normal Greek of the period. Otherwise, there would have

been a styhstic shp of the translator in this passage, similar to the one which we foimd in

1. 8 before 7T\oXeir\eLav, but to fill a lacuna, which admits many possibilities of restoration,

with faulty Greek, because another slip has occurred earlier, would not in my opinion be

correct and methodical, if a more suitable restoration can be found. I prefer, therefore, an

adversative 8e solitarium after fj-evovros, quite a common construction in hellenistic and later

Greek. E. Mayser^ refers to this construction with the remark ‘Belege zahllos’.

Several of the earlier restorations of 1. 9, in spite of being too long, are not completely

excluded from future discussions, at least in their general meaning, if we add an adversative

Se after /xeVovro? to them, and alter the expression TToXeiTevftdTwv which is decidedly too long

in all cases, into rayfidrcov (or in one case better into avarqudrcov)—changes already suggested

by Professor Stroux as possibilities. Professor Meyer’s and Sherwin-White's altered restora-

tion would, under these circumstances, read as follows: [levovros [Se vavros yevovs (xvarqix\d-

rcov (or TaypJaTojy) (18-20 letters) ;
that of Stroux, nevovros [Se ^evov ovSevos rtov Tay/ijartuv

(21 letters) ; that of Wilhelm and Jones, ^ivovro? [S’ ovhevds cktos rCov rayfTydTuiv (20 letters)

;

and that of Kunkel, jj-evovros [S’ oiJSevo? rcXv oAAojv Tayp.]dTa)y (20 letters).

The choice between these four restorations^ presents a problem which palaeography

cannot solve alone, but on which both the historical facts and the content of the historical

reports on the Constihdio Anfonuiiana have a bearing. It is, as we observed earher, to be

considered as certain, that several small groups of inhabitants of the Eoman Empire, e.rj.,

freedmen of minor status, prisoners of war as well as barbarian settlers and soldiers of minor

status, were excluded from Caracalla’s franchise (see p. 16). On the other hand, it is

unlucky for each interpretation of this law that the term dediticius, which seems to have

been used in 1. 9, has a double meaning. It referred originally to all provincials who had

been conquered by Eome by force, but later often included the small groups which preserved

a minor status after Caracalla.

1 Grammatik der griechiscJien Papyri aus der Ptolemaerzeit. n, 3 (1934), 128.

- I mention other possibilities for experimental restorations of the jj-tvovTos clausula which might be

considered: y-dvovTOS [Se toC KOOyov (or Xoyov) XeiTOVpyrjyjdrMV (or TroXeirevyjaTuiv or Ttur rayyjdTuiv or twv <jvo-

rriy]drojv) (18-21 letters). The sense of this group of restorations does not seem to me to be as likely as

that of the earlier suggestions. As far as I am able to see, an almost unlimited number of restorations of

1. 9 could be invented which are palaeographioally unobjectionable.

D
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In spite of these certain facts our best historical sources, the careful jurist Ulpian and
the historian Cassius Dio, who were both living under Caracalla, and used official material

for their reports and knew the actual wording of the Constituiio Antoniniana, tell us clearly

that all people received Eoman citizenship under this Emperor. They did not find any
exceptions at all worth mentioning. In these circumstances, we may he fairly certain that

the exclusion of certain groups from the franchise, in spite of being an indisputable fact,

could not be found at the first glance in an expUcit reference of the main sentence of the law,

but was stated only indirectly. The restorations of Stroux and Kimkel, who suggest such

an indirect exception in the /aeVovro? clausula, should, therefore, in my opinion, be preferred

to those of Meyer-Shervin-White and Wilhelm-Jones, which have no direct bearing on the

franchise but state a special regulation for municipal constitutions and munera. The term
dediticii would, if I should be right in these considerations, mean the small groups which
remained excluded from the Eoman citizenship after Caracalla, an interpretation of this

expression by Bickermann, of which Sherwin-White^ now also approves.

The next passages of the law do not offer such difficult problems. The sentence from

d^etAet in 1. 9 to ivTrepieiXrj^OaL in 1. 11 reminds us so closely of the statement of St. Augus-

tine mentioned earher Sic esset omnium, quod erat ante pauconim, that Sherwin-White^ is

perhaps right in suggesting a direct coimexion. In complete accordance with our historical

tradition of Caracalla’s behaviour after the murder of Geta, as W. Eeusch® has proved in

a convincing manner, the Emperor thanks afterwards the gods in the next paragraph,

11. 9-14, as in 11. 2-7, again for acn-rrjpLa (14) and vi'/oj (I. 10), expressions which, as we know
from Herodian, iv, 4 and 5, formed part of the very terminology of the Emperor’s speeches

at that time
;
and, hke Nero after the murder of his mother, Caracalla tried to exculpate

himself by giving the gods, the iieyaXeiorqs, i.e. the maiestas of the fopulus Bomanus,* as

well as all his subjects a share of his spoils.

My restorations of U. 14r-17 are tentative, owing to the size of the lacuna
; but there must

have been, at any rate, some financial clauses in the text of Caracalla’s edict, which would

rightly or wrongly indicate to Dio (see p. 13, n. 1), that the need for money was behind

the measure, and which gave at least the date from which the duties of the new citizens

were to begin. To say more was not necessary for the purpose; but this subject also could

not be completely omitted. Othensdse complete legal and financial chaos would have been

the consequence of the Emperor’s decree, which would have been mentioned with pleasure

by Cassius Dio, a decided enemy of Caracalla. But such a surmise is most unlikely, if not

impossible, because we know with certainty that Caracalla had the best jurists of the

century as his constant advisers in such matters. If I am right, the few preserved fragments

of the last fines of the text point to such a financial passage. The end of the document
most likely was similar to the end of the third edict of the same papyrus, which I shall

discuss now, and which contains the date of the promulgation of this legal text, first in

Eome and subsequently in Alexandria.

The second and third edicts of our papyrus fill the second half of col. I, immediately

after the Constitufio Antoniniana, and, in a better state of preservation, the first half of

col. II. They have not been discussed very much hitherto, because the text of the last

fines of col. I has been lost with the exception of groups of one to six letters on the right of

the document, which -were not finally read before Professor Kalbfleisch and I revised the
text. Even the fines of col. II, 1-3, were in a condition wliich was not alwa3-s satisfactorj-.

^ Op. cit. 224. 2 Qp_ 222, 291.
3 Hermes LX\-n (1932), 473 f. Of. in addition CTG III, p. 327, No. 4680, 1. 3: riv ouir^pa rijs oAtjs

^ Sherwin-White, op. cit. 223.
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It was already clear to Professor Meyer in 1910 that the edict at the beginning of col. II

was a later supplement to a certain amnesty-decree of Caracalla, which the Emperor had
issued immediately after the murder of Geta and practically at the same time as the

Constitutio Antoniniana. This amnesty-decree is not lost, as has been heheved up to now.

If I am right, it can be found in the broken parts of col. I of our text. One sentence of it

vTToarpecfieTwaav ndvres els rd? TrarplBas tols IStas (‘All are to return to their own native

countries ’) is expressly mentioned in the supplementary decree of col. II in 11. 8 and 9, and

Cassius Dio lxxviii, 3, 3^ gives the following epitome of the main sentences and parts of

sentences of this amnesty-decree: ‘To the senate on the following day (i.e. after the murder

of Geta) Caracalla made some other remarks, and then, after rising from his seat, he said

as he reached the door: “Listen to an important action of mme: that the whole world may
rejoice, let all the exiles who have been condemned, on whatever charge, in whatever manner,

he restored, with the exception of those banished by my divus, your father.’’ Thus did he

empty the islands of exiles, and grant pardon to the basest of criminals
; but before long he

had the islands full again.’

It has not been noticed hitherto that the sentence of decree No. II which begins with

the hellenistic imperative virooTpeifieTutaav and is mentioned in decree No. Ill (col. II, 8 /9) tits

well into the remains of col. I, 22 and 23 ;
in addition, the epitome of Cassius Dio which

I gave before requires only the minor changes which must be expected in rhetorical parts

of the narrative of a Greek historian, to form an integral part of 11. 19-24. It is most natural

that the main decree should be written immediately before its supplement, and therefore

I venture to suggest the restoration of this decree in col. I of our text, in accordance with

the known passages of the document and their wording, but perhaps more exactly from the

legal point of view.

For instance, we find here the necessary distinction between banishment iyKXtjpari,

{i.e. owing to a court decision after an accusation) and pApcp {i.e. by imperial order because

the prisoner was to blame in certain political or moral matters). My restorations of decree II,

and especially of 11. 25-7, are tentative, as a matter of course
; but they are in complete

agreement with the preserved letter groups and the size of the lacunae, and point to matters

which caimot have been missing in the edict. After the model of a famous decree of Alexan-

der the Great, who was the idol of Caracalla, as is well known,^ the Emperor restored to

their earlier status all the prisoners of the Koman State who had been banished from their

homes rmder the predecessors of his father, and had been confined to certain islands of

the Mediterranean. The return of such prisoners would have meant a pohtical revolution in

Eome. By his decree Caracalla could be certain that he would have personal followers in

aU towns of the Empire in future, who would not mind very much about the dreadful deeds

he had done or Avas going to do, but were simply grateful to him without any reservation.

The wording of this amnesty-decree, which was a legal novelty, was not absolutely clear,

and did not in all questions which arose indicate to the authorities how they were to act.

Accordingly, a supplementary decree was necessary, Avhich has been preserved to us as

decree III of the Giessen papyrus. In addition, fragments of the Latin original of this

subsequent edict are knoAvn from Cod. lust. 10, 61 (59), 1 : Pars edicti Imperatoris Antonini

Augusti, propositi Boniae T Id. lid. duobus Aspris coss. Quihus posthac ordine suo vel

^ TIpos Se rrjV ovyK^TjTOV rfj vOTipata aAAa re rtva SifAe'x^Tj, Kal pera to eK rov pdBpov cfai'aCTT^i'ai Kal rrpos rrj

Bvpa yeveaBai “ aKovaare pov” el-e “ peya -npaypa- tva rraaa ij oiKOVpevr) x^PVt ^dwres ol (j>vydSes ol Kal ip orwovv

iyKX'qpare Kal ottojcovv KaraSehiKaapevoi ei vtto rov epoO pev Beeav, vperepov 8e rrarpos Tretjivyahevpevoi elev)

KareXBeruiaav ”. Tas pev ovv vyaou; ovrui raiv ^vydiu>v Keveoaas, Kal rols KaKtarois rmv KaraSeSiKaapevcov dSeiav

SeSwKws, elr oi ttoAAm varepov ave-rX-ypaiae. - Cf. Cassius Dio, LXXVm, 7, 8.
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advocationihus ad tempus interdicetwr, post impletum temporis spatium non prorogahitur

injamia (‘ Part of an edict of the Emperor Antoninus Augustus, which was issued in Eome
on the 5th of the Ides of July, under the consulate of the two Aspri :

‘ For persons to whom
the membership of a certain class or of the community of lawyers has been forbidden for

a certain time, this infamy is not to continue after the time has expired’). A periphrasis of

parts of the same edict is given by Ulpian in Dig. 50, 2, 3, 1, who reports: Imperator enim

Antoninus edicto proposito statuit, ut cuicumque aut quacumque causa ad tempus ordine vel

advocationihus vel quo alio officio fuisset interdictum, complete tempore niJiilo minus fungi

honore vel officio possit (‘For the Emperor Antoninus stated in a promulgated edict, that

persons to whom for whatever reason the membership of a certain class or of the community

of lawyers or the administration of another office had been forbidden for a time, neverthe-

less might participate in such an honour or office after the time of their punishment had

expired’).

I am now going to deal with this edict as it is preserved in P. Giss. 40. It begins, if I am
right, in 1. 28 of col. I. Several new readings and restorations could be foimd for the first

recognizable paragraph of it in col. II, 1-3, lines which had no connected text in Professor

Meyer’s original edition. Only, the letter group y [«:]?[!] \na.[p]aj g{rjijL€]i- at the end of col.

II, 2, the modification of an earher suggestion of Professor Meyer, is not to be considered as

certain.^ In decree III the Emperor makes provision for those of the reinstated men, who
bad or would have a right to dignities and honoured positions. The Eoman knights got

hack their horses, and it was forbidden to exclude the new proteges of the Emperor from

municipal offices. In any case, their fortunes had to be valued for the well-known lists,

which were drawn up in all town communities of the Empire and contained the names of

all possible prospective officials for future municipal elections.^

It is not said in II, 2, as Professor Meyer concluded from the letters ova which he restored

to the accusative plural od(T[taj and connected with aTroStSoj^t in the same line, that confis-

cated fortunes of reinstated persons had to be returned by the state. Such a surmise would

be extremely unlikely in my opinion, if we take into account the financial position of the

Empire under Caracalla.® Only a valuation of fortunes, if there were any left, was agreed

on, a measure which, nevertheless, explains for us why this edict was pubhshed, according

to 1. 13, by the procurator usiacus in Alexandria, the financial representative of the Emperor

in the Egyptian province.

Paragraph two of the law in 11. 4-6 gives the important regulation, which we mentioned

earlier and which has been preserved in Justinian’s Corpus Juris as well. This law, derived

from power-pohtics disguised by sweet phrases, represents the origin of one of the main

principles of most of the post-Eoman, and especially of aU hberal, penal codes, namely

that no disqualification is to remain after the time fixed for a punishment or a penalty has

expired. It was the humanitarian outlook of late Eoman society* which preserved this

regulation for us.

^ A large lacuna goes right through this letter group and the correction or addition over it, and makes

a final reading most difficult, if not impossible. The scribe seems to have become tired after he had written

col. I, the correction in II, 2 not being his only slip. He leaves out indispensable words subsequently, e.g.,

t} in II, 4, and otrives in II, 25. His earliest slip of this kind was, perhaps, the omission of rijr in I. 8, his

last one the dittography «t]v» in II, 26.

^ Cf. PW, art. munus; F. F. Abbott and A. C. Johnson, Municipal Administration in the Roman Empire

(1926), 100 f.

^ Cf. Cassius Dio, Lxx\in, 9, 10.

*
Cf. R. Laqueur. Das Kaisertum und die Gesellschaft des Reiches, Probleme der Spdtantike. Yortrdge auf

dem 17. Deutschen Historikertag, 14 f.
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The last paragraph, in 11. 6-11, makes provision for ex-criminals, in whose case, as it

appears, some officials of the imperial administration had considered it safer that they

should remain under control. One sentence of the earlier imperial amnesty decree could,

indeed, be interpreted so that the ex-convicts had to go to their native countries, but

could not take up residence wherever they liked. This quahfying interpretation was not

the official one of the Emperor, but he had to say that expressly in his new decree. Even
ex-criminals were allowed to stay anywhere in the Empire with freedom, until, perhaps,

a new crime brought them again into conflict with the authorities.

Lines 12-15 contain the normal formulae of pubhcation for such documents. We see

that the edict was published in Eome in July a.d. 212, but in Alexandria not before January

A.D. 213, which proves that it was not considered very important, or, what seems more
likely to me, that it was secretly delayed by the bureaucracy of the Empire, which did not

like the unlimited clemency extended to ex-criminals.

The fourth and last legal document of P. Giss. 40, an epistle of Caracalla of a.d. 215,

which extends from 11. 17 to 30 of col. II, is very satisfactorily edited and interpreted in the

original edition, and later in Mitteis-Wilcken, Chr. II, 22; Abbott-Johnson, op.cit.. No. 193 ;

and Hunt-Edgar, op. cit. ii. No. 215. I give, therefore, only a short survey of the contents

of this text, which is rather different from the other three documents with their somewhat

pseudo-humanitarian outlook.

Epistle IV represents one of the inceptive stages of the compulsion which resulted in

the serfdom of the Late Eoman Empire. The majority of the Egyptians in Alexandria

were to be expelled into the countryside of Egypt by Caracalla’s command. The state

ordered where a large percentage of its new citizens should take up residence. The peasants

were not allowed to leave their homesteads or change their professions, in spite of the

immense burdens, taxes, and liturgies which they had to bear. The Egj^ptian pig-dealers,

riverboatmen, and reed-traders in Alexandria were excepted from Caracalla's expulsion

decree, but not because they were freer than the peasants. These professions and their

collegia were under government control at that time.^ They had to fulfil the duties which the

government ordered for them, and had to take the pay which the government found

suitable.

The wealthier class of people were also excepted from expulsion to a certain degree, but

only, again, because Caracalla could confiscate their fortimes in Alexandria more easily

than in the country, as we may conclude from Cassius Dio’s report,^ which refers in detail

to the circumstances from which this law' originated. A small genuine privilege was given

to Sarapis, in whose temple the Emperor resided at the time of the promulgation of the

epistle. That was all. How' the police in Alexandria were ordered to act in enforcing the

expulsion decree we see from the second extract. Dress and speech and appearance of

doubtful persons, i.e. the majority of the inhabitants of Alexandria, had to be considered,

if it was to he discovered w'ho was actually an Egyptian and had. therefore, to be expelled.

These orders meant in practice that the officials and soldiers of Caracalla could do just as

they hked. Bribery and corruption must have been a paying business for them in conse-

quence. No wonder that the breakdown of the Eoman Empire begins at the very period

of such ‘laws’, which made the barbarians for all time stronger than the Eomans.

A last word may be allowed me as to the purpose of the whole text,® a question which

has not been considered up to now'. P. Giss. 40 with its four laws of quite different date and

1 Cf. W. Kunkel, Archiv \'m, 185; M. San Xicolo. Agyptisches Vereinsuesen, i, 139 f.

- Cf. Cassius Dio Lxx\’in, 22-3 and in addition Herodian, m, 9.

^ Cf. for a similar problem W. Schubart, Archiv xn (1936), 27 f.
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content cannot have been a more or less homogeneous roll for the purpose of some Eoman
official, for vrhom it might have been useful to have all constitutions of Caracalla at hand,

or all laws of a certain type issued by the Emperor. It is more likely, in my opinion, that

this compilation was composed to do its service for the legal claims of a private person.

If I should be right in this surmise, we are able to say something of the hfe and fate of

this gentleman without knowing his name and residence. He must have been a comparatively

wealthy man, who could afford to pay the costs for the scribe and for procuring the papyrus

and the necessary legal manuscripts, out of which the four laws had to be taken. He could

claim the privilege, possibly not without dispute, to be exempted from the expulsion of

Egyptians from Alexandria, and to get permission to visit the capital. He had become a

Eoman citizen owing to Caracalla’s franchise. On the other hand, he seems to have been in

difficulties before the reign of Septimius Severus. Most likely he was banished at that time,

and was freed and reinstated in consequence of the amnesty decree of a.d. 212. He might

legitimately claim either to be admitted to Alexandria, or, perhaps, to be reinstated into

municipal dignities and honours which he had lost by banishment and condemnation. Not

only the single laws of P. Giss. 40, but even the life of the owner of this small roU, seem,

under these circumstances, of exceptional interest to us. If Shervdn-White, op. cit. 227, is

right in calhng the discussions which this text has provoked a ‘battle’ of scholars, yet the

fight has not been absolutely in vain.
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ADOPTION EXTRAORDINARY
By ALAX H. GARDIXEE

In these catastrophic days I feel it undesirable to postpone any longer the publication of

an exceptionally interesting Eamesside papyrus which I acquired some years ago. My
readers, if any there be still able to lend their minds to Egyptology and the study of Ancient

Law, will perhaps not regret that for lack of the necessary books of reference I cannot add

one of those full philological commentaries dear to my grammatical mind, though a few

notes have proved indispensable. The document is a provincial one emanating, no doubt,

from the site of the Middle Egyptian town of Spermeru, named in the Golenischeff Ono-

masticonand the great Harris papyrus just before and therefore probably south of Herakleo-

pohs Magna.^ The language is barbarous, the composition execrable. None the less the

sense is clear and there is hardly a sentence that cannot be readily translated. The facts

disclosed are amazing. We had no inkling that in Egypt the legal fiction of adoption could

assume such importance or be carried to such lengths. To comment technically on the

proceedings here narrated is beyond my competence, and I am grateful, therefore, to Pro-

fessor de Zulueta for having consented to undertake this task.

The original is at present buried for safety’s sake some forty feet below ground, so that

it is impossible to give more details of its external features than can be seen from the Plates

accompanying this article (Pis. V-VII).^ The hieratic text, in a legible and accomplished

hand, runs parallel to the joins of the original roll, i.e. across the fibres on the recto and along

them on the verso. This was the usual practice with letters, short legal texts, and the hke,

the idea being to economize papyrus as far as possible. The scribe, having written about

two-thirds of what he had to say, then cut off from the roll the part already written, turned

his manuscript vertically, and continued on the verso. The verso containing only the re-

maining third had plenty of blank space to form the outside of the roll, and there, if neces-

sary, a docket or address could be written, though none such appears in the present instance.

Joins may be seen in the photographs just above 1. 1 of the recto and below its last fine,

1. 26. Corrections both in and above the line are found in various places, and indications

exist, particularly between rt. 15-16, that the recto at all events is palimpsest.

TR.iNSL.\TION

Year 1, third month of Summer, day 20 under His Majesty the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Ea<messe-kha<emwese-miamun, the god, ruler of Heliopolis, given life to all eternity. On
this day, proclamation to Amun of the shining forth of this noble god, he arising and shining forth

and making ofiering to Amun.^ Thereupon Nebnufer, my husband, made a writing for me, the

musician of Setekh Nenufer, and made me a child of his'*, and wrote down unto me all he possessed,

having no son (5) or daughter apart from myself. ‘All profit" that I have made with her, I will

bequeath it to Xenufer, my wife, and if {any of) my own brothers or sisters arise to confront

^ See rt. 15 and Gauthier, Diet, geogr. v, 31. The place is frequently mentioned in the soon to be published

Wilbour papyrus, where Setekh is named as its principal deity.

* For preparing the autographed Plates V.i, VIa, VIIa I am deeply indebted to Mrs. Smither.
^ i.e. announcement to Amun of Kamak of the King’s accession, whereupon he proceeded to make

oSerings to that god. * Lit. ‘for himself as a child’.
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her at my death to-morrow or thereafter* and say “Let my brother’s share be given (to me)
—

”

Before many and numerous witnesses: the stable-master Err, the stable-master Kairisu, and
the stable-master Benereeduanufer ; before the stable-master Nebnufer, son of 'Anrokaia; before

the Sherden'^ (10) Pkamen; before the Sherden Satameniu and his wife 'Adjed'o. Behold, I have

made the bequest to Eennufer, my wife, this day before Huirimu my sister.’

Year 18, first month of Inundation, day 10, under His Majesty the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, the Lord of the Two Lands, MenmaCret-setpenptah, the son of Ee', the Lord of Diadems,

Ea'messe-kha'emwese-miamun, the god, ruler of Heliopolis, given life to all eternity. On this day,

(15) declaration made by the stable-master Nebnufer and his wife the musician of Setekh of Sper-

meru Eennufer, to wit:
—‘We purchased the female slave DinihetirU and she gave birth to these

three children, one male and two female, in all three. And took them and nourished them and
brought them up,^ and I have reached this day with them without their doing evil towards me, but

they dealt well with me, I having no son or daughter (20) except* them. And the stable-master

Padiu/ entered my house and took Taamenne their elder sister to wife, he being related to me
and being my younger brother. And I accepted him for her and he is with her at this day. Now
behold, I have made her a freewoman of the land of Pharaoh,® and if she bear either* son or daughter,

they shall be freemen of the land of Pharaoh in exactly the same way, they being with the stable-

master Padiu, (25) this younger brother of mine. And the children^ shall be with their elder sister

in the house of Padiu, this stable-master, this younger brother of mine, and to-day I make him
{vs. 1) a son of mine exactly like them.’ And she said: ‘As Amun endures, and the Euler endures, I

(hereby) make the people whom I have put on record freemen of the land of Pharaoh, and if

any son, daughter, brother, or sister of their mother and their father® should contest their rights,®

except Padiu this son^ of mine—for (vs. 5) they are indeed no longer with him as servants, but

are with him as brothers and children, being freemen of the land <of Pharaoh)—may a donkey

copulate with him and a donkey with his wife,* whoever it be that shall call any of them a servant.

And if I have fields in the country, or if I have any property in the world,® or if I have merchan-

dise( ?), these shall be divided among my four children, Padiu being one of them. And as for these

matters (vs. 10) of which I have spoken, they are entrusted® in their entirety to Padiu, this son of

mine^® who dealt well with me when I was a widow and when my husband had died.’ Before many
and numerous witnesses, the stable-master Setekhemhab, the musician of Setekh Teuhrai, the

farmer Su<aweamun, before Taymaimofre and the musician of 'Anti Tentnebtho.

Notes

(a) For see the short special article below, p. 157 f.

(b) Doubtless a miswriting for (or^) -jif ^5>©l morrow after

to-morrow’, i.e. in future. Wb. v, 423, 6 knows only of examples with hr-s/ in place of r-s/, but

I have quoted an instance of r-s/ dw/ (without precedingm dw/) from an ostracon, Proc. SBA,
38, 181. Cases are not uncommon in which s/ alone is written, without either r or hr.

(c) Evidence is accumulating that there were many colonists of Sherden race in Middle

Egypt towards the end of the Eamesside period. Other examples are to he found in the

stiU unpubhshed Amiens papyrus ; and in the great Wilbour papyrus which I am editing

for the Brooklyn Museum the quite common epithet® ^ more hkely to represent

* The apodosis, of which the purport is evident, has been omitted. ^ Feminine.
® Lit. ‘caused them to make the(Lr) greatness’.

* i.e. the other daughter and the son of the female slave Dinihetiri.

® It is not clear what is meant. Had Dinihetiri other children by the same father who had not dealt

kindly by Eennufer ? But perhaps it is the relatives of the adoptive parents that are intended.
® Lit. ‘speak against them', a phrase which usually has this specialized sense.

* Note that here and below in 1. 10 Padiu, hitherto named as Kennufer’s younger brother, is signifi-

cantly referred to as her son. ® Lit. ‘land’.

“ The same word as was rendered ‘bequeath’ above. See above, n. 7.
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the ^Vilbour mention is also made of

‘retainers’ and ‘standard-bearers’ of these people, indicating that they were or

had been mercenary troops.

(d) P. Smither points out that Eanke {Fersoyiennamen 396 [22]) gives a Twenty-sixth-

Dynasty woman's name^ ^ ^
‘ Bast has given me a companion ’ and he reminds me

that
[]

is written for on the Dakhleh stela. The quotation is apt, and might be

right, but it is more proable that
[g^ q here is a shortening of the name of Hathor

; Smither
(again aptly) quotes for Hathor in Cerny, L-Ram. Letters, 29, 5.

(e) The discovery that i]^ here means ‘ except ’, ‘ but ’ is due to Dr. Cerny, who
will quote other examples in a note to appear in this number of JEA or the next. In case

this preposition or conjunction is related to the now well-known ‘if’, of which our

papyrus has four examples (11. 23; rs. 7.S), then it might have originated in the meaning
‘if (not)’, though the suppression of the essential negative would be very strange.

(/) For this name, written in rt. 26 and vs. 10 with not more in accordance

with the Greek equivalent Uarrjs, see mv note JEA 19, 24.

(9) Cf. ™ unpublished -ffill of the

Lady Nakhte, 2, 1, temp. Eamesses V.

W J J here is probablv a writing of the interrogative
, var.

>
‘whether’ . . . ‘or but the use for ‘either’ ... ‘or’ seems unknown elsewhere.

(i) This obscene conditional curse is not uncommon in oaths of the Eamesside period

and later. For several examples see Spiegelberg’s article Rec. Trav. 25, 190 ff.
; the Berlin

dictionary fails to cite this expression under nk ‘copulate’, Wb. ii, 345.

Despite all defects of style the narrative which this document unfolds and the purpose it

was meant to serve are crystal-clear. It is a legal declaration divided into two distinct parts,

the first dated on the day of Eamesses XI’s accession to the throne and the second a little

more than seventeen years later. The object was to ensure that the entire property of the

stable-master Nebnufer should pass to his wife Nenufer or Eennufer—there has been hesita-

tion over the spelling of the name—and should subsequently be disposed of in accordance

with her desires. Though Xebnufer had evidently been long dead when the second declaration

was made, its opening words associated him with his widow in expressing their common
intention, so that in effect this legal instrument may' be regarded as the will of the original

testator. Nebnufer had foreseen that a claim on the part of one of his brothers and sisters

might seek to deprive the childless ladv of some part of his estate
; it could hardly' deprive

her of the whole, since doubtless a portion, in accordance with custom, had been secured

to her under a marriage settlement.^ Xebnufer therefore had resort to the extraordinary

expedient of adopting his wife as his daughter. The employment of this particular legal

fiction, together with the still more astonishing use to be recorded presently', shows how'

deeply the thought of inheritance in direct line was implanted in the Egyptian mind. The
procedure of adoption consisted, as in the case of divorce, simply' in making a verbal

declaration in front of witnesses. Xebnufer took the precaution, however, of arranging for

a sister of his own to be among the witnesses.

Years have passed, and Eennufer, now- widowed, decides in her turn to make a will.

She tells how- together with her husband she had purchased a female slave, and how- that

slave had given birth to two daughters and a son. Who the father was is not stated, but
possibly- an Egyptian reader would have taken it for granted, without being told, that the

^ For such a marriage settlement see the Turin papyrus published by Cerny and Peet in JEA 13, 30.

E
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father -n-as none other than Nebnufer himself. Against such a conjecture it can barely be

objected that in the first declaration Nebnufer was said to have no child except the wife

he adopted, since what was true at that time may not have been true later. Be this as it

may, Eeimufer took the children to herself, brought them up, and reaped her reward in

their obedience and kindness. As she felt old age creeping upon her, and not having children

of her own, she resolved to adopt these slave-children and to make them her heirs. An
obstacle arose in the fact that they were of servile birth, but this was overcome by an act

of emancipation consisting in Eennufer’s declaring before witnesses that they were ‘ freemen

of the land of Pharaoh ’ and no mere ‘ servants A fortunate circumstance now provided

the widow with as suitable a guardian^ for the children as she could ever have wished, a

younger brother of hers forming an attachment for the elder of the two slave-woman's

daughters. Eennufer gladly welcomed Padiu's desire to marry the girl, and wishing to

bequeath to him an equal share in her property adopted him also. The position thus

reached, if translated into modern terms of relationship, is calculated to make the brain

reel. No longer was Padiu merely Eennufer’s younger brother, but he became also at once

her son and her son-in-law. Since, moreover, Nebnufer had adopted his wife, this young
brother-in-law of his became implicitly both his son and his grandson by adoption, besides

being the husband of an adoptive granddaughter. It is not pretended, of course, that the

Egyptians themselves could ever have looked at the matter in this way ; they, no doubt,

were aware only of the single relationship of adopted child arising from each act of adoption,

and that act, repeated in several separate instances, sufficed to give the child in question

the same rights of inheritance as would have been possessed by an actual child. The oath

finally sworn by Eennufer achieved various ends. In the first place it emancipated the

slave-children and safeguarded them against any possibility of disinheritance, unless indeed

Padiu himself should decide such a course to be advisable. In the second place it stipulated

that no possession of Eennufer whatsoever should be excluded from the equal division

between the four heirs. And lastly, it gave Padiu full authority as executor for the widow

and as the children’s trustee, this partly on account of the kindly treatment Eennufer had

received at his hands.

At this point I jdeld the word to Prof, de Zulueta

:

‘ Dr. Gardiner has done me the honour of asking me to add a legal commentary on this

extremely interesting papyrus. I am happy to do so, with the reservation that I know
nothing of the legal system in question or of its diplomatic practice.

‘ The papyrus records three adoptions: (1) By a writing executed on the day of Eamesses

XI’s accession Nebnufer adopts his wife Eennufer, they being childless, with the expressed

purpose of making her successor to all his property, to the exclusion of his collaterals. The

words “All profit that I have made with her’’ (1. 5) suggest a hmitation, but just previously

we have “he wrote down to me all that he possessed’’. (2) By a process the nature of which

is not clear Eennufer adopts the three children of the slave-woman Dinihetiri, who had
been jointly purchased by Nebnufer and herself. (3) By the writing which forms the second

part of the papyrus Eennufer adopts her younger brother Padiu, wEo had, with Eennufer’s

consent, married Taamenne, the eldest of Dinihetiri's said children, declaring that Padiu
and the three children shall divide her property and making Padiu a sort of executor.

^ For these terms see JEA 19, 21 ; 21, 145. ^^ote that, as in the Cairo papjTus last quoted, the word
‘servant’ is used with the meaning of ‘slave’, though in itself of wider scope.

^ The technical term for such a ‘guardian’ or ‘trustee’, namely rwdiv, is not here men-

tioned. II h. n, 413, 12 gives some good instances, but does not distinguish between definitely distinct

applications of the word.
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‘In all three adoptions the prominent motive is testamentary. Our papyrus provides

a particularly clear illustration of a well-known phenomenon, namely the utilization of

adoption for testamentary purposes. It is noticeable that the devolution of the adopter's

property is not left to be deduced as a matter of law from the adoptive relationship, but is

declared in express terms; in the first adoption there is even express exclusion of the

adopter’s collaterals who, but for the adoption, would have been his heirs. We have the

testament in embryo.
‘ Dr. Gardiner tells us that the entire vviting is materially one, forming a continuous

whole and clearly written at one sitting. Moreover, all parts emanate from one person,

Eennufer. Still the first part of the papyrus, 11. 1-10, forms a distinct block, relating Xeb-

nufer’s adoption of Eennufer. I am unable to decide whether this first jjart is to be re-

garded as a recital contained in the writing executed by Eennufer which occupies the rest

of the papyrus, or has merely been juxtaposed with it by Eennufer for purpose of record,

as part of the family archives. There is no verbal nexus between the two parts, nor are they

connected by strict legal logic, for so far as I can judge Eennufer's adoption by Xebnufer

makes no legal difference to the adoption by her of the three children. But of course, since

they were to succeed her, it was a matter of importance to them, and the motive of the

later adoptions was predominantly testamentary.

‘By adoption (1) Eennufer became her husband's daughter. If one can think of such a

thing being done at Eome, this would in developed Eoman law have unmarried the worthy

couple (so-called incestus supeneniens), but this is merely juristic logic, for which ancient

Egypt may have had little taste. It should not, however, be forgotten that the more primi-

tive Eoman institute of manus made the wife loco filiae to her husband, so that, if he had

been a Eoman, Xebnufer could have made Eennufer his sole sua heres by taking her into

his manus.

‘Adoptions (2) and (3) show adoption by a woman, un-Eoman, but not unnatural. I

return below to the question of the process by which adoption (2) was effected.

‘Adoption (3) shows a sister adopting her own younger brother. Changing the sex of

the adopter I know of no objection in Eoman principle to this, but of course the testa-

mentary motive, so evident here, was lacking in Eoman law. By adoption (2) Padiu was

his wife’s uncle ;
by Eoman law one could not marry one's sister's daughter, and the Eomans

regarded adoptive relationship, so long as it endured, as an impediment to intermarriage.

MTien by adoption (3) he became his wife's brother, he would by Eoman law have been

even more certainly unmarried from her. Evidently the people with whom we are dealing

did not take adoptive relationship seriously for this purpose; they were interested in its

results on the devolution of i^roperty. And is not the popular idea correct that in ancient

Egypt marriage between brother and sister was quite normal ?

‘Coining to closer interpretation we meet a difficulty. Adoption (1), as stated, forms a

distinct block ;
it begins with its own date and ends with its own witnesses. The rest of the

papyrus forms another block beginning with a date and ending with witnesses. This second

part, which we will call the present act, consists of narrative of past events, what we call

recitals, up to “Xow' behold, I have made her a freewoman” (11. 20-25y and from those

words onwards of an operative part (so our own “X'ow this indenture witnesseth”). The
date at the beginning of the present act (11. 10-1.5) ought to be that of the act itself, as the

witnesses at its end are its witnesses. But this is at first sight impossible because, imme-
diately after the date, we read (11. 14 ff.) “On this day, declaration made by . . . Xebnufer
and his wife . . . Eennufer", whereas at the time of the execution of the present act Eennufer
had for some time been a widow {vs. 11. 10 ff.). I had naturally understood that on the
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date mentioned, Year 18, Nebnufer and his wife made the declaration that follows: “We
purchased the female slave Dinihetiri and she gave birth to these three children, one male

and two female, in all three." I explained the brevity of the declaration by supposing that

it was nothing but a return to an official, for the purpose of a census or the like. But below

Dr. Gardiner propounds another view, from which I should be rash indeed to dissent. I part

with Year 18 as the date of the joint declaration without a pang, but I hope I may keep

the joint declaration as having occurred at some time. It seems to help in explaining what

to me is the most difficult point in the papyrus, namely by what means Dinihetiri’s three

children became Eennufer’s. I shall assume that this declaration, whatever its date, did

occur.

‘It is remarkable that Eennufer's narrative tells of no formal adoption of the three

children by her. IShe relates (1) the declaration made by her and Nebnufer, (2) that she

took them and nourished them and that they behaved well to her, (3) that it was with her

consent that the eldest of them, Taamenne, married Padiu. Now in this state of facts what

she finds it desirable to do in the interest of the children is to declare them fully free and

joint heirs with Padiu. The declaration of freedom extends, be it observed, to Taamenne’s

children also. One asks oneself, at what exact point in this history did the three children

become Eennufer's? Hardly, I should say, by virtue solely of the joint declaration of

Nebnufer and Eennufer; that would, I suppose, have made them, if anything, the children

of Nebnufer and so joint heirs to him along with Eennufer. Yet there must be a reason for

the declaration being mentioned. It assured them at any rate of the status of vernae and

not mere bought slaves ; it may also have conveyed to Egyptians the implication that Dini-

hetiri, the joint property of the childless spouses, was given by the wife to her husband, as

Sara gave Hagar, her maid the Egyptian, to Abraham. The son of the bondwoman had

rights even though Isaac’s birth reduced them. Eennufer proceeded to treat the children

as children of the house ;
this need mean no more than a de facto adoption, but coupled

with their origin may have consolidated their position. In the operative part of the present

act Eennufer assumes that they are already her children : she makes Padiu her son this day

exactly like them {vs. 1. 1). Still, something was evidently lacking in their status, and that

is what is intended to be supplied by the very emphatic declarations of their freedom and

that of Taamenne's children. Till this had been declared their status was, I conjecture,

intermediate between slavery and full freedom. But thereafter they are “no longer to be

with Padiu as servants, but are with him as brothers and children” {vs. 11. 1-5).’

Thus far Professor de Zulueta, for whose illuminating remarks readers of the Journal

will be no less grateful than myself. There remains one matter, however, on which we are

perhaps not quite of accord, and at my collaborator’s request I add some lines in

defence of my position. Despite the express wording of the text ‘
. . . declaration made by

(lit, “what was said by”) the stable-master Nebnufer and his wife the musician of Setekh

of Spermeru Eennufer’, I think it highly improbable that any such common declaration

was incorporated in the body of ‘ the present act ’. The entire narrative from ‘ We purchased

. . .
’ in rt. 16 down to ‘

. . . when my husband had died’ in vs. 11 reads to me like

a single continuous utterance, nor can I grasp the raison d'etre for a joint declaration of

the kind supposed. I realize that to anyone imacquainted with the inaccuracies of Egyptian
expression the denial of what is clearly affirmed by the papyrus itself must seem a large

morsel to swallow. To me, however, the simplification obtained by assuming that only the

widow speaks in the section dated in Year 18 is so attractive that I do not hesitate to make
that assumption.
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How amazing were the ways of Late-Egyptian scribes has recently been shown by

Dr. Cerny, who has proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that a number of letters headed in

the form ‘ X to Y ’ were really written by Y to X The extreme clumsiness of my Adoption

Papyrus is well seen in the first section, where narration by Eennufer in the first person

gives place without warning to quotation in the same person from words spoken by Xebnufer.

I have suggested in my commentary that the formula ‘declaration made by . . . Xebnufer

and . . . Eennufer' in the second section may have been due to a desire on the part of the

widow to associate her late husband in the purport of her own testamentary dispositions.

That is one possibility, but there is also another. The purchase of the slave-woman Dini-

hetiri was effected by Xebnufer and Eennufer in common, so that the widow's assertion to

that effect necessarily began with the plural pronoun ‘ we ’. Perhaps it was mere carelessness

or muddleheadedness which beguiled the hireling scribe who recorded the proceedings into

representing Xebnufer as a partner in the declaration, whereas in fact he was long since dead.

It is quite in keeping with such carelessness or incompetence that Eennufer nowhere

expressly declares her adoption of the slave-children, though she does expressly declare

their freedom. Perhaps the latter declaration, coupled with the clear intention of her words,

was good enough to give validity to her legal act.

* See fem\'. Late Ramesside Letters, pp. xxi ff.
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SESHAT AND THE PHARAOH
By G. a. WAIXWEIGHT

Seshat was one of that numerous company of deities who were so ancient as to be already

dying out in the Old Kingdom. Such are also the Labrys ^ and bmt, both of whom dis-

appeared entirely, the idi, which lingered on a little, Weneg, who was accommodated in the

Sun-religion, Mafdet, of whom nothing is known but that she had existed and that her

birth was celebrated on the Palermo Stone along with that of Seshat^, and Nephthys who

survived all through Egj’ptian history as little more than a name but with suggestions of

former greatness.^

Nephthys was related to another little-known goddess, the Scorpion Selket,^ and there

are signs of her having been an ancient sky-goddess.^ Twice she appears as companion of

Min,® who was a prehistoric thunderbolt-god, and in the Pyramid Texts she is related to the

storm-god Seth.® A Ptolemaic text describes her as ‘She who reckoneth the life-period.

Lady of Years, Lady of Fate’.’ The names which Plutarch gives her® are suitable to such

an origin, for he says she was called reXevTrj
‘

completion, accomphshment ’, Aphrodite, the

sky-goddess of love, and vLkt] ‘Victory’. All this is suitable to a fertility-goddess of the Old

Eeligion, and very reminiscent of Nitocris, who was said to have been vt/crj(^dpo? ‘ the Victory-

Bringer’, and to have accomplished the sacrifice in the fire expected of such deities, and who

was later thought to have been a courtesan.® The Osiris-religion. therefore, provided for

Nephthys very suitably when it made her the unfaithful wife of the out-of-date Seth, and

paramour of the up-to-date Osiris.^® Eoom was also made for her in the Sun-religion, as was

done for Weneg. While he became ‘ the son ’ or ‘ follower of Ee« she became ‘ the daughter of

Ee<, or ‘the eye of Ee«,i® and was taken into the boat of the Sun, Pyr., §§150, 210. Nephthys

has been treated here in some detail, for Seshat proves to have been one of her forms. The

Pyramid Texts, § 616, speak of Nephthj's ‘in this her name of Seshat, Mistress of Builders’,

and the late inscriptions again record Seshat as a form of Nephthys.^® Further, Nephthys

and Seshat both appear with the ancient god of the Thunderbolt-city, Letopolis.^*

Signs are not wanting of Seshat’s antiquity, and of her degradation during Pharaonic

times. Thus, her characteristic dress all through history was the leopard-skin. This was

ancient, for, though still common in the Old Kingdom, it died out afterwards, only surviving

here and there ceremonially. Similarly, her symbol is still quite clearly drawn in the Third

Dynasty, see Fig. 1.^® In the Fifth Dynasty Sahure' shows two varieties. One badly damaged

^ Schafer, Bruchstuck altdg. Annalert, p. 21, No. 13. Gardiner in JEA 24, 89 f. shows how little else we
know. Rusch in Pit', s.v. Xephthys, 2496.

^ Pyr., §§ 1273, 1427. * Rusch. op. cit.. 2495, 2496. ^ Id., op. cit., 2503.
® Pyr.. §§ 153, 601, 1655. In § 601 both she and Seth are connected with Mhnty-n-irty, the old god of

Letopolis, the city of the Thunderbolt. ' Chassinat. Le temple de Dendara. n, p. 149 and PI. 131.

® DeIs.etOs.,l\2. ® WaiimAght, The Sky-Religion in Egypt, 45. Plutarch, Pe /s. et 0«.. § 14.

Pyr., §§ 607, 952. Compare his fate with that of other unsuccessful gods quoted in WainuTight, op. cit.,

100, note 3. At one time he had been an important god, for in § 952 he 'supports the .-ky, conducts the earth,

and judges the gods'. Rusch, op. cib, 2497. Pd/ow, i, 237, 253; de Morgan. Aom OmJos, i, 121.

Nephthys with Mhnty-n-irty, Pyr., § 601 ; Seshat with Khenty-Khem in the Twelfth DjTiasty, Leps.,

Dkm., n, 119, a. From Murray, Saqqara Mastahas, I, PI. 39, No. 51.
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example, Fig. 2^ retains the spirals on the stem, but differences have crept in. Instead of a

duplication, the ‘petals’ show a midrib and veining which seem to represent feathers, or it

may be perhaps leaves. In this way they make a return to the fashion of the flower of Xarmer,

Fig. 5, and the ‘ Scorpion ’-king, though we cannot say at present whether that represented

Seshat.^ The pair of feathers has assumed a new shape, and one which is more usual for those

of the sky-gods. At the same time another and notable change is introduced into them, for

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Khacbauseker Sahuret Sahuref Pepi II Xarmer

they are made part of the month-sign, as the outline of the latter is not continued below

them. Sahure' is copied by Xeweserre',^ and thus they open the way to Pepi II's further

variation. Fig. 3^ retains the new shape of the pair of feathers, but does not make them part

of the month-sign. It has also lost the spirals on the stem and any suggestion of veining in

the ‘petals’, and the 'petals’ themselves have become ‘spear-shaped’ instead of being like

laurel leaves. After all there is some tendency towards the ‘spear ’ shape in the petals of the

archaic flower. Xeweserre' merely shows a vague generalized laurel-leaf shape,® which is more

or less regularly reproduced during succeeding ages. In the Sixth Dynasty Pepi II keeps

up and even emphasizes Sahure^'s ‘spear’ shape of the ‘petals’, and the general effect of the

month-sign and pair of feathers. Fig. 4.® He introduces one variation, however, which is

important in the history of the degradation. Like Sahure' and Xeweserre^ he no longer

merely sets the feathers on top of the month-sign, but makes them part of it. He, however,

goes a step farther than his predecessors, and brings the division between them right through

the month-sign, cutting the whole in two. He thus prepares the way for the division of this

sign into two separate horns with the meaningless uprights at their butt ends. This division

had already taken place in the early Twelfth Dynasty, if the somewhat sketchy drawing in

Leps., Dkm., ii, PI. 119, a, is to be trusted. This became the standard shape of the symbol

for the rest of Egyptian civilization, and gave rise to that version of Seshat’s surname

Sefkhet-'abw(i), which can be read ‘She who has laid aside the (two) horns’.

Seshat's position kept pace with the history of her dress and the degradation of her

' From Borchardt, Sa;hure\ n, PI. 19.

^ This seven-petaUed flower, looking like that of Seshat’s symbol, occurs often on Narmer’s sculptures,

forming part of the title of a man in close attendance on the king, Quibell and Petrie, Hierahonpolis, l, PI.

26 B. On PI. 29 the flower occurs twice, once with the usual seven petals, but once with only six, and the

sign following each looks hke
j
reading ‘the servant of the flower'. Fig. 5 is drawn from this plate. On

PI. 26 c, 4, the ‘Scorpion ’-king is labelled with the seven-petalled flower; it and the scorpion having the

appearance of a title by analogy with the others. IVith regard to ‘ the servant of the flower ’ it is perhaps worth

noting that on the Palermo Stone Seshat's priest is also called
| , not the usual

J
, Schafer, op. cit.,

p. 20, No. 7.

® Von Bissing and Kees. Re-Heiligtum d. Konigs Xe-woser-re (Rathures), n, PI. 7, 17 (twice).

* From Borchardt, op. cit., PI. 1. The example on PI. 5 is identical with this. The ‘spear ’-shape reappears

once more under Tuthmosis III, Leps., Dkm.. m, 55, b.

® Jequier, Le 2Ionument funtraire de Pepi II, ii, PI. 38 bottom register from which Fig. 4 is drawn. See
also PI. 36 and p. 29.
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symbol. In the beginning she had been a great goddess with a full worship carried on by her

priest and other officials,^ and celebrated with festivals,® and had been a goddess with whose

name people formed their own.® But it is little enough that we hear of all this. During historic

days it is only very rarely that she receives offerings from the king ;* her role had become

entirely one of attendance upon him.® Her priests belonged to Memphis, the ancient capital

of united Egypt,® and she was ‘Before the House of the Books of the Eoyal Offspring’.'^

She records the royal name at birth,® and wHtes it on the sacred tree;® she records the royal

titulary at the coronation she grants the king sed-festivals,^^ and her symbol was set up

at Neweserre' s sed-festival,^® and again at Osorkon’s,^® on which latter occasion she was
herself present she keeps count of the booty brought back by the Pharaoh from foreign

lands.®® But her chief mission was to mark the king's life-period on the palm-stick. To cut

notches, or to make marks, on a stick is the earliest of all forms of keeping a count or tally,

and of itself would suggest an origin in the time before wAting proper had been invented.

Hence came her title ‘ The Original One’ which is not uncommon,®® ‘ The Original One who
originated writing at the beginning’,®" and the statement that she ‘notches, or carves

j htij), the years of the life-period’.®® Hty is a word the Graeco-Eoman texts not

uncommonly use of her action.®® Thus, like her hrij wdb she was primarily a tally-keeper

;

an early form of an account-keeper, rather than an actual scribe or clerk. So much was this

her noission that it was said of her that she ‘reckoneth all things on earth ’.®® She never seems

to have been connected with wisdom and learning hke Thoth, though naturally she is closely

associated with her more erudite colleague, and became ‘Mistress of the House of Books’,®®

‘Lady of Writings in the House of Life’.®® As has just been said, by far the most important

of her activities was to grant the king sed-festivals and to mark his hfe-period on the primi-

' At least three Jim ntr priests of hers are known in the Old Kingdom (Murray, Index ofNames and Titles

of the Old Kingdom, PI. 30, col. 1), and one krp ns ('Ji) §sit (op. cit., PI. 43, col. 3). This last was also Jry

wdb Jiwt ^nh iSsH (op. cit., PI. 31, col. 2 = Mar., Mast., B. 16). Gardiner, however, would cast doubt on the

existence of these titles but without giving any satisfactory reason, JEA 24, 83. But for the nS iSht see

Wainwright in JEA 25, 104. For the hry wdb see note 15 below, and for another function carried out for

her by a hm ntr of hers, see p. below.

^ The festival of her birth is celebrated on the Palermo Stone, Schafer, op. cit., p. 21, No. 13.

* Mtirra}’, op. cit., PI. 13, col. 3 quotes three cases.

* She only figures among the groups of deities to whom offerings are made by senvseet I, Leps., Dkm.,

II, 119, a ; a ptolejiy, Edfou, i, PI. 36, b ; X, PI. 92 ; Leps., Dkm., rv, 25, 1.

^ As indeed was the case with the official of Narmer whose title included the flower, see p. n. 2 above.
® All of those mentioned in n. 1 above come from Sakkarah.
' Sethe in Borchardt, Sashure^, n, pp. 76, 97, and cf. Jequier, op. cit., n, p. 29 and PI. 38.

* Naville, Deir el Bahari, n, PL 55, but she is merely present at Amenhotep Ill’s birth, Leps., Dkm., m,
75, b. ® Leps., Dkm., m. PI. 169. NaviUe, op. cit., m, PL 59.

Very commonly indeed. Boeder quotes many instances in Roscher’s Lexikon, s.v. Seschat, 719.

Von Bissing and Kees, op. cit.. n. PL 7, 17.

Navfile, Festival-Hall of Osorkon, n. Pis. 2, 7 ; 14, 2. Op. cit., PL 17, 14, 15.

Borchardt, Saihure^, n. Pis. 1, 5; Jequier, op. cit., PL 38 = PL 36 and p. 29; Naville, Deir el Bahari,

m, PL 81. In the Old Kingdom one of the officials of the Jiwt ^nh iSsft was the hry wdb (see n. 1 above). He
seems to have been a tally-keeper like her. A hryicdb appears elsewhere at the ‘counting of the cattle, goats
and sheep’, von Bissing and Kees, Re-Heiligtum, in. p. 6 and Untersuchungen z. d. Beliefs aiis d. Ee-Heiligium
d. Bathures (Abh. Munchen, 32, 1), 20, 21. In the royal household the hry wdb was concerned with the food
supplies, catered for the wants of the guests, and apportioned the king’s largess whether to gods or men
Gardiner in JEA 24, 88. Once again the hry wdb was a counter and measurer.

Edfou. m, 32, 168 ;
^’1 , 144, 174, 299. Op. cit., \-n, 45. “ Op. cit., i, 297.

Op. cit., I, 291, 522 ; de Morgan, Kom Ombos, n, 263. Edfou, i, 291
Op. cit., m, 45. 22

^ ^ 3
^'
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tive palm-stick. While other gods may present the king with the tally-(palm-)sticks of sed-

festivals, she, alone or with Thoth, marks them for him. Sometimes the chief god of the

temple instructs her to mark the sed-festivals. Her other mission from the earliest to the

latest times was to help the king to measure out the ground-plan of buildings. Hence came
her title ‘ Lady of Builders which she already bears in the Pyramid Texts, § 616, though the

actual work of building she left to other gods, such as Khnum and Ptah.^ So even here her

business was once again with reckoning and measurement.

We hear little enough of Nephthys's activities outside the Pyramid Texts and in

Graeco-Eoman times, but that little is very similar to what we know of her variant Seshat.

Though throughout historic times Nephthys had no significance for Egyptian religion apart

from her absorption into the Osiris-cycle, such mention as is made of her shows her to have

been peculiarly concerned with the kingship.^ This is so in some Pyramid Texts, and once

in Ptolemaic times Neifiithys-Seshat ‘inscribes th}' kingship for all eternity’.® In another

Ptolemaic Text Nephthys is called ‘She who reckons the life-period. Lady of Years, Lady
of Eate’.^

All through the Old Kingdom, and indeed until the Nineteenth Dynasty, Seshat's symbol

invariably had seven petals, leaves, rays, or whatever the objects may have been. Even
after then the old seven is much more usual than the five to which the number is sometimes

reduced.® Seshat is therefore very definitely related to the number seven. By the time of

Tuthmosis III a new name had been evolved for her,
p

'W\= or as it is some-

times VTitten,
P

with three horns.^ It is, however, quite often written

P
and

p
jS/^-<6zd without the feminine => .* Thus there was

a good deal of doubt as to what the name really was. AVhen spelt with two horns no doubt it

had reference to the pair of inverted horns which the month-sign and feathers of her symbol

had become long before. But to what did the plural (three) horns refer ? It must have been

to the many ‘ petals ’ of the flower of her symbol. These were seven in number, which would

give the clue to one of the meanings of the if/i or sjht. It should be noted that until Ptolemaic

times—and sometimes even then—the word sjh is written without a determinative of any

sort, just as is the word for ‘ seven The name in this case would mean ‘ The Seven-Lady of

Horns’ referring to the ‘petals’. But the word sJh ‘to put off, to lay aside’ can also be written

without a determinative, so that when written with only two horns the name could read
‘ She who has laid aside the Two Horns ’ referring to the inverted horns. Thus the new name
formed a pun referring to both parts of the symbol. In Ptolemaic times, while sjh still

occasionally has no determinative,^ it is sometimes given one, which is or showdng

that on these occasions the scribe thought of it as sjh ‘ to put off’. But by this time the most

common spelling is j which shows clearly that the word w^as usually considered to

^ Roeder in Roseher’s Lexikon, s.v. Seschat, 721. - Rusch in PW, s.v. Nephthys, 2501.

® Edfou, I, 253.
* Chassinat, Temple de Dendara, n, p. 149 and PI. 131.

® This may perhaps have to do with the title ‘Seshat the Less’ which was introduced in the Xew King-

dom, though the five ‘petals’ are occasionally used for 'Seshat the Great’.

® ChampoUion. Monuments, PI. 48, 1.

’ Ajiexhotep III, ChampoUion, op. cit., PI. 342 ; Seti, llariette, Ahydos, i, 51 a.

* Amexhotep m, Leps., Dkm., m, 75, b; Ramesses II, Leps., Dkm., m, 169. In Leps., Dkm., m, 167,

Ramesses II writes the name with ifh, but the horns have disappeared.

“ Rajiesses II, ChampoUion, op. cit., PI. 41, 3; Ptolemaic, Leps., Dkm., rv, 21, d, 25, 1 ; Edfou, n, 105;

m, 115, 168; vi, 295; vn, 45.

“ Leps., Dkm., iv, 21, d, 25, 1.

Edfou, n, 105; m, 115, 168; vi, 144, 295; vn, 45.

Edfou, m, 105, 167, 348, 350; iv, 247, 299 (twice); v, 139.

F
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mean ‘seven’. This form had already been adopted by Djeho in the Thirtieth Dynasty.^

The knowledge that Seshat-Sefekh-fabw(i)'s name represented ‘seven’ filtered through to

Horapollo, who records that it was wTitten with seven letters and two fingers. This Schafer

has well shown to be intended for the seven strokes and two horns of the name SJh-^bwi.^

Above her sevenfold symbol is placed a month-sign surmounted by a pair of feathers

;

for neither of these can I give any explanation. I can only point out that feathers are dis-

tinctive of the sky-gods of the Old Eeligion, such as Min, Amun, Wh, Onuris, Sopd. The

month-sign appears again above the symbol of another ancient deity, Ya’met (l/mt)

(cf. Fig. 6), but here there may be one, three, or four of them.® All that can be said

at present is that in the beginning Ya’met 's birth had been celebrated, as had

Seshat’s and Mafdet’s. Ya’met 's month-sign(s) is surmormted by a feather, but it

is that of Libya while Seshat’s feathers are those of the sky-gods. § 1537 of the

Pyramid Texts, in which Ya’met appears, is a very curious passage having to do

with counting or recognizing the king, the eldest son, the heir upon the throne of

Geb.^ Ya’met is here concerned with the kingship and the succession to the throne,

In this she is like Seshat, who probably also recognized the heir to the throne and
^

recorded his genealogy, for she was present at the royal birth, inscribed the royal name,

and was ‘Before the House of the Books of the Eoyal Offspring’ {cf. p. 32 above.) Ya’met

seems to be in some way cormected with Seshat, and at any rate forms one more link between

her and the ancient rehgion of primitive Egypt.

To this the following remarks may be added. It has been seen that Seshat was a form

of Nephthys, who was an ancient sky-goddess. Nephthys was also mother of the Death-

god Anubis, and vife of Seth the storm-god. Further, it vdll also be seen, p. 36 below, that

Seshat was served by a priest of Anubis and Seth. Hence, while considering Seshat’s month-

sign, it may not be out of place to recall that in Pyr., §§ 1453, 1467, Seth is said to have found

a way by which ‘ he escaped his months of death ’, as well as his day, half months, and year

of death. He, therefore, at one time must have been liable to death. In connexion with

Seshat’s relationship to him, to the king, and to his life-period, and with the fact that she

represented Fate (p. 35), it should be noted that in these Pyramid Texts the king himself

had been liable to the same death as Seth. But like Seth he escaped. The Pharaoh’s

escape is reflected in the classical stories of Sesostris, Anysis, and Amasis’ mummy, see

p. 39 below.

It has been seen that Seshat grants the hfe-period to the king and marks the palm-stick

accordingly. One Ptolemaic scene of her marking the palm-stick is entitled ‘ Eeceiving the

life-period from Sefkhet-'abwi every day’.® Another makes her say ‘I give to thee very

many sed-festivals ’.® In other scenes she says ‘ I inscribe thy kingship according to the

sed-festivals of Tatenen’,^ and ‘I give to thee great sed-festivals like those of Tatenen’.®

To Harnesses HI she says ‘ I vuite for thee many sed-festivals like those of Atum ’ to

Eamesses lY she says ‘I give to thee the life-period of Ee' and the years of Atum’,^® and

^ Bouriant in Eec. irav. 11, 153. * ZAS 42, 72-5. See also p. 36 and n. 1 below.

* Schiifer, Bruchstuck altag. Annalen, p. 16, Xo. 8 ; Mariette, Mastahas, A, 1, B, 16 in the table of offerings

;

Reisner, Mycerinus, PI. 41 (from which Fig. 6 is drawn) and p. 109 (10) where it represents the Theban
nome; Sethe, Pyr., §§ 131, 1537.

' ’They count (or recognize) thee in this thy name of 7np; the gods do not descend against thee in this

thy name of ’hmt-, thou standest then before the gods as the eldest son, as the heir, as he who is upon the

throne of Geb.’ ® Leps., Dkm., rv, 21, d.
^ Leps., Dkm., iv, 25, 1.

’’ Edfou, i, 298. * Edfou. n, 89; \u, 144.
® Reliefs and Inscriptions at Kamak, I: Ramses Ill’s Temple (Chicago), Pt. I, PI. 61.

Leps., Dkm., m, 220, d.
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elsewhere he calls her ‘ the writer of the sed-festivals of Ee< and the years of eternity for ever

as king’d She says to Ptolemy Alexander T make thy sed-festivals as numerous as those

of and to a Ptolemy she says ‘ I establish thy name as king for ever in the writing of

my own fingers
; thy years are the years of Ee' and thy life-period is the life-period of Atum ’d

In yet another place, as she marks the palm-stick she says ‘ I notch the command of the Lord

of Eternity; I notch thy kingship to the eternity of Ee< and the years of Atum in wearing

the double crown ’d She also assures Ptolemy Alexander that she writes his annals because
‘ it is Eef who has said it with his mouth ’A She assures Hatshepsut ‘ I give to thee years of

eternity ’,® and to a Ptolemy Xephthys-Seshat says ‘ I inscribe thy kingship for all eternity ’d

Seshat assures Amenhotep III ‘I give to thee milhons of years and life and prosperity’,® and

informs Eamesses II ‘ I cause for thee that thy j-ears upon earth shall endure united as the

number of a million’.® To a Ptolemy it is said ‘She inscribes years for thee as a million’,^®

and again for a Ptolemy she inscribes ‘ thine annals as millions of sed-festivals Elsewhere

Haroeris says ‘I give thee Seshat writing for thee sed-festivals in tens of thousands, and

hundreds of thousands, in millions of years

Thus, what she gave the king was life-periods, years, sed-festivals, and they belonged

to the old gods Tatenen and Atum, and to the more modern Eef who replaced Atum and

became the god of the kingship. During historic times she gave these years to tens of

thousands, hundreds of thousands, and millions, and even to eternity. Suitably enough her

palm-stick regidarly ends in hjn ‘100,000’ and D sn ‘infinity’. But had it always been so ?

AU these pictures come from times long after the Pharaohs had succeeded in making Sun-

worship the royal religion, but Seshat belonged to the Old Eeligion,^® to the primitive time

before writing proper had been invented, and she was already dying out in the Old Kingdom.

The gods with whom she is associated in these scenes of the palm-stick, Atum and Tatenen,

W'ere ancient ones also. Tatenen was so ancient as to be no more than a name to us, and being

associated udth Ptah had probably been a god of Memphis, where Seshat’s own priests

lived.^^ Atum was the old god whom Ee< supplanted at Hehopolis, where the sacred object

was the bull-pillar.^® Many of these bull-pillars in Egypt were sky-poles. 'What then were

these years of the primitive Atum and Tatenen which she originally gave ’? Her sevenfold

character surely gives the clue, and, before the coming of Ee< and his eternity, she clearly

brought the ancient gift of a reign of seven years, relics of M hich may be found throughout

Pharaonic days.^® In granting a period of life that is not for eternity, Seshat fixes the king’s

fate and decides the time of his death. This is definitely stated of her original, the ancient

sky-goddess Xephthys, who is called ‘She who reckoneth the life-period. Lady of Years,

Lady of Fate’.^^ Hence Horapollo was absolutely correct when he says that the group

representing Seshat’s name also stands for Molpa ‘Fate’, the goddess who appointed man’s

doom or death. He is also right when he goes on to say that the group also represented

^ Medinet Habu (Chicago), n, PL 119 B, 11. 18-20.

^ Leps., Dkm., r\', 45, c = Edfou, vi, 337, 338. ^ Edjou, \i. 295.

* Edfou, I, 291. ' Leps., Dkm., iv, 45, c = Edfou, vi, 337.

® NaviUe, Deir el Bahari, m, PI. 59.
’’ Edfou, i, 253. * Leps., Dkm.. m, 75, b.

® Leps., Dkm., nr, 169. Edfou. m, 168, 1. 10. “ Edfou, i, 291.

De Morgan, Korn Omhos, n, 54.

The Old Religion dated from prehistoric Libyan days. WainwTight, Sky-Religion (cited hereafter as

SR), 9-14, 23, 24, 37, 71, 74, 86, 88, 91. 106, &c.. and von Bissing and Kees class Seshat among the

Libyan goddesses, Untersuchungen zu den Reliefs .... (Abh. Mtinchen, 32, 1), 49.

See p. 37, n. 4 below for Memphis as the home of .Seshat's priests. SR, 97, 106 f.

SR, Index, s.v. 'Seven'.

Chassinat, Temple de Dendara, n, 149 and PL 131.
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amipov ‘Infinity’, for an infinity of years was what by his time she had long been giving

under the influence of Ee<d

Our argument is carried further by the priesthoods of Kha'bauseker, and further still by
the information contained in the story of Sesostris. Kha<bauseker was priest of Seshat

^ J
,
and also carried out a function which would devolve upon a priest of hers. She

was before the House of the Foreigners’,^ and Kha<bauseker was

f
*5” ^

'i'

* Controller of the Foreigners of Upper and Lower Egypt ’.® He was therefore

largely occupied in her service. His only other priest-

hoods are interesting in this connexion, for they are all

of deities related to her and, once more, very primitive.

His very name may be significant, meaning as it does

‘One glorious of appearance is Socharis’, Soeharis being

the god of the dead at Memphis. Besides those of

Seshat Kha'bauseker’s priesthoods were two of Anubis,

the Death-god, and one of the sacred symbol of Seth's

nome, and another of Seth himself, the prehistoric

storm-god who was jmt to death and was the jjrototype

of the Pharaoh. Anubis was ancient, for he was pre-

Osirian. He was also actually related both to Seshat and to Seth, for he was the illegitimate

son of Xephthys,^ who was wife of Seth and a form of Seshat. Khafbauseker was even

more intimately connected with Anubis, for besides holding two of his priesthoods he wore

the double-jackal-collar. Fig. 7.® Thus, all of Eiha'bauseker's priesthoods hang together.

They were those of ancient and related deities, who were concerned with the kingship and

vith death or fate. Seth was actually the prototype of the fertility-king who died the

death. It is significant, therefore, that besides the Anubis-coUar Kha'bauseker also wore

a necklace from which hung six <ankhs or lives.

These six ^ankhs belong, then, to the priest of a number of primitive gods of the kingship,

of fate, death, and the span of life, and of the old storm- and fertility-god who suffered

death. They can therefore hardly be without reference to the six years’ reign with death in

the seventh of ilycerinus in story, and of Bocchoris in history, and with the seven <ank}is

which Anubis presents to Neweserre^.® Now Kha'bauseker turns out to be not only priest

but also executive of the goddess whose symbol included the number seven and who recorded

the king's life-period. That life-period must clearly have been originally one of seven years,

for which so much evidence can be adduced from Egypt.'' I have shown® that in their efforts

^ Horapolio, n, 29: eTTrd, Sval SaKTvXoLS TT€pt€xdfievQ.y Movaav^ ^ a7r€tpoy, Tj Molpav OTjpoLveL

‘Seven letters enclosed in two fingers signify: Muse, or Infinity, or the Goddess of Fate’, Schafer, in ZAS
42, 72 f. - Borchardt, Sa/hure^, n, PI. 1.

^ M. A. Murray’, Saqqara ilastabas, I, PI. 1, and Sethe’s remarks in vol. n. 11, and again in Borchardt’s

Saihure^, n, 76 f. He translates ‘borderers’, ‘immigrants’, but the ]Ydrterbuch gives ‘foreigners’.

* Plutarch, De Is. et Os., § 14. ® From Murray, op. cit., PI. 1.

® Borchardt, Gmbdenhnal d. Konigs Se-user-re^, PI. 16; SR, PI. 1 facing p. 47.

^ SR, 70, n. 1, 80-2, 83. Capart describes in Ann. Serv. 38, 637 f., a series of spells each of which ends:

‘come and save Psammetichus from the slaughterers of Sakhmet’. The order is given bv Xekhbet, the

southern patroness of the kingship, at El-Kab = Eileithjdaspolis, where Plutarch {Be Is. et Os., § 73) says
the Tj-phonians were put to death by fire ; the spells were entitled ‘Spell by 'Apehti (Seth) ’

; they were seven in

number. Here once again seven is connected not only with the death of the king, but also with Seth, cf. SR
81. In Ptolemaic times a word 1-=^ sfh was formed meaning ‘ to settle (the life-period) in writing’, Wb.,

IV, 116 (1). It must have referred to the original seven-year span of Life. ‘The slaughterers of Sakhmet’ were
presumably not those authorized by the Seth-reliirion. s

g5
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to escape this fate the Pharaohs had begun to turn to Ee< by the Fourth Dynasty. Hence it

is that throughout Pharaonic times the life-period which Seshat records was often altered

into ‘ the life-period of Ee<’, ‘the years of Eec ‘the eternity of Ee<’, and she tells the king that

‘it is Ee' who hath said it with his mouth’. Further, I have shown^ that when substitutes

were required for the Pharaohs, they may haA'e been sought among foreigners. The story of

Busiris records the sacrifice of foreigners ending in the attempt on Herakles, who however
made the king submit to the age-old fate. Seeing what Seshat was, it seems likely that her
‘ Controller of the Foreigners of Upper and Lower Egypt’ would have been an enumerator,

who kept a census of foreigners in the country. Can part of Kha^bauseker's duties in this

office have been to select a suitable substitute for the king from time to time ?

There was in Egypt another priest who had sacrificial duties, and some of the wearers of

Kha<bauseker’s insignia exercised his duties also.- This was the sem-priest. He also came
into relationship with Seshat, for he had connexions with Memphis,^ where her priests lived,*

and he wore the leopard-skin which was her characteristic dress. The wearers of Kha^bau-

seker's insignia also belonged to Memphis,^ and in the New Ivingdom some of them also

wore the leopard-skin.® The sewi-priest robed himself in it for the sacrifice of the bull, which

was of Sethian nature, and for the ceremony of Opening the Mouth.’ Moreover, like Seshat,

he was intimately connected with the kingship. In fact he was often the Crown Prince,

that is to say the successor to the throne.® He was thus entirely comparable to the ‘ brother
’

and would-be successor in the story who, as will be shown in the next paragraph, tried to

put Sesostris to death at Pelusium. An excellent example of the successor acting as sem-

priest to the late king and wearing the leopard-skin has just been published by Steindorff ;®

it shows Ay in this guise performing the ceremony for TuBankhamun. Was Tut'ankhamun’s

insistence on the ministrations of the sem-priest in any way connected with his death at

apparently seven years after his return to Amun and to Thebes ‘?*® It may be noted that it

was the sem-priest whom, along with x\mun, Akhenaten specially hated. This Pharaoh,

who embraced Sun-worship so fervently, cut the sem-iiai-mwt-J priest out of the sculptures.**

Or, as Mr. N. de G. Davies puts it, ‘ The erasures are the work of the monotheistic heretics,

* SB, 34, 35, and cf. 43, 44, 60, 61.

^ Twelfth Dyxasty, Sehetepibre<-<ankhnedjem ; Eighteexth Dys.\sty, Ptahmose, Pahemneter. In

the XiXETEENTH Dyxasty Kha'eniwese, Raniesses U’s heir-apparent, was a sem-priest (SR, 104). Presum-

ably he was the same as the "Khaemwas’ who wears the insignia in Erman's Fig. f, ZAS 33, 23.

^ SR, 103, 104.

* All the examples quoted in note 1, p. 32, come from Sald>ardh, as does one of the personal names formed

on hers, note 3, p. 32 . Ofthe other two names, one comes from Gizah. and the provenance of the other is unknown

.

® IVith the exception of the Theban example, all the examples of the insignia of which the provenance

is known come from Sakkarah, and nearh’ all the wearers were high priests of Ptah. even those whose pro-

venance is not known. It is thus probable that they also came from Sakkarah. However, the earliest of

them, Kha'bauseker, who also came from Sakkarah, was not high priest of Ptah, so that the insignia did

not belong originally to that office, though Egyptologists are accustomed to speak as if they did.

® SchiapareUi, Mus. Arch, di Firenze: Antichita Egizie, l (1887), pp. 199 fi. Xo. 1505 (1790) Ptahmose;
Murray, Saqqara Mastahas. i, PL 36, 2, 3; Boreux, Guide-catalogue sommaire, 55, A 72; Reliefs and Inscrip-

tions at Karnah, I (Chicago), Ramses Ill's Temple, i, PI. 21, a, lower register.

’ Very clearly expressed in Schiaparelh, Libro dei Funerali. PI. 55, the line of inscription at the top left-

hand corner dividing the one set of scenes from the other, and also in the scenes themselves.

® SR, 103-6. ® Ann. Sere. 38, 648, Fig. 90. “ SR. 83.

For example, XaviUe, Deir el Bahari, v. Pis. 135, 146, 147—in Pis. 6, 7, the title ia/i-micP/ has been
cut out though the figure is left ; op. cit., m, PI. 59. the iicn-mwt-f is destroyed along with Seshat and Amun •

Leps., Dkm., m, PL 19, 2, a, c ;
Davies-Gardiner, Tomb of Amenemhet, PL 17 ; Virey, Tombeau de Rekhrmra

Pis. 31 top, 32 top, 33 top, 35, 36 ; Leps., Dkm., m. Pis. 36, b, 74. a ; Paheri, PL 5.
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to whom the names of Amun and Mut, and the leopard's skin worn by Eekh-mi-Ee<’s son

as officiating priest, were obnoxious’.^ Seshat also is herself sometimes hammered out of

the scenes.^ The explanation seems to be supphed by the connotations of the leopard-skin.

It was a very ancient dress which died out after the Old Kingdom but survived here and
there ceremonially. It was worn by the sacrificing priest at the funeral ceremonies, and by
the goddess of fate who allotted the king his span of life, hence his time of death. Thus
Seshat’s characteristic dress seems to have been indicative of her fateful function.

The wearer of Kha'bauseker's insignia was very often a royal prince, for of the ten

known® four in the New Kingdom wear the side-lock of hair indicative of that rank.^ On
the other hand the office might be hereditary in certain families descending from father to

son.® The memory of the existence of a line of priests who had such sacrificial duties is

preserved in a story which was current in Egypt in Greek times. Interlocking portions of it

are to be foimd in various authors. Herodotus, ii, 102-8, calls the king Sesostris, Diodorus,

I, 55, 57, calls him Sesoosis, Josephus, Contra Apionem, i, §§ 98-102 calls him Sethos wffio is

also Eamesses. Eusebius cuts the story in half, giving the first part to Sesostris whom he

puts in the Twelfth Dynasty, and the second to Sethos who is also Eamesses, whom he

later on calls Sethosis. Sethos who is also Eamesses he puts after the Hyksos, and with

such kings as Amenophis, Armais, Eamesses Miamun, which shows that he gives the

second part of the story to the Nineteenth Dynasty.® Diodorus and Eusebius say that the

king had been away on his victories for nine years. This is the period which in Greek times

tended to oust the old seven years.'^ Josephus says that he was summoned by a certain priest,

whom he calls by the strange circumlocution o rerayfievos em rcov lepaiv ttJ? AlyvTrrov

‘He who was appointed over the sacrifices of Egypt’.® Herodotus, Diodorus, and Josephus

aU tell us that he returned to Pelusium or Pelusian Daphnae, and Herodotus and Diodorus

tell in much detail how his ‘ brother’ and would-be successor® attempted to put him to death

by fire at that place. But he escaped,^® Herodotus saying that two of his sons died in the

flames on his behalf, and Diodorus merely implying that all his family perished.

^ Paintings from the Tomb of Rekh-mi-Re^ at Thebes, Caption to PI. 19.

^ Naville, Deir el Bahari, ra, PI. 59 without the leopard-skin ; with it, m, PI. 81, vi, PI. 158 ; Leps.,

Dkm., m, PI. 75, b.

® Erman in ZAS 33, 22, 23 records six; Old Kingdom, Kha'bauseker, Ra'nefer; Middle Kingdom,
Nebipu; New Kingdom, the Berlin relief, Kha<emwese, Pahemneter. To these must now be added four

more ; Nebipu's father, Sehetepibre<-<ankhnedjem, Middle Kingdom, kindly communicated by M. Boreux,

and see Guide-catalogue sommaire, 52, A 47 ; New Kingdom, Pahemneter’s father, Ptahmose, Schiaparelli,

Mus. Arch, di Firenze: Antichita Egizie. I (1887), 197-206, No. 1505 (1790); Murray, Saqqara Mastabas,

I, PI. 36, 2, 3 ; Reliefs and Inscriptions at Kamak, i (Chicago), Ramses Ill's Temple, i, PI. 21, a, lower register.

^ Erman's Figs, d, f, g, i.e. the Berlin relief, Kha'emwese, Pahemneter; Schiaparelli, op. cit., 198,

Ptahmose.

® Twelfth Dynasty, Sehetepibre'-'ankhnedjem was succeeded by his son Nebipu; Eighteenth
Dy’N.asty’. Ptahmose was succeeded by his son Pahemneter.

® Aucher, Eusebii Pamphili Caesariensis Episcopi Chronicon Bipartitum (Venice, 1818), I, 211, 232, 233.

The portion on pp. 232, 233 is an almost verbatim extract from Josephus ; SjuiceUus’s extract from Eusebius
is in Dindorf, Georgius Syncellus in Corp. Script. Hist. Byz., \TI, 1 (Bonn, 1829), pp. Ill f.

’ SR, 79, 80.

® SR, 48, 102. Upuiv might of course only mean 'temples' as the Armenian translator of Eusebius
prudently rendered it. Aucher, i. 233, but see his n. 3. On the other hand Upwv is often emended to Upewv,
making the expression read ‘He who was appointed over the priests of Eg\-pt ’, that is a kind of high priest
of Egj-pt. a personage who did not exist. 3Ioreover, if Josephus had meant this, why did he not use the
usual word ip^iepevs"! “ Josephus also calls the would-be successor his ‘brother’.

Josephus omits the attempted sacrifice, merely saj-ing that 'he took his own kingdom'.
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The details of the story are all pregnant with the recollection of the one-time sacrifice

of the king and its concomitants. The victories expected of a fertility-king are there, as are

the traditional span of life, the manner of death, the escape therefrom, the existence of

substitutes, the connexion with sacrifice, and the existence of a priest charged with such
a function. Further the fact that it was a close relative and would-be successor who tried

to put Sesostris to death seems reminiscent of the sacrificing sem-priest, who was specially

attached to the king’s service and was often the successor to the throne. It is also reminiscent

of the wearers of Kha^bauseker’s insignia, who were sometimes royal princes. Of the ten
known ones, four wear the side-lock of hair indicative of that rank, and one of them,
Khacemwese, was the heir-apparent of Eamesses II. The escape of the king mirrors the

statement, Pyr., §§ 1453, 1467, 1468, that both Seth, the prototype, and the earthly king,

Pepi II, escaped, and it occurs again in the story of Anysis who came forth from the ashes

and earth, Hdt., ii, 137, 140. It also probably underlies the strange tale of Amasis who had
been warned by an oracle that his successor, Cambyses, would ill-treat and burn his mummy.
He therefore had another mummy buried -ndth his own, and it was this one that suffered and
not the king’s, Hdt., m, 16.^ Finally, the incident of the death of the sons in order that the
king might escape, like the story of the mummy just mentioned, proves to be based on the
existence in Egypt of a system of substitutes who took the place of the Pharaoh in the fire.

It is not a matter of conjecture, but of actual fact, that these substitutes existed, for even
as late as a generation or two ago they still carried out their role in an attenuated form. The
modern title of the substitute was Abu Nauruz.^

The results of the foregoing are as follows. Seshat had once been a great goddess with a

full worship of her own, but the Old Kingdom saw the end of all this. By the Twelfth
Dynasty the meaning of her symbol had been forgotten. Everything about Seshat is ancient,

her dress, the fact that she kept count by the primitive method of notching a stick, an action

reflected in her title ‘The Original One, who originated RTiting at the beginni ng’, She
appears in the company of such ancient gods as Tatenen and Atum, Nephthys and Anubis,
and the month-sign of her symbol is like that of Ya'met. During historic times she was
reduced to mere attendance on the king, and there as an enumerator, whether of his years

of fife, of his scd-festivals, of his children, or of the good things he brought to Egj’pt. She
also helped him to measure out the ground-plans of buildings. By keeping the records of the
royal children she would have known the genealogies and the claim of each to the succession

to the throne. Seshat was in charge of the foreigners in Egypt, probably in her capacity as

enumerator, for that would enable her to number them. It may also be that from amon^
them she found a suitable substitute for the Pharaoh at the allotted time, as Busiris did
with the Cypriote foreigner and hoped to do with Herakles coming from Libya.

Seshat was a variant of Nephthys, an ancient sky-goddess, who seems to have been con-

cerned -with the kingship, and was called ‘ She who reckoneth the life-period. Lady of Years
Lady of Fate’.

In the New Kingdom Seshat acquired a surname of uncertain form, Sefkhet-tabw(i)

which made punning allusion both to the seven ‘petals' and to the inverted horns of her
symbol. Her chief mission was to record the Pharaoh's span of life. This belonged to ^ods
who were older than KeC who in due time was to become the patron of the kingship. Under
Ee<’s influence Seshat gave the king eternity, but her sevenfold symbol, and Horapollo's
statement that she was Molpa ‘Fate’, suggest that a cycle of seven years was what she
originally gave. Like MoZpa the earliest of Seshat 's priests known to us, Khadjauseker

^ For all this see SR, 26-9, 39, o7 f. 2 SR, 59 f. and PI >
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was intimately connected with death, and he wore a necklace 'with six f-anhhs. This is

reminiscent of the reign of six years with death in the seventh of Mycerinus and Bocchoris,

of the seven ^ankhs given to Xeweserre< by Anubis, and of the reign of apparently seven years

which Tut'ankhamun enjoyed after his return to the Old Eehgion. Kha'bauseker was also

intimately connected with Seth, who was put to death. Seth was the storm-god of the Old

Eehgion, and husband of Nephthys, of whom Seshat was a form. Other wearers of Kha^bau-

seker’s insignia are known in the Middle Kingdom and in the New Kingdom, and some of

them wear Seshat’s leopard-skin and were sem-priests. The sem-priest and the leopard-skin

were obnoxious to Akhenaten, who fled from the Old Eeligion.

Memphis, the ancient capital of united Egypt, and Heliopolis near by, figure largely in

the story. Seshat's priests as well as the wearers of Khacbauseker’s insignia belonged to

Memphis, as did the sem-priest, and Tatenen, one of the gods whose sed-festivals Seshat

gave. Otherwise the span of hfe belonged to the gods of the neighbouring Hehopohs, Atum
and his successor Ee'.

The Pharaoh was able to escape his year of death, as indeed Pepi II says he did. This

would have entailed the death of a substitute in his stead. The memory of a sacrificing

priesthood, of a span of life, of death by fire, and of substitutes for the Pharaoh enabling

him to escape, survived in the classical stories of Sesostris and of Amasis, and the escape

itself survived in the statement about Anysis. The memory of the sacrifice of substitutes

is also enshrined in the story of Busiris, a king who was finally made to suffer his lawful

fate at the hands of Herakles, his intended Hctim. The substitutes themselves, however,

were not merely a memory, for they survived in actual fact into modern times as the Abu
Nauruz.



ON THE STATUARY OF THE OLD KINGDOM ^

By ALEXANDEE SCHAEFF

I CAN only deal in this paper -with a few general aspects of Egyptian plastic art during the

Old Kingdom. I shall not discuss the law of frontality,’ which determines the composition

of single figures and of groups. But I want to stress two important features characteristic

of Egyptian statuary of that time. Every Egyptian statue of a man has a religious aspect

;

not a single one has been made to be admired by living men. Every statue was a tomb-statue

'ft-ith special functions in the cult of the dead, or, if it was the statue of a king, it was set up

in the semi-darkness of a temple hall. Statues of kings set up in full daylight, for instance

in front of a temple pylon, are not known to me before the [Middle Kingdom. In the time

of the Pyramids the statue was withdrawn from the eyes of men as far as possible, in the

so-called mastabah-tombs, by setting it up in the statue-room, generally called the serdab,

which had no door at all and no connexion with the cult-room save through a slit in the wall,

and not even that in all the tombs. Only here and there the tomb-statue stands in the cult-

room itself ;
examples are mostly of the Sixth Dynasty, where, for instance in the huge tomb

of Mereruka, the statue forms part of the false door.® This is a form of emancipation which

we shall remark elsewhere in connexion with the Sixth Dynasty.

By putting the name of the owner on the base or the back-pillar the statue was made

the representative of a definite personality. We know many statues of earlier kings which

were transformed into statues of one of the Eamessides by the simple expedient of changing

the inscribed name. Whatever may have been the reason for this change, we can say with

certainty that the ancient Egyptians had no idea of what we call a real portrait of a person.

I have dealt -with this question of portraiture, which seems to me very important for the

understanding of Egyptian sculpture, in an article in Antiquity* Here again we see that it

is impossible for us to meet Egyptian art on the ground of the conceptions of art to which

we are accustomed in modern times. But even if we cannot hope to distinguish a statue

of the young Ea'nofre from one of the same man in old age,® or, as we shall see presently,

to attribute two statues to the same ‘ master-hand ’, as the classical archaeologists have the

right to do, that does not detract from the value of Egyptian sculpture.

r have just mentioned the two statues of Ea<nofre of the Fifth Dynasty which, to

my mind, are among the most perfect works of art in the whole of Egyptian sculpture.

There are scholars who designate one as the ‘young’, the other as the ‘old’ Ea<nofre. Some

years ago Mr. Engelbach, Keeper of the Cairo Museum, made a brilliant experiment, putting

a plaster cast of the full wig of the one statue on a plaster cast of the other statue with

close-cut hair.® The result is really surprising; I cannot find any difference between the twn

^ This paper was delivered (with lantern-slides) by the author to our Society on March 9, 1938 (see

vol. 24, p. 131). Here references in the footnotes take the place of the slides, except the twelve which are

reproduced in Pis. viii-x.

- H. Schafer, Ton agyptischer Kunst, 3rd edn., Leipzig, 1930.

^ Capart, ilemphis, Fig. 317.

•* Antiq. 11, 174 ff. Cf. also Schafer, Das altdg. Bildnis {Leipz. Agyptol. Stud., 5).

“ JEA 6, PI. 26.
® J'-tel. Maspero, i, 101 with PI.
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heads (see PL viii, 1,2); so clearly it -tt’as the wig alone which suggested the difference in age.

But I am sure we should be still more surprised if we could see the real living Ra'nofre,

who certainly would not look at all like his statues. I mean by this that the wonderful

statues of Ea ^nofre are in my opinion a very perfect, but yet a strictly impersonal expression

of Old-Kingdom art. It is the inscribing of the name and the titles which makes the statues

become the personality Ea'nofre. It is a striking fact that a work of Egyptian art—rehef or

sculpture in the round—gains its full significance only in conjunction with the written word.

And so, as I hope my Enghsh colleagues in Egyptology will agree, one cannot treat Egyptian

art without some knowledge of the Egyptian language.

Eeturning to the question of portrait-sculpture in our sense, I do not deny that this

exists in Egyptian art. Its appearance, however, always coincides %\'ith a noticeable effort

to break the bonds of convention, as we see in the Twelfth Dynasty, in the art of Tell el-

‘Amarnah, or in the late period, when Greek art was already knocking at the door of Egypt.

But within the Pyramid age, with which I am here dealing, I cannot see any piece of real

portrait-sculpture. That a statement like this is not derogatory will now, I hope, be under-

stood without further explanation.

Again, it is quite wrong and useless for us, accustomed as we are to modern art-criticism,

to try to discover signatures of Egyptian artists or to recognize their individual ‘manner’.

In ancient Egypt the sculptor did not differ from an}- other craftsman
;
thus, the sculptor

of a statue is shown, even in the New Kingdom, sitting in the workshops of Amun at Thebes

together with the joiner and the goldsmith, without pretending to be any better than his

colleagues.^ Signatures of artists, in the modern sense, are completely absent in Egypt.

Eor example, several of the famous heads from El-‘Amarnah, now in the Berlin Museum,
are said to come from the workshop of a sculptor named Djehutmose, but that does not

mean that this sculptor made all those wonderful heads himself
;
this so-called signature

is really only a kind of label for the house in which the heads were found. The name of

Djehutmose occurs only once on a small object found in the house, so that actually it is

not even certain that he was the owner of this sculptor’s workshop.

The same applies to the frequently cited examples of artists in the Old Kingdom. In

the Fifth-Dynasty tomb of Ptahhotpe at Sakkarah, for instance, we find behind a scene

of sailors fighting with sticks a dignified person called ‘overseer of sculptors’, sitting in a

boat with many good things to eat and drink in front of him.^ It may be that this ‘ overseer

of sculptors ’ really made the reliefs or statues in the tomb, but his representation of himself

with his opulent meal was doubtless not made because he wanted to show himself as a

famous artist, but in order to show his devotion and gratitude to his lord, the owner of the

tomb. Another relief of the same kind shows a man sitting in front of an easel on which
are painted the names of the three Egyptian seasons,® certainly as abbreviations for some
pictures of out-door hfe in the various seasons, such as we know from the Sun-temple of

the Fifth Dynasty. This relief is in the well-kno\\-n Sixth-Dynasty tomb of Mereruka. As
no name is vTitten above it, the most simple and the most Egyptian explanation of the

picture is that Mereruka himself is represented making draughts for some reliefs in his

tomb. There is no ground at all for seeing in this picture the artist of Mereruka’s tomb,
as for instance von Bissing does.^

To end these general remarks I repeat that Egyptian sculpture is as impersonal as the

Egyptian artist. But it is not to be appreciated any the less for that.

^ Wreszinski, Atlas, i, 73. - Erman, ZAS 31, 97, with PI. 2.
^ Wreszinski, op. cit., m, 1.

^ ZAS 64, 137. Cf. A. Herman in Alitt. deutsch. Inst. Kairo, 6, 150.
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In the second part of this paper I wish to consider some special questions relating to

Old-Kingdom sculpture and to point out various tendencies in the art of the Third to Sixth

Djmasties. The superficial observer is, as a rule, so prejudiced by what he regards as the

stiffness of Egyptian sculpture that he does not see how much life and movement is expressed

vithin the scope of the strict frontality which Egyptian sculpture demands. Egyptian art

has had its development through the ages like all other kinds of art. The characterization

of the style of every period seems to me our task at the moment, and much work has to be
done in this direction before we are able to distinguish properly between the different

periods by means of stylistic analysis. Then we can hope to place undated statues with

more certainty than we do now, and it will be impossible to hesitate between the Middle
Kingdom and the Roman period, as happened in a conversation I overheard once in Cairo.

\Ye must try, therefore, no longer to treat Old-Kingdom sculpture as a whole, but to

distinguish a Third-Dynasty style from a Fourth-Dynasty style, and so on. Having collected

our stylistic evidence from works whose date is well established, we shall then be able to

add undated works to each group with a good deal of certainty. This has to be done -with

architecture, reliefs, and painting, as well as statuary. When we compare our results we
shall soon find, as one might expect, that the same tendencies occur in all three kinds of

art in any one period. Dr. Junker, in a very good article, has defined such types of architec-

ture for the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Dynasties.^ I should like to quote some of his material,

adding examples of relief which show corresponding tendencies. It will then be easy to

consider statuary under the same aspects.

The ground-plan of king Djeser's temple, built at Sakkarah in the Third Dynasty,^

shows that the final form of Egyptian architecture had not yet been found. The main
temple lies to the north, the main entrance, through a colonnade, lies far away in the south-

east corner, while buildings are scattered about here and there without the organic planning

so regularly found in the following dynasty and after. However much we admire the first

great stone building in the world we must point out that the aspirations of King Djeser and
his famous architect Imhdtep exceeded their ability.

Quite different is the ground-plan of the Fourth-Dynasty temple of Chephren.® Here
Egyptian architecture has found its best and clearest expression. The temple is situated in

front of the pyramid to the east; the division into the three chief parts seems quite clear; from
the entrance-temple at the foot of the desert-hill the corridor leads straight up to the main
temple. This scheme, which varies only in detail, was adhered to all through the Old Ivingdom,

so that there is no need to quote other examples from the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties.

Looking at a well-founded reconstruction of a building belonging to King Djeser’s

temple-complex,'* we are struck by the smallness of the stones, which seem to be petrified

bricks, and the strange stone colunms, the first attempt of this kind in Egyptian architecture.

Here, even if the architect did conceive a column as an entity with a clearly defined function,

he did not dare to use it independently, but connected it with the wall like a pilaster. And
so again we find as a characteristic feature of the Third Dynasty interesting attempts in

this or that direction, but not yet a well-fixed style.

As Dr. Junker has pointed out. the architecture of the Fourth Dynasty forms a distinct

contrast to the experiments which preceded it. as the reconstruction of the pillared hall in

the Sphinx-temple of King Chephren shows us.-’ One cannot but feel the magnificence of

this room with its enormous granite blocks and the square granite pillars instead of columns.

^ ZAS 63. 1. - Firth-Quibell, The Step Pyramid, ii, PL 1.
^ Holscher, Das Grahdenkmal d. Kdtiigs Chephren. Leipzig, 1912, Bl. 3.

^ Firth-Quibell, op. cit., PI. 79 a. = Holscher. op. cit., Bl. 5.
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No relief, no inscription disturbs the imposing tranquillity of the room, the sole ornamenta-

tion of which consisted of the mar\-ellons statues of the king.

The Fifth Dynasty brings in a new change of style, which in fact really began at the end

of the Fourth, about the reign of Mycerinus. In the reconstructed hall of the temple of

King Sahure'’- we find well-constructed columns supporting the roof and the walls are

covered with painted reliefs, the whole expressing a gaiety and brightness in complete

contrast vith all that went before.

The architecture of the private tombs, the mastabahs, shows similar features. For

instance, in the Third Dynasty we have big brick mastabahs,^ and at the end of this period,

at Medum, brick mastabahs vith a stone chamber.® Here again we see the beginning of

architecture in stone. The mastabah of the time of Kings Cheops and Chephren at Gizah,

so excellently described by Junker,* is as monumental as the pyramid of Cheops itself.

Huge, perfectly rectangular blocks are used and no inner room is allowed to break up the

massiveness of the building. The perpendicular shaft pierces the mastabah and the rock to

a depth of about 60 feet, leading to the sarcophagus-chamber with the square limestone

sarcophagus without decoration or inscription. As no separate room for a statue was
provided in the mastabahs of this type, a limestone head was set at the entrance of the

sarcophagus-room.

As I pointed out in connexion with temple architecture, the change began about the reign

of Mycerinus. The usual type of the later, Fifth-Dynasty, mastabah shows the chapel with

false door and painted reliefs on the walls inside the mastabah.® Here we also find the room
for the statue, called serddb, which is sometimes cormected with the chapel by a small

slit in the wall. This type is the most familiar, but even here one finds that almost every

tomb differs a little from the others, and it is quite unjustifiable to speak of ‘ the mastabah ’

of the Old Kingdom as if it were a uniform type of building through all four dynasties.

Here we have also to mention the Sixth Dynasty, for the tombs in the cemetery of the

courtiers at this period show two distinct lines of development. On the one hand we have
the largest mastabahs, as for instance that of Mereruka at Sakkarah,® containing so many
rooms that one can hardly recognize the original mastabah form. On the other hand, there

are tombs which are degenerating, brick-building reappears, and all the beautiful order of

the regular mastabah-streets is given up.’ In this contrast between the very rich and the

very poor we recognize the disintegration of Egypt at the end of the Old Kingdom.
Rehef and painting show the same features. In the Third Dynasty we have very good

stone reliefs from the Djeser buildings,® and the wooden panels of Hesire' are no less

excellent, but we also find mural painting in Hesireds tomb.® In Medum, finally, we have in

one and the same tomb stone relief, mural painting {e.g. the famous geese), and a sort of

painting effected by inlaying coloured pastes in the stone.*® This last technique was only

an experiment and so far as we know was never used in later tombs. Here, too, we arrive at

the same conclusion; the artists of the Third Dynasty made various experiments without

achieving a definitive style.

* Borchardt, Das Grahdenkmal d. Konigs Sahure, i, Leipzig, 1910, Bl. 6.

® E.g., QuibeU, The Tomb of Hesy, Cairo, 1913, PI. 3. ^ Petrie, Medum, PI. 7.

* Junker, Giza I, especially PI. 10. ^ Junker, Giza II, p. 135, Fig. 12.
* See The Tomb of Mereruka, i, Oriental Inst, of the University of Chicago, 1938.
‘ Cf., e.g.. Junker, Vorbericht Giza, 1927, with map.
® Firth-QuibeU. op. cit., n. Pis. 15-17 and 40-2.

® QuibeU, op. cit.. Pis. 29-31 (panels). Pis. 7, 1-2; 8 If. (paintings).

E.g., Petrie, op. cit., PI. 23 (inlays), 28 (paintings).
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The architecture of the Fourth Dynasty did not allow scope for relief and painting,

therefore our material is scanty. There exist very few reliefs dated with certainty to the
reigns of Cheops and Chephren,^ and the old opinion that every relief found at Gizah should

be dated as ‘good Fourth-Dynasty’ has definitely to be given up. The mastabahs of this

period have only one place on the outside where a rectangular relief is put in, namely at

the offering-place, where a slab of this kind shows, in rather high relief, the owner of the tomb
seated at the offering-table.^ The rectangular arrangement of the offerings with their numbers
on the right side recalls the rectangular nature of the whole building.

The mass of reliefs in the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties is so large that it is impossible to go

into details here, but I will try by a single example to explain the difference in style

between these two dynasties. I choose the dancing-scene, though other themes, for instance

bulls being led to slaughter, would show the same thing.® In the Fifth-Dynasty tomb of Ti

we see dancing-girls all together in the same position, walking rather than dancing, with all

their arms bent upwards in the same way^—it is as if the steady rhj'thm of an adagio or

an andante were pulsating through the picture. Aow look at the dancing-girls of the Sixth

Dynasty. They are dancing a Jurioso, throwing one leg up, bending their backs nearly

down to the floor.® Still more important is another picture of the Sixth Dynasty, showing

three dancers in the same movement as in the tomb of Ti, but the fourth (second in the row)

is dancing quite a different figure.® This dancer disturbs the usual symmetry, so that we
do not now feel the harmonious rhythm, so characteristic of the pictures of the Fifth Dynasty.

In the destruction of symmetry and rhythm I see the special features of the art of the

Sixth Dynasty, which, on the other hand, added some new types^ to those created by the

older artists. This we shall see similarly later on in sculpture in the round.

Sculpture in the round was the last to obtain its classical Egyptian form. At the begin-

ning of dynastic times, during the First and Second Dynasties, we see very crude and

badly proportioned works, but even here we admire the various attempts to depict the

human figure in different positions. Perhaps the oldest human figure from the Dynastic

Period is the one from Hierakonpohs of a man kneeling on one knee,® while the well-known

granite figure in Cairo {CCG No. 1, from the end of the Second Dynasty) is kneeling on both

knees.9 The sitting figures in Berlini“ Naples” (of about the Second Dynasty) remain

inarticulate. The figure of the king seems much more advanced styhstically in these early

times. The sitting statuettes of King Kha'sekhem in Cairoi® and Oxfordi® have an almost

classical aspect ;
only the strange figures of the slain enemies on the base show the last

vestiges of the prehistoric age.
' At the beginning of the Third Dynasty the sitting figure of King Djeser, found by Firth

in the serdab close to the Step-pyramid,” stands out as a real masterpiece. In this figure

Egyptian statuary has reached its first high-water mark.

^ E.g., Junker, Giza I, PI. 17 (from the mastabah of Hemiun).

^ Hid., Pis. 26-7,29 ; Lutz. Egn. Tomb Steles ( Unir. ofCalifornia Publn-s., Egn. ArchaeoL, 4). 1927, Pis. 1-2.

" Cf, e.g., Steindorff, Grab d. Ti, PL 12 (5th Djm.), with Capart, Rue de tomheaux. Pis. 44-5 (6th Djm.).

*
Wreszinski, Atlas, m, 30.

“ Firth-Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemeteries, n, P1.53 (Kagemni) ; cf. also Wreszinski, op. cit., m, 29 (ilereruka).

® Junker, Vorbericht Giza, 1926, PI. 66.

^ E.g., Mereruka with a female harpist (Wreszinski. op. cit., m, 5) or the scene \^Tongly called ‘ sudden

death’ (v. Bissing, Denkmdler dg. Skulptur, PL 18 b) vhich has been much better explained by Schiifer in

ZAS 73 102 ^ Quibell-Green, Hierakonpolis, n, PL 1.

° Le Musee eg., i, PL 13. ZAk> 56, PL 7.

" Von Bissing, op. cit, PL 3.
Quibell-Green, op. cit., i, PL 41.

“ Scharff in W. Otto's Handbuch d. ArcMoL. PL 54, 2. Firth-QuibeD, op. cit., ii. Pis. 28-30.
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The statues of private people of the Third Dynasty until the beginning of the Fourth

are on the same le^el. Among these are the well-known ’ shipbuilder ’ of the British Museum^
(PI. viii, 3), and the statue of Metjen in Berlin." The figures are more slender, the squareness

—the outstanding feature, as we saw, in the time of Cheops and Chephren—is almost complete

and is well accentuated by the cubical form of the seat. Only the seat of the woman's figure

at Turin® has a small back, and the structural detail of the cane-chair of this lady and of

the ‘shipbuilder’ shows clearly that these figures do still belong to the archaic period. In

spite of their evident stiffness the statues of Hepa and Xes in the Louvre are interesting in

several respects."* Most books give only two statues, but there are really three, for Sepa, the

man, is represented in two almost identical statues. I think we must consider the three to-

gether as a group ;
if they had been made later they would have been cut out of one block

of limestone. The lack of coherence, in what would be the attempt to show three single

figures together as a group, seems to me again to be a characteristic feature of Third-

Dynasty art, agreeing well with the others. Ka'hotpe and Xofret from Medum,® whose
colouring has been so exceedingly well preserved, must also be regarded as a group like the

two tiepas and Xes. They show the same high standard in this type of work as does the

statue of Djeser among royal statues.

Coming to the Fourth Dynasty, the reigns of Cheops and Chephren, we have to speak

first of the statues of the kings ; well proportioned and noble, they suggest divinity rather

than royalty. The most beautiful perhaps is the diorite figure of King Chephren -with the

protecting falcon behind the head,® praise of which would be superfluous. The Chephren

statues are by no means colossi but of moderate size, sometimes even very small. The head

of king Djedefre< in the Louvre belongs to the same category.'^ Mycerinus, towards the end

of the dynasty, begins to enlarge the king's figure,® and in the granite head of lYeserkaf, the

first king of the Fifth Dynasty, now in the Cairo Museum, we have the earliest known
remains of a colossus.®

Just as we found no room for reliefs in the mastabahs and temples, so we do not find

statue-rooms in them. Therefore the number of statues certainly dated to the reigns of

Cheops and Chephren is extremely small, and a warning must be given against assigning

statues to this period imless they are dated definitely by the circumstances of the discovery.

The best example is the statue of the corpulent prince Hemyun in the Pelizaeus Museum at

Hildesheim (PI. viii, 4),*® whose relationship to Cheops was ascertained by Junker. This statue

in its compactness shows unmistakably all the main features of the style which we discussed

in connexion with the architecture of this period. The prince is certainly by no means an
Adonis, but we must remember that from the Egyptian point of view corpulence denotes

a respectable age and wealth.

The other characteristic kind of sculpture in the round of this period is the limestone

head** placed at the entrance of the sarcophagus-room, as mentioned above. Such heads

are not parts of statues but replace them. The impressive simplicity of their conception

fits in excellently with the imposing picture of the art of this great time.

The line of distinction between two styles of art does not always correspond exactly

^ Budge, Egn. Sculptures in the B.M., PI. 1. - Handbuch d. ArchdoL, PL 72, 2.

^ Stemdorff. Die Kunst d. Agypter, 1928. p. 175.
* Boreux, Guide-Catalogue, I. PL 30. ^ Steindorff, op. cit., pp. 177 f.

® Handbuch d. ArchdoL, PL 71, 1 : the head alone. Steindorff. op. cit., p. 180.
' Encyclop. photogr. de I'nrt, I, 10. ** Bull. MEA 33, 21, Fig. 8.
® Ann. Serf. 29, PL 1 of C. M. Firth's art., pp. 64 ff. “ Junker, Giza I, Pis. 19-22.
“ Ibid., Pis. 12-14.
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to the historical periods, marked in Egypt by the dynasties; as we have already seen, the

style of the Fifth Dynasty begins in fact with Mycerinus of the Fourth. The only exception

to this rule is the colossal head of King AVeserkaf which would have been assigned to the

Fourth Dynasty if it had not been found in that king's temple. The groups, however, agree

with our rule that the style of the Fifth Dynasty began in reality under Mycerinus.

The earliest dated ‘ group that is, two persons cut out of one stone, which is known to

me, represents King Mycerinus and his queen.^ As happened with many things in ancient

Egypt, the king was the first to bring out a new type, which was taken up by private people

soon afterwards. In this group the king seems to descend, as it were, from his divine throne

and show himself on a level with his subjects : a good parallel is offered by Amenophis III in

the Xew Kingdom, also at the end of a great dynasty. The group of Mycerinus seems to be

much more closely linked ^\ith the mass of private groups in the Fifth Dynasty than with the

Chephren statues of the Fourth, That this group realK is one of the oldest that have come

down to us is obvious because we have in a publication by Chassinat- the lower part of a

sort of group found by the French at Abu Kawash, showing King Djedefre', from the first

part of the Fourth Dynasty, with his wife
;
here the king is the main person, while his wife,

a very small figure, is crouching close to his leg, in fact she appears to us as a mere ornament.

Thus I assume that the group of plastic figures was an innovation under the reign

of King Nycerinus, The considerable number of groups representing the same king together

with Hathor and one of the nome-deities, all found by Dr, Keisner in the pyramid temple

of this king,^ points in the same direction, I think it will be agreed that we have no longer

any right to assign undated groups of private people to the Fourth Dynasty, as is often done.

The art of the Fifth Dynasty marks a culmination as regards both the architecture of the

mastabahs and that of the pyramid temples—notably at Abusir—with all their magnificent

reliefs. The great variety in the statues of private people agrees with this, but, strange to

say, there are no statues of kings to confirm it. This is a very curious fact indeed, and the

lack of statues of kings cannot be explained as due to chance, for the pyramid-temples and

the Sun-temple of the Fifth Dynasty were very carefully excavated and yet did not yield a

single statue of a king. Taking the statuary of the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties together,

therefore, we must conclude that a great change took place; while in the Fourth the statues

of kings predominate, in the Fifth they disappear almost completely, giving place to a mass

of private statues. A statue of King NeweserreS^ for example, is a very poor one, and a few

others, similarly crude in style, are still worse.® These bad statues of the great kings of

this dynasty would seem to be prophetic of the coming decay of the Egyptian kingdom

towards the end of the pjuamid age.

To gain an idea of the very high standard of the sculpture of this period we have only

to deal with the private statues. Here we see those life-size figures like the two Ka'nofres

mentioned above, pp. 41-2, or the statue of Tjeyey ('Ti') as a noble, self-confident high

official or priest.®

It seems to me that the better statues in this period were made for the tombs at Sakkarah,

the second-rate ones for those at Gizah. To get an impression of quality we need only

compare, for instance, the small statue of the brewer Xefer with his intelligent head

(PI. ix, 1)^ and the stiff figure of Ptahiruka at Hildesheim (PI. ix, 2),® or the wonderful upper

^ Reisner, Mycermus, Pis. 54-60. ^ Mon. Plot, 25, p. 59, Fig. 2. “ Reisner, op. cit.. Pis. 38-46.

^ Le Muste eg., I, PI. 10. ® Ihid., PI. 1 1 (Menkauhor) ; Legrain, Statues (CCG), i, PI. 2, Xo. 42004.

® Steindorfi, Grab d. Ti. Pis. 1. 142-3.

^ Schiifer-Andrae, Die Kunst d. alten Orients (Propyiden-Kunstgesch.), 2nd edn.. p. 243, 3.

® Roeder, Denkmdler d. Peliz.-Museums, p. 51, Xo. 417.
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part of the statue of a young lady from the Carnarvon Collection, now in the Metropohtan

Museum in New York,^ and generally, but without convincing evidence, dated to the

Fourth Dynasty, and the wife of the Hildesheim man.’ One feels at once the difference

between first-rate work and work that is not even second-rate.

From the Fifth Dynasty onwards we have a very great number of statues of men in

action. To take first the type of the scribe, we sometimes find the owner of the tomb
represented in this attitude;® in this group I would place the unique scribe in the Louvre,'*

which is perhaps the most magnificent work of art of the whole of the Old Kingdom. On
the other hand we see during the Fifth Dynasty the beginning of the custom of putting

in the scrdCih statues of servants performing the functions of scrilje, baker, brewer, etc. For

this large group of male and female servant-statues it will serve to quote one example:

a brewing-woman straining the barley in preparation for bre-wing.® At the end of the Old

Kingdom the servant-figures are becoming smaller; they are usually made of wood and

gradually develop into the so-called servant-figures of the Middle Kingdom.®

The group of man and wife with or without children is quite common in the Fifth Dynasty
and the variety of attitudes is simply enormous. I quote only two examples of married

couples: one standing group is interesting, because the woman as well as the man has her

left leg forward,^ they both seem to be coming towards us hand in hand. The sitting group

of red granite,® now in Berlin (PI. x, i), was formerly dated by von Bissing to the archaic

period on account of the stiffness and crudeness of the figures. But the hollow between the

two figures points to the Fifth Djuiasty,® and on its arrival in Berlin it turned out that the

man was the same person as the scribe Dersenedj, whose granite statue (Fifth Dynasty)

has been in the Berhn Museum for a long time.*® Thus this group teaches us, as many other

statues do, that stiffness is by no means always a characteristic feature of archaic work.

Kothing shows better than the groups that Egj’ptian sculpture is not merely conservative

and that the number of plastic types is really abundant. The group, very much in favour

in the Fifth Dynasty, was later on used to represent any two or more persons or even,

strangely enough, one and the same person, perhaps the man at different ages.** For
example, we find a queen-mother embracing her daughter*® or a double statue of the same
man of which a noteworthy feature is the symmetrical posture of the arms (PI. x, 8).*®

Finally I add here a reference to the well-known group of Meryettefes, represented twice

^\ith her scribe (not her son), a masterpiece in the Leiden Museum.** In every history of art

this group will be found dated to the Fourth Dynasty. I have for a long time doubted this

dating and so I was very pleased when Dr. van Wijngaarden of Leiden found out that the

name of the queen Meryettefes, usually connected with the Fourth Dynasty, was put on
later and that therefore the lady does not represent a queen at all. Now van Wijngaarden
shares my opinion and dates this famous group, together with similar ones, to the Fifth

Dynasty.*®

Finally, it is in this dynasty, so highly important for the whole of Egyptian statuary, that

* JEA 4, PL 1. - Roeder, op. cit., Ko. 418.
^ E.g., Junker, Vorbericht Giza, 1914, p. 37, PI. 9, the scribe Heti, now at Hildesheim.
* Enajclop. photogr. de V art, i, 29-31. ® Steindorff, Die Kunst d. Agypter, p. 190, rijiht.

® Cf. Schafer-Andrae, op. cit., pp. 290, 292. ’’

Ibid., p. 242, 1.

“ Von Bissing, op. cit., PI. 4 ; see further Anthes in Berliner Aluseen, vol. 55, pp. 90 f.. Figs. 1-2.
^ Cf., e.g., the scribe in the Louvre, who has gaps between the elbows and the body.

Schafer-Andrae, op. cit., p. 233.

“ Called 'Pseudo-groups' b}' Boreux in Mel. Maspero, I, 805.
*" Bull. MEA 34, 4f. .Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza, i, PI. 72.
“ Schafer-Andrae, op. cit., p. 238. Oudheidkundige Mededeelingen, X.R., 17, i.
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vre first meet fairly large wooden statues. They continue the style of the small ivory statues,

such as the king from Abydos in the British Museum^ or the minute Cheops in Cairo. ^ It is

characteristic of wooden statues that they were always made in pieces ; the arms and legs

were carved separately and then fastened to the body. There was thus more scope for that

liveliness which makes the wooden statues especially attractive. The only examples I need
cite here, the famous Shekh el-Beled^ and the woman who is probably his wife,* do not

require any comment. Less well known is the wooden group in the Louvre,® which seems to

represent a very high standard of work in spite of all the damage it has suffered (Bl. x, 1).

Turning now to the statues of the Sixth Dynasty we must notice first that the variety

of types continues, and perhaps many would not see any difference at all between the statuary

of the Fifth Dynasty and that of the Sixth. Even the opinion that plastic art is deteriorating

during the Sixth Dynasty is only partly true. It agrees with the fact mentioned before

that the tombs to a large extent are becoming smaller and are being built of bricks; the

population of the Sixth Dynasty had become poor. It would be useless to quote many
examples of very bad Sixth-Dynasty statuary;® it is sufficient to say that it has been

the rule to date any inferior Old-Kingdom statue without hesitation to the Sixth Dynasty.

Ugly and Sixth-Dynasty mean the same to many people. Yet there are other aspects

which must not be overlooked. As mentioned above, apropos of pictures of dancing girls,

we find in the Sixth Dynasty a strange new type and a kind of reaction against the

prevalent laws of art, for instance against symmetry
;
we find this also in the statuary.

The very fine copper statue of King Pepi I with his son is quite a new invention of that

period.’ Or look at a small figure of King Pepi II in alabaster ;® the king—his name is found

on the figure—is represented as a naked boy sitting on the ground with his finger to his

mouth like the hieroglyph for ‘child’ (PI. ix, 4). I can hardly imagine that such a curious

figure could have been created in the Fourth or the Fifth Dynasty. This type of boy seems

to have become common, for we have a very fine wooden figure of this kind at Berkeley,

California, found by Dr. Eeisner in the sarcophagus-room of a Sixth-Dynasty tomb at GIzah.®

Another new and strange attitude is shown by a serddb-statm from a Sixth-Dynasty

mastabah at Gizah, found by Junker.*® It is a sitting figure, similar to that of the scribe,

but asymmetrical (PI. ix, 3). It looks to me as if the sculptor had tried to catch the actual

movement of sitting down, as if it were a snapshot. The next moment the man would have

been sitting on the ground like the usual scribe.

A closer study of the vast number of groups ought to yield further pieces attributable

to the Sixth Dynasty, especially on account of their asymmetrical composition. As is only

to be expected with any living art, we cannot draw a hard and fast line between one period

and another without finding a good number of overlaps. For instance, the Cairo Museum
possesses a group, in spite of its incompleteness a most delightful work, which I should date

without hesitation to the Sixth Dynasty on stylistic grounds, if it were not dated by the

inscription to the Fifth.** Its four figures are spaced quite irregularly on the base
; symmetry

has disappeared, but this very fact gives a special attractiveness to the group.

But there are also certainly dated groups which show the peculiarities of the Sixth

Dynasty mentioned above, for instance, the amusing group of the dwarf Seneb with his

^ JEA 17, PL 9. - Petrie, Abydos, n, PI. 13. = JEA 6, PI. 27, 1.

* Ibid., PI. 27, 2, and PI. 23. * Encydop. photogr. de Vurt, i, 16.

® E.g., Borchardt, Slafuen (CCG). PI. 30, Xo. 175; PI. 41, Xo. 191 ; PI. 4.5. Xo. 219.

‘ Quibell-Green, op. cit.. n. PL. .50-6. “ .la?;. Serv. 27, PI. 5.

Lutz, Egyptian Statues {Unii:. of California Pubhis., Egn. Archaeol.. ,5), 19.30. PI. 40.

Junker, Yorbericht Giza, 1929, PL. 9-10. Schafer-Andrae, op. cit., p. 242, 2.

H
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wife and two children (PI. x, 4).^ The deformed man is represented -svith all the realism of

the time ; in contrast "nith tliis it seems comical to see the two children on the spot where a

normal sitting figure would have its own legs. This group, which we find so exceedingly

attractive, was found standing in the limestone box which may be seen behind the group

;

nobody had seen the group, nobody had taken delight in it, since it was put with its hme-

stone box into the tomb. It was only intended to play its part in the ceremonies of the dead.

It is important, I think, to stress here once again the enormous discrepancy between our

modern relation to sculpture and that of the ancient Egyptians to their works of art.

This paper is already very long, but the Old Kingdom was a very long period, and to

get a colourful and lively picture of its sculptural development I have had to go into a

great many details. It will be a great pleasure to me if I have been able to demonstrate

that the art of the Pyramid Age was not at all monotonous, and that within the limits

of frontahty we find changes, iimovations, experiments—in short as lively a development

as we are accustomed to recognize in the art of European countries.

^ Junker, Vorbericht Giza, 1927, Pis. 2-3.
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NOTES, CRITICAL AND EXPLANATORY, ON THE
GREEK MAGICAL PAPYRI

By ERNST RIESS

Since Preisendanz’s edition of the Greek Magical Papyri is probably destined to remain for

a long time the definitive publication of these interesting religious documents, it is fitting to

show our gratitude for the marvellous industry of this undertaking by contributing our

mite towards improving and elucidating the text, as far as is in our power. With this purpose

I present the following remarks.^

I, 68. Neither Pr.'s conjecture varepov nor Hopfner's rrporepov can be right. It is

doubtful whether rdyo? belongs to XiOovpyrjaa?

;

it is better joined to yXv^e. Three or four

letters are missing, but it is not necessary for -epov to be a comparative ending ; it may form

part of some noun.

83. K(ai el/s orrevov tottov. Even if Eitrem's Kardareyov be unacceptable, Pr.'s transla-

tion ‘in a narrow room’ makes no sense. Cannot arevd? tottos be the same as arevcoTros,
‘

angiportum ’

'?

196 f. contain Jewish reminiscences: iv dyiois dvairavopLevos

,

w at Ao^ai TrapeaTijKaaiv, 6

TO pi^oipLa SiatcaTexwv, ovopa Kadrjyiaapivov, etc. Pr. translates pi^copa ‘root’. Empedocles

used the word with the meaning of ‘ element ’. In our passage it may signify ‘ foundation ’,

for which the Septuagint employs OepeXiov ; cf. Ephes. iii, 18: ippiicopivoi, Kal rtdepeXiojpevoi,
;

Coloss, ii, 7 : eppi^ojpevoi, Kal eTTOiKohopovpevoi.

ii, 25. Something is wrong here. Incense and pine cones can be offered {eTriOve) on a

thymiaterion ;
but how can that be done with two cocks? There is also a corruption in line

28 Koipdj, unless the expression iv Selta means ‘on the right side of the bed’, so that the

crux ansata is drawn on the earthen floor {cf. iv viralOpw). For it is manifestly impossible

for a person to he along its vertical line.

31. iv Ttiwrj XL{rfj), Pr. The emendation is tempting, but his translation of the expression
‘ with a feather (or pen) ’ cannot be right. It is true that there are examples of eV instrumental

(Pape, Lexikon, i, 822), but mostly in connexion with the plural number, where the transi-

tion from the local use was easy. Now minj also denotes a mussel {Pelecypodon Pinna).

The smooth mollusc would be tlie shell of the animal, after the so-called hyssus, ‘ a silky

substance in the form of threads . . . fine enough to be woven into a fabric ’ (Parker-Haswell,

Textbook of Zoology, 685) has been removed, and on this the writing is to be done. From
11. 31-2 it is clear that these names are not the same as those to be inscribed on the laurel

leaves.

100. The ephesia grammata dpapaxapa y^OiaiKypc have been incorporated into the verse.

Therefore, in spite of Pr., it seems to me that y f>9iolKrjpe. is intended here as the Greek

translation of the preceding complex of letters. For such glosses cf. Deissmann, Light from
the Ancient East (1927), 405 f. This complex is in itself a corruption of a palindrome APA-
PAX\XAPA'PA}. The basic word may be Hebrew, if PAX can be accepted for rhach. or

perhaps (stiU better) for rakkd. For the shortening of the palindrome compare Lachis for

Lachesis (100).

‘ All references are to Karl Pr(eisendanz), Papyri Graexae Jlagicae, Leipzig, Teubner, Vol. I, 1928 •

Vol. II, 1931.
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114. It escapes my understanding what a ^aalXeiov aepoeiBij may be. Should the second

word be d{aT)epo€iSrj ? Or does it signify a cloud (nimbus) on the head, as in the Bibhcal

expressions Exod. xvi, 10; xxiv, 16; xxxiv, 5?
115. Pr.’s ipiapovs also seems to me unintelligible; the nearest would be aeiapLovs, which

goes well with im yrjs, hut less well with vn ovpavov. Zeiapiog is used by Plato and Aristotle

of any ‘shaking’, physical as well as mental. It might denote, then, the shaking of the air

in a thunderstorm, an interpretation which would support the retention of the reading

depoeihrj in 114.

141 f. In the execution of this magical praxis we have two triduums, during which the

same offering is to be repeated, followed by a seventh day. On this arrangement compare
W. Heidel, The Day of Yahiveh, 28 f., 608.

150-1. The purification with mud (tttjAo?) appears to be Orphic.

158 f. The terms of the dismissal are strongly reminiscent of the prayer chanted in the

Jewish synagogue when the scroll of the law is returned to its shrine.

Ill, 41 f. Since the water in which the male cat has been drowned is to be sprinkled in the

stadium or elsewhere, the els after palveis must be dittography.

144—5. A sun-god (cf. 142) is called o ev wKeavip dyedcuc. Just before this he was called

Kmeph, probably equivalent to Knouphis or Chnoumis, who in later times was regarded as

a sun-god or a decanus; ef. PW, xi, 911 f.; Siippl, vi, 432 ff. The emphasis put on the

phallus of this god in Egyptian religion may help to explain the use of dyedwv
; the god is

the great creator. Cf. also E. Keitzenstein, Poimandres, 119, n. 3.

146. ’^Sd[/x Trpoye]vys is a restoration by Pr. This conjecture is very probable on account
of the Hebraic colouring of what follows. But I should prefer [TTpu>Toye]vqs (the necessary

abbreviation UPQ for Trpujro does not appear too bold in view of avov for dvOpaj-nov, Wessely,

Denkschr. Wien. Akad., 1893, 76). Compare Eeitzenstein-Schaeder, Stndien z. antiken

Synkretisnuis {Studien d. Bibl. Warburg, vii, 1926), 161: yrj dvdpamov avehtoKe TTpcbry . . .

XoASatot Se TOC ’Addpi' Kal rovrov etvai fxxoKOvaiv tov dvdpiorrov, ov dve'ScoKev rj yy (aco/aa)

povov.

332. tol'/3 may be <Joc t^ews, as Wessely actually seems to have read in his A 391.

337. We should probably correct as follows: So? pot e’/c rrjs crfjs drroppolas els ttjv dvaxoXyv
rfjs UeXyvys rpiaKOvQypepov (or perhaps rpuiKOin-dpoipov)

.

556. vayrivoibrj aeXyvyv, an emendation for the eiayrjvovCSyde of the papyrus. A diffi-

culty in the way of accepting this change is that the Roman elegiac poets, who were
familiar with magical rites, represent the moon as blushing with shame or anger when she
witnesses a magical act

; cf. also Rev. vi, 12. Dieterich's els yrjv Sv tSrj keeps close to the
letters, but fails to make sense. We want the description of a shape, not of a colour. Some-
thing hke looywvLos seems to me to be hidden here.

IV, 272. The metre demands either TTpaiigs or reXeags for the iroiyops of the papyrus.
The whole of the invocation of Typhon (260-73) shows peculiarities. In 262 I fail to

understand Pr.’s drrXov
;
dewv should be joined with the opyiXov of the papyrus ; in 270 the

upper snows and the dark cold (ice?) below can hardly be Egyptian, because of the cUmatic
conditions of that country

;
in 271 I like Eitrem’s dTrevKralwv better than the readings of

either Dieterich or Pr. Can ^aalXeiov by itself mean ‘royal power’? Its usual meaning is

‘diadem’. But what is a ‘ diadem of the Moirai ’ ? Can it be astrological ? Possiblv we have
here a reference to the hvareno of the Persians

;
on its relation to, at least, Tyche-Fortuna

which later was identified with Heimarmene, see Cuniont, Mysterien d. Mithra (3rd edn.),
85-93. See also my remarks above on ii, 114,

362 f. Baruch has been correctly interpreted by Jacoby (see apparatus), but he has
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overlooked the amhra, a variant of arba, vrhieh stands for the tetragrammaton. Accordingly

we shall read bdruch YHWH. Similarly, ahrat before Abrasax is the same as arbat, i.e.,

YHWH. I think also that the frequent Arbaihiao is to be explained in the same way; the

6 is the phonetic rendering of the Heb. n.

440. Correct ov into e/r aov.

447. For TT
7
belva substitute e/xot and add iv after fieadrataL v) ; see Pr.’s apparatus.

537-8. No editor or commentator, as far as I know, has been offended by the sudden
mention of the aKrlpes. To me it is obvious that we must assume a lacuna, perhaps to

be filled thus : npcol crra? dvriov Tov ijAiou ; cf. 785.

552. Bead aTrepavrov otov ‘quasi infinitum’, with a comma before (not after) dTTTjXicbTrjv.

559. I propose to transfer the group of words avp.^oXov . . . d(/idapTovafter the word ord/xo;

it may be a gloss in interpretation of this gesture.

589-90. I cannot understand the rerpa emendations. The KXrjdpa are evidently the bolts

{cf. cruvSijCTaf) of the fiery closed doors, which I assume to be within the aTTvpov KVKXiopLa.

Perhaps this word ought to be restored here.

858. ovpLCDp is not the name of an angel, but is a Heb. command: ^uri ’or ‘arise, light ’.

912. im Tols TiXwdoLs must mean ‘near to the bricks’, not, as Pr. has it, ‘on the bricks’.

1126 f. CTTotyei'coi' is not 'elements’, as Pr. translates, but means 'stars’. Note that in what
follows the five planets, sun, and moon are mentioned. Possibly we ought to read yaipere, e.

In 1294 and 1990 app.apa is used for some sort of incense. The word seems to me to be

derived from Heb. mdrd ‘bitter’ ; cf. PIP, xvi, 1134; see also 1394 f. The armara must be

one of the ingredients mentioned there, and it may be identical with Smyrna ' myrrh
1302. I punctuate ^acnXevovaa ttoXov, darepcov wrepTaTt] : cf. the word iroXoKpaTcop.

1716. The magician Dardanos is identified by IVellmann (PIP, iv, 2180) with the mythi-

cal founder of Troy ; likewise Pr. (Eoseher's Lex. d. Myth., vi, 527, 25) and Mouterde {Mel.

Beyrouth, 15, 62; I owe the reference to the kindness of Mr. Skeat). Now Josephus {Arch.,

viii, 43, Niese) names as the wisest Hebrews of Solomon’s time Haiman, Chalkeos, and

Dardan, the three sons of Hemaon {cf. I Kings, iv, 31: ‘He was wiser than . . . Ethan,

Heman, Chalcol and Darda the sons of MahoP). If this is reliable, then the Xiphos Dardayiou

in our papyrus may belong to the sphere of Jewish magic. Pr., loc. cit., separates the word
Xiphos from Dardanou, which he connects with the word praxis. The magic given here

deals with Eros, Psyche and Aphrodite. The goddess bestrides Psyche. Pr. translates 17'25

‘holds her with her left hand, with her hair bound up’, a translation accepted by Mouterde

{op. cit., 55) though the picture pubhshed by him shows nothing of the kind. It seems to me
more probable that we should connect uparovaav with tovs pocrrpvxovs, and that dvaSeoyevo-

pevyv means that it is Psyche who is fettered; cf. the jasper, Furtwiingler, Antike Gemmen,
PI. 57, 13: ‘Eros holds Psyche by her hair, placing his left foot on the right hip of the fallen

girl, while his right brandishes the torch.’ Now the loyos to be recited contains many
Hebrew elements (see below), and so do the ephesia yrammata to be engraved on the stone;

1735, MScumte, jSaa/xa {beshmah) yapa/cw, "’laKio^ ladiy
(19

'?). In 1750-55 we have dpxyyerq;
Trdays yeveaecos, SiareCvavra ray mdpvyas els tov ovpLTTavra Kocryov dnXaTov, els rds ifivyds

epLTTveovra XoyicrpLov

;

1777 f., diS-^, dacdyaTOv: 1782. §1’ ov to (f>d>s ual els ov to <f)o}s xoypLel-,

1799, jSepta/xjSoj may possibly be connected with ^epLa ‘ birth', lao, Lailam, Semesilam
;
in 1814

we read ‘one is Thuriel, Michael, Gabriel, Uriel. Misael, Irrael, Istrael {cf. Erik Peterson, EIS

* Mr. Skeat kindly sugge.sts that the Tord is the same as the ‘Greek’ dpfioAa, i.e. Tnjyavoy or rue. occurring

with this meaning in a London papjTus. In this sense it occurs also in Dioscorides, m. 45, where, however,
it is called the ‘ SjTian ’ name. It does not seem that me was ever used as an ingredient of an incense offerin® •

cf. PW, I A. 298-300.
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QE02, 252) ;
1819 f., r^v adavarov koX a-nToiTov lcr)(pv Qioach) rod 6eov TrapaKoXw. In view of

this surprisingly strong Hebrew admixture it seems not too bold to abandon the Greek

Dardanos and identify this areh-sorcerer with the Hebrew Dardan of Josephus and the Bible.

1849. Pr.’s equation of tivos with ov seems very doubtful. More probably it is Sewos to

ovopa. The sorcerer is to write his own name or that of the person for whom the charm is

being prepared, followed by the prayer.

2243. means ‘who strikes with light’, as we use ‘moonstruck’. But what is

the lepa avyrj eK okotovs elXrjpLpeinj, for which Wessely and Herwerden proposed evrjpp.^9

Better perhaps dvrjpp,evr], from dvanTco.

2246. vTTearpcDpLevTj: Pr. translates ‘spread over you’, but it must be ‘beneath’. The
word is sometimes apphed to a woman overpowered by a man. But can one say that the

moon is more powerful than the ‘horrenda Necessitas
’

’? It seems so from 2602, where Selene

is called Kpamvrj Tvxq 6ewv Kal BaipLovcov, and from 2678-9 ff., au ydp BvadXvKTos 'AvdyKrj.

What follows is to me imintelligible. Why is the moon ‘thrice bound', and what does ^plpaaov

rov Selva ‘roar at XN.’ mean? What is to be understood by ‘Klotho will spin her threads

for [or ‘ against ’] you ’ ? According to PIT’, xv, 2474 it means that the Moira is spinning the

thread of immortahty for Selene, but this interpretation, which would make the very

existence of a deity subject to the wiU of the Moira, seems impossible.

3148 (c/. 2396). XevKoperajTTov dypiov is the reading of the papyrus. The proposed emenda-
tions (Kpiov Kroll, dvdypiov Jacoby) are unsatisfactory because so large a sacrifice seems

out of proportion to the purpose. Mr. Skeat calls my attention to Liddell and Scott (9th edn.),

s.r., where it is given as the name of a bird. D'Arcy Thompson, Glossary of Greek Birds

(1936) 93, 298 identifies this bird as the coot (Fulica atra), a bird which is much used as

food in modern Egypt. But the bird does not appear ever to have been domesticated,

so that the attribute ‘wild’ seems strange. According to Schol. Aristoph. Birds, 565 the

bird served as a sacrifice to Aphrodite. Our two recipes, however, have no relation whatever
to this goddess. A further puzzle is presented by the direction twice (2396, 3148) that the

animal is to be offered as a holocaust, while in 2397 its entrails are to be roasted and eaten

by the magician. For these reasons it seems to me that the identification with the bird is

very rmcertain and that a corruption is to be assumed in the word dypiov.

v, 142. aa^piap. seems to me to be the Heb. shobher tjam ‘breaker of the sea’.

455. ’ISalov is accepted by Pr., folloA\ing Wuensch, as the name of a finger. Both are

influenced in this by the superficial resemblance to the Idaioi Daktyloi, who are sometimes
said to have been 5 and 5 (see Lobeck, Agl., 1168 if. and PTF, iv, 2018); ‘Zeigefinger’ is

Pr.’s interpretation. It seems to me simpler (c/. Cl. Bev., 1896, 412) to assume that the a is

a dittography for S and that we should read IBiov, i.e. the proper, pecuhar ring finger;

cf. also Macrobius, Sat. vi, 13, 8 ff. and Ganschinietz in PIT, i A, 837.

462. (Traa]aaX€V\aavTa)

.

This emendation of Dieterich’s {Abraxas, 69) has been accepted

by Pr. But it cannot be right. God calms the ever-moving sea and, conversely, he shakes

(oaXevei) the firmament. Kenyon saw tins correctly.

VII, 478. In TTaaaaXeov rjr
, which Pr. considers a magical word, we have, I think, some

form of TraaaaXevco, perhaps TraaaaXev-cuv or -ovra 01 -ovtos, for I can discover no reason
for supplying dyyeXov.

581 f . We should connect <f>opovp.evov with arpaTKOTiKibs, ‘worn in the manner of a soldier’,

i.e., like a phalera. One iorlv or the other should be deleted.

890. For the reddening of the goddess, see my remarks on iii, 556.

XII. 18 f. exovra ^dcnv p.aKpdv is commonly explained as ‘on a long base’ (Pr. and Keitzen-
stein. Die Gdttin Psyche, 90), but it equals /la/cpd ^i^dvra ‘with legs spread, taking a long
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stride’. For how can one say ‘make an Eros who has a long base’? Neither can Pr.’s

e/cSe^tv TMvSe be correct. The magic praxis mentions no objects to be placed in the alleged

base, nor can rcbvSe mean ‘ of the whole’, neither are any rdSe mentioned here or elsewhere.

Something implying ‘ right foot forward ’ apparently underlies the Se^ .... Possibly there

is missing a direction as to what Eros was to do with the torch (held in his right hand

;

cf. [p S’ dpurrejpa yetp). Evidently he was to torment Psyche with it.

85. Traalxdojv would seem to be good Greek, an attempt apparently to give a name to

the god to whom the whole creation is subject.

97. Pr.’s punctuation between dvepanrqs and ^AoyiViSo? is to he rejected. Cf. Pliny,

N.H., XXI, 164-6. In this way we shall have here the magically potent number nine as the

number of the ingredients.

109. Pr. translates ov... TTop.TTevaai
‘

to whom you wish to send a dream ’. Now this sending

of a dream is not an act in which a third person is to dream something prophetic about

himself
;
the intention is to bring that person into the power of the magician. Therefore

the important thing is to define the kind of dream which is to take place. So we read in the

Oneiropompos of Zminis, 130: ‘what you wish NN. to see, and how’; cf. also 136.

1 38. Neither Dieterich’s t6v Xpiardv not Pr.’s t6v xppp-aTlaovra to iniv 6e6v is satisfactory.

The latter least of all, for it is clear that the sorcerer invokes powers which are able to control

the spirit represented by the drawing, who is the god to give the prophecy. According to the

apparatus the p may as well be an a, so that one may think of t6v xapipav (crocodile, Herodotus,

II, 69), that is Seth (Roscher, Lex. d. Mijth., iv, 747, 763, 773, 779 c; PEy ii A, 1901).

141. For Tppaas read Trppaas ; Seth was burned before he was driven out (Eoscher, op. cit.,

IV, 759, 2).

203. For the jasper depii^ojv compare Pliny, N.H., xxxvii, 118: utilem coniionantibus.

285. elXweLv is certainly Elohlm; for the confusion of v and p, cf. 288, where we read

Ahraan instead of Ahraam, and, possibly, 478.

XIII, 10. Avyvouj reraprppoplovs ktX. Pr. translates ‘lamps which you fill to one fourth

of their capacity’. But compare 366 f., of the same ceremony, where we have kotvXmIov?

instead. The kotyle equals one-fourth of a choinix. Cf. also 126. Decisive is 368, ‘filling full’.

130. Here Pr. translates dpxf] km tcAo? by ‘libation and tithe’, while in 862 he renders

the same -svords as ‘initiation and perfection’. As far as I can see, the words must have the

same meaning each time, viz., ‘ beginning and end ’. It is easily understood how milk can be

equated wdth ‘hegimiing’, but I do not know why unmixed wine should be the same as

‘end’. In view' of 362 it is possible that in 130 the words Kal vlrpov 'EXXpviKov have been

lost and that the following phrase refers only to this nitre. It is not clear to me, however,

what this material is. Since something is to be inscribed on it, it ought to be either a stone

or a schist. But the word is commonly used of lye or potash. Yet (PTF, xvii, 777, ii, 1)

nitre seems to have been mined in Egj'pt in the form of stones (Pliny, N.H., xxxi, 108,

in Aegypto . . . lapidosum; 111, lapidescit). The Greek product, from Thrace and Macedonia,

does not seem to have had this solid form (Pliny, ibid., 106-7).

171. av yap et ojpai el div ^edeXXe. Here the definition of YHWH, ^ehyeh 'asher 'ehyeh

‘I am w'ho I am’ (Exod. hi, 14) seems to be concealed or alluded to.

239 f. For this recipe, compare Pliny, X.H., xxx, 143: qid in urinam canis suam egesserit

dicitur ad venereni irnpigrior fieri.

478. It is possible to see in ^eaev^epidei’Pepio the Heb. words bcsJiein berlth ‘in God (the

Name) is the bond

^ Prof. Obermarm suggests as ‘ terribly tempting bi-sh''-'in berlth 'in drVd "where there is no covenant,

there is no creation’.
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508. K{aL}p6s: so Pr. ; Kroms is read by Dieterich and accepted by Eeitzenstein

{Hellenistische Mijsterienreligionen, 3rd ed., 359). The description which follows (sceptre)

and the speech of the Oeos TTpioroKTiaros do not fit Kairos in its usual meaning, they fit

Chronos (512, ‘past and future shall be in your power’). According to PTT^, x, 1509, Kairos

was later on equated with Chronos.

In 605-7 we are dealing with Hebraisms : meledi nflddilm, ^adhon ^adhonlm, ^el 'ellm, gibbor

gibbonni, Jcedhosh Ifdhoshlm. But I can think of nothing corresponding to eVSofoy eVSofoTdrwv.

643-4. Something is wrong here. The attempts to emend the passage, as made by
Dieterich and Pr., are unsatisfactory. I fail to understand the significance of the gesture

proposed by Pr. : ‘leaning your left hand on your right knee’. In Dieterich’s proposal we
miss a counterpart Se|tde to dpiarepav. In both emendations what follows presents the

difficulty that Selene is used for ‘fire’. For evidently the four elements are indicated here,

earth, fire, water, air. I suspect that we may have here the remains of a much longer direc-

tion, something like this: Oels ro Be^idv yovv ets eTTiTreSov, yfj d. ^Xetpas irpos TTorapiov,

uSari d. pXeifias dvoj, ovpavcp d. ^Xeipas irpos rov -gXiov, rjXitp d 0 for ([) ; compare 823-84,

85&-79.

752. It seems to have escaped the notice of both Ganschinietz (PIP, xi, Katoptromanteia)

and Delatte {La Catopiromancie, Liege, 1932, 141) that this method of divining is mentioned

here. The term used by the papyrus, elaoTTT., is unusual.

880-2. The words Xvy^ . . . (f>oLvi^ seem to be interpreted by the words . . . dediv.

The difiiculty lies in the word-order. The Phoenix would be a very good symbol for life

(see Eoscher, Lex. d. Myth., Kachtrdge), the eagle stands naturally for power, the snake for

Ananke. But the lynx as ‘image of the gods’ cannot so easily be explained. The Egyp-
tians apparently considered the animal as sacred to a god, since they mummified it (PIF,

XIII, 2478, 57). The Greeks connected it with Dionysos and Apollo {ibid., 2477, 25, 41).

The expression eUdojXov dediv occurs also in Li, 3, 4, but it is there applied to the ghost of

a dead man.

888-904. It has escaped the notice of the editors that these lines are misplaced. So far

there has been no mention of either a golden or a silver leaf. Evidently the passage must
be placed after 1001 f., which begins: ‘take a golden or a silver leaf’.
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OBSERVATIONS ON A PHOENICIAN INSCRIPTION OF
PTOLEMAIC DATE
By a. M. HOXEYMAX

The publication of the third Phoenician inscription from Larnax tes Lapethou in Cyprus^

has directed the writer's attention afresh to the longer inscription Larnax tes Lapethou 2,-

which still presents problems of reading, interpretation, date, and historical context.*

I read the text thns

:

nmb m 1.

p m p px m px m t ‘^non 2.

"iD[xi3y p y-)x m
ay]] iDD mpa tyipanx ’‘7 ax]a^ m p mntz^yn] p 3.

•’Qiz;*? Dpnn
DD‘?a ]ix p px*? 1

^ niiz^a t27x ai:;ii^ nar 4 .

mair7y-i3 ]2 mn2?yiay ]ix*? pai iii n aiiz? n)2b nan t2;x 5 .

px p irra’^ns na'^a ]ix*7 mi a]t2?3 m yaa *7a^D-iD px m e.

m’21 n2?n]3 •’nx ]d m rr-x iz^ipaa ’ax ’nax !27’Q’7nD 7 .

’na na'^a px p aa*?a px*? 11 m am m a*7yD s.

a“ip*7a*? ’*? m ]ix*? pii *?a3a a’liz? a’n aiznp’i an’ ’ax 9 .

n“ip’?a*? ’*? m px*? anarm ay aapa *?y p’ a’nn nxaaa iz^x 10.

’mx*?i iai2?x*?i pas nas*?i a’ an a’ ’yat ’n *?yi ”n *?y n.

as^ran nPan aa aapa a*?y ay m’ aa m’ axcaai aE?[ana] 12.

apy
‘I

3X a*?yai ’]n anm p m apa aaaoi aaa[a i2?x] 13.

px*? niz^ap’i iM m aa Ppc^a f]baa naDX[.]?:p[
] u.

aap*?a pao’i ’yaT*?i ’*? p’ aya apD aap*?^^ ’*?
t27X] 15.

ay][P aao’i] le.

^ In ie Museon 51 (1938), 285-98 and plate vi.

^ Discovered 1893 and now in the Louvre. The edilio princeps of the inscription is by Berger in Revue

d'Assyriologie 3 (1895), 69-88 (hereafter referred to simply as Berger), following shorter notices in C.-R.

Ac. Inscr. B.-L. ser. n*. 21 (1893), 224, 379, 385. Subsequent treatments of the inscription are by Hale\’y

in Rev. Sem. 3 (1895), 183 ff., 390-1 ; Clermont-Ganneau in Etudes d'ArcMologie Orientah 2 (1896), 157-81

(hereafter C.-G.); Lidzbarski, Handbuch der Eordsemitischen Epigraphik I (1898), 422 {XSE; in the list of

references, for 1141a read 1145a); Landau, Beitrage zur Altertumskunde de.s Orients n (1899), 46-9; Cooke,

Text-Book of North Semitic Inscriptions (1903), 82-8 {XSI); Lidzbarski, Kanaanaische Inschriften (1907),

34-5 (Lidz.) ;
Repertoire d’Epigraphie Semitique m. fasc.i(19I6), no. 1211. References to discussions of isolated

points will be given in their place.

* My reading of the test is based on the reproductions given by Berger in Rev. d'Ass. 3, plate iv and

p. 73, and by Clermont-Ganneau in his Album d’Antiquites Orientates, plate xliii and on two squeezes kindly

prepared for me by the authorities of the Louvre and reproduced in plate xi. For information on matters

connected with Ptolemaic histoiy I wish to record my indebtedness to Dr. \X. \V. Tarn, F.B.A., and -

especially on matters of Cyprian epigraphy and history—to my coDeague, Mr. T. B. Jlitford.
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And I render the restored text

:

‘1. A votive image for favour. 2. This statue is a votive image. I am Yatonba'a!, district

of&cer, son of Ger‘astart, district officer, son of ‘Abd‘a[start, district officer, son of ‘Abd’ojsir, 3. son

of Ger'astart, son of Sallum, prominent among the people, who have made an erection for myself

in the sanctuary of Melqart as a me[morial of favour] to my name [among the lijving, 4. on the

new moon of the month Zebah-sissim in the year xi of Ptolemy lord of kings son of Ptolemy lord

of kings, 5. which is according to (the era of) the people of Lapethos year xxxiii, the priest to

Ptolemy lord of kings being ‘Abd'astart son of Ger'astart, 6. district officer, prominent among
the people.

‘In the month AIopa‘ of the year iv of Ptolemy lord of kings son of Ptolemy 7. lord of kings,

in the lifetime of my father, I set up in the sanctuary of Melqart the votive image of my father

in bronze.

‘In the month 8. Pa‘ulot of the year v of Ptolemy lord of kings son of Ptolemy lord of kings,

in the lifetime of 9. my father, I gave and consecrated roaming beasts within the (sacred)

territory of Narnaka to mine own lord Melqart, 10. that by the (voluntary) coming of the beasts

allocation might be made for the establishment of the people and of the altars of mine own lord

Melqart, 11. for the sake of my life and that of my seed, day by day, and to the rightful scion

and to his wives and to his blood 12. on the new moons and on the full moons, month by month
for ever, as heretofore, in accordance with the bronze plaque 13. which I wrote and nailed upon the

wall which forms part of my gracious gift.* And I made upon 14 of silver, weighing

cii KR and dedicated (them) to [mine own] 15. lord Melqart. May advantage and favour accrue to

me and to my seed
;
may Melqart remember me 16. [and may he remember] the stock for favour!

’

The inscription commences with a formula of benediction (1. 1) and a statement of the

character and donor of the dedication which it accompanies.

Line 1. DS72 as a variant to DS73 *710*7 (Lain. Lap. 1, 1. 5) is open to objection.

The absence of the preposition *7, as NSl observes, is noteworthy. While C? for D appears at

Lapethos in the loan-word 12rO*7nD (Larn. Lap. 1, 1. 2 ; 2, 11. 4, 6)^ and while D for T is regular

in certain words,® 2? for T has no parallel, unless, perhaps, in *717302^17 {CIS i. 21 7, 1 542) which

is confined to Punic. If the letters are divided as 573*7 270^ the sense becomes clear. 270 is

^ Or ‘. . . which they built for the security of my gift’.

- Cf. KSE 1, 395; Harris, Grammar of the Phoenician Language, 22 and 24.

^ EiSE ibid.; ef. Eev. d’Ass. 16, 188.

* I have been anticipated in this division of the words by Praetorius in ZDMO 67, 132, who, however,
takes t£?a—rather weaklj’—as ‘that which’ (cf. '©"Ha in Ecclesiastes and post-Biblical Hebrew and

in 1. 4 of the Kilamuwa inscription). Praetorius justly remarks that the usual division and interpretation of
the line would never have commended itself but for the plausible completion ofLam. Lap. 1, 1. 5 as DS72 Via*?.
Exposure to the weather of the rock Lacharopetra has deteriorated the surface of Larn. Lap. 1 since the

reproductions of CIS (i, 95 and PI. xiv) and SSE (n, PI. vi, 5) ; in a squeeze kindly made for me by

:Mr. Mitford, only D[.]i'?[.]a'? is clearly discernible in the last line. Bruston’s reading DSa*? IPa T ‘comme
offrande pour obtenir faveur’ (Etudes Pheniciennes, 41, 129; cf. RES no. 1515) is precluded on epigraphio

grounds. Hall’s reading TSa in 1. 1 of the same inscription (LAOS 10, 136; RES ibid.) is still more impossible.

In 1. 4 of the Phoenician text I find no room for the restoration ri[N] and would read niTa ‘ (I,

Ba‘alsillem, son of Sesmai) 4. dedicated an altar’. The omission of the personal pronoun in apposition to

the proper name is unusual, but does not constitute an irregularity. This reading would introduce another
divergence from the Greek text, but cannot be regarded as certain without an examination of the stone itself.

Lam. Lap. 1 is commonly dated to the period of Ptolemy’s victory in 312. This date is based on the
character of the Greek lettering, which is said to be that of the late fourth century. On general grounds
a date after the final reconquest in 295 is at least equally probable, and the title BamXIojs nToXc/iaiov =
BraVnS DsVaTX*? demands a date after Ptolemy's assumption of the name of king in 305 4 (cf. Mizraim
6 (1937), 29), and therefore not before 295.
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never simply ‘ statue ’

; cf. 1. 2, Larn. Lap. 3, 1. 2 T gave this m^'-statue ’ and EpJtenieris in, 60,

I. 1 ‘divine, sacral ms’. Translate ‘votive image’ and cf. Le Museon 51, 289-90.

Line 2. m T *7QDn. Friedrich^ righth’ castigates the barbarism of C.-G.'s interpreta-

tion “[ix iz; DT ‘this statue is mine, even mine’. The reading is beyond all legitimate

doubt,- and the above vord-division avoids at once the supposition of an otherwise unknown
form DT for the singular demonstrative and the harshness of a relative pronoun ‘ zuniichst

unmittelbar hinter sein Demonstrativ gesetzt’ in the less usual form IZ?® and then as ZZZX

‘nach der langen Ahnenreihe des Stifters noch einmal aufgenommen’.^ A'atonba’al's m-i

took the form of a statue—whether of Melqart, himself as votary, or an ideal votary

—

set upon a base on the face of which the inscription was cut. The pedestal is round in

section, with cornices above and below; the back of the pedestal is undressed, having

probably been set into a niche. The top surface of the stone has two dowel-holes 5 cm. deep

and 15 cm. and S cm. respectively from the edge; the position of the holes suggests that the

statue was seated or en avant.^

The length of the family tree of Yatonba‘al is striking, and, when taken together with the

brief genealogy of Larn. Lap. 3 and the absence of titles except in the case of the last three

members in the list, indicative of the ambition and success of the family in local politics.®

Zn corresponds in sense to yoipdpxTj?, but it must be observed that the latter word

does not occur as the title of any Ptolemaic official. It is unlikely that Yatonba‘al held office

in the imperial administrative service, which was normally recruited from outside and did

not serve hereditarily in one locality. 31 then is not the equivalent of pyefidjv

Itt dv8pwv or the like,’ but rather the designation of an office in the local republican

government, parallel perhaps to the suffeteship at Kition* or to the post of ‘ chief magistrate

of the city’ at Paphos.® The restoration of the title "j^lX 31 after [nintZZ]yi3y is virtually

certain, for there is not room on the stone for another generation between [nintz?]S7i3y and

10[X13S;]. The latter -word is a very tentative reading, but not inherently improbable. The

name occurs in Cyprus in the third and fourth centuries b.c. at Kition in CIS i, 13, 1. 2, 58,

II. 2-3, and 46, 1.

1

;
in the last ease the father and grandfather of ‘Abd’osir are DDD13S7 and

in respectively. Other Egj-ptian theophorous elements occur in the Phoenician onomasticon

of pre-Ptolemaic Cyprus, e.g.C'7S'i,50, 1. 1; 53; 65; S6b, 1. 6; 93,11.2-3.“ The temple of Osiris in

Lapethos^^ dates from before the third year of Bereksemes.i-C. about the middle of the fourth

century. Xor were these Egyptian influences mediated mainly through the mainland of

1 Zeitschrift fur Semitistik 2 (1924), 1-2. - CJ. Friedrich, ibid.

^ The relative appears in this inscription invariably as 1Z7X.

^ Friedrich, ibid. One other possibility remains—

T

(with haplography of the 12?) ‘this

statue is a ms which . . Apart from the asvkward repetition of 12?S ... 12?. this reading involves a haplo-

graphy of a sort unusual in Phoenician. DDVoINV (Larn. Lap. 1, 1. 2) is a ca.se of assimilation in a stereo-

tj-ped formula, and TlDVa in CIS i, 11, 1. 2 is inconclusive, for the reading rests solely on the authority of

Pococke and the stone has since been destroyed.

5 I have to thank JlUe Rutten of the Louvre for this information; cf. Berger. 7U.

® Cf. Berger, 76 and 88.
’’

Berger. 79.

* CIS I, 47 ; cf. Jones. Cities of the Eastern Roman Proi inces. 372 and 489. ® OOIS 166.

The suggestion was made orally by Professor W. F. .-Mhright at the XXth Congress of Orientalists in

Brussels (1938) that DID in Larn. Lap. 3 may stand for *mDn *IIapirdm '.^pis is e.xalted'. For the loss

of initial het cf. *'Ahiram > Din. *'Ahizebel > *'Ahikabo(l > IIDD'X. For Canaanite names com-

pounded with the name of .\pis see Lidzbarski. Phonizische and aramaische Krngaufschriften nus Elephantine

(Abh. Berlin. 1912, Anhnnrj I) and de Vau.x in Rec. Bib. 48 (19.39). 399. --Vlhright stresses the problematic

character of this etymology; in its favour may be urged the fact that his brother is nameil after an Egyptian

deity. Cf. Le Museon 51, 288. Larn. Lap. 3, 1. .5.
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Phoenicia. The Egyptian element in Phoenician religion was down to a late date perceptibly

naturalized ; the process was one of syncretistic identification and fusion rather than of overt

borrowing. Thus the Lady of Byblos. though represented as Hathor-Isis/ is never referred to

at Byblos as Isis or Hathor, but always as by which name she is known in

Egypt itself under the Xew Empire.^ The Lady of Byblos was doubtless among ‘the

gods of Byblos ’ whose cult was known at Lapethos before the republican period.® In con-

tinental Phoenicia Semitic names containing Egyptian theophorous elements are unknown
until about 200 b.c.'* As in the case of Ehodes, Delos, Malta, and the mainland of Greece the

Egyptian religious influences on pre-Ptolemaic Cyprus resulted from direct contacts.® To
what extent the stimulus afforded by Amasis's capture of Cyprus c. 560 b.c. contributed to

this result the meagre evidence for the period prior to the fourth century does not enable us

to determine;® but it is clear that the presence of Cyprians at Abydos^ and elsewhere in

Egypt from the fifth century onwards had as its complement the permeation of the Phoeni-

cian cults of Cyprus by Egyptian influences.®

Line 3. DXID'’ has no object, but it is obvious that the erection was the statue on the base

bearing the inscription.®

Lines 4-6a init. with their threefold dating of the dedication which accompanied the

inscription, introduce the problem of the date of the inscription. After the time of

^ e.g. CIS I. 1; cf. Conteneau, La Civilisation Plienicienne, 183 fi.

- Lidzbarski. Altkanaanaische Texle, 13; Erman, Religion der Agypter, 349.

^ Lain. Lap. 3. 1. 9 ; cf. Le Miiseon 51. 296 f. where it should have been noted that the order of the dedi-

cations is the same as in Lam. Lap. 2. viz. first the latest inscription in time, which provides the occasion for

the inscription and which is dated to the day, then the other inscriptions in chronological order and with the

date given only to the month. Owing to a lacuna in the text it is not possible to teU whether the dedication

in Lam. Lap. 3, 1. 9 belongs to the reign of Praxippos or to that of one of his predecessors. The name of

Isis herself is attested in Cypms from .S. IV-III b.c. (cf. CIS l, 50), that of Osiris in SjTia first at Umm
al-‘Awamid in the Hellenistic period (RES no. 504).

* Thus RES no. 800 (Tjve, c. 200 b.c.); 'A^Sov^aorios Waddington and Le Bas 1866c (Sidon);

"1DN13S7 (his) = Aiomoios CIS I, 122 (Tyrians in Malta a generation after 180 b.c.); 3DNT3S? CIS l, 9

(L'mm al ‘Awamid, not before Dionysodoms) ; ’A^Sovmpos Renan, Alission, 241 (.4.D. 8); (bis) =
Eapamuiv (bis) CIS I, 122 (T\-rians in Malta after 180 b.c.); imns? Ephemeris n. 55 = EES 307 (Umm
al ‘Awamid. c. S. II b.c.); Ri'DR hj-pocoristio of DDSDX Syria 6 (1925), 271 ff. (Byblos, S. I b.c.). The

fathers of nD3NT337, ^m3S?, and ’Apdovmpos have pure Phoenician names. DNDD Rev. Bib. 27, 257 (L’r, S,

VII B.c.) is hardly evidence for Phoenicia itself DT3S7 RES no. 234 (Amrit, c. .S. V b.c.). si vera lectio

(C.-G. is reported as reading DT3S? and Berger as reading DT35?) is probably for pDT3S7; cf. Iraq 6

(1939), 108. Cf. also Se^iTig in Syria 13 (1932). 357 If. We do not know whence “1DRT357, son of Pa‘al’astart

(Ephemeris I. IS.j = Altkanaanaische Texts 37), referred to at Memphis in S. II-I B.c. originated, but

Phoenicians of an earlier date, when migrating from S_\Tia to Egj’pt, did not hesitate to call their children after

Egj-ptian gods ; cf CIS I. 102 A (Abydos, S. IV) and Lidzbarski, Phdnizische . . . Krugaufschriften aus Elephan-

tine, especially p. 20.

^ CJ. Erman, no. cif.. 419; cf. CIS l. 123.

® CAH m. 306. 322; Breasted, History of Egypt-, 593. The character of the earlier intercourse is well

illustrated by the case of Wen-Amon who. when shipwrecked in Cypms on his way from Syria to Egj-pt,

met a Cy-prian who could speak EgA’ptian (Breasted, Anc. Rec. I\', 591). and by that of Herostratos (i.e.

Ger‘astart ?). a merchant of Aaokratis trading with Cyprus, who. on the evidence of Polycharmus of

Naukratis (Muller. FHG iv, 480), dedicated a statue of Aphrodite (‘Astart ?) at Xaukratis in the XXIIIrd
Olympiad, i.e. 688 B.c.

’’ Ephemeris m, 99. ^ Xote also Macrobius, Saturnalia I. xx. 16-18.
® It is not impossible that MSID'’ is passive—though such passives are virtually unknown in Phoenician

(cf. Harris, op. cit.. 42)—and that the opening words are put into the mouth of the statue
—

’ I am Yatonba'al
. . . who have been erected. . .
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Philadelphus the insertion of the divine title of the Ptolemy or of his parents, &c.. is in-

variable in Cyprus in Greek inscriptions ; but the absence in a non-Greek inscription of any
epithet -with the name of ‘Ptolemy, lord of kings, son of Ptolemy, lord of kings' cannot be
regarded as sure evidence that one of the early Ptolemies is intended^ The date assigned to

the inscription by C.-G. is invalidated by features other than the form of the royal title.

On general historical grounds no sufficient reason appears for the introduction of an era of

Lapethos in 203 or 139 b.c. Apart from dating by regnal years of the Ptolemies, the

only other era in Hellenistic Cyprus is the civic era of Kition, which is known to have
begun with the introduction of republican institutions in 311 b.c.- and which may be

inferred to have come to an end not later than about the middle of the second centurv b.c.®

Again it is quite improbable that Phoenician survived in Cyprus to so late a date as that

favoured by C.-G. The latest datable Phoenician inscriptions from Cyprus are dated

255/4 B.c. and 260/59 b.c.,'* and the epigrapbic character of undated inscriptions does not in

any significant number of cases suggest an appreciably later date.® The style of lettering in

Larn. Lap, 2 is later than that of Larn. Lap. 3.® but not manifestly jmunger than that of

CIS I. 93 and 94.'^ The orthographic idiosyncrasies of Larn. Lap. 2 are the stone-cutter's

reproduction of peculiarities of the Phoenician dialect of Lapethos.® And the whole case for

C.-G.'s interpretation breaks down when the correct reading is restored at the end of

line 11.

Line 5. Cf. C.-G. 161-2; Le Museon 51. 2s9. pK*? ]nD1— i.e. priest to

the deified Ptolemy I Soter.®

Line 6. The phrase occurs ll) at the end of the genealogy, immediately after

the name Sallum (line 3). (2j in the date-formula, immediately after
‘

‘Abd'astart, son of

Ger'astart, rob ’eres', and nowhere else.** Lidz. is correct in regarding the phrase as a

‘Berufs- oder Beiname'. It is improlaihle that the title pertains to Sallum and to Ger'astart

^ Cf. Berger, 78 and sec S. R. K. Glanville. Catalogue of (he Demotic Papyri in the British Museum, l

(1939), Introduction, xv-.xvi.

- MSB I, 111, 113; Hill, History of Cyprus. 1.59, n. 5.

^ Two Greek inscriptions, of 146;o b.c. (unpublished) and 14.5 4 b.c. (Archiv 13 (1938), 31-2) respectively,

imply the era of Kition to be no longer in use. The provenance of these inscriptions is not certain, but both

were found at the modern Larnaka. and in the case of the published document internal evidence suggests

Kition. ^ CIA i. !)3 and 94.

^ The parallel case of the Cypriote syllabary points to the same conclusion. The claim {AJA 30 (1920),

249) that the syllabary survived to c. 50 B.c. cannot be sustained ; v. Jlitford in Archiv 13 (193S), 1.5, note 1.

® Cf. Le Museon 51, 28.5.

’’ The alef of the former inscription, the open-topped Let of the latter, are more advanced than those

letters in Larn. Lap. 2; the yod and sin are very similar. But in themselve.s such features are not decisive;

cf. Iraq 6 (1939), 107. “ Cf. infra, 64, n. .5.

® CAH wi. 16, 133; Berger. 79; Struck, Dyna’^tie der Ptohmder, 129.

The correct reading was established by C.-G. 160. Rti and dakt closely resemble each other through-

out this inscription; lienee the doubt as to the antepenultimate letter of the group, which, if not dalet,

must be res. Berger misread set closely together as*^.

Cf. Jones, op. cit.. 371-2. On no interpretation of the text can the phrase "lord of the land of Cormi’
be found in 'two Phoenician subscriptions'. Kor. as will be seen, can it apply to Yatonha'al "and his father

before him’. The phrase rendered ’of Cormi’ occurs only in this inscription, and in onlv one of the two
occurrences is it preceded by the words rah kres. The initial assumption is clearly against connecting

ps m with for px m is used elseuhere in this inscription without specification of the

locality. The inscription affords no support for the theory, based entirely on Ptolemy the geographer
(V, xiii, 5), that Ptolemaic Cyprus was di\ ided into four districts of which the north central one—whether
called 'Cormi’ or Lapethos—was administered by a chorarches or other local officer in Lapethos.
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the younger, not only on account of the interval of time between them and the absence of

the title with any of the intervening names, but mainly because it is not given to Ger‘astart

on the first mention of his name in 1. 2. The title then must go either -with the whole list in

each case or with the first member in each list, i.e. with the names of the two brothers

Yatonba'al and ‘Abd'astart. In the latter case cannot be the Greek equivalent of

the names, since the two brothers would have different names in Greek as in Phoenician^

With all reserve the writer would venture two suggestions.^ The phrase may be ’7Q1D

‘fruit, i.e. family, descendants of Carmel’,^ indicating the district, possibly one of the

productive hill-slopes near Lapethos,^ from which the family derived. Alternatively, if the

penultimate letter of the group is dalet, the phrase may be a transcription of the Greek

TTpoexiets) (toC) h-qp-ov
‘

prominent among the people, leading citizens —a title of honour

enjoyed by the family generally and not the designation of a civic office.

Lines 7 fin. to 16, forming a half of the whole text, are concerned with the third and

greatest dedication.

Line 9. mil;, as discerned by C.-G., is not i.q. ‘ many’ and thus an

Aramaism,® but D"!® from the root "‘W ‘roam, wander’; for the form cj. Ugaritian b k ij t

(Danel 171-2), DPriX (Isaiah xli. 23), Ac.'^ The animals were made over to the god as his

property, turned loose in the demesne attached to the temple, and used, if at all, only

for sacrificial purposes, as was done at the sanctuary of ‘Astart-Astroarche® at Eryx in

^ Unless, indeed, it represents their Greek patronymic, i.e. the Greek name of Ger'astart, e.g. a name in

’irms or iijiio;. Such names were characteristic of Lapethos; cf. Le Museon 51, 291. However, the usual

equivalent of Ger‘astart is 'HpocrpaTos (cf. Mitford in Archiv 13 (1938), 16. note 1). and it would be sur-

prising for an initial rough breathing to have no representation in the transliteration.

- Cf. C.-G. 162; XSI 84. 'SHD cannot represent 77pafi- which would require 'Dp’ID or the like; for

such transcriptions see Dalraan, Grammatik des fUdisch-palastinischen Aramaisch, 148-50.

^ For in the sense of c/tyorot and 2?ni2? (cf. inf. 1. 16) meaning vpoyovoi cf. CIS l, 3. U. 11-12 and

Isaiah xi. 1. ‘garden-land’ is a frequent place-name.

^ Cf. Casson. Ancient Cyprus, plate x.

* Probably pronounced jrpoux(«s)- The word does not actually occur outside of Hesychius. Inflectional

endings may be omitted in Phoenician transliterations of the third century; cf. for <fiAaSeA(^o;

(CIS I. 93, 1. 2). The final lamed would be for nun by dissimilation under the influence of the neighbouring

mem (Brockelmann, Grundriss der rergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen, i, 222), the kmm repre-

senting the Cyprian genitive singular (Bechtel, Die griechischen Dialekte, l. 426).

® The fact is that Phoenician, even in the third century B.C., is more immune from Aramaic contamination

than Hebrew of the same and earlier periods. Cf. Ephemeris m, 53. This feature is only partially explained

by the fact that the Phoenician that has come dorni to us is largely religious in content—and thus in-

herently archaistic in tendency, and entirely epigraphic in character—and so at once limited to lapidary

formulae and free from the vicissitudes of manuscript transmission. The one doubtful Aramaism in this

inscription, DlpVa'? '’'7 jTS*? (11. 9, 10, 14-15) is perhaps merely a circumlocution employed for

emphasis, since, apart from the 'adon melakim and his house, A'atonba‘al, unlike his eclectic forebears, had

no other gods beside Melqart. Against ri’Jff is the further consideration that dedications were usuallv

specified in precise terras.
’’ The singular of this type of feminine participle occurs in Phoenician HIS. used as a proper name,

with elision of the final radical as in man (Hebrew n’llfl), (cf. Praetorius in ZDMO 60 (1906), 167),

man (cf. Hebrew n’TS). probably also niDQ, nino (cf. Hebrew nan) and possibly m2?!3 (cf. Lidz.

p. 41); cf. also Hebrew n’SnO, &c. in Uuaritian, as often in Hebrew, such forms do not contract, e.g.

k n y t. q n y i. Cf. Gesenius-C'owley. Grammar. § 75 r; Bauer-Leander. HiAorische Grammatik, §§ 73 h.lkh-
Harris. Derelopment of the Canaanite Dialects, 38, 51,

* Cf. Rev. hist. rel. 121 (1940), 9, note 6.
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Sicily.^ The animals, though nut specified, may have included those appropriate to

Poseidon-ilelqart, I'lc. bulls;" but for the daily sacrifices less substantial victims, such as

sheep, goats, deer, or birds, would suffice,®

Line 10 init, not read by any previous editor, is epigraphicallv probable: syntacti-

cally it is without any precise parallel in Phoenician, resumptbm of the antecedent being by
repetition of the noun in the relative clause instead of by the more usual pronominal suffix.

riKSnn.

—

in si objects that riXnn, like Hebrew can refer only to vegetable jiro-

duce and not to animal offspring. If the objection is sustained'* the word may mean no more
than ‘comings', with an allusion to the pious fiction that sacred animals voluntarily pre-

sented themselves for sacrifice.®

]»*’ i.q. nja’ from "’IQ ‘count, assign, apportion’; the word is a terminus teclmicus for

the allocation of sacrificial animals; cf. Isaiah Ixv. 1*2 and the Hebrew nouns and ri3Q.
T T T :

riQp>n—similar in form to supra and the congener of Hebrew riQIpljl (Lev.

xxvi. 37), but, unlike the latter, transitive in force.® The syntax is zeugmatic; provision of

victims is (a) for the establishment of the people, i.e. to secure divine favour for the com-
munity, and (b) for the establishment of the altars, i.c. to secure a regular supplv for the

specified daily and fortnightly sacrifices. Daily sacrifice is to be offered to Melqart as dis-

penser of life on behalf of the family of Yatonl)a'al, and fortnightly sacrifice—on new moon
and full moon’—is to be offered 'blXbl iniZ;xbl piS. na2ib.\\s the point is a crucial

one for the dating of the inscription, the history of Lapethos, and the chronology of the
reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, the writer must here record his conyiction that C.-G.'s

IDDXbD is not a conjectural restoration but a misreading of the text and that the end of

1. 11 reads quite plainly ‘’aixbl inC’Xbl piU nnS*?!. The expression piS naS, as

preyious editors haye noted, has close parallels in Phoenician® and Biblical Hebrew.® The
^ Aelian, Nat. An. x. 50. My colleague Professor H. J. Rose draws attention to the parallel term a^ieros

in Greek, e.g. Aesch. Prom. 601) (of lo .shortly to be metamorphosed into a cow)
; Plato (with whom the

figure is a favourite one). Rep. 498c, Prot. 320.t. and especially Critias 119d (ai^eruiv ovtwv ravpwv cV rw
roC rioaeiSwvos Rpv). Cf. also Catullus Lxni, 13 and Tacitus, Germ. x. T2? is then the equivalent of

dXaos in its wider technical sense. Similar features characterized the Arabian hima at at-Taif and elsewhere •

cf. Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites^. 142 ff.. 1.56 ff. On the temple toC Tlooeihwvo's toC NapmKiov
(Le Bas and Waddington, Voyage Archeologiqtie, 2779. corrected by Hogarth. Devia Cyprin. 113) and its

environs see Mitford in Archiv 13 (1938), 14, note 2.

- Cf. Odyssey ni, 5-6; Hesiod, Shield of Herakles. 104; Plato. Critias. ibid.

® Cf. CIS I, 165-7; XSI 117; Deuteronomy xiv. 3-6, &c. The kind of animal pertainina to a deity
is less rigidly defined in Semitic than in Greek sacrificial usage; cf. Robert,son Smith, op. cit., 471.
The identification of Poseidon of Xarnaka with Melqart (Berger. 76, cf. 70) may be regarded as certain
but at inland Xamaka the cult is unlikely to be that of Poseidon as a marine deity (cf. Berger. 76). Athene-
‘Anat is worshipped on the same spot (Larn. Lap. 1). and the associations of the site are with the cult of
the earth-mother and her consort. For this conjunction of deities in Arcado-Cyprian cult cf. the temple
'Adyva ooo-cipa KaX nooeibuni at Asea (Pausanias wu, 44. 4; cf. Larn. Lap. 1, h 1) and see Immerwahr Die
Kulte und Mythen Arkadiens i. 38. 44-5.

* The case is not proven. The Hebrew word has sometimes a rather general sense (e.g. .Job xxxi. 12);
Biblical Hebrew is but a partial witness (cf. infra on napD), and the word is a hapax eiremeiwn in Phoenician.

^ Robertson Smith, op. cit.. 305. 309. The reference to the victims which found their way unattended to
the inartyrion of Spiridion in Cyprus (Chronicle of Michael the Syrian. \uii, xi. 28. trans. Chabot. n. 77). adduced
in another connexion by i?£.S no. 1211. now becomes apposite. ® t J. Brockelinami. op. cd. i 383

’’ Whether the regular daily sacrifice wa.s to be offered on those days al.^o is not to be determined from
the text, but there can be no question of a joint cult of Melqart and the Ptolemies; rf. Hill. op. cit.. 182, n. 2

^ CIS I. 1. 1. 9 and especially Ephemeris li, 1.53 ff.; cf. Lidzbarski, Altkanaanaische Ttxte. 20 (piS 11
‘legithnate heir'). 9 .Jlt. xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15, &c.
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form ‘ and to his -nives the present 'rn-iter discusses elsewhere.^ is neither

an epigraphic^ nor a phonological* substitute for but comes from m(X) ‘blood’

the metaphor of ‘ blood ’ for ‘ kin ’ is more in accordance with Greek than 'nith Canaanite

idiom,® but it is not alien to the Semitic mode of thought7 Thus sacrifice is provided for (a)

to Melqart, (b) to the legitimate successor, liis -ftives, and his kin.®

Line 12. mpD—i.e. sacrifices to Ptolemy and therefore a priest to Ptolemy were already

instituted in Lapethos by Ptolemy’s 11th year.

n*?“in qd i.q. n^n?n b? ‘ according to the tablet of bronze ntZ^nin

may be an adjective® or a noun in apposition of the thing and its material.*®

Line 13. Cf. C.-G. The position of the clause ’30 OniQ 13 12?X and the consideration

that a bronze plaque was but a trifle in comparison with the gifts already specified indicate

Op and not 0330 as the antecedent of t27X. 13—1’3 or “p (cf. CIS i, 3, 1. 5) ? The

was the wall of masonry surrounding the temenos/^ which was rebuilt in order to prevent

the apheta from straying into it. Or should we read the letters as ’30 0033 .p ‘which

they rebuilt for the safety of my offering the thought then being that Yatonba‘ars genero-

sity was matched by the restoration of the femenos-wall at the expense of unnamed donors,

e.g. the population at large 2*®

Line 14 init. is lost, and is followed by some four letters of uncertain reading and inter-

pretation. The lacuna contained a specification of the silver article(s) dedicated along with

the apheta and the fcwienos-wall.*®

Line 16. [3 330’!] is a purely conjectural restoration ; some such expression is demanded

by the context.

For the date of the inscription there is no alternative to the reign of Ptolemy II Philadel-

phus. The date-formulae in 11. 4, 6-7, 8, expressed in regnal years of ‘Ptolemy, lord of

kings, son of Ptolemy, lord of kings’ preclude the reign of Soter. A later reign is ruled out

by the fact that Phoenician was not generally employed, if at all, for epigraphic purposes

affer the time of Philadelphus (d. Jan. 246)** and by the fact that none of his immediate

successors had a pluraUty of wives.*® The curious expression p3!S nQ3j3l ‘ and to the legiti-

mate scion’ applies not to the deceased Soter but to the reigning Philadelphus. Questions

^ Actually plural, though theoreticallythe form might be dual. - for October 1940. ® C.-G.

168. * 73 only in complete assimilation; cf. Harris, G-rammar of the Phoenician Language, 29.

® With prothetic N as in edom (Augustine on Psahn cxxxvi 7) and Aramaic DIN (Dalman, op. cit.,

67, 161; cf. Levy, Chalddisches Wdrterbuch, a.v.). The orthography of Lam. Lap. 1 and 3 shows that the

very frequent prothetic alef of Lam. Lap. 2 is not an invariable characteristic of the Lapethan dialect

of Phoenician. It would seem that Yatonba‘al—or his stone-cutter—pronounced the preposition '3 as abi-

;

thus where the preposition does not immediately follow a long vowel or diphthong an ale/ similar in character

to Arabic alif al-wasl is inserted. But the author is not quite consistent
; cf. 1. 7 ’n3X B’a'jriD with

u. 8-9 ’ax ’na ir’aVns.
® V. Liddell and Scott, s.v. o'/xa ; Ezek. xxxv. 6 (MT, SjTnmachus and Rashi, but cf. LXX).
’’ PoheTtsoaSmith, Kinship and Marriagein Arabia^, 2oS., 39, n. ; Trumbull, The Blood Covenant, 2Q4:,222.

® The preposition quite explicitly signifies sacrifice ‘to’ and not merely ‘on behalf of ’ the rightful scion,

&c., and thus none less than the Ptolemy himself can be intended.

® Cf. Hebrew 2^17} (Job vi. 12). Gesenius-Cowley. Grammar, §§ 127^, 131 rf.

Cf. Ezek. viii. 7 ff. In RES no. 453 a similar structure is called a pSO ; cf. Iraq 6 (1939), 104 f.

1^ ]3 impersonal
; p ‘ on account of ’

—

cf. Brown, Driver and Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon, s.v.,

2 f. ; nni as in the Ahiram inscription.

1* Is “13 an abbreviation of ©13, the Persian harsa, which was equal to 10 seqels. and was emploved
at Elephantine in S. V B.c. ? Cf. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C., xxxi. Hill, Catalogue
of the Greek Coins of Arabia, Mesopotamia and Persia, cxxiv, and, on Persian standards in Cyprus, Hfll,
History of Cyprus, 112. “ Cf, supra, p. 61. i^s

Cf. i. 11.
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as to the right of Soter to the crown could no longer be a live issue after his son had succeeded

him ; his reign was then past history, and its implications had already taken effect
; it was

not a matter to be debated or protested in a Amtive formula. But the case of Philadelphus

was different. He was the youngest son of his father; and at this A-ery time his claim aaos

being disputed in Cyprus by his half-brother—one of Soter's children by Eurydice. possibly

to be identified Avith Meleager—AA’hose suln'ersh-e actiA'ities brought about his execution

shortly after the marriage AA'ith Arsinoe II.^ Yatonba‘al does not reproduce all the royal

titles and epithets; he confines himself here to a recapitulation of the essential portions and

emphazises that for him the only true successor of Soter is Philadelphus.

After the death of his father Ptolemy I Soter during the course of the year 283/2 b.c.“

Ptolemy II dated his reign from the time of his association Avith his father as co-regent or

proxy, i.e. from the year 285/4, but also spasmodically for some 13 years of his reign from his

accession as sole ruler, i.e. from the A’ear 283; 2.® The reference in 1. 11 of Earn. Lap. 2

belongs to Ptolemy's fifth year, i.e. 2S1;() or 279/8. The Avives in question are Arsinoe I,

daughter of Lj^simachus of Thrace, and Arsinoe II, daughter of 8oter I and Berenice I.

widoAA’ of Lysimachus of Thrace and of Keraunos, and full sister of Philadelphus. As to the

date and manner of the fall of Arsinoe I there is no direct evidence. The scholiast on

Theocritus xvii, 128 states that she Avas discovered plotting against Ptolemy along with

one Amyntas and a Ehodian physician named Chrysippus and Avas banished to Koptos in

the Thebaid.^ She is not mentioned in connexion Avith the jjompc of Callixenus® which took

place in 279/8® and may therefore be presumed to have fallen from favour and to be banished

a viensa et toro, perhaps also from court, by that date.'^ Arsinoe II® cannot have reached

Egypt before 279® and thus the fifth yearof Ptolemy, in Avhich the tAvo Avives occur together,

is the year 279/8, i.e. the regnal years of Ptolemy are counted from his accession as sole ruler.

It follows that the marriage of Arsinoe II took place not later than the month Pa’ulot^® of

^ Pausanias, l, vii, 1; cf. Bouche-Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides i. 166; Hih, op. cit., 186.

- Skeat, in Mizraim 6 (1937). 31. ^ Skeat, Hid. 13, 30 S. ; GlanviUe, op. cit., six.

•* By itself i^e-Trepipev might mean ‘divorced’ ; so far as I am aware, the AA'ord has always been understood

as ‘exiled’, which sense seems to me to be demanded by the foUoAAing Kotttov r-gs ©ij/SaiSoj. Cf. Bouche-

Leclercq, op. cit., I, 162, n. 3. ^ Athenaeus 203 a-b.

® Tam in ifemea 65 (1930), 446. To the date 271 Oproposedby OttoinPtji7oZoyu.sS6(1931),400the present

inscription ofiers another objection in addition to those adduced by Tarn. ’ Cf. Tarn in JHS 63 (1933). 60.

” Her death took place on July 9th, 270. Her marriage to Philadelphus has usually been dated to 276

or 275 {cf. Bouche-Leclercq, op. cit., i, 160, n. 4; CAH AVI, 703; JHS 46 (1920), 101). though Beloch,

Griechische Ge-schichte', ia’, ii, 182 accepts 279/8 as the likeliest date. The longer her reign the easier is it

to understand the A'ast reputation \Ahich she bequeathed to posterity.

® She Avas in Cassandria during the winter of 281 0. Early in 2,SO Keraunos murdered Seleucus, took

possession of Macedonia, fought his war with Gonatas. negotiated Ar.sinoe out of Cassandria and married

her. After the murder of her son by Keraunos she eseaped to Samothrace and thence came to her brother.

A'atonba‘ars dedications were made in commemoration of the marriage, but it does not folloAv that

they were made precisely at the time of the marriage. A date not earlier than the spring of 278 is required

to allow the necessary inter\'al for Arsinoe’s arrival in Egvpt and the consequent arrangements. This agrees

with what little we know regarding the position of Pa‘ulot (or whatever the vocalization) in the Phoenician

calendar. There appears to haA-e been a festKal in honour of Jlelqart-Resef on the 16th of the month;
cf. RES no. 1213 and CIS l, 88. Avhere the reading ’Ibth' is not absolutely certain, but some date between
the 14th and 19th of Pa‘ulot is required. The festh al has not been identified. In CIS I. 86 A follows B in

order; 3p57 at the head of 86 b is to be regarded quaJ titidu-i {CIS ad loc.), perhaps "(table of) recompense,

dues’; the altematiA-e rendering "continuation’ is unlikely. The month Pa'ulot. therefore, is fixed as pre-

ceding DinX (October-KoA-ember) in the Phoenician calendar, though not necessarily as immediately

anterior to the latter. nVsJD means "yield, harA-est" {cf. n'‘7J70 HNian in Proverbs x. 16) and the name
wovdd suit any of the summer months.

K
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the year 278, a few months at most after her arrival in Egypt. The formula used by the

Lapethan votary is chosen quite deliberately and is not merely a reflection of his uncertainty

as to the actual state of affairs in Egypt.^ Although relegated to Koptos she remained wife

of Ptolemy for an unknown period.* Her position there is fitly symbolized by her title ‘ the

king’s wife, the grand, filling the palace with her beauties, giving repose to the heart of

King Ptolemy’, wdthout the royal cartouche about her name.* The final phrase in 1. 11 is

equally diplomatic. As a foundation made in perpetuity ought to provide for all foreseeable

eventualities, so it covers impartially (a) the case of the Ptolemy’s children by Arsinoe I,

whom, after Arsinoe II had died without providing a son, he ‘ascribed’ to her; (b) the

contingency of issue by Arsinoe II, and (c) the case of his nephew Ptolemaeus, son of

Arsinoe II and Lysimachus, whom he adopted and made co-regent.*

The prescription of sacrifices on each new moon and full moon (1. 12) provokes the

suggestion that these sacrifices were intended to mark the monthly celebration of the royal

accession and genethlia respectively.® Such an hypothesis would help to accoimt for the

unusual prevalence of the name Noumenios at Lapethos in the third century,® but it must be

admitted that, apart from these special features, neomenial and dichomenial sacrifices in a

Semitic community require no further explanation.

The equation (11. 4-5) of the 11th year of Ptolemy Philadelphus, i.e. 273/2 with the 33rd

year of the people of Lapethos fixes the latter as having commenced in 305/4. This can only

mean that after having vanquished the Ptolemaic army and navy in 306, Demetrius

Pohorketes proceeded to a reorganization of the island, in the course of which he gave to

Lapethos what had been given to the chief Phoenician city, Kition, by Ptolemy himself in

311—a civic era to serve in the republican constitution as the regnal dating had served under

the monarchy. It is likely enough that the office of rab 'eres was introduced after the

deposition of Praxippos in 313,^ but Ptolemy had thought it unnecessary or inexpedient

^ Else he would not have perpetuated his uncertainty in an inscription framed some six years later.

The terms of the inscription, as suggested above, are adapted or abridged from the text of the contemporary

bronze plaque (1. 12).

^ The later Ptolemaic practice of having only one legitimate wife at once does not constitute any

objection to this view. Eurydice and Berenice were for a time simultaneous wives of Ptolemy Soter I, and

it is unlikely that the five children by Eurydice (m. 323-321) were aU born before the marriage with Berenice,

the fruit of which, Arsinoe, was a marriageable woman by about 300 b.c. Cf. Bevan, History of Egypt under

the Ptolemaic Dynasty, 52. Egyptian custom permitted royal polygamy, and Egyptian and Oriental usage

counted for as much with the early Ptolemies as did Greek opinion, as witness the marriage of Ptolemy II

with his full sister; cf. Cumont in C.-R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L., 1924, 53 ff. ; Komemann in Klio 19 (1925), 355.

^ Gizeh Museum 1357 ; cf. Mahaffy, Ptolemaic Dynasty, 75. The reference cannot be to Arsinoe II.

In Koptos Arsinoe I would be a person of more than local importance. Unless Ptolemy adopted Arsinoe II’s

son by Lysimachus at the time of the marriage, Arsinoe I was stUl mother of the heirs to the throne ; and
dislike of the brother-sister marriage, which was only partly silenced by court censorship, would be

accompanied by support for Arsinoe I.

Beloch, op. cit., r\', ii, 183—1; JHS 46, 160.

“ Cf. the Canopus Decree, 5-6; Rosetta Stone, 46; Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie, vn, 1138. The
day of Philadelphus’s birth is unknown. His accession as joint ruler was on Dystros 25 or 26, and this has

commonly been supposed to be his birthday. Cf. Mhraim 6, 30.

® Archiv 13, 14—15.

’ Yatonba‘al, who seems to have received the title on the death of his father some time between 279/8
and 273 2, was the third holder of the office among the descendants of Sallum. This is not conclusive against
the introduction of the office in 305/4 or in 295, but it is likely enough that some such post was created
when Lapethos was attached to Salamis on the abolition of the independent monarchy in 313. Thus there
would be continuity not only of name but also of function in the post of rab ’eres from the beginning of the
republican constitution, the only change being in the overlord.
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to treat the more distant Lapethans in the way in -which he had sought to conciliate the

more important Kitians. Ptolemy’s neglect was Demetrius’s opportunity. That an era which

owed its inception to his rivals should be retained by Ptolemy when he retook the island in

295 was not merely a gesture towards the Lapethans, but was agreeable to Ptolemy himself,

for the beginning of the era of Lapethos happened to coincide -ftith the assumption of the

title of king by Ptolemy I Soter.^ In Larn. Lap. 2 the dates are equated only for the first

entry
;
probably therefore the civic New Year of Lapethos was adjusted to coincide with the

Ptolemaic New Year after 295; with this adjustment the Lapethan era agreed completely

with the era of the Ptolemies.

1 Strack, op. cit., 191 ; Mizraim 6, 29. The date 297 given by Oberhummer (Pauly-Wissowa, Eeal-

Encyclopddie, xn, 764) appears to rest on an arithmetical miscalculation of Berger's figures.
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TWO DEMOTIC SELF-DEDICATIONS

By SIE HEEBERT THOMPSON

In a short paper read before the Papyrological Congress at Oxford in 1937 and printed in the

Actes du V Congres Intern, de Papyrologie (Brussels, 1987), 497-504, I called attention to a

group of demotic papyri in the British Museum (B.M.Eg. 10618-39) containing dedications

by individuals of themselves and their children to a god. There are tliirty-seven documents

altogether on which are recorded about fifty separate dedications, but few are complete.

The texts are all based, however, on a single scheme, so that it is possible to restore the

missing parts of the fragmentary ones with some confidence. About fifteen are dated, the

dates ranging from the 10th year of Epiphanes (195 b.c.) to the 33rd year of Euergetes II

(137 B.C.), and the undated ones may be attributed on palaeographical grounds to much the

same limits.

The papyri came to the Museum by purchase about ten years ago, and from the contents

were clearly part of the archives of the temple of Soknebtynis, the crocodile god Sobek at

Tebtynis.

The documents contain petitions to the god, the suppliant (who may be male or female)

undertaking to become his ser^’ant (bk) together with his children and grandchildren, and

to pay a monthly sum of money to the priests, and he binds himself not to quit the precincts

of the temple ; and in return for these terms he stipulates that the god shaU protect him

from those various forms of supernatural influence which continually threatened the hfe of

every good Egyptian. Thus the document forms a sort of moral contract between the

suppliant and his god, and the fullest specimens are drawn up on the lines of a legal contract

by a scribe, occasionally with a royal protocol and witnesses. But they were contracts

incapable of legal enforcement except, it may be, by the priests against the supphant on his

promises with regard to payment of a service-rent and the enforced residence within the

precincts.

The papyri fall into three groups

:

(i) Seven in which the suppliant is an individual of known parentage, not necessarily

Egyptian. One is styled ‘the Egyptian-born Greek . . . (name lost) who is called

Pete-Sbk {rreTeaovxos), son of Nikanor and Artemidora’, and another (fern.)

‘ Ta-p-nb-tn (rarejSTwtj) called Sarapias daughter of Sosipolis and Teuxon ( ?)
’

;

(ii) twenty-three in which the suppliant is described as a youth (hl-Jud) or girl (hl-s-hm-t)

,

either ‘ free-born ’ or ‘ born in the precincts ', with a named mother by an anonymous
father described as ‘ I know not his name ’ or ‘ his name is not known ’

;

(iii) seven larger fragments containing abbreviated entries of names and undertakings

as in (ii), all of anonymous paternity, written one below the other and forming

parts of registers. These fragments contain about twenty registrations and need
not concern us further here.

Thus the great majority of these documents are concerned with individuals having
anonymous paternity

;
and it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that a system of temple

prostitution existed at the Sobek temple.
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In spite of the dictum of Herodotus (ii, 64) that this jn'actice was unknown in Egypt in

his time (c. 450 b.c.) there are traces of it, at any rate, in the Ptolemaic period (cj. Bouche-

Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides, in, 205-8, iv, 123-6). It may have been introduced into

Egypt during the Persian occupation (525-332 b.c.), as it had long been prevalent in Mesopo-

tamia and Persia. But it is remarkable that this first recorded instance of it should be found

at a temple of so thoroughly native a deity as Sobek. However, this subject must be

debated elsewhere. Here I will only remark that the lepoSovXog (bk) is a temple servant or

slave without any necessary connexion with temple prostitution.

In the temples the religious services were conducted by the priests of various ranks
;
but

every large temple had its proportionately large retinue of servants who as artificers in

stone, wood, and metal-work were employed on the buildings and their repairs, and the

elaborate furniture in connexion with the religious functions, &c., and besides these a body

of herdsmen to tend their cattle and farm labourers to cultivate their estates in those

agricultural operations which made Egypt the granary of the Mediterranean countries. The

overseers and superior workmen doubtless were, though nominally servants or slaves (bk)

of the god, practically free men. We find men called bk (yetapyo??) of the god holding land

from father to son, inheriting it and disposing of it without any restrictions (expressed in the

legal documents) by the priests—and even holding and disposing of adjacent lands belonging

partly to the temple estate and partly royal land (yrj ^amXiK-g) without any interference by

the temple or the State, just as if it were private property (see P. Hauswaldt 1, 3, 7, 10,

temp. Philadelphus and Euergetes I). But though these tenants enjoyed this freedom of

disposal, they were bound to farm the land and keep it irrigated, to sow and reap their crops

in accordance with orders received from the temple or State authorities, which were practi-

cally identical in economic matters at this period.

Such hereditary farmers and herdsmen—and the workmen and artificers probably -w'ere

largely hereditary also—would presumably need no dedication, but were ipsofacto
‘

servants ’.

Why then should these suppliants of our documents require dedication and moreover to be

specially protected from evil influences ? Did not the god guarantee to all his ‘ servants’ his

protection -without its being asked—and paid for ? Or did the god keep a special department
for dealing with the obsessed ? I fear I must leave it to others, or to future papyrus dis-

coveries to ans-wer these questions.

I had wished that it might be possible for me to produce a complete edition of the whole
group. Under the present conditions I cannot hope to do this. I have now no access to

libraries and have had to compile this paper from my own notes and books alone. Hence the

restricted and imperfect nature of this publication. Having given a translation of these t^wo

papyri in my Congress paper, I felt it incumbent on me to provide at least reproductions of

the originals with such treatment as I could give them, and to this wish the authorities of the

British Museum kindly acceded.

I may add that two some-\vhat similar dedications—with named fathers—are recorded

by Eevillout in his Melanges, 1895. pp. 1S3-4, note; one made to Isis and as>ociated gods,

with a rent and a hemiolia and a list of evils: and the other liy a man who includes his wife

and undertakes to pay a rent but there is no list of evils, nor any restriction on his libertv.

B.M.Eg. 10622 (PI. XII)

Among the dated papyri in this group this one is the latest. It was selected because the
suppliant is a woman with an Egyptian name, who is the daughter of a named father and
mother, and there is no suggestion of temple prostitution. It is one of only seven such
known paternity ' documents. It gives no information as to the suppliant's position in life

;
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yet she undertakes to pay the monthly service-rent to the priests. There is no mention of her

husband
; that she had one is only implied in the mention of her children

; but as that is a

common formula, it may only mean her future children, if she should ever have any.

There is a scribe's name, but no witnesses. The document is 12 inches in height, and its

vddth 6 (30x15 cm.); the recto contains 18 lines of writing, complete except for slight

lacunae. The verso is blank.

(1) H-sp 33 2-pr ss 23 n Pr-'/ Ptlicms 'rm Klicptr (2) n ntr-w mnh na Ptlwmijs 'rm Klwptr
n ntr-w pr ^rm t Pr-u-t Klw-{S)[ptr] te-f hm-t t ntr-t tnnh-t w<b /Igsntrws n ntr-w nt nJun n ntr-w

sn-w n ntr-w (4) [mnh]-io n ntr-w mr-yt-w n ntr-w pr p ntr a-tn yt-f p ntr mr-mwt ^rm n ntr-w

mnh-w nt n B<-{5)'kte tfy sp hi nibh Brnyge t ntr-t mnh-t nt n R<-kte (6) t fy tn nb mbh srsyne

t mr-sn nt n B^-Me t w^b srsyne (7) [t mr-~\yt-s nt n R(-kte

Dd hk-t s-hm-t Ta-p-nb-t-tn (8) s-t Sbk-mn mwt-s 'S-iiry mbh pe liry Sbk nb T-tn (9) p ntr

^nky te-k bk-t hn^ ne lird-w n hrd-w n ne hrd-w bn e-yrh (10) V rm h-nmh npe-k pr d-t nh{‘?)

mte-k nht-y mte-k nkm-y rnte-k (11) hrh a-hr-y mte-k dj wd-y mte-k nht-y a ^liy nb ^hy s-hm-t{‘?)

nb (12) rrn e-f sdr nb rm hi-ntr{?) nb hsye nb hmr nb hms nb "n-mwt nb (13) [rm p] ifr nb rm

p <-d nb ssr nb drsy nb wry nb (14) [tjw{‘>y\-rwt nb n p t mte-y dj n-k kd li te-f ps 5/6{?) a

kd H <71 n hint kd{'7) 24 a kd 2 (15) [n(?)] pe ifcr n bk hr ^bd nb t h-^P 3-3 2-pr s< p mh rnp-t

99 (16) [a(?)] ^bd 1204} a rnp-t 99 <n mte-y dj st n ne-k u<b-ic hr ^bd nb a-bnp-y dj (17) icdb hd
n ^bd a pe-f '‘re n‘m-w mte-k hn< ne-k rd-w n nt nhty a md-t nb (18) nt dd 'rm-y{‘7) rn md-t nb nt

hry mte-y(f!) ‘r-w a hrw-k n htr H mn a('?) shPa . . . s ilP[-Pf('?)]

Translation

(1) Year 33 Mechir 23 of King Ptolemy and Cleopatra (2) the gods Euergetai, the (children)

of Ptolemy and Cleopatra the gods Epiphaneis, and Queen Cleo-(3)[patra] his wife the goddess
Euergetis, the priest of Alexander, the gods Soteres, the gods Adelphoi, the gods (4) [Euerge]tai,

the gods Philopatores, the gods Epiphaneis, the god Eupator, the god Philometor, and the gods
Euergetai, being he who is in Rakote, (5) (and) the Athlophoros before Berenice the goddess Euer-
getis she who is in Rakote, (6) (and) the Canephoros before Arsinoe Philadelphos she who is in

Rakote, (and) the priestess of Arsinoe (7) [Philojpator she who is in Rakote,

Hath said the female servant Tanebtynis (8) daughter of Sokmenis, her mother being Esoeris,

before my master Soknebtynis (9) the great god; I am thy servant (fern.) together with my children

(and) my children’s children
; I shall not be able (10) to be free in thy precincts for ever and ever.

Thou shalt protect me, thou shalt keep me safe, thou shalt (11) guard me, thou shalt keep me
sound, thou shalt protect me from every (male) spirit, every female spirit, (12) every sleeping man,
every epileptic (?), every drowned man, every hmr, every incubus (?), every dead man, (13) every

[man of] the river, every madman (?), every fiend, every red thing, every wry, (14) every pestilence (?)

whatsoever.

I will give thee H hs half
§ (?) = IJ kite again in copper kite (?) (at) 24 to 2 kite silver (15)

[for] my rent of service in each month from year 33 Mechir till the completion of 99 years (16)

[=]1204| months = 99 years again, and I will give it to thy priests monthly, without having

(17) altered the silver of the month to its fellow. Thou and thy baihfis are those who shall be
entrusted with everything (18) (and) who speak with me (?) in respect of everything aforesaid, and
I will do them at thy bidding compulsorily without delay.

Wrote (it) Pa. . . . son of Maries (?).

Notes

1. 1. Y'ear 33 of Euergetes II Mechir 27 = 137 b.c. March 21.

1. 2. na (n/j) lit. those of or belonging to, cf. Byl, 347 ; Spiegelberg, Demot. Gram. § 11.

I know no other instance of this use in the royal protocol.

1. 7. The repetition of ‘who is in Rakote’ is unusual.
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hht. This is the invariable word denoting the relationship of the petitioner to the god.

It is a word of very wide meaning, used for various forms of servitude from actual slavery,

e.g. of prisoners of war upwards. Hence I employ the rendering ‘servant ’ in preference to

‘slave’ as being non-committal. For the very similar documents in Rylands Pap. in to vii

but of earlier date Griffith preferred the word ‘ slave ’ (ibid., 52, n. 6) since it could not be a case

of ‘ mere hired service ’. But there are intermediate kinds of service. In these Br. Mus. papyri

for instance the bk may make money by his labour and can pay a service-rent {.skr n bk) to his

masters, but he is prevented from transferring his labour to others and consents to restric-

tions on his personal liberty. And Griffith himself qualifies his own statement on p. 59, n. 5.

1. 8. pe sic, not pe-s.

Sbk nb T-tn, the crocodile god of Tebtynis in the Fayum.

1. 9. In these papyri the suppliant binds his grandchildren as well as his children, which

I have not observed elsewhere. He never includes his wife, nor does a female suppliant bind

her husband.

I. 10. rm li-nynh ‘a free man’. For the form of the word and its history see Excursus A.

s<- d-t nh{‘?). Whether the small group following is a separate word or merely an extended

determinative of it is uncertain.

mte-k riht-y. For this hortative use of the conjunctive c/. Spiegelberg, Dem. Gram. §§ 152

and 495, and C. F. Nims in JEA 24, 77.

II. 11-14. This is an unusually full list of evils from which the suppliant prays for

protection. They are collected in alphabetical order and discussed in Excursus B.

1. 14. In the great majority of these documents the payment is 2| kite per month. Here
half that amount is promised. There is a difficulty about the dimidiation. It should be the

half of IL i-e- i+i- There is no special symbol for | and the scribe appears to have written

that for I as a sufficient approximation, or by an error on his part.

n hmt, &c. See as regards this formula Sethe, Biirgschajten, 213.

1. 15. skr n bk, or sTcr alone, is the regular term for the payment due from the suppliant

as a ‘ ser^-ant ’. It is a usual word for the rent of a house or land or for the hire of an office

&c. and it passes into Coptic as ia<?op, F. ryKe^p (Crum, Did. 619a). It is a strange feature

of these documents that the suppliant after abandoning himself, children, and property to

the god retains the right over some property (or earnings) sufficient to pay rent.

rnp-t 99. This term of years with its precise equivalent in months replaces the usual s< d-t

‘for ever’ in six of these papyri. It may be taken to represent an ideal limit of old age. It is

found elsewhere in connexion vlth a lease of the office of a choachyte in a papyrus B.M.Eg.
10240 (ed. Eeich, Papyrijuristisdien Inhalts, 57) and in two unedited papyri formerlv in the

possession of F. LI. Griffith
;
cj. also the Greek P. Magdola xxix. ed. Jouguet and Lcfebure ap.

Eostowzew, Kolonat, 403 ; and P.S.1. 549ap. Cl. Preaux, ‘UEconomie Royale des Lagides, 315.

1. 16. a-bnp-y lit. ‘I not having altered'; for this use see Spiegelberg, Dem. Gram.

§§ 199-200 and the note on 1. 14 of no. 10624 below. There is a somewhat similar pro-

vision in agricultural leases (Sethe, Burgschaften, 197) and in these also the power given to

the bailiff to settle disputes is frequent.

B.M.Eg. 10624 (PI. XIII)

This document of the 10th year of Epiphanes is the earliest dated specimen of the whole
group. It has a full protocol with named priests, ami at the bottom are the names of four
witnesses. The suppliant is a ‘free-born youth’ wliose paternity is unknown, but who has a

named mother. He bears an Egyptian name, as also his mother. For the inferences to be
drawn from these facts, see the Introduction. It measures 111- inches by 5 (29 x 12-6 cm.),
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the recto contains 23 lines, including the subscriptions of the scribe and four -nitnesses
;
the

verso is blank.

(1) H-sp 10-t 2-pr Pr-^i Fthcmys s Pthcmys (2) Vni nsyne n ntr-ic mr-yt-w u<b irgsntrs

(3) n ntr-w sn-ic n ntr-ic mnh n ntric mr-yt-w p{^) ntr nt pr (4) nt ne-<n te-f md-t-nfr-t ^rrn Pr-^/

Pthcmys hc'k-(o)rswds [sic] syl.s(’7) s mdrn a(?) s-lpn-t dplncrs (6) ymm ia hprbsmds Jy sp

kn (7) mbh Bryge [sic] t ntr-t mnh a s-hm-t Prhe (8) t sr-t Pyrnivs fy tnwe{2) nb mbh irs[yne]

(9) t mr-sn a Hyrne t srt Ptncmys t ic^b /rs[j/ne] (10) t mr-yt-s

Dd hr-hui 7ns h-ruiih ^7j-[m-htp9] (11) s b-'r-rh-y rn-f mic-t-j T-sr-t-^mn mbh Sbk nb T-tn hik

[pe-k bk] (12) hn^ ne hrd-ic hn^ n hrd-ic ne hrd-ic hn< nt nb nk nb [nt ynte-y] (13) hn<^ n nt e-y dj

hp-ic n t p hic a hry r7ite-y dj n-kl?) [kd 2i skr’?] (14) bk mbh Sbk nb T-tn hr ^bd nb a-bn e-y

dj ic[db[\ hd (15) 7i.hn-ic a-hr-y n Td ape-f 're {p} nt e-f icdb mte-y dj [s nm pe-f 1 a If] (16) n p
'bd nt e yn-sp 'bd rn-Jp hi p skr [>!t hr}/?] (17) 't ynn a bne rh{?) ssr icry ,'sy . . (18) rin e-f sdr

rm 'rnnt 'r{?) shy ii'ni-y 'rm ne (?) [hrd-iv hn<?] (19) n hrd-w n ne hrd-w ni-s-k{?) bn e-y rh ['r

h-7imli?] (20) ’r»i ne hrd-xc n hrd-ic ne hrd-w n{?) pe-k [jxr s^ d-t?]

(21) sh P-dj-Thict P-dj{?)-')nn a sh Sbk(?)

(22) sh Sbk ... s ... sh Pa .... Hr . .

(23) sh Pa-hp ....

Translatiox

(1) Year 10 Mechir of King Ptolemy the son of Ptolemy (2) and Arsinoe the gods Philopatores,

the priest of Alexander (3) (and) the gods Adelphoi, the gods Euergetai, the gods Philopatores, the

god Epiphanes (4) Eucharistos, and the god Ptolemy Eucharistos (5), being Syl. . . son of Andron,

the lady Ath[lo]phoros (6) lamneia daughter of Hprbsmts (Hyperbassas?) being the bearer of the

prize of victory (7) before Berenice the goddessEuergetis, the lady Pyrrha (8) daughter of Pyranos(?)

being the bearer of the golden basket before Arsinoe (9) PhUadelphos, Eirene daughter of Ptolemaios

being the priestess of Arsinoe (10) PhOopator.

Hath said the free-born youth Imhotep (11) son of ‘I know not his name’, his mother being

Senamun, before Soknebtynis: I am [thy servant] (12) together with my children and my children’s

children and aU the property and chattels [belonging to me] (13) and those which I shall acquire

from to-day onwards
;
and I will give thee [2| (?) kite for rent] (14) of service before Soknebtynis

in every month, I not altering the silver (?) (15) of them as my debt (?) from one month to the next.

The (amount) which is altered, I have to pay it [as 1 to 1|(?)] (16) in the month following the

month named, besides the rent [aforesaid]?)] (17) without delay. Xor shall be able (any) fiend,

ivry, .... (18) sleeping man, man of Amente to dominate me and my [children and] (19) my
children’s children except thee(?). I shall not be able [to be free] (20) with my children and my
children’s children in thy [precincts for ever(?)].

(21) wrote Petethoout son of Petamun. Wrote Sebek

(22) Wrote Sebek

(23) Wrote Pa-Hapi son of . . . Wrote

Notes

1. 1. Y"ear 10 (Mechir of Epiphanes = 195 b.c. Mar.-Apr.

I. 4. The addition of ‘and King Ptolemy Eucharistos’, Euch. being transliterated into

demotic script, is a mistake of the scribe. The reigning king's name should only appear

once at the end of the list of deified Ptolemies. Strange also is the vernacular rendering of

evxd.pi(jTos in this line ‘whose favour is beautiful', followed by the demotic transcription

immediately afterwards.

II. 5-10. The names of the priests and priestesses probably represent the Greek names
av\ . . . son of dvSpwv. layveia dau. of VTrep^aaaas, irvppa dau. of Pyrnws {mipavos?). Cf.
‘ Eponymous Priests’ in Studies presexited to F. LI. Griffith, p. 20, no. 42 and note.

1. 6. Hyperbassas is a Macedonian name which appears in the Greek as irrrep^aaaavros
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(gen.), and this accounts for the strange demotic forms. It occurs on another fragmentary

papyrus of this group (B.M. Eg. 106296) as hnbsts.

1. 10. The terms hr-hict, hr-s-hm-t ‘young man, young woman’ have been hitherto

unrecorded in demotic; only the related hm-hl ‘boy’ (c/. Moller, Pap. Rhind, p. 45 note),

which in Coptic is servant’, and gptgipe ‘youth’ (B. ;ieAuj. F. ge\uj. Crum,

Diet. 5856) is known. The hr-hwt can hardly be a ‘boy’, as the usual stipulations are not

appropriate to other than adults. ‘Born free’ as opposed to ms hn pr ‘born within the

precincts’ of the temple.

1. 11. 6-’r rh-y rti-J ‘anonymous’. This is earliest of the ‘Anonymous paternity’ group.

Cf. the use of p h-^r-rh-j as a subst. ‘unknown person’, of a mummy in P. Berlin 30S9/3.

It also occurs as a proper name, Griffith. Ryl. in, p. 461 and n. 5 on p. 275 ;
Id., P. Adler

no. 12 recto.

I. 13. I have inserted M 2i as that is the usual amount of the skr in these documents.

II. 14-15. For the understanding of this formula it is necessary to premise that the verb

wdh is neuter and means ‘to be altered, or suffer change’, whereas the causative dj icdb has

the active sense ‘to alter a thing’ (ef. Per/. Tr6. i, 40S
;
Crum, Did. 496a O'ymTf!). There are

two clauses ‘ I will give thee a rent in every month without altering the silver for which I am
responsible (

’?) from one month to another’. The second is ‘ The (amount) which is altered,

I have to pay the penalty of the ij/moAia’, or as we should say, ‘If the amount is altered,

I undertake to pay the penalty’.

1. 15. a-hr-y may = ‘against me’ Spiegelberg, Dem. Gram. § 344 (y), or here more

probably ‘ on my responsibility ’ or ‘ as my debt ’ in the sense in which epo^ is used in Coptic,

cf. Crum, Did. 51a under f(6). Cf. P.Berl. 3108/3 e gm u< (kr a-hr-y translated by Sethe

(P. Hausivaldt, p. 19) ‘ es findet sich ein Depositum zu meinen Fasten’, (p.} I have inserted

a p before nt because it is found in seven other instances of this formula. It stands for p skr.

The lost words at the end of the line were probably the ppioXia the penalty ot 1 a Ij for

non-fulfilment ; it is found on three or four other members of the group. Cf. Sethe, Biirg-

schaften, 28-9.

I. 17. The list of evil influences is curiously short and unusual, so much so that it seems
likely that this document is a copy and the copyist has left out a line or two of his original.

Cf. his inaccuracy in 1. 4 supra.

II. 21-3. Presumably the signatures of the scribe and four witnesses.

Excursus A. BK and NMH
•

It is obvious that a just interpretation of this group of papyri depends on the meaning
of the two words bk and nmh. They occur in nearly every document and they are correlated.

The scheme of each document begins with the words ‘I am thy bk’ and ends with ‘I shall

not be able to be nmh in thy house (i.c. the god’s temple precincts)’. Therefore we must
consider them briefly.

BK is a very old word, its use extending from the Old Ivingdom down to Coptic times.

The Berlin Worterbuch, i, 429, gives the general meaning as Diener ‘servant’, whether of a
private master, or of royal officials, or of the worsliipper of a god. But it is not often used of

slaves who existed in large numbers as prisoners of war and in the service of the Pharaoh and
the temples, and who were described as Ipn-ic (Berl. IFh. in, 87j or rm-w; bk, however, was
applied to slaves occasionally in the New Kingdom from the Eighteenth Dynasty onwards, e.g.:

Djm. XYIII Stela of Xauri. -JEA 13, 193. 1. 100 fCTriffith).

„ ,, Pap. Louvre 3230. JEA 12, 70 (Peet) bk-t ‘female slave’.

„ „ Pap. Biff.Eg. 10107, JEA 14, 304 (Glanville) bk-t.

L
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In Saite and Persian times we find hk used

(a) alone as a title, presumably of a god unnamed: year 38 of Ahmes 532 b.c. Pap.

Louvre L7850 ;
temp. Ahmes Pap. Louvre L7854

;

(b) in contracts relating to sales of slaves: 31 Psamtek I, 632 b.c. Vatican pap., cj.

Griffith Byl. in, IS, 58 ;
4 Psamtek II, 589-8 b.c. inscribed on a dish Louvre L706

;

2-8 Ahmes, 568-2 b.c. Griff. Bnl. in, nos. ni-vii all relating to a single bk : 6 Darius I,

516 B.c. Bib. Nat. 223;

(c) in contracts containing lists of property:

5 Darius I, 517 b.c. BM.Eg. 10120 ed. FieichPap.jiir. Inhalts.: marriage settlement.

5 ,, 517 b.c. Bib. Nat. 216, cf. Byl., u.s., p. 28, no. 44: endowment of a child.

24 ,. 498 B.c. Louvre L9293: acknowledgement of a loan of corn.

35 ,, 487 B.c. P.Berlin 3110: agreement as to a cow.

In all these lists in (c) the bk is the owner's property as much as his house or his cattle.

That these are really slaves and not hiring agreements of servants seems evident from the

terms of them (Griffith, Byl., u.s., 51, 52, n. 6). The wording of the Eylands documents so

closely resembles that of our documents that they clearly denote a similar relationship

between the master (or god) and his ‘slave’ or servant.

Por the Ptolemaic period Westermann Upon Slavery m Ptolemaic Egypt should be

consulted, especially pp. 48-62. He deals with their employment for domestic purposes and

industry.

With regard to the use of bk in this period, Sethe, Biirgschajten, 36, gives a list of instances

where it occurs in connexion with various gods, i.e. temples. He also remarks that it is more
usually found in compounds with a preceding word specifying the work on which the bk was
employed, e.g. 'm bk ‘ cattle herd ’, wif bk

‘

worker on the land ’, &c., the latter being probably

hereditary tenants ‘die in einem Hbrigkeitsverhaltnis zu dem Heihgtum standen’: and

Spiegelberg supported this view in his Hatiswaldt Papyri, 2, where he suggests that ‘ die

Ackerbauern sind Erbpachtbauern d. h. genau genommen Paehter von Staatsland (j8atnAt/oj

yg) als welches ja theoretisch auch das Tempelland betrachtet wurde’.

These hereditary holdings in course of time, as the temples lost their large estates to the

crown, tended to liecome private property IhioK-rgTos yrj, as to which see below under NilH
and especially cJ. Cl. Preaux, L'Economie Boyale des Lagides, 1939, 459-63.

It may be that the title of bk of a great god was sought after as a title of honour by persons

of position, e.g. in B.M. 10240 (Reich, op. cit., p. 56) one of the parties to a lease is a
‘ divine father (and) servant {bk) of Amon at Thebes ’.

NJIH. So far as is known to us 7imh is a designation from the Middle Kingdom onwards

of Egyptians in relation to their status. The Berl. 11 b. ii, 268 describes the nmh man as of

low condition, humble in contrast with the icr or icsr and so also the layman as opposed to

the official (see the Wb. Belegstellen, ii. 392).

In Dyn. XX (Papyrus Lansing ed. by Erman and Lange 1925) there is a reference to

nmlyic m <r-ic mj nds-w who settle in a new city, ‘ Burger die grossen wie die kleinen’.

In Dyn. XXI Admo7iitions oj Amcnemapt (B.M.Eg. 10474), ed. Lange, ix, 5, ‘the nmh
by the hand of god is more blessed than abundance in the granary' (Lange renders n>nh by
‘die Armut’).

It is, however, chiefly in evidence in relation to land. The Berl. Wb., u.s., mentions sh-t

nmhu ‘Art Acker’, but defines it no further. It would seem to be the land of the ntnh who
must be a small holder as compared with the great landowner.

In Dyn. XXII the 'Will of Eueret’ (Legrain and Erman, ZAS 35, 13, 1897) mentions
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land nmh-n^^ which he had bought from iunh-w p t; see Griffith, Byl. in, 13. These latter

were small holders of land independent of the temple lands, and from the independence of

their land, the quality seems to have attached itself to the owner whose status rises, and the

nmh is marked out as the man who owns laud of his own which he can dispose of, but it is

on a small scale. He is a peasant owner or small farmer. Cf. Byl., 52, n. 7. which, however, was

written long before the identification of nmh with pxige. To the Twenty-second Dynasty

also belongs the Dakhleh Stela (Br. Mus.), ed. A. H. Gardiner, JEA 19, 19. It shows that

similar independent rights in some wells of the Oasis could be held by pf nmh side by side

with the king's rights over others. This water was called miv-nmhy. The use of the word

seems to lay stress not on their insignificance but on their independence of the royal rights.

In D3-n. XXVI there are two demotic sales of nmh land in the reign of Psamtek I. In

year 30 a brother and sister sell some land which had descended to them from their father

and is described as being on (the domain of) the temple of Anion. The parties appear to be of

a considerable station and the document is attested In- ten witnesses in witness-copies.

Griffith gives an abstract of it in Byl., 17. no. G. In vear 45 of the same king the same nmh
land is sold by the son of the former vendee to another partj- in the same elaborate fashion

(Griffith, op. cit, IS, no. 9). The land is treated pureh' as private properti', though nominalH

on temple domain.

A similar case occurs in the reign of Ahmes in a sale of nmh land, probablv on the domain

of Amon of Thebes, the descent of which is traced from father to son through four generations

(B.M.Eg. 10117, ed. Eeich, Pap. jurist. Inhalts, 9 ff.)

From the holding of independent land, i.e. that not belonging to the King or to Temples,

seems to come the sense of free land, or land owned by a freeman, rm nmh who is free

irrespective of land.

Already in Dyn XXVI we have the series of slave sales (b) above, in which the slave sav's

bn e{-y) rh ’r nmh e-'‘r-n-k ‘ I shall not be able to be free unto thee anj- more’. Griffith had

not then (1909) grasped the meaning of nmh.

In 1917 Spiegelberg published a note in ZAS 53, 116 in which he made a suggestion that

possiblj' nmh = pAig^e, as it was opposed to the unfree bk. The fh-t nmhw he explained as

‘Landereien. die zwar Eigentum der Krone (Staatsland), aber dabei doch in Privatbesitz

waren’ i.e. ISiokttjtos y-fj. In 1921 he gave nmh'? as an equivalent of p«ge in his Kopt.

Hdicb., 102.

In 1922 Lacau in the Becueil Champollion. 721, showed that the conversion of n into r

is normal at the beginning of an unaccented sidlable with examples. In 1923 Spiegelberg in

his memoir on ‘Aegj’ptische Verpfriindungsvertrage' (Sitzung.sber. der Heidelberyer Ak. d. TFiss.

1923) discussed a group of four documents which like those in (c) above contain a compre-

hensive list of a man’s propertv. The\' are in form sales of his property to a woman in

return for her taking care of the vendor during his life and for his burial after death. The
documents are as follows:

Year 3 Alex. Ill, 330 b.c. Louvre L2439 in Corpus Pap. Louvre, pi. v, no. 4; Eevillout,

direst, dem. 290.

Year 13 Soter I, 292-1 b.c. Louvre L2429<;. ed. Eevillout, op. cit. 229.

Year 21 Soter I, 285-4 b.c., ed. Griffith, Byl. xi, 122, 2-57.

Year 13 Euergetes I, 235—4 b.c. P. Marseille, ed. Eevillout, Bevue egyptol. 1, 135 with

photographic collation b\' Spiegelberg.

^ As to nmh-7i<- which Griffith rendered by ‘clear of tenants’ rights ?’ Spiegelberg has a note on it in his

Die demotischen Pap. Loeb, p. 104. n. 6 according to Dr. A. H. Gardiner in JEA 19, 21, n. 4; but I have
no access to Spiegelberg’s publication.
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One might perhaps call them Annuity Settlements.

In these and similar lists in documents at Cairo viz. Spieg. P.Cairo 30601 (17 Euerg. I),

Hid. 30607 (42 Euerg. II), ihid. 30609 (47 Euerg. II), the enumerated property contains

‘lands, houses, revenues, slaves male and female, cattle . . . title deeds, and legal documents

and md-t n rm nmli nb p t
’. The meaning of the final phrase is not very clear. Griffith {Byl.,

122) suggested ‘arrangements with tenants (?)’, and Spiegelberg (Verpfriind., 3) ‘Pacht-

vertrag (?)
’.

[In 1928 the equivalence of nynh and pimge was ignored in the Berl.Wb. s.v. 7imh.]

In 1929 Sethe in ZAS 64, 12 accepted Lacau’s thesis as proved, and more recently also

Dr. A. H. Gardiner has supported him in -JEA 19 (1933), 21.

The Orthography of nmli.

The writing of the word rtmh presents some peculiarities. At an early time—Ahmes and

Darius—it is written as if the h had been dropped ;
in the dated series given by Griffith

(Byl. in, 362) it is only written out distinctly in the first example under Ahmes
; in all the

others the final h appears to be omitted. The group must be read 7imh as there is no other

possible reading, unless it were ndm‘ sweet ’, a word which would make no sense in any of the

extant texts. It does not follow that because it was not written the h was not pronounced.

In our group of texts another pecuharity meets us in that the word is usually written with a

single tall sign before it, which has the form of the hieroglyphic ^ h{-t) {v. examples in

Byl, U.S., 377).

In the whole group of Self-dedications the word nmh occurs about 34 times, in eight of

which it is written without the prefix and in 26 'ndth it. The word is used in two formulae,

(a) in the asseveration ‘ I shall not be able to be free etc. ’, (b) in the description of the sup-

pliant ‘born free’ as opposed to ‘bom in the precincts of the god’. All the VTitings without

the prefix h belong to the (a) group, but this may be accidental. In (a) the phrase is always

in the form ’r rm nmh, but this is not decisive as to whether nmh is to be regarded as an

adjective or a substantive. It is a subst. pf nmh in the Dakhleh stela 1. 13.

The word h-t has many meanings in Ptolemaic times, especially the original ‘body’,

which may give rise to the sense ’ individual’ (Siut Archive B.M. 10591, 6/10) or the derived

sense ‘ way, method ’. It is also a rare mode of forming an abstract substantive: see Spiegel-

berg, Dem. Gram. § 35. The original sense seems more suitable here, ‘ body-free’ of a man in

distinction from the nmh of land. The two forms occur at least once in the same document,

e.g. in B.M.Eg. 106305 the supphant is born h-nmh but undertakes not to be rm nmh.

The form h-nmh occurs elsewhere in two of the fists enumerating property mentioned

above. In P.Cairo 30607 and 30609 the concluding phrase is written md-t rm h-nmh nb p t,

of which then (1908) Spiegelberg could give neither transliteration nor translation.

Excursus B. Malignant influences

The fist of evils is a feature found in earlier times. There is one such in P. Ebers i. 13-16,

and several in the magical papyri of the New Kingdom. Cf. Hieratic Pap. in B.M. series III

(Chester Beatty), ed. A. H. Gardiner, Text p. 50, 67, 72, 113.

1 . ’n-mf. ‘ dead man ’. This form appeared first in the Pap. mag. of London and Leiden

9^22. Griffith treated the prefix ^n as a mere reduplication of the initial m of mt to form a

substantive derived from the qualitative form of the verb. It is found again in II Kham.

5/36 (c/. n. ib.), 6/28 and in P. Insinger 23/14 c/. Ort-Geuthner, Gra^nmaire de'motique du Pap.

magique de Londres et Leyde, 91-2. He treats it as a qualitative form.

2. Tiy, ^hyt ‘ spirit, ghost ’, male or female. Usually placed at the head of the fist of evils.

Quite exceptionally it is wanting in no. 10624, but this is probably due to accident. It is
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normally determined with the divine sign, replaced, however, by the evil sign in two or three

instances. It may he taken to be a human ghost, not a monster.

Cf. Wb. I, 16, of the blessed dead: but in NK. and later ‘Gespenst, Diimon’ = Boh. 1,4.

Gardiner and Sethe, Egijptian Letters to the Dead. 1928, 11. ‘ Not even the dtw
“
Spirits ”,

as the happier, tomb-dwelling dead were called, could be counted upon to refrain from

interference with the living. If such interference was sometimes beneficent, at other times

it was not, and in either case it partook of the uncanny quality of things unseen.'^

Pap. mag. of London and Leyden 28/12 invocation: ^ijh nb nt hii ^rnnt ybt. ‘Every spirit

that is in the IVest (and) East."

3. !sy . . . (or rse . . .). The determinative is lost, and as the word does not occur in any

other list in this group, it is idle to guess. The first word that suggests itself is rsy ‘ penalty
’

(oce), but though an Egyptian was frequently fined by the authorities, it lacks the super-

natural quality which attaches to all the other evils.

4. ury ‘monster( ?)
’,

assuming a derivation from ur ‘great’, one may compare the

modern ar. ^afrlt. Gritfith, Ryl., 342, says that icry is feminine of icr; this is not, however,

necessarily so, cf. apovfjpis and oaopovrjpLs, common names in the Ptolemaic period (Preisigke,

Namenh.). The word, spelt always with r (never Z) and final y, occurs in almost every list of

evils and in most it takes the last place with ssr in the order ssr ivrij. There are over twenty

examples of this, and this fact has suggested to me what seems a more appropriate explana-

tion. ssr (q.v. no. 13 below) is known elsewhere as ‘demon’ or ‘devil’, but it is as the name
of one of the ‘heavenly houses’ in an astrological handbook (P. Berlin, ed. Spiegelberg, no.

8345, iii, 7) that we find it in company with idy as the name of another house (ibid, ii, 1

,

iv, 15). There were twelve houses (or compartments of the heavens), some with a beneficial

influence and others malignant. Greek lists of these houses exist, e.g. in Sextus Empiricus

(Bouche-Leclereq, L’Astrologie grecque, 280) and these show us that the sixth house Katcrj

Tvxrj = icly and the twelfth house Kanos Sai'/awv = sM of the Berhn book. I think the com-

bination of wry and sir in this group probably points to the malignant influence of these two

houses.

5. rm ^mnt ‘ man of Amente ’, a frequent figure occurring twelve times in the group. It

is usually determined with the evil sign, but this is replaced in three or four instances by the

divine sign. [Twice it is written rm e-f [sic] ^mnt.]

I have not met with the phrase anywhere else—A man of Amente can hardly fail to be a

follower of Osiris hnt ^vinti-w

;

but how he is to be distinguished from the ^n-mt (no. 1 supra),

I do not see.

6. rm e-f sdr, ‘ sleeping man ’, one of the most frequent forms. A ‘ sleeping man ’ may be a

somnambulist, or the spirit of a man asleep, which has left his body during sleep and may be

mischievous.

Cf. Winifred S. Blackman, TheFellahin of Upper Egypt, 1927, 225: ‘It is a common belief

in Egypt that the soul can leave the body during sleep—not to be awakened suddenly lest

the soul should not have time to return to the body of the sleeper.’

7. rmp^d. lean offer no satisfactory interpretation. This ‘ evil’ occurs only in this place

in these documents, but it has to be something malignant and the two or three known words
w'ritten (d in demotic suggest nothing of the sort. There is a word in ILZ). i, 24 nl ‘ crocodile

’

which also is used of a raging man, ‘der Wutende’: the determinative here might possiblv

have been originally a crocodile ; but the difliculty is that the aleph has no right to become an
aiyin

; the only approach to it that I can recall is the i of zm ‘ clay ’ (TIP. i, 78) becoming ^m{xj)

Spieg. Hdwh., 88 and P. Zeno dem. 3, 3-4.

^ I owe this reference to Prof. S. R. K. Glanville.
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8. ryn p y<-r ‘ man of the river ’ (Xile) probably a water spirit or demon. Cf. M. A. Murray,

ZAS 51, 127. In P. Insinger •24/11 is a saying as to the powers of small things: p hn b yr

wn-nite-J ssl (det. of serpent) : ‘even the small stream has its demon (i.e. river-sprite)

It is a universal superstition and is mentioned in six papyri of this group.

9. m sn-n<r(?) occurs elsewhere only once, in B.M. 106181), in which it is written more

distinctly the two last signs being unmistakably the ntr sign followed by the divine sign. If

the first sign is read as sn, which is by no means certain, then rm sn-ntr might be a man who
questions a god i.e. a ‘ diviner ’, or possibly it might be sn ‘ sickness ’ which in coalescing -with

ntr has shed its own determinative of evil, and m-ntr be considered as the ‘ divine illness = lepa

voaos ‘epilepsy’. Cf. TPl). iv, 494 snj (ujoane), but there is no reference there to .sn-ntr.

10. }pnr occurs six times in these papyri, and I can give no exj^lanation of it ; nor trace

any example of the word elsewhere. The onR clues are (i) the determinative here in B.M.

10622 appears to be that of a bird, (ii) in B.M. 10631 it is accompanied by a feminine form:

bmr hmr-t. If (i) stood alone, it might conceivably be a form by metathesis of Copt.

‘pelican’—a word of which the origin is unknown— but in that case there seems to be no

reason for distinguishing male and female forms.

11. hms occurs only in this list. It is written in the usual form of the verb ‘sit’. As a

substantive, it may mean ‘a sitting, assembly ’ from the verb, and also ‘marriage’ (Eevillout,

Melanges. 186, n.). The verb is used of sitting on horseback Wb. iii, 90, and on p. 99 hms is

used apparently as a group of sitters but no translation is given and the source has not yet

been published. It may perhaps be suggested that in the present context it may be some

kind of incubus.

12. hsy ‘drowned man’ ht. ‘blessed’ gj\cie (Crum, Diet; Wb. iii, 156; F. LI. Griffith,

ZAS 46, 132: H. Kees, Griffith Studies, 40‘2).

It is very common in these lists, usually in an abbreviated form of hs as in Mdller.

Hierat. Paldogr. in, 502. Cf. P. mag. gloss, no. 610. In the present instance it is written out

in full. Once (B.M. 10619a) it is accompanied by a feminine form, hsyt. It is determined by
the divine sign almost invariably, in this respect like no. 2 ^hy.

13. sir, fay. ssl, one of the most frequent evils, occurring about 20 times, including both

the papyri here dealt •nith. Wb. iv, 257-8 the verb shr to overthrow (enemies &c.) gave rise

in Sp. u. Gr. period to a substantive = ‘fiend, demon’. Cf. P. mag. 6/7 ^yh s-sre and P.

Insinger, see no. 8 rm p ifr above. In ZAS 48, 149 Spiegelberg published a Strassburg

ostracon containing a list of the 12 ‘heavenly houses’ (see no. 4 lery above) in which sir

corresponds to Kaxroy Salpuov in the Greek list and hence its inclusion here as a malignant

influence. It is found in the same sense in P.Berl. 8345, iii, 7. It is remarkable that in

demotic the original initial s of shr has become s, the only exception known to me being the

shr of II Kh. 2;‘26, a book for shr ^hy ‘overthrowing demons’ (Griffith).

14. tni:lf>)-rid occurs in seven papyri of the group. The first group is imperfect in the

present one; but it is fully and distinctly written in three or four others; it may be read as

nf instead of tnc. For nf see Wb. ii, ’250; for tuc see 11*5. v, 350 and 352 tnv n mt ‘Todes-

hauch'. The whole forms a compound word meaning ‘wind (or breath) from the outside’
;

for rui see 11*5. ii, 404-5 ru-t. rii-tj.

Light seems to be thrown on the meaning by a passage in the P. Edwin Smith, ed.

Breasted, iv, 16, on nf-t n ntr n rule = ‘breath of an outside god’ as a cause of disease.

Here we have no reference to a god, but an outside breath (or wind) may well represent the

notion of a pestilence blowing over the country as a bringer of disease.

15. driy: the only certain example is this one B.M. 10622. All red things were ill-omened
in Egypt, as being associated with Set, and it is unnecessary to quote evidence.
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SOME NOTES ON THE NH-B1RT>

By XIXA M. DAVIES

A VERSION of this article was already written for the Journal when the contribution by

Dr. Keiiner on the same subject appeared in Ann. Sere. 38. 253 ff., GS9 f. (a supplement).

Two years ago a visit to the Zoological Gardens at Gizali convinced me that the Dlk Sudani

or Sennar Guinea-fowl was the model for the idi-hieroglyph, and this year I was able to

study again not only the two varieties in the Gardens, but a stuffed specimen kindly

shown me by Ibrahim Khadry Bey. I also collected from the Pyramid of Wenis and other

sources numerous examples, including that already published by ^I. Chevrier^ which he

kindly allowed me to trace from the monument. My conclusions do not of course differ

in any important respect from those of Dr. Keimer, but the more extensive material

assembled here amplifies his article and may be of some additional interest.

The Tufted Sennar Guinea-fowl (labelled in the Cairo Zoological Gardens as iSumida

M. Meleagris), is the blue-wattled variety. The red-wattled Guinea-fowl, also to be seen

there, does not bear the tuft of stiff hairs or filaments above the nostrils at the commence-

ment of the beak, in addition to the horny crest. It is these two features which are repre-

sented by the twin protuberances in the hieroglyph. The feathering—a blackish ground-

with white spots—is almost exactly similar to the hieroglyph from tomb Xo. 99 (Fig. 7),

and the heavy body and square tail are also characteristics reproduced in the nk-bird.

The wattles,^ or thin membranes, on either side of the head appear broad or narrow as

they are extended or folded by the movements of the bird. They do not hang down much
below' the neck and begin under the eyes. I am told by Ibrahim Khadry Bey that the

young Guinea-fowl has an embryo breast-tuft which disappears when it is full-grown.

The legs are not feathered as in a bird of prey, but the feathers come down as far as the

thigh-joint in certain attitudes. The habitat of these birds is Equatorial and North-east

Africa, and at the present day flocks of them are common in parts of the Sudan.

While making a collection of Eighteenth-Dynasty hieroglyphs I found several examples
of the n/i-bird which showed traces of black or grey with white markings. The interior of

tomb No. 99 afforded a specimen (Fig. 7), so well preserved as to give the clue to the true

aspect of the painted sign, which had always been in question. There was no doubt here

that the hieroglyph of the bird should be painted black with rows of white spots. Examples
from tombs Nos. 715 and 85 (Figs. 10, 8, 9). hitherto difficult to explain owing to their dirty-

grey appearance, and showing strong red sketch-lines, could now be understood. They had
originally been similar to that in tomb No. 99. but the fugitive black pigment had almost
vanished through exposure to light. The ten selected signs reproduced here demonstrate
that considerable variety in the representations existed even in such early times as the

Pyramid of Wenis (Fifth Dynasty) where the hieroglyph occurs frequently and where
scarcely any two signs show precisely the same form. In the four illustrations drawn from
tracings made on the spot, it will be observed that three (Figs. 2. 3, 4) have wattles; two
(Figs. 2, 3) have also one distinct crest

;
Fig. 2 has no feathers on the legs

; and Fig. 1 has

1 .4700 Sen-. 30 (1031). p. 02. Fig. 4 (repeated by Keimer, op. cit., 2u4).

- The black is a few shades lighter than jet black.

’ It is called a wattle here for convenience, but it is not a true attic as borne bv a cock.
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neither crest nor wattle and might pass for a tyiv-hird. These are all incised hieroglyphs,

somewhat roughly executed, coloured blue but with no interior detail.^

From the Middle Kingdom, Pig. 5 (which also appears in Dr. Keimer’s article),^ is

a beautifully cut example in low relief but with no colour
;
the spots, which are rounded,

not pointed, are incised. It comes from the reconstructed chapel of Sesostris I at Karnak

recently rebuilt from blocks found under the Pylon of Amenophis III. This bird resembles

the Sennar Guinea-fowl very closely except for the thickness of the beak, the two protuber-

ances of the same size placed close together, and the rather elongated wattle. Pig. 6 is a

hieroglyph 37-5 cm. (15 in.) high, in low-relief, traced from an architrave of Hatshepsut

found amongst the debris in the temple of Der el-Bahri and now re-erected in the Pwene
colonnade. It still retains a good deal of greyish-black pigment but no trace of white spots.

On the eye-ball there is a fragment of red, and a little blue at the corner of the eye. Except

for the feathered legs it also resembles the real bird : the wattle is shown in the right position,

and the single large excrescence on the head is of the correct shape.

In the illustrations (Figs. 8, 9, 10) from later Eighteenth-Dynasty tombs, which are all

painted on plaster, the grey ground is emphasized in

the reproduction so that the white spots may be more
easily seen. The black lines are in the originals red

sketch-lines, and the breast-tufts, here confused -vsith

the wattles, may not have been so prominent or so

low down in the finished paintings. In Fig. 7, where

the black and white is perfectly preserved, it is im-

possible to say whether or not there was a wattle,

since the surface of the bird's breast is broken.

The form of the nfe-bird shows inconsistency not

only in the Old Kingdom but also in later times. At
Der al-Bahri it may be seen not only as in Fig. 6 but

also with two crests and a breast-tuft. An example
from Semnah shows it with neither. Such variation

has a parallel in the fez-bird which, as Dr. Keimer
points out,® by no means invariably bears its breast-

tuft. The twy-hiid is drawn with this feature in the

later period, and is thus shown in the Theinliardt fount.

The evidence set forth above seems to indicate

that the Sennar Guinea-fowl, like most birds and
animals now found in the Sudan, was know n further north in the Pharaonic Period than now',

and that it was the original of the zife-hieroglyph. But the evidence also shows that the

ancient Egyptians were by no means familiar with the Guinea-fowl and confused the varieties.

Hence arose the singular diversity of form. Mistakes arose over details, such as making the

large horny crest and the tuft of stiff hairs on the head of equal size, or omitting one

or both altogether. The wattle, showing beneath the neck when the bird lowers its head,

is often conceived as a breast-tuft, especially in the later examples, and is consequentlv

placed too low. The feathered legs, frequently added, may be a recollection of those of the

raptorial tyw C^) and z (^) birds, which bear a general resemblance to the zife-bird.

I am indebted to Prof. Gunn for these references. He also points out that in the Middle-Kingdom

tombs at Beni Hasan the ?A-bird sometimes resembles ^ ^^ith or without the addition of a breast-tuft,

e.g. Beni Hasan, I, pi. 26, 1. 176; pi. 8, 11. 2. 11. See also Sup. Gnrd. Egn. Gr.. p. 460, G 21.

® Fig. 25, after Chevrier in Ann. Serv. 31, 92, Fig. 4. ^ 4^^ 42
^
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Fig. 1. Sethe, Pyramiden-Texte, Pyr. of Wenis at Sakkareh, 362, 250 c, wall ix, second

col. from right.

Fig. 2. Wenis, 298, 220 h, waU v, second col. from left.

Fig. 3. Wenis, 635, 512 d, wall xvii, sixth col. from right.

Fig. 4. Wenis, 298, wall v, seventh col. from left.

Fig. 5. ^|| On a pillar in the reconstructed chapel of Sesostris I at Karnak.

Fig. 6. On an architrave of the Pwene colonnade at Der el-BaM.

Fig. 7. Tomb no. 99 at Thebes. Inner room, second pillar from north, east

face.

Fig. 8.
^

Tomb no. 85. First room, second pillar from north, north face.

Fig. 9. o| Tomb no. 85. First room, first pillar from north, north face.

Fig. 10. Tomb no. 76. First pillar from north, east face.

Fig. 11. The Sennar Tufted Guinea-fowl. Drawn from a stufied specimen in the British Museum
of Natural History at South Kensington.

M
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AMENEMHAB ENCOUNTERING A HYENA
From the tomb of Amenemhab at Thebes (no. 85)

By NINA M. DAVIES

Although this picture has already been pubhshed^ justification for reproducing it again

may be found in the fact that the present copy has been taken from a careful painting

of the faded scene which perhaps adds a few details to an amusing incident in the career

of the stalwart warrior Amenemhab. He relates in his autobiography a much more exciting

encounter uith an elephant^ while in the company of his sovereign Tuthmosis III whom he

followed in his Syrian campaigns, but is silent as to this hunting episode pictured in

his tomb. We may notice, however, that some of the plants growing in the habitat of this

hyena are very similar to those on the walls of the temple of Tuthmosis III at Karnak where
the botanical specimens of Syria are recorded,^ and this may afford a clue as to where the

hunt took place. The oval white seed (’?) vessels with ribbon-like pale green leaves at any
rate find their counterpart there. For the other curious shapes, coloured blue with three

rows of white spots, I can find no parallel. The three red stalks seem to be connected with
the triple row of spots, so a complex of flowers or seed-vessels may be indicated. Strange

forms of vegetation appear in the desert wadis after a fall of rain and a lingering impression

of these is possibly the basis for the flora represented here. The three groups of lancet-

shaped leaves (?), coloured blue like the above-mentioned rounded heads, and with similar

red stems, might belong to many weeds. The female hyena, which Wreszinski suggests has
just borne her young and in consequence is bolder than such a cowardly animal generally

shows itself to be when face to face with man, has come surprisingly close to Amenemhab.
He seems just about to knock her on the head with a stick while his long spear is held in re-

serve. Unfortunately the black and grey stripes of the animal, owing to the fugitiveness of

the pigment, have now faded to mere stains leaving red sketch-lines which were originally

hidden under grey and black paint. The body is at present a dirty buff—the colour of the

plaster—with washes of white on the ears, muzzle, paws, and middle of the body against

which the original black stripes show as buff spaces. The under part of the body is a deep
pink. Traces of black hairs can be seen on the tail and on the angrily-erected mane behind
the ears. The head has lost all its details but the vague outhnes and blotches of white show
the jaws were open.* Amenemhab wears a transparent shirt tied at his neck and reaching
half-way down his legs. His short white skirt is either under or over this. Nearly all the

black has disappeared from his wdg. Traces of black hieroglyphs over the hyena’s ears give

the title (hry) n pdt while to the right the imperfect signs can be seen. Between
Amenemhab’s head and uplifted stick are also traces of indeterminate signs. The position of

the scene over the doorway between the two central pillars of the tomb facing the entrance to

the irmer room is peculiar for such a subject, and gives the impression of having been an after-

thought.® It is perhaps a mixed recollection of hunts in Egypt where hyenas were commonly
met with and other fights in Syria where the elephant (not so well-known in Egypt and hence
more difficult for this tomb-artist to depict) afforded a larger quarry for his bow and spear.

1 Virey. Mem. Miss. Fr. v, pi. Ill ; Wreszinski, Atlas, i. 21. 2 Breasted, Records, ii, § 588.
® Meyer, Fremdrolker, pi. 172.

< For a perfectly preserved fragment of a painted hyena from the tomb of Antef (no. loo) see Bull, of
M.M.A., March, 1931, Section II, p. 55; cf. also Davies, Five Theban Tombs, PL xxiv.

^ For the position of the picture in the tomb see Porter and Moss, Bibliograph y, i, 116 (17) and plan on p. 110.
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n. Inscribed Block at 'Atbara, Budaii.

h. Amenemhab encountering a Hyena (Thebes, tomb no. 85)
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AN INSCRIBED BLOCK AT ‘ATBARA, SUDAN
By L. P. KIRWAX

My attention was first drawn to the sculptured and inscribed block illustrated on PI. xvi, a,

by Mr. J. H. Dunbar, Chief Mechanical Engineer of the Sudan Railways. When we
examined it together in the autumn of 1934, the block lay—as it still lies—in the garden
of Mr. G. R. Millward, an official of the Railways, who found it in a heap of debris while

searching for stone for his rock garden. Mr. Millward, who thus rescued the block from
further destruction, later made an excellent wet squeeze of the surface to supplement the

very good photograph taken by Mr. Dunbar. This squeeze is now at the Griffith Archaeo-
logical Institute, Ashmolean ^Museum. Oxford.

The block, recut and used as a grindstone, measures 36 in. in diameter and is IS in.

thick, while the socket in the centre for the shaft or spindle measures 10 in. square. In the

photograph a 6-in. rule is shown in this central hole. The stone itself, a mottled pink

granite, is considered by i\Ir. G. W. Grabham to have been probably quarried at Aswan.
The block is inscribed and sculptured on one face only. The lower parts of the two

figures and part of the inscription above—all in sunk relief—were destroyed when the block

was recut into circular form. What is left of the scene seems to show the king, wearing the

white crown of Upper Egypt, and an unidentified goddess who is probably holding ‘fife’ to

the king's nose.

The faces of both king and goddess, and their right and left shoulders and upper arms
respectively, have been mostly destroyed by the cutting of the socket in the centre, or
have been worn away through the play of the spindle-shaft against the stone. The car-

touches above the figures, their tops cut off, are plainly those of Ramesses II. The hiero-

glyphs to the left of the first cartouches are obscure,^ but the position of the ® sign, clearly

visible, suggests a place-name following that of the goddess in question. Artistically, the
piece is of no special interest, though the narrow waists and the position of the king's right

hand, perhaps holding the right hand of the goddess, are peculiar.

How, then, did the block arrive at a place so far (some 600 miles) beyond the ancient
southern frontier of Egypt as ‘Atbara ? For it is likely that it came originally from some
small Ramesside temple in the region of the First Cataract, perhaps from one of the many
ruined buildings once standing at the south end of the Island of Elephantine.

Mr. Dunbar suggests the following very plausible explanation of its presence at ‘Atbara.

Between 1900 and 1920 a great deal of railway work was done in the Sudan by a battalion
of the Egyptian Army known as the Railway Battalion. These troops wanted "heavv grind-

stones for grinding red bricks, out of which they made a special kind of mortar. Mr. Dunbar
suggests that the stone was therefore brought by rail from Egypt, and was then dressed
to its present shape, and a socket cut in the centre to take the spindle-shaft. Natives in
'Atbara, he says, remember the block being used as a grindstone until quite recently. The
mill was driven by a bull or camel on the same principle as the Sudan oil-mill. This certainly
seems a most reasonable explanation of the transportation of so unwieldy an object to such
a distance.

^ They are no clearer in the squeeze than in the photograph.
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A LATE DEMOTIC GARDENING AGREEMENT
MEDINET HABU OSTRACON 4038

By RICHAED A. PARKER

Medinet Habu Ostracon 4038 is one of the large number of ostraca uncovered by the

Architectural Survey of the Oriental Institute, under the leadership of Uvo Holscher, in its

clearance of the temple of Medinet Habud It was formd in 1929 in a hole made by ancient

sahhahhin in the northern part of the inner enclosure wall of the temple. This is in the square

M/12 on the plates in the publication of the excavation.^ As shown on PI. 32 of this work,

this comprised a part of the ancient town of Djeme, reference to which is made in line C, 16

on the ostracon.

It consists of a jar, now broken with some fragments missing, approximately 70 cm. in

height and 20 cm. in maximum diameter. Written on it, in panels drawn by the scribe, are

four long columns of demotic, colunms A, B, C, and D in Pis. xvii to xx, forming one document,

and two small tables of accounts, columns E and E, which have no direct connexion with

the larger document and are, therefore, not dealt with in this article. The writing is the

same in all six colunons. It is the work of a practised scribe, and is, in the main, well-formed

and legible. Some haste and want of attention are apparent, as mistakes, corrected or un-

noticed, are not infrequent. In places, weathering has reduced the legibility of the writing.

Before attempting to translate the ostracon, I made a careful hne-by-line hand-copy from

the original. In many instances the photographs are deceptive or indistinct, and I hereby

state for the reader’s benefit that he may accept as substantiated by the original any of my
readings which I offer without question-marks. I have tried to be very careful in this respect

and to indicate in the commentary any doubtful readings. Wetting the fragments has often

enabled me to make certain of some otherwise very faintly legible WTiting.

Palaeographically and grammatically the ostracon shows close agreement with the

Demotic Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden, dated to the third century a.d. If the

interpretation of line C, 6 as a reference to Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, can be accepted,

the terminus post quern for the ostracon would be a.d. 271 , a date according well with the

palaeographical and grammatical data.

As far as the contents of the large document are concerned, the ostracon is a reciprocal

agreement in two sections, the division point occurring after line C, 20. It appears to be

unique, and published demotic material offers httle aid in its interpretation. Unknown
words and words of uncertain meaning abound, and the present translation suffers greatly

from this fact. It is hoped, however, that a sound basis for future work is provided herein.

* These ostraca are now on loan to the Oriental Institute, and I owe to the kindness of Professor Wilham
F. Edgerton the opportunity to study this interesting and perplexing document in my doctoral dissertation,

of which this present article is a recast. My sincere thanks are due to him for his suggestions in translation

and commentary, not all of which can be acknowledged in the footnotes. He has also made available to

me the Manuscript Demotic Dictionary and files of the late Professor Spiegelberg, which have proved of

immeasurable value. To Professor John A. Wilson, to Dr. Keith C. Seele, and to the members of the Oriental

Institute staff who have assisted me variously, I tender my grateful appreciation. Especially to Dr. George
R. Hughes I owe many valuable suggestions.

“ Uvo Holscher, The Excavation of Medinet Habu, I-.General Plans and Views (OIP, XXI, Chicago, 1934).
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My method of transliteration is, like that of other demotists, an arbitrary and personal one.

I have rejected the use of the dot before the feminine t as unnecessary, since the strong t is

so indicated. I have also omitted the dot before the plural w, and feminine plurals are trans-

literated as vTitten : so <mtw in A, 17. '.rc.s. after Pharaoh has been omitted in transliteration

and translation.

The folloving symbols are used in the transhteration and the translation:
( )

indicate

additions by the translator
; [ ]

indicate restoration ;

r T indicate a varying degree of un-

certainty ; and < > indicate emendation ; and the follovdng special abbreviations are used

for works, etc., frequently cited in the Commentary: Biirgs. = Sethe and Partsch, Demo-

tische Urkunden z. dg. Biirgschaftsrechte; Crum = Crum, Coptic Dictionary; Bern. Gr. =
Spiegelberg, Demotische Grammatih; Dodec. — Griffith, Catalogue of the Demotic Graffiti of

the Dodecaschoenus ;
Kopt. Hdivb. = Spiegelberg, Koptisches Handworterhuch

;
Kriigetexte =

Spiegelberg, Demotische Texte auf Kriigeri; Mag. = Griffith and Thompson, Demotic

Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden; Mythiis = Spiegelberg, Der dg. Mythus vorn Son-

nenauge
;
Pap. Dem. Berl. = Spiegelberg, Demotische Papyrus aus d. Kdniglichen Museen zu

Berlin

;

P. Mag. = the Demotic Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden itself ; Byl. Pap. =
Griffith, Catalogue of the Demotic Papyri in the John Bylands Library

;

Spieg. = Spiegelberg ;

Theb. Ostr. — Gardiner, Thompson and Milne, Theban Ostraca (Univ. of Toronto Studies).

*
is attached to references obtained from Spiegelberg’s Manuscript Demotic Dictionary, and

t to references to Spiegelberg's hand-copies of unpublished ostraca, all these papers being

now in Professor Edgerton’s possession.

Transliteration and Translation

Column A (PI. xvii)

(1)

h} pi shn r-ir Tl<miS

(2) ti Jy-m-htp itvs dit n piys km r

(3) piyfshn n {Pi)-4-Mnt Si Wdifiivfhpr

(4) iwAr-k in-n^ r ir n-y km

(5) n piyy km mtic-k dit mw r-rf mtwk dit

^2-^8

(6) n ith n miv r-r-f n pi dnf n 28 n

(7) hn n mic r pi ^smv~' mtwk dit 20 n ith

(8) r ffit n m w n <r< 20 r phiv iic-ir-k siet

(9) pi nb r piyy km V pi ith nty iiv-irk

(10) r hlf mtwk ditf m-si m kmiv

(11) mtwk tm dit hpr-y rn-si-k n-im-f mtwy

(1) Contents of the agreement which

Talames,

(2) daughter of Imuthes, has made, she

giving her garden, on

(3) his agreement to Peftumont, son of

Udjaf: Tf

(4) you intend to be gardener for me
(5) in my garden, then you are to give

water to it. A"ou are to give '^2'’8

(6) drawings of water to it, in the proper

measure of 28

(7) bins of water to the ’’pofi, and you are

to give 20 drawings

(8) Tat the beginning oD (the) water of

rinimdationi and 20 ffifterw-ard"*. You
are to '^connectT

(9) the ''dyke'’ to my garden ragainsf the

drawing which you

(10) shall cast ; and you are to put it behind
the gardens

;

(11) and you are not to cause me to compel
you to do it. I am
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(12) S7it-k r Uyk ipt rliid mtwk ditys

(13) n-y iio-s wdi mtwk M htp

(14) 200 71 Tfiick ^n-wd U-sft mtwk

(15) tp 4 n hyr n dhn

(16) 7ntwk dit n-w nich n n mtwk dit 7fi-w

(17) n/yw s^ntw 7ntwk ir-ic n tnyk

(18) ip[t] r[h]w mtwk dityst n-y iww

(19) icdi U s^t-s iity r kpr r p^yy

(20) k7nic mtwk sm r ti muyt n ps

(21) Itm mtwk in sttw

(22) w bytt r-r-f t/ m^yt 7i pi

(23) n pi ’Itni r piyy km hr

(24) r|r'5 20 dd n-k ddt-s

(25) dd hn-p-^0 dit-f Iw irt ifsf

(26) n dd [M7i?n] n ^hk

(27) mtic-k dit ^gmOy st iwic ihy

(28) r-hr-y mtic-y snt-k r Uyk

(29) hys n 3 sp n mnt

(30) mtii-y hlbhj ti id ^JiO

(31) n 3yw p! ks n ^nu[y]0

(32) nty iwy r ym-f hn-f mtwy [^n-p]

(33) 71 kdt It r pi ks n ^nuyO

(34) ndm-w dd-J n-t-s tnyy mid

(35) r-ir id hbr mtwy dit n-y

(36) w' smh Tiitwy wnm-f

(37) \^dd-s Ti-p] .... ivnm hn

(38) [^pnj-if] ^km^

Column B

(1) . . . u'P M puy-y km ti grh

(2) Tntw-k dd dd id hbr mtw-y

(3) [p/] i-ir dit n-y u< smh iwj hpr he mtiek

. PARKER

(12) to ask you for your work at evening,

and you are to give it

(13) to me, when it is complete and whole.

And you are to twist and sphee

(14) 200 (rcubits"') of plait ; and

you are to

(15) stitch 4 Tearth’^-haskets

;

(16) and you are to give them ’rim-cords^;

and you are to give them

(17) their rhandles"'. And you are to make
them as your

(18) work at evening, and you are to give

them to me, when they are

(19) complete, Cfor"!) the cutting which is to

be (made) to my
(20) garden. And you are to go to “The

Island of the

(21) Atum”, and you are to bring ^fibres^

(22) of rpalm-leaf’ to it, (namely from) “The
Island of the

(23) Atum” to my garden.
’

(24)

(25) ‘You have not ''caused'' it, my eyes

being

(26) for sparrows and [food] for crows.

(27) And you are to cause that I ''find'' them
''hanging''

(28) ''above^ me. And I am to ask you for

your

(29) dimg three times daily

;

(30) and I am to probe it with a ''stalk''

(31) of ''flaxi. The ''new reed^

(32) which I shall find in it, I am to '^take^

Por if]

(33) one obol to the '^new reed^

(34) among them.’ He said to her: ‘My
mother,

(35) if a friend of mine gives me
(36) a bxmeh (of grapes), I am to eat it.’

(37) ['^She said to him''] ‘ eat in

(38) ['^my^] ''garden''

(PI. xviii)

(1)

''withouf cutting my garden at

night

(2) and saying: “A friend of mine

(3) is [the one] who gave to me a bunch of

grapes.” If you
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(4) [w«] rmt iwf ic^ rmt iw <n-f u< rmt

(5) [iw-f] ir n fiyy km n hb iwy dit

(6) ^if^-rh-k s r ptyk bk

(7) r tfyk rmt <!t lon-twy iivf hpr

(8) ^iicAr-k^ u'ih-f n sw iwy ditys

(9) n-k im-twy r tiyk rmt Ut m-f
(10) hpr iw sto pi nty iw-ir-k uihf

(11) iw-s ir hm p/ ts sw mtw-k iwy dit

(12) hl-k piyk syr rblnS
(13) sp hr ibd iw bn-p-s mtry

(14) n drt r dit n-k stv iwy dit n-k

(15) n-k st r d/di-k n yy

(16) W pi wsyp iw bw-ir-dit-s mtyt

(17) n drt r dit n-k sw iw-f hpr

(18) [m]tw-s smn n drt r dit n-k

(19) sw tw-y n< dity-st

(20) n ws n jwts n ti mdd
(21) n pi gd^im'^ \Jr ti d'^jrt

(22) n pi shr . . .t n pi kr

(23) kr^i^npi'^

(24) iic-irAw rtb [^r P]4 mdit

(25) dd iw-ir-k s¥m?-w mtw-k iw-

(26) sm-iv iw-ir-k ['"r''] ^s'^^r-ic

(27) r didi m yy pi

(28) trsyp nty iw-ir-k r int-w

(29) r didi-k mtw-t tm

(30) . . . t-k ^bV-w r wnm n-im-w

(31) [iw-f] hpr iw-ir-k wih-f

(32) [ra nb] iw nb pi nty [iw-ir-k] wiJj-f

(33) tw-y n^ dit ^l-w tk

(34) r pi lgtw<n n 3 sp

(35) hr ibd iw bn-p-s mty

(36) n drt r dit n-k nb iw-f

(37)

(1) ... riw-w mht n-im-k

(2) tw-y [n^] r bl n [riit-iC] dd n-w dJ[J]-s

(4) are [a] satisfactory and a good man, a

man
(5) [who] cultivates my garden by labour,

I will cause

(6) that you know it at your rfirst^ wages

(7) TaC your Tg^eat lady"' If

(8) f^you"' wish it in wheat, I will give it

(9) to you your ^great lady"'.

(10) If wheat is what you want,

(11) she fguidingi you to take wheat, I will

cause

(12) that you your three

(13) times monthly, it not having been

agreed to

(14) by me to give to you wheat
;
(or) I will

give you

(15) it I'at your responsibility"' in gaga-

bread

(16) roC the
,
before it has been agreed

to

(17) by me to give to you wheat. If, (how-

ever),

(18) it be agreed to by me to give to you

(19) wheat, I will give it

(20) without '"substitution'', by the mation

(21) of the 'handful'' [''at the threshing-

floor'']

(22) of the '’of the

(23) great ''of the''
,

(24) one artaba [''being l'']4 mations.’

(25) ‘You are to '"poimd’' it and you are to

(26) ''grind’' it. You ['’shall'] it

(27) on the ^gaga-loaves^ (of) the

(28)

, which you vdll bring

(29) '"at your responsibility"', and you shall

not

(30) yourself '"excepC them to eat them.

(31) If you wish it

(32) [in gold], gold being what [you] wish,

(33) I will have you brought

(34) to the three times

(35) monthly, it not having been agreed to

(36) by me to give you gold

(37)(1)

(If) you are arrested,

(2) I [will come] forth, 'if [they] say^;

Column C (PI. xix)
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(3) M r4m-t r-iry sp drt n-i/m-f

(4) dd piyt km iw-f mtic-s smn

(3) n drt r dlt n-k rib iwy dity[s]t

(6) n-k n nb U Pr-^H dwt M

(7) nb iw-lr-k r p sivn-f

(8) n sh iw bwdr-tw-w pt-liv] n drt-k

(9) r ivih-w hr niyk mdt-Pr-^rw iw-ir-k

(10) tm wih-io n <nb> lio-ir-k wih-w

(11) n hmt wdh iwy ditys n-k r

(12) Uyk rmt <it wn-tw-y iw-f hpr iw hmt wdh

(13) pi nty iw-ir-k wih-fiw-y dity-st

(14) n ws n kt nyry^w^ iw-f Jyd

(15) hmt n ryt gst n

(16) Dm< hb4s

(17) n Hm-nsw hmt

(18) iio-ir-k r p sivnt-f n sh

(19) hr pi shn iw bn-p-w ppw n drfk

(20) r wih-w hr niy-k mdtw Pr-<i

(21) ht pi shn r-ir Pi-4-Mnt si Wdi-f n

(22) Tl<mis ti ly-m-htp dd iwf hpr iw4r-{t)

(23) ir niy hr ^niy'^ ito bn-p-y <s

(24) m-si-t n niy nt }p-y'' ym

(25) ^nf sh kt Tl^mis

(26) ti ly-m-htp iw-ir-t iy iw4r-{t) iw

(27) r piyy km {iw)-ir-{t) <(/> u< bis

(28) r didi-t dd pi hy they

(29) nhb r rdieyt-t dd ni gs[;w]

(30) iw-ir-t mr-t r bl hr pht-^w'^ [«]

(31) ic< rhtw dd w^ w<-^

(32) . . .« piy-y hs iie-ir-[t] in w<

(33) niey n drt-t

(34) dd ti hytt iw-ir-{t) in ie<t sfit

(3) “Come. Be surety in regard to him,

(4) namely, thy gardener.” If, (however),

it be agreed to

(5) by me to give to you gold- (pieces), I

will give them

(6) to you in gold of the ''infamous'' Queen,

“Old Woman”.

(7) Gold, you shall receive its value

(8)

, before they have taken

[them] from you

(9) to apply them for your taxes. (If) you

(10) do not want them in <gold>, (but) you

want them

(11) in refined bronze, I will give it to you

'‘aC

(12) your '"great lady”! If refined

bronze- (pieces) are

(13) what you want, I will give them

(14) without

(15) bronze of (the) quarter of

(16) Djeme, ('"or"')

(17) of Khemnes. Bronze,

(18) you shall receive its value

(19) on the bank, they not having taken

them from you

(20) to apply them for your taxes.’

(21) Contents of the agreement which Peftu-

mont, son of Udjaf, has made to

(22) Talames, daughter of Imuthes: ‘If you

(23) will do these things ''thus'', I not having

had to make (any) claim

(24) against you regarding these things

''again, P wine-press

(25)

Talames,

(26) daughter of Imuthes, "WTien

you are coming and when you are come

(27) to my garden, you are to <wear> a

(28) on your head because of the sunshine,

and a pair of work-shoes

(29) on your feet because of the ''stones''

;

(30) you are to gird yourself ''away from

their strength"! [with]

(31) a •’leather apron because of
a

(32)

my ''singer"'
;
you are to bring a

(33) spear in your hand

(34) because of the hyena
;
you are to bring

a sword
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(35) n drt-t dd p/ wns iw4r-{t) in

(86) [w<] . . .gy dd 7U tp-(n)-liwtw

(35) in your hand because of the wolf;

you are to bring

(36) [a] because of the small cattle.

Column

(1) m Mr^wr ivih iwic ms

(2) hr tu tbitw n piyt sbry

(3) wn h4iii ms Ar pi My

(4) n m ^sdr~^ n iJir m isiv

(5) nty r id n drt mrdJi twt gnit-w

(6) hr mys wtbiv ns tp-(n)-isidw

(7) nty ir bl n drt ns <smiv twt

(8) gnit-f hr tsyw Vbst <st ts

(9) blbylt'

(10) nty riyrbl iw bn-p irt-s spy

(11) iws n' M<--s r byr

(12) iivf Mm nty iws fyt-s

(13) nhfstiwsytp

(14) [nty] iws tst-f r y^m iwf ph

(15) [nty iws] dit iic-f r hrwt iwf

(16) .... nty iws p^nkf

(17) [V] . . ^hyK^ nty iws tsfr

(18) . ... ’'n ts'^ tkm nty iws

(19) [^tspp] n <-ms hyrt

(20) .... ^wnic'^ n hst-s

(21) '"n"' iivs dit <l-w

(22) Tf pd . . Sdpt mtwt

(23) srf b[^^r'^]h n-ini-iv

(24) mticfinkiv r d[y] h4

(25) mtwt dy h<l ^b^rK^ r ts

(26) nb<r sN ['"?«"']

(27) twt dit 4-k r ts <-ktt Jylt

(28) mtwt srf Jyldw

(29) .... <-st r-ir-ic mtwt gmt

(30) [^giv^] k<nst ^ii'icid

(31) . . . w mtwiv tst-ic r-hr-y n hrhry

(32) [ns] ^gid nty Iws tst-ic [?•] dsds

D (PI. xx)

(1) The •^frogs'' have finished giving birth

(2) under the bricks of your

(3) An ichneumon has given birth under

the

(4) of the of ''marsh''. The sheep

(5) which hav^e been selected by the shep-

herd, you ''wiir find

(6) on (their) The small cattle

(7) which escaped from the herders, you
will

(8) find on their great The

(9) grape

(10) which has come forth, its eye not having

been Tashamed^,

(11) she shall gather into (a) basket

(12) which is What she carries

(13) ''by"' it being ''disposed of;

(14) what she takes to (the) wine-press, it

being ''bruised''

;

(15) what she sends to (the) vat, it being

(16)

; what she ''transfers’'

(17) ['^to''] ; what she takes to

(18)

''since (the time of)'' oil-crop;

what she

(19) [''takes''] of clay and dung

(20)

before her

(21)

: she is to load them

(22) '^on the^
; and you are to

(23)

''pack-animals"' with them

;

(24) and he is to bring them ''for transport^

;

(25) and you are to transport (the) ''pack-

animals^ to the

(26)

;
TandT

(27) you are to load them on the

'^wagon''

;

(28) and you are to appease robber, thief,

(29)

,'’trader'' with respect to them;
and you are to

(30) [aossesij

(31)

; and they are to be taken to me
for f^destraction^.

(32) [The] ''losses'' which she CwilP) receive

on

X
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(33) .... iwf sn 7ntic-[V] . .Ip n

(34) h ... n pi Inis

(35) ^Py. . . pi Ims dhw

(36) n ^PP-. . .hn ^wmh-iP

(37) T-hr-\^lj^'] Tjjl p^y.f <y Cylf

(38) h^-\Jy^ y']m ^nf sh M
(39) [Tl(m]is ti ’ly-m-htp sh

(33)

being sick; and [ryou"'] are to(34)

the Hms-wine^

(35) of rghk. . . . and the

(36) of nPer- .... beni

(37) rto"i [rme"i] rfQj-i your eldest

son,

(38) ["r wine-press]

(39) [Talamjes, daughter of Imuthes,
’

Written.

Commentary

A, 1. M is hardly to be translated ‘My copy’, as there does not appear to be any third

person involved. On the writing with strong t, see Dodec., 21. On the translation ‘Con-
tents’, see Burgs., 369, 389-90.

shn\ Not ‘lease’ but ‘agreement, contract’. c&.£ue, Crum, 385.

Tl^mis: TaXafjLya(is). Cf. Preisigke, Namenhuch, 407.

A, 2. ly-m-hip: W’ritten more fully in C, 22.

No examples are quoted in Dem. Gr., § 251, of n introducing the direct object after dit.

r: Cf. Dem. Gr. § 281 (i).

A, 3. piyf: For such writings in Eoman times, see Dodec., Voc., No. 103.

{Pi)-4-Mnt: ‘The Four Montus’, a common name at Thebes and Hermonthis, some
10 km. south of Thebes. The four Montus are those of Hermonthis, Medamud, Et-Tud, and
Thebes. They were united in a bull, perhaps Buchis.^ The Greek form of the name is

tfidovywvdrj?, <^doyLOJvdr]5.^ It would seem that the pi was no longer an element in the pronuncia-
tion, and hence was often left out in the v-riting. In C, 21 , however, the name is written in full.

iwfhpr: In C, 21, in the second section of this agreement, dd is inserted after the names
and before iic-f hpr. It should be understood here, as direct speech now begins.

A, 4. in-n<: On the writing see Mag., No. 433, third form, where it is equated with
with the meaniug ‘go, be about to, intend’. Spieg. fails to include this Coptic

equivalent in Dem. Gr., § 111, where he equates our form with uny: itHoy. In Kopt.
Hdicb. he also fails to distinguish clearly all these words and their usages. What seems to be
the correct outhne is given by Stem, Kopt. Gr., § 348: wi,, ‘to be going’, is the qualitative

of ye ‘to go’ ; and nny: iiHoy, ‘to be coming’, is the quahtative of ei: i ‘to come’. In
this Crum apparently concurs, giving u&. as an intransitive verb, with a reference to Stem,
and nny, in form the quahtative of noy, as the qualitative of ei. iioy he gives as an
intransitive verb with the meaning ‘go, be going to, about to’, when followed by e-, e»,-;

while nny, with the same construction, has the meaning ‘ be coming, be on road to ’.® In
demotic, as is usual, no rehance can be placed on the various writings of nC as far as distin-

guishing between their Coptic equivalents is concerned. Either the demotic usage was less

exact than the later Coptic, or we should be guided by the apparent meaning and not by the
writing in our translations. See further on in the note to B, 19.

ir km: On this idiomatic usage of ir, see Byl. Pap., 330.

km

:

The personal determinative confirms the translation ‘ gardener ’.

A, 5. npnj-y km: Translate alternatively ‘of my garden’. The final determinative of
km is probably there by analogy with A, 4.

" H. W. Fairman, The Hieroglyphic Inscriptions, in Mond and Myers, TheBucheum (London, 1934), n,
45-50. = Preisigke, Kamenb., 460. ^ Crum, 217-19.
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mtivh: On this use of the conjunctive to introduce the apodosis of conditional sentences,

cf. Dem. Gr., § 152.

dit mic r-r-f: See Biirgs., 169.

^2^8 : See Dem. Gr., § 85 for the numeral construction. The writing of 20 is more hke 1000,

but 1008 seems out of the question. See the next Une. Miss W. S. Blackman^ has described

a modem Upper Egyptian custom of a prescribed number of irrigations, ten in number,

in connexion with the cultivation of dura.

A, 6. ith: See Mythus, No. 27, where, written it is used of the Nile r-lwj Hli n-w

mw ‘ when he draws water for them (the fields) ’. Cf. Crum, 498, oycoTo : coto .

dnf: In P. Insinger this word has the meaning of ‘ proper measure, mean ’

;
for example

in 4, 15 Uw ntij ^no r piyf dnf ‘the too strong wind’, literally ‘the wind which is greater

than its proper measure ’. Cf. also P. Cairo 30605, 8 iwio ir dnf lid 5 r u< ffc ‘ they making 5

silver-pieces equivalent to one (loaf of) bread’.

A, 7. lin: According to Sohhy, in JEA 10, 283-4, the lin, as a hquid measure, varied

from 0-4028 to 0-534 htres, and in demotic documents appears always as a measure of honey

or wine. The Hebrew ]'’n had a capacity of a httle more than 3 litres. Taking 0-46 litres

as the average hn, 28 of them would equal 12-88 htres, a not unusual size. In the Monastery

of Epiphanius, pots for a sakiyeh ranged in capacity from 5 to 25 htres.-

Gsh)"': It would appear that the scribe WTote ^ as a determinative and then corrected

it to the ic. This may be an odd WTiting of ujoujoy: u}«i.ujoy ‘pot, jar’, Crum, 609, or

possibly of vessel or hquid measure’, Crum, 604. In T/ag., No. 869, skv is written

Sf33 . Taking the lower of the first two signs in our word alone, it would be a better Sthan m.

A, 8. rhitn: This passage is difficult, but I believe that we are here concerned with the

preposition r (ti) list n, cf. Dem. Gr., §§ 305, 308, and not with the adverb r list ‘ to the front,

forwards’, cf. Dem. Gr., § 405.

<r< ; This is probably in error for <r<r ; cf. Dodec., No. 42 for a like error. There it has the

meaning ‘ transport ’, and it is frequent in the title nf <?<r or nf ^N, written with the deter-

minative of our word.® Cf. also Mythus, No. 113, with the meaning unknowm. I prefer,

however, to connect our word with vi, Wh., i, 210 (1-3), used in Greek times ‘of the

ascent of the flood water on the fields’, and to see here some reference to the inundation.

20: Probably n sth is to be understood as following.

r phw: We may be expected to supply n mw n after this, or perhaps we may read it

as an adverb.

iw-ir-k: Is here probably 2nd Present, marking the introduction of a new paragraph, with

the meaning ‘you have to, you shall’ ; see Dem. Gr., § 158.

sict: On this word see Biirgs., 224-6. So far as I know-, the writing with the present

determinative is unique. Here, also, the verb must be active, and I know of only one other

such occurrence, namely in P. Eeinach 4, 18-19 mtic-y sict nsyk ihw r psyk iliy.^

Byl. Pap., 385 gives the meaning ‘transport’. I feel rather that swf represents the actual

act of delivery at a destination, as it is often followed by r drt, r Ucy, etc. Here we may have

the meaning ‘connect, join’.

A, 9. nb: Thompson, Tlieh. Ostr., 26, No. 3, has demonstrated the translation ‘ dyke-tax’,

but here ‘ dyke’ seems required. The former may well be an extension of the latter.

V: This must be r, badly written, with a fortuitous stroke, as iiv does not suit, ps must

^ The Feildhin of Upper Egypt (London, 1927), 175.

® H. E. Winlock and \V. E. Crum, The Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes (Xew York, 1926), i, 65.
^ Dodec., 2so. 840 and Pis. 40, 61.

* T. Reinach, W. Spiegelberg, and S. de Ricci, Papyrus Grecs et Demotiqiies (Paris, 1905), PI. 12.
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be read before ith because of the follow-iDg 7ity. ‘ Against i.e., as protection for the -water

cast on the garden, so that it -^-ill not run ot¥.

A, 10. dit-f: Note ditys in B, 8; cf. Dem. Gr., § 255 on this interchange of pronouns,

and also Bijl. Pap., 231, No. 10.

m liniiv : This must refer to the other gardens in the vicinity, as it does not seem possible

to translate ‘ gardeners ’ here.

A, 11. m-sfk: In the legal sense; cf. Dem. Gr., § 354.

A, 12. snt-k: ‘For’ seems to be the translation, rather than ‘about, concerning’, -which

in Coptic -would be ujme uve- itca.-, ujiiie evhe. With e-, Crum, 569, gives the follo-n--

ing examples in -which the force of c-, ‘for’, seems to be that of introducing the second

object: ujutk epooy; *.KUjeuTeH On this see also Stern, Kopt. Gr., § 510.

ipt

:

Means ordinarily ‘ craft, art, occupation’ , but here it must mean the product of the -work.

rhui: On the writing, cf. Mag., No. 509, /o)i|^. The scribe wrote the ") oi last,

with a nearly dry brush, and this was covered up by the later stroke of the J:. I can see no
connexion between the ® and J to make it an h Note also in A, 18 the flatness of the o.
We must there have the same W’ord, though without the final t, if it is a t, and not a blunder

of the scribe ; cf. the -writing of myiv in A, 17. We have here the adverbial use of the noun,
as in P. Mag., 18, 11, and Philae 24, 9. Cf. also Crum, 310.

A, 13. tcdr. In Coptic oyo-x and oito are at times synonymous.^ Two old perfectives

after one subject are not uncommon in Middle Egyptian but I know of no examples in

demotic. Coptic would require eco'pout ecoHg^. Because of the following we might
expect here icd^ti. Possibly the loss of the final / d‘ /> made it no longer possible

to form the 3rd f. sing.

<nk-H: Written j&Gt- There ought to be <1 ( written at the beginning as is usual after

Persian times, but perhaps it was omitted here because of the form used. Note that the

ending agrees in gender and number with the subject. This is hardly accidental, despite

Dem. Gr., § 98.

sshtp

:

A flake has fallen away in ^s, but an earher photograph makes the reading certain.

I beheve that -we have here a compound verb describing the weaving of palm fibres into ropes
out of which baskets are to be sewn. Miss Blackman® has described as follows the modern
manufacture of the maktaf, the commonest basket

:

The maktaf is made ... of palm-leaves. These are torn off the main stem and spht into the
desired width, and are then woven into a very long plait. Extra leaves are constantly incorporated,

till the necessary length is completed. Any very narrow strands left over as useless for this purpose
are carefully put on one side, to be utilized in the following manner. When the plait is completed
the basket-maker takes these strands and forms them into a cord by twisting them together between
the palms of his hands. He then takes a large iron needle, which he threads with this cord, and
proceeds to form the basket by sewing the plait into a spiral. The cord is inserted through the plait

in such a way that it forms a thick spiral rib round the basket. . . . Two rope handles are attached
to each basket, the rim of which is often strengthened with the same material.

Among other examples of such compound verbs in demotic may be mentioned dd in the
formula iw N. N. <}i<- dd, Burgs., 37 ; in Corpus Louvre 14, mn in Uyk dn\t n pf ntij <h< mn f
and in P. Insmger stn iy ujtti and sm sny.^ None of these is transitive, but note the Coptic

' Crum, 511, 525. * Sethe, Aeg. Verbum (Leipzig, 1899), n, § 70.
^ Op. cit., 157. On basket-making, cf. also G. A. Wain-wright, Ancient Suriii-als in Modem Africa (Cairo,

1919), pp. 131 ff. and PI. 6; and Wainwright, Basketry, Cordage, etc. from the Fayum, in Ann. Serv. 24, 109.
* E. ReviUout, Corpus Papyrorum Aegypti, I (Paris, 1885), PI. 15.

^ Ed. Lexa, Xos. 489, 490. I owe two of these references to Hughes and Edgerton.
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“Sioop, originally a verb plus noun, v-hich is used transitively (Crum, 82). In ss htp, Is is

certainly a verb, ujiouj, but htp may be either a verb or noun, gtoTn or ‘to join’, or

‘joint, joining, chain ’ (Crum, 724-5). I believe that htp is the word usually written
;

but see Dodec.,No. 251 , where the writing occurs once. If this w'ere considered an alpha-

betic writing, it would be easy to change it to j- p. especially with a different determinative,

as here.

A, 14. 200: Some measure of length must be understood here, as ‘200 ropes’ does not

suit the context. If the cuhit is meant, we should then have 104'6 m. of plait, the cubit

being 523 mm., a length surely sufficient for four baskets.

7iwh: Crum, 241, itoyo = axoivlov, which is anything twisted or plaited of rushes,

a rush-rope.

rm-imi; This reading is most uncertain. There is a possible addition to the top sign,

making hut I can’t read that.

ti-sjt: Written This group reminds me of the word which

occurs in the Bilingual of Abydos, apparently for the Greek olKoSofi-j} and elsewhere. Lexa,

op. cit., No. 150, has studied this word and believes that it has two meanings; (1) ‘mortgage’,

when determined with ^

;

(2) ‘restoration’, when determined with <X> at times, con-

fused writings. Neither meaning seems to apply here. There may be some connexion

with cH^e: cHtje ‘reed’, Crum, 320.

A, 15. tp: Tion ‘stitch, stop, caulk’, Crum, 422; and cf. Mag., No. 394, mhntp ‘needle’.

Edgerton has pointed out to me that the verb seems elsewhere always to refer to closing a

hole, rather than to drawing together Avhat has never before been joined. Here, however,

the translation ‘ stitch ’ seems necessary.

4: So written in F, 7 and, in a proper name, in A, 3 and C, 21. On the construction

‘X of a thing’ with units, see Dem. Gr., § 85, Anm. Note also A, 29.

hyr: Crum, 41, feip: finW = amipl? ‘a round plaited basket ’. In place of either

or 11^ was first written, probably the latter.

dhm: d is written with the sign for dd. Probably to be connected with the verb -isingjui:

<3rto,Seiui; etc., ‘ to defile, pollute ’, Crum, 797-8. A verb of similar meaning occurs

in P. Insinger, 21, 16, written ft jf. dhmy,^ but this has the wrong h for

as Edgerton has pointed out to me. byr n dhm would be baskets for the trans-

portation of earth.

A, 16. ?mh n r/: This must refer to a strengthening of the rim of the basket
; cf. the note

to sshtp, A, 13. Note, however, that po can mean ‘strand, ply of cord’ (Crum, 290).

A, 17. i^ntw: This may be an unusual writing of <wt, ‘thumb’. The common Coptic

word for handle is ‘ear’, but ‘thumb’ could perhaps serve as well. Mag., No. 78,

writes ‘nail’ ;
but on the confusion of f, i, and / see Dem. Gr., § 4.

n: Common before the second object after ir. Cf. Dem. Gr., § 275.

A, 18. ip[t]: Here must mean ‘occupation’, ratber than the product of work as in A, 12.

r[h]ic: Cf. A, 12 for restoration and note.

dityst: Cf. Dem. Gr., § 255, and the note to A, 10.

A, 19. tr. Some preposition seems to be omitted here. Bead n fy?

i<t-s: Crum, 593, uj*,j».tc: ujj^tc ‘cutting, ditch, part cut off, portion’. Perhaps the

baskets are for the removal of earth as the ditch is dug. On the writing, cf. Mag., No. 691.

A, 20. hmic

:

With the plural sign in error.

miyt: This reading seems certain. Note the following development.

(1) Persian var. P. Eylands ix, 16, 6; 18, 2®

^ H. Brugsch, in ZAS 10, 28. - Lexa, op. cit., Xo. 616. ^ Ryl. Pap., 352.
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(2) 204 B.c.

(3) 124 B.c.

(4) A.D. 43 ^JSb*xJ)i

^
(5) EoBian

(6) Late Eoman

P. Cairo 30647, 8^

P. Heidelberg 723, 9^

P. Eylands xliv, B, 6®

Ostr. Strassburg D 243^

M. Habu Ostr. 4038

The writings with n are through confusion with n nuyt, ‘new’. Note our writing of that

word in A, 31 and A, 33. In P. Krall, m4r is written It is possible that the vertical

stroke may be there through the influence of such writings of jniyt as our document shows.

n pi

:

The scrihe wrote the first stroke of Itm, then erased it because of lack of room and

rewrote n pi.

A, 21 . Itm
:
pi Itm occurs in the early Eoman P. Berlin 8351 , 5, 15.® On Ostr. Strassburg

D 243, quoted above, is the place-name ti nuyt n pr Itm, in which pr doubtless equals pi.

Crum, 160, also notes imder aioycs Oy-ownaiiovv = ti miyt n pi ’Imn. Gauthier, Diet, geog.,

however, lists no such name.

Mw: Cf., perhaps, Crum, 594, ujHTe, ‘palm fibre’.

A, 22. byU: Cf., perhaps, Crum, 45, finv, ‘pahn-leaf’ = daXXla for weaving «HfeTe

({yeipa.), whence baskets made by hermits. This may be the same word which appears in

P. Berlin 8351, 3, 1, ssp-k mtv m-Si m nb b<tw (j|•|*>^^).® Cf. also Mythus, No. 247. What

was written before the correction of the t, I can’t determine, possibly ^

.

r-rf: Edgerton has suggested to me what I feel must be the correct interpretation of

this line : we are to understand an unwritten n after r-rf, with the following phrase enlarging

on the previous sentence. Note also that n was omitted in A, 19.

A, 23. n pi: Dittography.

hr: The sentence introduced by this particle I am imable either to translate or emend
satisfactorily. The construction ought to be either hr sdmf or hrirfsdm, though just possibly

we are concerned with the verb hr ‘to say’. I am inclined to think that we have here some

interpolation of the scribe, as in A, 34, and that in A, 25 Talames continues speaking. She

is certainly the speaker in A, 27.

A, 24. G’r-s 20: WTiat is written is

dd n-k ddt-s dd : Cf . dd n-w ddfs dd of C, 2-3 and the suggestions which are there made
on the translation.

n-k ddt-s: Edgerton has suggested that possibly we can here read {n)ws (n) ddt-s,

no'peyii'siTC ‘without taking it’. Cf, D, 17.

A, 25. dd: Introduces direct speech after dd followed by pleonastic suffix. Cf. Dem. Gr.,

§ 428, a.

bn-p-^0

:

The reading -t seems best from the traces, but Edgerton has called my attention

to another possibility in P. Insinger, 8, 5, bn-p-s.’’ An emendation to bn-p-k, however, seems

required by the fact that Talames is speaking in A, 27.

dit-f: WEat is written is (t . The reading seems certain, though there may be a

connecting stroke on the top of the •/ making 5 ; but what can this mean ? If dit means

1 Burgs., PI. 1. Op. cil., PI. 17.

* Jakob KraO, Dem. Lesestiicke (Leipzig, 1903), PI. T, 2, 12.

® Dem, Pap. Bert., PI. 85. * Ibid.

^ Byl. Pap., 362.

~

Lexa, op. cit., 24.
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‘ cause’, •/ must anticipate the following sentence; if the meaning is ‘give, place’, what then
can •/ refer to ? See also the note to A, 10.

irt: The strong t must indicate the 1st person suffix. In D, 10 the initial sign is omitted.
Here, as there, the meaning of ‘ eye ’ must he that of ‘bud’ or ‘blossom’ or something of the kind.

sfsf: This word may have some connexion with ujoqiyq ‘ to spread, burrow ( ?)
’,

Crum, 612, or ‘to destroy’, TT’h., iii, 274 (1). I believe, however, that we have

here a noun, as the parallelism of sjsf n dd and umm n <hk seems evident, n can hardly he
agential. On nominal sentences in demotic with substantive predicate and no copula, see

Sethe, Nominalsatz, § 30 and Dent. Gr., § 444. No examples are quoted after iw, hut I know
•of no reason why this is impossible, in view of such a Coptic example as

in ‘ Will you drink of me, I being a woman of Samaria ?

A, 26. [icnm]

:

This restoration fits exactly. Cf. A, 36.

A, 27. ^gm^-y: The initial sign of gm is certain. The scribe has apparently written y over
the original determinative of gm, cf. A, 32, as a later correction.

st: It is quite uncertain what this refers to.

ihy: Cf., perhaps, eiuje; &.Hji ‘hang, suspend’; with e-, ‘hang upon, to’; e- with the

qualitative, ‘above, etc.’, Crum, 88. Mag., No. 31, writes In II Khamuas, 5, 8

occurs the writing r Tv £9 . The change of < to / is not uncommon in Roman times. Cf. also

Byl. Pap., 337, dij/, ‘ be green ( ?)
’, Griffith perhaps having in mind the Egn. verb wihy with

that meaning.

A, 28. r-hr-y

:

Or ‘
’’upon"' me ’ ?

tiyh

:

An error for piyk, but see the note to hys in the next line.

A, 29. hys: o»,c: g^oc: g^ec. Mag., No. 608 writes hs; but Mythiis, No. 559 writes Iw,

as a less usual word for go(e)ipe. The y comes from hyrt, goeipe, as in D, 19. The scribe

probably started to write that word, cf. Uyk in the last line, and then changed it to ge^c.

n: Cf. Dem. Gr., § 271.

3 sp: This is one of the few cases where the numeral retains a status construdus and n
is omitted. In Coptic, Stern (op. cit., § 283) cites iiu)A*.T-ccon, iiu}ju.t coon, et al.

n mnt: Cf. Dem. Gr., § 408 (1). The writing here is a confusion between 'fT" ^
‘ there is

not’, and /« 11 a—), the usual writing of m.hiic. The t is not usually written, but note
Dodec., No. 136.

A, 30. hlbl: Cf . Crum, 37, fi oAfeA. ‘ dig up, out ’. Note also 3/agf., No. 267, ‘bhster, burn’.
Gif

:

This is the only restoration I know of that fits the traces. On the writing see Mag.,
No. 629. Some instrument seems meant here; cf. Mag., 10, 33; 25, 32; 27, 11 u< ht n hr
‘a pleasure-wood’ (kohl-stick?) with which in 27, 11 the eyes are to be painted.

A, 31. nyw: Possibly cf. Crum, 88, ‘linen’; though Mag., No. 25 writes cj/ic.

Note, however, that elsewhere in our document this interchange occurs, e.g. ihy in A, 27.

ks: For the reading cf. A, 33. Crum, 130, K^<UJ. Cf. Mythus, No. 834.

''mi[y]f

:

The parallel A, 33 suggests this restoration, though there the t was apparently
written afterwards, as a correction. The reading is uncertain, but we are probably concerned
here vdth such a writing as in Ma-g., No. 462, with the addition of the determinative

perhaps as a compounded name with ks. Note the writing of the mi sign in <m/, D, 19.

A, 32. gmf: (?uq here, but cf. D, 5 gmt-ic, and D, 8 gmt-f, ^iixq.
mtivy: Not used independently. The preceding phrase does not interrupt the string of

conjunctives.

Im. is certain and reading f/ fits the space and allows room for a dative nf resumino-

^ John iv. 9 cited in Steindorff, Kopt. Gr. (2nd edn., Berlin, 1930), § 437.
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the phrase fi Jcs nty iwy r gni-f hn-f. Edgerton has suggested a possible restoration of n-y,

‘for myself’.

A, 33. Mt: Cf. Burgs., 214, and Thompson, A Family Archive from Siut (Oxford, 1934),

128.

r pi: ‘ for each ’.

A, 34. n4m-iv: Equivalent to ‘for each new reed thereof’. Cf. Bern. Gr., § 272. I owe
this interpretation to Edgerton.

ddf: An interpolation of the scribe marks a new section of the agreement. I owe to

Edgerton the correct reading of the remainder of the hne.

n-t-s: Achm. iiec. n-t would be ne, and so, plus -s, could equal nec.

mwt: For a somewhat similar writing see Dodec., No. 131. I am not inclined to think

that Talames is actually the mother of Peftumont.

A, 35. r-ir = epe with noun, circumstantial, cf. note to A, 4. We have here the protasis

of a conditional sentence without an introductory particle: see Dem. Gr., § 494. Note that

B, 24 writes epe, m-ir-iic.

hhr: The final stroke may be an erroneous t.

mtwy: Genitive after an indefinite noun. Cf. Dem. Gr., § 376.

A, 36. smh

:

On the reading see B, 3. Crum, 342, c ‘ a bunch ’ of fruit, flowers, grapes.

A, 37. [rdd-s n-p]

:

A probable restoration, as somewhere in this or the next line there

is a change of speaker, from Peftumont back again to Talames. Cf. A, 34. The sequence

of ideas seems to be this: Peftumont wants it understood that he can eat grapes given to

him by a friend. Talames agrees but warns him against cutting bunches of grapes from her
garden at night and then saying a friend gave them to him.

A, 38. [^piy-y"^]

:

There are no traces for this restoration.

"kwi : This reading is almost certain from the traces remaining of this line. The restora-

tion in the break is outlined.

B, 1. wfi] : This is the only restoration I know of which fits the traces. In B, 20 and
C, 14, we have n tvs n. Cf. Dem. Gr., § 389.

grh: Cf. Mag., No. 923, and Dem. Gr., § 410-14.

B, 2. mtivk: Must resume the construction n ws (n).

dd dd: This is an example contrary to Dem. Gr., § 428, where it is stated that a suffix

should follow the first dd. The same construction is usual with hn, but Edgerton has called

my attention to a Coptic example where this breaks down : o p ei>.nAmc mw
HTe njkUTijjiiiuion Siring cse . . . ‘they command the ''coimterparti of the spirit,

saying . . .
’.^

B, 3. iwf hpr iw: Cf. Dem. Gr., § 501, c.

B, 4. «' : This restoration is certain from the traces.

iicf . . . %w <nf: This repetition seems more an affectation of the scribe, cf. B, 31-2
and possibly C, 26, than two statements of different force. It is true that the virtual relative

iw sdmf has elsewhere always past meaning.^ But such subtlety of expression as, ‘ If you
are and have been a good man’, seems unnecessary. Possibly we should emend the second
phrase to iw m-inf, <n should usually be written ft—

; but for words in
which a redundant n appears note Mag., Nos. 235, 236, 733.

B, 5. ir: On Iri ‘to cultivate, tend’, see Blackman in JEA 16, 69.

n: Cf. Dem. Gr., §§ 272, 276.

hb: Hughes has called my attention to the common formula in leases, mtwy ir-w (i.e.,

m ihiv) n ipt nbt ^hwiy, etc. Cf. also Burgs., 171.

PistU Sophia, ed. Carl Schmidt {Coptica, n [Hauniae, 1925]), 339, II. 23-i. “ Dem. Gr., § 527.
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iwy dit: In this document, in the writing of the 3rd Future, the r is always written with

the 2nd singular mascuhne, and seems to be omitted elsewhere, with one exception.

kc-y-B, 5.8.11.14; C, 5.11.13.

iwy r A, 32.

iiodr-lx r A, 9 ; B, 26.28 ; C, 7.18.

A doubtful case is iw-s pt-w in D, 32. Edgerton has suggested to me that possibly the r

was usually written after a consonantal suffix and usually omitted after a vowel suffix,

which seems to agree roughly lAuth the examples in Dem. Gr., §§ 159, 164—8.

B, 6. ^ir^-rhir. This reading fits the traces and seems certain. On and ir-rJi, cf. Griffith,

Stones, 106.

r: Cf. Bern. Gr., § 280.

This reading seems correct. The brush marks are and can hardly be read h.

For a similar writing, cf. Dodec., No. 229 ; and note n h/t-s in 1), 20.

B, 7. r tiyk rnit ini-twy: The meaning of this phrase is quite obscure to me. It

occurs in two other places as follows

:

B, 8-10: iu-y ditys (wheat) n-k iin-tivy r byk rmt bt iwf hpr iw sw etc.

C, 11-12: iu-y ditys (bronze) 7i-k r byk rmt bt icn-twy iwf hpr iw Jimt etc.

In both these cases the puzzling sign before n/i< is omitted and I feel sure that here it must

be an error. It is to be noted that in all three cases the phrase is followed by iwf hpr, but

the alteration of word order in B, 8-10 seems to ehminate any possibility of relating wn-twy

to what follows in B, 7 and C, 12. If wn-ttvy = oynTes.!, where is its virtual object ? In

Kriigetexte, A, 12 occurs inky rmt b tcn-mtwy nnyy nktv ‘I am a great (rich) man, I have

my possessions’. Could this phrase have become so standardized that rmt b imi-mtwy could

later be written eUiptically for the whole ?

r: Indicating debt or responsibihty ? Cf. Bern. GV., § 281.

rmt bt: pmji».o. The determinative substantiates translating as a person. Note

P. Eylands ix, 12-13 by rmt bt.

wn-twy: On the writing, cf. Mag., No. 196 and II Khamuas, 5, 2.

B, 8. Hw-ir-k'^: Badly rubbed and looks hke a correction from an original H of wih to

iw-ir-k, but this is not certain.

wihf: f must refer to piyk bk, ‘your wages’.

sw: This group also occurs in B, 10.11.14.17.19. In B, 20 it is to be given by the mdd,
a measure of grain or fruit. As a grain, the only similarly written one is sw. In ostraca from

Thebes, sw is written fully fH and abbreviated These vTitings are all Ptolemaic or

early Roman. Placing the usual determinative after the abbreviated form, we have the

group ^< 1 , and a very similar one occurs in the 12th year of Commodus, a.d. 192, A
Coptic text from Wadi Sarga, No. 161, is a contract between a monastery and a carpenter

for a year. Part of his wages is 25 artabas of wheat.^ B.M. Coptic MS. 1064 is a

contract {avpxfxjjvov) between Anthimus and John, a carpenter, for a year’s work and wages

(fiene), part of which is to be paid in wheat.®

ditys: Cf. note to A, 10. -s may here refer either to ‘ wages ’ or ‘ wheat ’. In this document,

however, we should expect it to be written st if ‘wheat’ is referred to. See the note to B, 19.

B, 11. iic-s: On the reading, cf. D, 11. This must refer to the rmt bt wn-twy of Peftu-

mont.

^ Theb. Ostr., Xos. D 88, D 179, D 51, D 135.

’’ Op. cit.. Nos. D 19, D 22, D 24, D 100, D 103, D 44, D 2, D 82, D 111. ® Op. cit.. No. 31.
* W. E. Crum and H. I. BeU, Wadi Sarga Coptic and Greek Texts {Coptica, in [Hauniae, 1922]), 132.
^ Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the British Museum (London, 1905), 441.

O
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ir hm: Cf., perhaps, Crum, 677, ‘steer, guide’. This reading seems very ques-

tionable, but I have nothing better to offer. Spieg., Petubastis, No. 269, writes ^
}i{n)my; and Kriigetexte, No. 144, This idiom does not seem to have been

common, and may have been unfamihar to the scribe.

pipswmtwk: Literally, ‘(she Tguidingi) the taking wheat by you’. Cf. Dem. Gr.,

§§ 229-30.

B, 12. U-k: This verb must be construed with r hi, as n 3 sp hr M covers the time

distribution; cj. the parallel B, 34. Gj., perhaps, ujoiA: efeoA ‘flow forth, loosen,

dissolve, paralyse’; or ujmA; 4mA efeoA ‘spoil, destroy’ (Crum, 557 f.). The former is

used in a legal sense, cf. Kopt. Hdivb., 192, and so the determinative used here may apply.

The latter is written as a rule in demotic with the evil determinative. Once, however, occurs

,P. Berlin 13608,rf., 1. 4.* Note also the word in the phrase hd hi ‘ new silver
’

and the unknown of Ehind.^ Cj. also rTiT^ mean-

ing is given ‘ to he hoarse ’, Coptic 4mA: but Wilson has referred me to an occurrence

of the same word in the ‘Hymn to the NUe’, P. Anast. VII, 11, 5 = P. Sail. II, 14, 6 ,
where

we must translate: ‘Good things are scattered over the dwelling’,® the word meant being

‘scatter’, Wb., m, 298 (
8 ff.).

syr: I have only the following possibihties to offer: cip: c&.eipe, Crum, 353, ‘first milk

(colostrum), butter’, which Mag., No. 722 writes : cip, Crmn, 353, ‘leaven’;

s^r, Wb., IV, 48 (4),
‘ a papyrus-like plant ’, writtenm Ostr. Benin 761 and 762* uy 2^ ; and

the phrase in P. Cairo 30815* t V /•>*

B, 13. sp: Cf. the note to A, 29.

fbd

:

On the writing, cf . Mag., No. 50.

mtry: Note the variant writings in B, 16. 35, in both cases with impersonal subject.

This must be the passive (qualitative) construction of the frequent active mty followed by

r with infinitive, vdth the meaning ‘ agree (to), consent (to) ’, etc. Cf., for example, P. Cairo

30753, 4-5 = Biirgs., No. 6
, p. 109, U 21 ah, sm wn r-mtyk r dh-w ‘the 21 aruras . . . which

you have agreed to ; and P. Berhn 3115, C,l,n/ mdwt r-mty m wih-mw . . . r-r-w r ir-w

r smn ti knbt ‘ The regulations which the choachytes have agreed to make to establish the

association’.^

B, 14. n-k: The scribe wrote this with a fresh dip of ink and so omitted the suffix of dit.

In B, 15 he then wrote n-k again, either as dittography or because he didn’t like his first one

which blotted. Belatedly he wrote st, the object of dit.

B, 15. n-k st: See last n., and n. to B, 19 on sw.

r d/dnk: Cf. Dem. Gr., § 371.

g^y: Cf. Kopt. Hdtvb., 295, and Crum, 843, Kd^KC, etc., ‘baked loaf, kind of

cake’. The connexion with sw suggests this translation, and in B, 30, if yy- are to be eaten,

they must be loaves of bread. In demotic, <^. the waitings on Ostr. Berlin 12997* (Roman,

from Elephantine) ^ Ostr. Strassburg D 332* St *5”. This word is

feminine. Note, however, Dodec., No. 359, S^iio A ‘castor oil’, kiri (?). The plant

determinative of our word suggests a possible connexion.

B, 16. W : Very faint, and in B, 27 it is not written, pi is written with a fresh dip of ink.

' Dem. Pap. Bert., No. 3103, 13, PI. 30; and others.

^ Gleorg MoUer, Die beiden Totenpapyrus Rhind des Museums zu Edinburg (Denwtische Studien, 6,

Leipzig, 1913), No. 318.

^ Cf. Erman, The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians, trans. A. M. Blackman (New York, 1927), 148.

* Dem. Pap. Bert., PL 40.
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wsyp: Cf., perhaps, OYU}d>.n, always with preceding e- in Coptic in such constructions

as enoyujJs-n ‘give on loan’, ‘:£i eno^iaJ^n ‘get on loan’, &.iTei enoYiiJ^n ‘ask loan’,

Crum, 503. Cf. also ^J |

u'sb ‘food’, used in Greek times, T76., i, 371 (5).

hw4r-dU-s: This writing with dit is known to me elsewhere only in P. Krall,

and that is before a norm, P. Krall also writes with a pronoun.®

Note iw-ir-twic in C, 8.

mtyt: See note to B, 13.

B, 18. [m]tws: On the conjunctive after lie-/ lipr, cf. Dcm. 6V., § 505. The only examples

there quoted are from P. Mag. According to Stern, Kopt. Gr., § 626, the conjunctive with

eujeon occius only in Bohairic.

smn: Literally ‘establish’, but cf. the idiom cjuiutootii aah- ‘lay hand with, agree

with’, Crum, 338.

B, 19. twy n<: 1st Future, w', written as here, is the formative element of the

1st and 2nd Futures in this document. As 1st Future, it occurs here and in B, 33, D, 5.7.11.

As 2nd Future, it occurs in C, 22-3, following iwf hpr. As an independent verb, HHy, it

occurs in C, 2. Note also in-n< in A, 4.

dityst: Wheat is often regarded as plural; cf. TJieh. Ostr., D 111, rt., 6, p; l-lr fy tv sww

r 'Ipy ‘who took the wheat to Ophi’, and TJieb. Ostr., D 179, 7, pp. 60, 63, nny sicw ‘this

wheat’, lit. ‘these wheats’.

B, 20. n ICS 11 : noyeyg it. Edgerton has suggested to me that this may possibly be

a variant writing of n-k, which occurs in similar context in C, 6 and C, 11 . The same writing

is found in C, 14.

iwp: One of several meanings which might apply here is ‘alteration, substitution’.

This suggests a connexion with the verb u t, written in D, 5, and in P. Insinger

tcif ‘to send’, with derived meanings ‘to separate, choose’. Cf. also Crum, 495, oyiOT

‘it is different’. I can’t, however, account for the flesh determinative. The s may also be

the water determinative.

mM: A5i«.(e.)‘2ce fidnov. Cf. Biirgs., 185-6. Crum, 213, gives examples of 12 and 15

to the artaba.

B, 21. gd^niB: Probably restore the end of this word thus y Cf. iilag., No. 339,

for the writing of nv ‘ to see ’, As a 2nd geminating verb, itv would have a quahtative

in H, cf. gnn, s'non, (Jhii; kbb, kh^, etc. Cf., then, Crum, 842, ar js.'sai.h ‘fist,

handful’. A mdH was certainly much larger than one handful ; but Edgerton has called my
attention to the measure c5'!‘s, which in Epiphanius, No. 305,“ would seem to equal either

5 (so Crum), or at least lIJUl^k(^^)'2se (in case eyo gives the equiva-

lent of the whole quantity, and not, as Crum thinks, of each tjios).

\fr tB]: The space easily permits this restoration.

Ifd'^yt: As a possible restoration here, I think of the Coptic “SHpe ‘threshing-floor’,

at which taxes and debts were paid. In Theb. Ostr., Coptic No. 3 (pp. 181 f.), a solidus of gold

is to be paid by a debtor at the threshing-floor of the creditor. The only demotic vAting

I know of is Mijthus, No. 981, </o;M wTiting such as this, seems not

improbable, however, as a restoration.

B, 22. shr: There may be some connexion here with ccoop ‘sweeping’, or cj^g^pe ‘upper

part’, Crum, 386.

^ On this form see \V. F. Edgerton, Demotic writings of iina.Te, ZAS 69, 123-5.

= KraU, op. cit., PI. T, 11. ’ Op. cit., PI. H, 11.

* Lexa, op. cit., Xo. 99. ^ Winlock and Crum, op. cit., 235.
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t: An adjective agreeing "with sfer? But then we should apparently have three

indirect genitives following dri, which seems unhkely.

B, 23. fcrfcr; ‘Talent’ (?). I don’t think we have here a case of dittography, although

that remains a possibility. I know, however, no example of krfcr ‘talent’, written with fc

for k. There can hardly he any connexion vdth Mag., No. 919, ^ ‘ poison ( ?)
’.

In P. Hylands XXXI occurs hvy mh hrkr 200 hnm prw ‘ I am paying 200 talents

of the com ’
; in a footnote to krkr, Ryl. Pap., 160, has ‘ Weight or value ? ’ Note also ,

P. Cairo 50053, 13, which may or may not mean ‘talent’.^

: There is a possible £ as determinative, which would indicate a person or title, but

it is very uncertain.

Tn pp seems certain.

: I have no certain idea how the last signs of this line are to be read
;
possibly

ph-s or hi^-s. What is written after the break is

B, 24. iwArdic: epe, cf. n. to A, 35.

rth

:

The usual writing is or similar. I know of none exactly like ours, but in Theb.

Ostr. D 135, 1, PI. 5, p. 42 rth seems to be written

[^r V]4

:

The restoration of r and 10 fits the space nicely. The restoration of 10, rather

than a higher numeral, seems required by what we know of the number of mations to

the artaba, cf. the n. to B, 20. Note that the usual n is here omitted after the numeral.

This, however, is not idiomatic as in the case of 3 sp.

B, 25. dd seems here to he nothing more than a sort of punctuation mark.

s¥rtp-%c: -w refers to the wheat. For sfem, cf. var. ‘to pound, bruise,

crush, stamp ’ used of grain, and in combination, ‘ to pound and to grind, to pound and to

sift’. Other determinatives are: Wb., iv, 215. The verb has not yet

been noted in demotic, hut a noun occurs in P. Hauswaldt 13, 2 (o) (b)

‘pestle’,2 c/. ca.g^juic.® '

B, 26. nvM: Cf. Crum, 503, o-YoigAji ‘to knead, bruise’, which Spieg., Kept. Hdwb.,

175, suggests is to he derived from P. Ebers, 33, 20. The writing may he
affected by Ostr. Berhn 762,* probably the Coptic ooyuj ‘gruel of bread, or

lentils’, Cmm, 257.

[V] : The restoration fits the space but is quite uncertain, r after iivAr-k seems indicated

by B, 28.

Ts'icr: For this word I can only suggest Crum, 853, ctop ‘scatter, spread’, with e-sii

‘spread, stretch upon’. Mag., No. 710, however, writes

B, 27. pi is probably preceded by n in B, 16.

B, 28. ivsyp: See also B, 16.

B, 29. mtic-t: Emend to vitwk, as it continues iw4r-k r of B, 26.

B, 30. . . .t-k: I don’t know what this verb is. There can be room for only one sign

before * ,
if my restoration of A, 31 is correct. I think of

, and the traces allow 5, hut what
could ‘ send ’ mean here? We may have here a verb with determinative ^ and object

^
but I

know of nothing to fit. Edgerton has suggested to me a possible unique writing of kdt,

•with reference to Crum, 125, kiotc in the reflexive with negative idiom ‘not repeat,” not do
again’; e.g., iSnp kotk epnofic = fiyKen dndprave ‘Sin no more’, John v. 15.

^ Spiegelberg, Die Dem. Denkmaler: Inschriften und Papyri (CCG), PI. 15, p. 30. I owe this reference to
Edgerton.

“ Spieg., Dem. Pap. Hausw., PI. 20, p. 44. Crum, xxii (to p. 384).
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^hP-io is the more probable reading, though ph-iv remains a possibihty
;
but as meaning

‘except’ in negative sentences bl occurs in all the examples given by Dem. Gr., § 323 at the

end of the sentence, except once followed by
B, 31. [iiv-f]: The restoration is certain, cf. B, 7-8. Part of the tail of the •/ is

visible.

w/hf: •/ is not very clear, and there are traces that resemble I -ic; but •/ is used in the

parallel B, 8.

B, 32. [«b]: This restoration fits the traces well. On the writing, cf. C, 5-6.

nh

:

From C, 5 it would appear that ‘ gold pieces ’ are meant here. We might then expect

m niy iw-ir-k lah-w.

[m'-lr/i]: This restoration is certain.

B, 33. <1: Cf. Crum, 520, ojA ‘take’, with following e- ‘bring to’.

B, 34. lgtic<n seems to be a Greek word but I can’t run it down, r suggests a place and

the determinative seems to be the house determinative poorly written. AoyLarypLov
‘

accounting office ’, demands an s which seems certainly absent ; furthermore, if any word

of this type were meant, one would expect rpaTTc^a ‘bank’. Xoycv-nqpiov, which in the third

century b.c. ‘seems to be hardly distinguishable from’ the royal bank,^ does not occur later

in the Greek papyri and would hardly have survived in Egyptian speech.^ Note, however,

P. Strasshurg 81 in which this title occurs, l-f AJ » TZili ^ A'/n n/ Irpuic.^

B, 35. ko bn-p-s mty: Cf. n. to B, 13.

B, 36. m’-/must introduce, in B, 37, an idea continued in C, 1 ff. There seems no parallel

in the above section on ‘ wheat ’, B, 8-30, except that of an alternative treatment of Peftu-

mont’s wish for gold, ‘it not having been agreed to by’ Talames to give him gold. This

latter phrase, in the section on ‘wheat’ he bw-ir-dit-s mtyt n drir dit n-k sic, does not occur,

however, in C ; and therefore we may not be dealing with an alternative. In any event, in

the lines following to C, 4, Talames appears to offer herself as guarantor for Peftumont under

certain conditions.

B, 37. I have nothing to offer on the reconstruction of this line.

C, 1. . . . r: This first word I am unable to restore. The house determinative is certain,

and I think of hyr ‘street’, though the space seems a httle generous. There is

enough room for ; but this is written in D, 31. The first traces would also

suit xJ /.

C, 2. twy [n«] r bl

:

efeoA, Crum, 220, ‘ come forth ’. This may possibly be a writing

of the 1st Futiue with n< written only once.

n: This writing occurs in the P. Mag. as a direct interrogative particle five times,

apparently as a variant of in, Mag., No. 429. But In is used once, 6, 37, to introduce a condi-

tion, and I see no reason, therefore, why n could not have been so used also. It is to be

noted, of course, that this in or n is most hkely not the demotic ancestor of the Coptic

ene: used only to introduce conditions contrary to fact probably that ancestor is

Qi)icn-nnv, cf. Dem. Gr., § 496. Ordinarily, the protasis should be first, but when it is very

long, as above, it may follow; cf. Dem. Gr., § 493.

\fiwvA\: The traces permit this restoration.

dd n-w ddt-s dd: Cf. A, 24-5.

dd: The reading seems certain.

* Grenfell and Hunt, Hibeh Papyri (London. 1906), i, 281.

” I owe these comments on ^loytarypiov and Xoyivrypiov to Edgerton.

^ Crum, 56 ; Stem, op. cit., §§ 630, 523.
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n-w must be an ethic dative, or be emended to n-y. There are no examples of the ethic

dative with dd in demotic or Coptic, to my knowledge.

dd^p-s: ‘2S.OTC. This may conceivably be a noun in c (c/. ujonc from ujmn,

from and many others) used as a cognate accusative ; otherwise the grammar is not

easily explained. The above would then be, hterally: ‘If they say for themselves a

saying . . .
’.

C, 3. dd: Cf. n. to A, 25.

r4m-t: Cf. Dem. Gr., § 216.

r4ry: ^vpI. I know of no examples of a feminine form. Observe here and in C, 21 the

peculiar way in which the scribe whites r-ir. He first writes ^ and then adds < to it.

sp drt: On ir sp drt, cf. Burgs., index.

n-ivi-f: The proper construction for the person for whom surety is given. Cf. Burgs., 497.

C, 4. dd must here mean ‘namely’, after n-im-f; cf. Dem. Gr., § 430. But why not say

r-iry sp drt n p/yt J:m, without the circumlocution of the text ? If for emphasis, cf. the

examples cited by Erman in Late Egyptian of emphasis by position at the end of the

sentence, not the beginning, Neiiag. Gr., § 706.

hm: The blot after
J*
apparently caused the wide space before

iwf: hpr must have been omitted after iwf

;

cf. the parallel B, 17-18.

smn: Cf. the note to B, 18.

C, 5. iwy dityst: B, 19 has twy nc dityst. Gold, as ‘money, coin’, is usually plural;

cf. Crum, 221.

C, 6. ti Pr-<H: The reading is certain, but who is this Queen? The only one I know of

who fits the circumstances is Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, who ruled Egypt for some months

in A.D. 271 and issued coins with only her name and bust appearing on them.^ They were

struck at the Alexandrian mint and by the end of August, a.d. 271, the Homans had re-

gained Alexandria.^ Possibly Talames had some of these coins, and, wishing to be able to

make payment with them, so specified in the agreement. With the Romans again in control

of Egypt it would be politic to refer to Zenobia as the ‘ infamous Queen ’ and to call her ‘ Old

Woman’, though the latter term was usually one of respect. A date for this ostracon of

some years following a.d. 271 would be quite acceptable paleographically and grammatically.

dwt: Cf. Crum, 794, •soo-yT ‘base, rejected person or thing’. Kopt. Hdtcb., 280, gives

no antecedent, but in the ‘Poeme Satyrique’, P. Vienna 31, 1, 3 occurs

dwt. Eevillout translates ‘impure’, with reference to •soo'yT.® Sottas, in his later transla-

tion, gives ‘ inconvenant ’.* Cf., also, the noun dicH,
, of P. Insinger, ‘ evil, depravity ’.®

Wilson has suggested to me a possible connexion with hyt [diytyw), Wb., v, 518 f., in the

sense of ‘ enemy ’. I feel certain that diet is here an adjective, though lacking the feminine t,

rather than part of a proper name, dwt hl-^H. In the first place, I know of no such name

;

and in the second, hl-^i is a common demotic name or title in itself. However, in P. Berlin

3116, 4, 12 occurs the name P/ dwt, Greek TTvauroy.®

hl-(it: the feminine of £A.'Ao ‘old person’, common as a name and as a title it

once equals ‘abbess’, Crum, 669. In demotic it is equally frequent.

C, 7. nb: An object in anticipatory emphasis without particle, cf. Dem. Gr., § 466.

^ George Macdonald, Catalogue of Greek Coins in the Hunterian Collection, University of Glasgow (Glasgow,

1905), m, 539-40. “ J. G. Jlilne, History of Egypt under Roman Rule, 3rd edn. (London, 1924), 75.
’ Un Poeme Satyrique (Paris, 1885), 1, PI. 1.

* Remarques sur le ‘Poeme Satyrique’, Rev. egyptol., 2e ser. 1 (1919), 144.

‘ Lexa, op. cit., No. 605. * Dem. Pap. Berl., PI. 43, and LPZ, n, 180a, 8, 4.
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swn-f

:

coyencj®. Cf . swnt-f, coyeHTq® in C, 18- Note that •/ not -iv resumes nh, though
in C, 5 is referred to with st and in C, 8 with -w.

C, 8. sfe: This must be the reading, though I can’t explain the small stroke over o, so

written also in C, 18. A somewhat similar stroke occurs in the writing of tvfh, cf. C, 10. 13

for example. It is probably no more than a coincidence that both words end in li. If sh, is

correct, I think of c&.uj: ‘stroke, blow, sore’, Crum, 374, usually written in demotic

/n There may then be some connexion with the minting of coins by striking, as was then

usual. Possibly we have here the meaning ‘ mint-value ’, as opposed to payment in old and
worn, possibly clipped, coins. Edgerton has also called to my attention cjv.^cot: ca>.5oT

‘treasury’, a word used only in the Bible (Crum, 379).

hiv-ir-tww: Aina^Toy. Cf. n. to B, 16. The parallel, C, 19, has iw bn-p-tv.

t/t-w: -iv must refer to nb ‘gold pieces’.

C, 9. hr: The usual preposition before the various taxes in tax receipts. Cf. Theb. Ostr.,

Part II, passim.

mdt-Fr-^nc

:

Note niyk mdtw Pr-</ in C, 20.

iw-ir-k: Certainly conditional, either in a construction without a particle or perhaps

with erroneous omission of iwf hpr by the scribe. Cf. the parallels B, 7. 10. 31.

C, 10. wih-iv: 'W must here be incorrect for / referring back to bk ‘wages’, as in B, 31.

<n&> : The scribe actually wrote hd ‘ silver ’, here, by omitting the top stroke. The emen-

dation seems certain.

iw-irk: Also conditional, continuing the protasis.

C, 11. ditys: The scribe has now corrected his lapse in C, 10 and has properly used the

singular suffix -s to refer back to bk. This -s cannot refer to ‘bronze pieces’, which are re-

sumed by st in C, 13. Cf. on this point B, 8, where -s, following sic, refers not to sic but to bk,

and B, 19, where sw is resumed by st.

C, 12. tiyk rmt <4 wn-twy: Cf. the n. to B, 7.

C, 13. dityst: hmt as money is often plural. Cf. Crum, 678, g^OAtnT.

C, 14. n ws n: The following hnes are possibly a clause to prevent alteration or substi-

tution, as in B, 20. But perhaps n-k should be read.

M: Cf. C, 25 and D, 38? I have no satisfactory interpretation of this word to offer. It

may possibly he connected with the words of the stem kd,
j ; or it may be a unique writing

of the Coptic kct ‘another’. A word occurs in P. Berlin 7059, 3 with the

numeral 10 after it.^

nyryhc'^: This word is imknown to me. I feel somewhat uncertain about the plural here

as licf follows, and there may be merely a fortuitous stroke after the word, as there appears

to be in the following line.

iwf

:

As the preceding words are indefinite, this may introduce a virtual relative clause.

M: Cf., perhaps, Crum, 742, ‘be in straits’, and transitive ‘to press, oppress’.

But Mythus, No. 574 writes M, and this goes back to Mf, Wb., iii, 43, ‘to rob’. Possibly

cf. Kriigetexfe, No. 181, //j ^ *be in need’.

C, 15. ryt: This must be Mag., No. 492, with accidental or purposeful

omission of On the translation ‘quarter’, cf. Ostr. Cairo 1911, 12 (Elephantine)*

y.Dx = P. Eleph. 13, 3 hn iicyt hryt n Yb.^ Note the absence of

the article with iicyt.

gst: An unknown word. I have no suggestions.

* Dem. Pap. Berl., PL 45. - Spieg., Dem. Pap. Eleph., PL 10.
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C, 16. Dm<: I have found no other 'writing with this determinative. Wilson has sug-

gested to me that it may possibly he the hin-H'f serpent of Medinet Habud or a misrendering

of the common crocodile determinative.

hb^Is

:

The determinative suggests some sort of money or valuable
; but I have nothing

to offer.

C, 17. Hm-nsic: A place-name I am unable to identify.

C, 18. stcnt-f: Cf. the n. to C, 7.

sh: Cf. the n. to C, 8.

C, 19. iw hn-p-iv: C, 8 hasw hw-ir-twic.

C, 21. r-ir: Cf. the n. to C, 3.

C, 22. dd is omitted in A, 3.

Bern. Gr., § 162 quotes only one demotic example of 2nd Future, and that

is not after lii-/ hpr. Cf. the n. to B, 19. for < occurs once in Mythus, 21, 23.

C, 23. my: So written Mag., No. 289.

hr ^n/y^: The second group can hardly be read hy ‘other, another’, as there should then

be only two strokes under k, and hr ky gives no sense. I think we must emend by reading

niy, the scribe omitting the initial fl, as in that word in this same line. We should then

have hr my oiiten.i ‘thus’, which is the sense we want here; cf. Bern. Gr., § 287, and Crum,

645. Another possibility would be to read ky, usi, 'with omission of the determinative

cf. Mag., No. 902. hr ky would give us something of the same idea as hr my. Cf. Bern. Gr.,

§ 287, d, hr piyw gnj ‘in their manner’. In favour of the second reading is the fact that the

scribe started on kv with a fresh brushful of ink, and it would have been easier for him to

omit the last sign of ky than the first sign of my.

C, 24. <s m-si-t n my: On this formula see Burgs., 404.

What is written seems to be This can hardly be read 2t, cf. the quite different

form in A, 24.

From to the end of ’ly-m-htp in C, 26 is repeated in D, 37-9. D, 37 ends with

suggesting but not proving a break between it and the following word. In D, 5 a simila r

group is to be read n< of the 2nd Future, but hardly so here. The dative n-t does not fit here,

and it is to be noted that the in this group differs from the suffix -t, being a rather than

K ; cf. C, 31. W’^e may possibly have a particle of some sort here, perhaps HTe(pe). Cf.

Bern. Gr., § 510.

rfeoj/i; After <lb, the sign may be either ^ or The latter seems more likely, as we

should expect a determinative before -y, but I consider the reading questionable in any event

as I have no certain idea of the meaning of the word or the sentence. In D, 38 there is a

break after <ib Wilson has suggested to me a possible connexion -with the verb h^ > hfr[ ?),

Wb., Ill, 364 (6), in the meanings ‘drain, empty, exhaust’.^

y<m: Cf. D, 14.

C, 25. TjiF: This is no doubt the same group as in the preceding line, and there may
be a parallehsm between nt h^-y y<m and nt sh kt Tl^rms U ly-m-htp. It could conceivably

be a dative, as Edgerton has pointed out to me that the word-order breaks down in Coptic,

cf. Crum, 511, oYm-se oyg^oiTe ‘Cut a garment for me’, and many examples Stem,
Kopt. Gr., § 508 ;

and there is a demotic example in Setna, 4, 25 my di-tv s n-y
‘

Let it be given

to me’ (quoted with careless description in Bern. Gr., §463). Further, contrast Setna, 4, 27

nty iw Uy st-hmt dd my mdw lyt i-ir-hr-f with Setna, 5, 3 sdy-f i-ir-hr-f n md nb r-dd-s n-f dr-w.^

^ Sethe, Amun und die. Acht Urgotter von Hermopolis, Abh. Berlin, 1929, No. 4, §§ 110-12.
^ Peet, Tomb Robberies, 161 f. ’ Griffith, Stories, 117, 123. I owe these references to Edgerton.
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sh: D, 38 writes sh. Cf., perhaps, Crum, 379, ‘move, withdraw’. Note also

m hdw nty wtb m-si ps sh
‘

the silver pieces which rremam m excess^ after the outlay

'U: Cf. C, 14.

C, 26. iy: Active, cf. Dem. Gr., § 110.

hv: Quahtative, cf. Dem. Gr., § 110. For the scribe’s leaning toward redundancy, cf. the

n. on B, 4.

C, 27. pryy: Perhaps to be emended to piyt, as there are hardly two gardens figuring in

the agreement, one owned by each party: or can we translate ‘ the garden in my charge ’ ?

{lw)4rit)-. Cf. n. to C, 30.

dd: Emend to p

;

cf. the n. to D, 17. Cf. 7vop<. Hdicb., 261, -xi ‘to wear (a garment) ’,

and Setna, 4, 22 iw pi ms^ n Mn-nfr p pht ‘ the people of Memphis wearing mourning hnen ’.

hts

:

Edgerton suggests possibly ^dros
‘

shrub, bramble ’.

C, 28. dd must here be a preposition equivalent to r-dbi, deriving its meaning from its

use as a conjunction, ‘because’. I know of no other demotic example.

hy: So written Mag., No. 639. Cf. ^hi ‘sun’.

tbivy: So written Harfner 60,^ Ostr. Strassburg D 198, 3,f and others. Cf. Crum, 443,

TOO'^'e ‘pair of shoes, shoe’.

C, 29. gs[iv]: Cf. Byl. Pap., 400. The missing determinative may be
|
Sk-

C, 30. iw4r-t: 2nd Present in emphatic use, cf. Dem. Gr., § 158. This must be parallel

to iw4rt in C, 32. 34. 35 and suggests that C, 27 should read the same.

mr-t: Cf. Spieg., Petub., 8, 12 mrf s n nnyf lbs ‘He girt himself with his armour’, sim.

8, 25; 15, 21. The writing I beheve to be a confusion between Mag., No. 376, mr

‘bind’, and No. 378, ‘love’. Cf. also Mag., No. 377, •'^3/ r mr ‘across,

beyond ( ?)
’, and '3l'3yiD/ r mr ‘on board ship (?)’. This last suggests that

was originally

rbl hr: efsoA Cf. Dem. Gr., § 322.

pht-Gc^: Cf. Crum, 284, though written in Mag., No. 316. Note,

however, the writing of rphtf ‘to its end’, Mag., No. 314. Does -w refer to ‘the

sunshine ’ and ‘ the stones ’ ?

[n] : This restoration fits the trace and the space and is in the idiom of Petubastis, 8,

12; cf. the note on mr-t.

C, 31. rhtw: Cf. Crum, 312, pa^g^Toy ‘a monkish garment, leather apron (?)’. Some
leather aprons were found in the monastery of Epiphanius.® The determinative may be
read , cf . hytt, C, 34, and u-ns, C, 35.

dd: The parallehsm of fines before and after would seem to require ‘because of’ here,

but what then is ?

^nP: The ^P was written < and then ^ or vice versa. Cf. C, 24-5.

w<- . . .<: What is WTitten is This is probably one word, but I have no

suggestion to make. The determinative is perhaps
j^,

indicating an animal as in the follow-

ing lines.

C, 32. . . .c: This should be a verb, as /js follows with no genitive element. Possibly

iivf precedes, a virtual relative after ic^ . . .<.

hs

:

Cf
.,
perhaps, Mythus, No. 561

,

*!< 7 hs ‘ song, singer ’. Are we possibly concerned
here with some ceremonial ?

^ E. Revillout, Melanges sur la Metrologie, I'Economie Politique, et VHistoire de VAncienne Egypte (Paris,

1895), 63. ^ E. Revillout, Poeme Satyrique, PI. 1. ^ Winlock and Crum, op. cit., i, 76.

P
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iw4r-[t]

:

The traces indicate -t was written.

C, 33. nicy: Cf. Crum, 235, na.'Y*: iiaAi: itawg^fei, all Boh. ‘spear’. nw, so

translated by Lexa, op. cit.. No. 238, contra Spieg., Petuh., No. 194, who gave meaning
‘ banner, pennant ’. Spieg.^ later accepted Lexa’s correction. I don’t know what correction

is involved in the writing. Perhaps there is an attempt to write b or hb, cf. the Coptic forms.

C, 34. dd: Cf. n. to C, 28.

hytt: go(e)!Te ‘hyena’, Crum, 720. Note the writing in Mag., No. 552.

spt: Elsewhere usually written sfyt.

C, 35. wnP. Cf. Mag., No. 203.

C, 36. ['if'] : This restoration seems certain.

. . . gy: Cf., perhaps, Mythus, No. 506, b.(Jcy ‘to crack, crunch (?) (the

fruit of the ditm-palm) ’. The noun may mean an instrument for breaking or cracking. Cf.,

perhaps, Crum, 662, gis,Ki among iron oKevy.

tp-{n)-imiw: On the reading cf. Nims, The Demotic Group for ‘Small Cattle’, JEA 22,

51-4.

D, 1. kVicr: Kpo-^'p. What is 'm-itten is On the writing cf. P. Louvre

3263 I believe krwr to be the correct reading with a correction involved on

the second sign. Perhaps there was some confusion with Kcoyp ‘ring’.

iwiv

:

The iv of iw is a correction.

D, 2. tbitw: On the writing cf. Mag., No. 1003.

sbry: Cf., perhaps, ^ shr ‘twig, tendril’, and the phrase sbr n hrrt ‘grape-

vine branches’, Wb., iv, 90 (7-8).

D, 3. ten: Cf. Dem. Gr., § 441.

h<twl: Cf. Crum, 555, u}a>.eto‘\: ‘ichneumon’, Boh. only. As a cipher in

P. Mag. it appears as ^ikTO'y’A-® ^ demotic writing occurs in Ostr. Strassburg D 768,

.t Cf. also 236 (10).

ms

:

Or ‘ has been horn ’ ?

idy: I have nothing definite to suggest. Cf., perhaps, the common word ‘remuneration,

temple-dues, etc. ’, as in Dodec., No. 342. The house determinative might then indicate a

business ofiice.

D, 4. nr. Or trl

I'sdO : The usual writing of sdr ‘ to sleep ’ is Z>t al— , cf. Mag., No. 812. The of our word

appears rather to be the water determinative, but note the writing of the jar determinative,

usually written very hke the cloth determinative of sdr, in nh in E, 6 (see PI. 4). It is just

possible that we have here the cloth determinative written badly. I have no translation

to offer. Cf., perhaps, Mythus, No. 745, sdrt ‘resting-place’.

ihr: What is written is 7 somewhat doubtful; possibly ihry is

written, hut I can’t see the third stroke of the y. Cf. Mythus, No. 16, /hr ‘ swamp ’,

and Crum, 25, Jxg^p: A.£pe: = eAo? ‘low ground by rivers, marsh-meadow’.

isw: ecooy.
D, 5. nty r: Mag., No. 481 gives this as the relative of the perfect = utjv. This it is

not, as Spieg. has declared, Dem. Gr., § 535. The relative of the perfect does occur in P. Mag.,

5, 14 rnicss .. .nty iw lah-k dit hpr pi kk pf icyn nrhrf ‘Moses . . . before whom thou didst

^ Beitrage zur Erkldrung des neuen dreisprachigen Priesterdehretes zu Ehren des Ptolemaios Philopator,

Sitzungsb. Munchen, Jahrgang 1925, Abh. 4, 24. I owe this reference to Edgerton.

“ E. Revillout, C'hrestomathie Demotique (Paris, 1880), 370. ’ 3Iag., 111.
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create darkness and light 7itij iiv lah-k must be What then is this form, 7ity r, which

occurs ten times in the P. Mag., always with past meaning? I have no adequate explanation

to offer.

wt: Cf. Mythus, 22, 17 nufk (If Ai Ji) Av nb ‘Have you not selected any steer?’ This

word is usually written vith the determinative 4, but Brugsch has an example

mr-ih: Ostr. Strassburg D 882 has, in uncertain context, 1 ^ read by Spiegel-

berg ni mrAhic.f This reading seems certain from our group with the personal determina-

tive. P. Mag. writes mr
^ ,

but in the expression »ir pr stt, mr is found written ^ Mag.,

No. 119 writes ih ^^< 11 . I see no connexion between ^ and but suggest that the

latter, the determinative of hair, was added to the title ‘ herder’ when he was a ‘ sheep herder’,

a ‘shepherd’. Cf. also the title ivrt with the hair determinative, which Spieg. compared with

s<rt ‘w'ool’, and read ‘ wool-shearer

: This must be the reading, cf. the parallels D, 7 and D, 11. Either “Z“ is an abbrevia-

tion for n< as the future element, or the scribe started to write and left it unfinished and

the < incomplete.

gmt-ic: Cf. n. to A, 32.

D, 6. mys: The -s is certainly wrong. There is no antecedent for it. Either we should

have here 7uyu' as in the parallel D, 8, or myt with reference to Talames.

wtbw: Cf., perhaps, oy^».T£!€ ‘pierced place. hole’, Crum, 497. In P. Louvre 31

occurs three times, twice of a window and once of a door, written 1

tp-{n)-inctio: The scribe first wrote as the initial sign, then corrected it to There

seems little doubt that he thought he was writing the first letter of T£!iioo*Ye. Cf. n. to

0, 36.

D, 7. ir bl-. Cf. Crum, 83, pfioA = <^edyciv. So also in demotic, cf., for example, P. Loeb
26, 5 ir bl n4m-tn ‘flee from you’.®

ni

:

There is a correction here from \ to 'TJ

.

<imw : In the break is to be restored 1^. In the writing of this word there is usually an

initial stroke hke this, (, and often an < is written before it. Cf. Spieg., Petub., No. 52,

I'ka K' . Our word begins i3l

D, 8. gvitfia clearly wrong. Emend to gmt-ic.

^n4bH

:

This word is imknown to me. The n may possibly be read s.

D, 9. blbylt: Cf. Crum, 37, fs'AfiiAe ‘a single grain or a single fruit, a grape or date in

a bunch, on a stalk’. Note the writing in Mag., No. 266. I prefer the translation ‘grape’

because of the connexion wrth ‘wine-press’ and ‘vat’ in D, 14-15. The scribe wrote only

this word on the line because of the downward running of previous lines.

D, 10. 7ity r: Cf. the n. to D, 5.

iy

:

This reading seems certain ; on the writing see C, 26.

irt-s

:

Here the initial sign of A, 25 is lacking. The suffix -s must refer to blbylt. In
modern vine-growrng, an ‘ eye ’ is a bud having about J in. of wood above and 1 in. below,

to be planted ; and it may also apply to any bud." Cf. also Crum, 31, iifimie ‘ date’s

eye’ = date stone (?). ‘Eye’ here might then mean ‘bud’, ‘seed’, ‘stone’.

' W. F. Edgerton, On the Origin of Certain Coptic Verbal Forms, JAOS 55, 257-61.
^ Brugsch, Thesaurus (Leipzig. 1891), 1054. ’ For example, in Theh. Ostr., D 24, PI. 2.
*

Spieg., Feue Vrkunden zum dgyptischen Tierkultus, Sitzungsb. Munchen, 1928, Abh. 3, 10.
^ Leon Denisse, Deux Papyrus Demotiques (Paris, 1892), PL 1.

' Spieg., Dem. Pap. Loeb, 60, PI. 17. • ‘Vine’, Encycl. Brit., 14th edn., Vol. xiv.
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spy: So written in P. Insinger.^ Cf. Crum, 576, ujme. Note, however, the verb

sp ‘ to be blind ’, Wb., iv, 443, used since Pyramid times but with no Coptic descendant given.

Possibly we have here a technical horticultural expression retaining this sp idiomatically

and writing it Uke the common spy. In any event the sense seems clear ; the vine was not

barren.

D, 11. iivs: Badly written as in B, 11. Here, and in the following lines, there seems to

be a shift from the 2nd pers. fern, to the 3rd pers. fern. Following D, 5 and D, 7 we should

expect to find here twt n^, TeitSv-, rather than cita^-.

M<-s: Cf. Kopt. Hdwb., 266; Crum, 766, 'xiocoAe ‘gather harvest (fruit, corn, flowers) ’.

Written in P. Heidelberg 723, 18, see Burgs., PI. 19. The scribe has here written

the suffix -s before the determinative, as <|| ; cf. the same pecuharity in D, 16 p^nkf.

byr: Cf. A, 15. The omission of the indefinite article seems strange, but it must be under-

stood because of the following iicf slm.

D, 12. kef: This must be a virtual relative clause after byr, unless kef is an error for

iws, and thus a circumstantial clause referring back to U blbylt.

slm : 1 have found nothing satisfactory in demotic or Coptic. Edgerton has reminded

me of the Semitic s7m which has several meanings which might apply, e.g.,
‘

be complete ’,

‘ be full (of a weight or measure) ‘ be in good condition ’.

nty iws: There are a succession of phrases introduced by nty iws in the following lines,

all apparently objects in anticipation. In all the other phrases nfy is resumed by •/ not -s as

here, and as here no article appears before nty. If -s is correct, then we should expect either

the feminine article before nty or we should understand U blbylt, the nearest feminine ante-

cedent. But the latter refers to a single grape, and would hardly be used collectively.

Perhaps we should emend here to fytf and understand byr as the antecedent. But byr is

indefinite. The best translation seems to be ‘what’, with no antecedent expressed, as in

Mid. Egn. nty nb rnf hr icd pn ‘

Every one whose name is on this stela . . . and in Amarna
texts nty hrf ‘ what is on it (the earth) The absence of any article before nty is striking,

but since it is missing in all six cases, it can hardly be an error.

D, 13. hut: Can this possibly be g^TO, fern., ‘mare’? That is never written with ^
for I to my knowledge.

iws

:

Probably circumstantial with reference to nty, hero feminine as it is resumed by -s.

Also note the following sentences.

g^tp

:

Cf . Kopt. Hdwb., 293, (TcoTn ‘ to conquer, drive away, dispose of (goods) ’.

D, 14. [nty] iws: The restoration seems certain.

titf: See n. to D, 12 on the shift from -s to •/.

y<m

:

Cf. Crum, 77, eio**,.

iwf: Circumstantial with nty, here mascuhne.

ph: Cf. Crum, 280, ntog^ ‘break, burst, tear’. Note also P. Berhn 13621, 2, 16,

‘to tear up (a document) ’.^

D, 15. [nty iiv-s] dit: The space fits and the parallels seem to require this restoration.

hrwt: Cf. Crum, 704, g^pojT ‘wine-press, vat’. In Coptic this word is feminine. No
certain demotic writings are kno’ft'n to me.

iwf

:

As hrict is feminine, translating iwf here and in the parallels as circumstantial

after nty is confirmed.

' Lexa, op. cit., 'So. 484. - Card., Egn. Gr., § 199. ® Erman, Neuag. Gr., § 838.
* Spieg., Aus einer agyptischen Zivilprozesaordming d. Ptchmderzeit, Abh. Munchen (1929), Ko. 1, p. 9,

PI. 1.
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D, 16. p<7ihf: Another example of the scribe writing the suf&x before the determinative

;

cf.T),!!. The p is a correction. The scribe first WTote-^ and added^ to it. On the transla-

tion cf. Crum, 26o, noisrK ‘{a) dra'w, bail (water, etc.), (b) transfer, carry’. Else’where in

demotic, the verb usually means only ‘draw (-water)’, cf. Spieg., Kriigetexte, No. 78, and

Spieg., Petub., No. 130.

D, 17. . -hyh: I can't restore this word and I feel uncertain of its partial reading.

Uf: The scribe first wrote dd and then corrected it to U

;

see C, 27. The omission of the

strong t after p and before the suffix occurs only here in this document.

D, 18. p^: This seems the only possible reading. The second n of n p n is often

omitted, cf. Deni. Gr., § 387. On the common phrase in leases p n pf rd n Tid-sp, etc., cf.

Biirgs., 14.

tkm

:

The tree or shrub which produces the oil of hke name, old dgrn.

D, 19. [O/t-/"']: This restoration seems certain, and the tip of the tail of the / is visible.

But a verb such as intf, would also fit the space.

n: I am inclined to think that this is the indirect genitive after nty, though I kno-w

of no similar example. Cf., however, P. Mag., 10, 10 licf i€<b n in n pi ifr ‘ clean sand

brought from the great river’.

OAie. Ostr. Strassburg D 174 -writes 4. On this word cf. Lange’s note to

Amenemope, 24, 13.^ )

hyrt: go(e)ipe. Cf. Myfliws, No. 554.

D, 20. hcnw'^: This word may have begun with some sign, now lost, before icn. If not,

cf., perhaps, the verb wn ‘to open’, as written in II Khamuas, 3, 17 ; 5, 12, •yL.

n hips: Cf. Bern. Gr., § 306.

D, 21. <l-ic: -w appears to resume aU the preceding nty clauses.

D, 22. I’r pp

:

The traces here present difiiculties. After dlt ^l-w, r pi would be proper

enough, but that reading fails to account for the stroke above. It seems quite unhkely that

we should reconstruct “aZP and read n pi.

. .^Dpt: I have no idea what this word is, if it is only one word.

mtw-t: A shift back from the 3rd to the 2nd person.

D, 23. srf: The determinative, from the traces, may be rather than The correc-

tion, from the brush-marks, is from to I am quite uncertain of the translation.

Possibly cf.
p

srf ‘to pacify, quiet’, Wb., iv, 197 (8), written in P. Insinger

b[f<r'^]h: Cf. Crum, 44, pi. ‘a transport animal, not the ass, perhaps
the camel’. I feel sure that this reading is correct, though the word does not occur else-

where in demotic. The trace of the < makes it almost certain, and there is ample room for the

restoration of r. What I read as the determinative

—

cf., for example, Mag., No. 34,

iio ‘animal’, and No. 886, 5 ‘hull’—maybe a separate word, cf. D, 25, but I don’t

know then how to read it. Probably we have the plural here rather than the singular, as

with fijs^piog^ one would expect the vo-wel to be showm between the p and the rather
than as it is.

n-lm-w: The -tr continues the resumption of all the nty phrases.

D, 24. mtwf: Possibly emend to mtwt as the parallels D, 22. 25 ff.
; or emend to nitwy

as a 3rd person reference to Peftumont.

intnv: -w must here refer to Drh.

* H. 0. Lange, Das Weisheiisbuch d. Amenemope (Copenhagen, 1925), 125.
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d[y] M: This seems to be an idiom for ‘transport, ferry’, cf. the transitive verb “xioop

(Crum, 82, 751), a verb and noun compound, dy is certainly to be restored here, cf. the

next line, and it is written like the common word for ‘ ship ’, cf. Mag., No. 1070. h<l does not

seem to be the same word that occurs in D, 27 and D, 28, hut I have no suggestion to make
regarding it.

D, 25. dy M: See the note on the last line.

I have no idea what is to be read here unless we are to take the determinative

of the word as written in D, 23 to be an abbreviation for it.

ti

:

Or n/ ?

D, 26. nUr: The determinatives of this and the following word show that both have a

connexion with water, but both words are unknown to me.

sl^l: The determinative is surely the same as the preceding word.

The trace is probably of m as the first letter of mtivt.

D, 27. 'AW : Probably to be emended to cf. Crum, 26, a^.tro'A.Te: ak.KO

A

tc ‘ wagon,

cart ’.

A'W: This word may be related to M in the following line. Note also D, 24.

D, 28. srj: Cf. D, 23. ‘Pacify, quiet’ seems to fit here. The meaning of this and the

following lines may be that Talames must hear the risks of transportation and the ‘ protec-

tion-payments ’ thereto.

Jfl: Cf. Crum, 557, uioiA: gtoA ‘despoil’. In demotic no vowel letter is usually

written, hut cf. MytJms, No. 621, hd. The final determinative is blurred but appears to be

^ , as in the following words.

dw: Cf. Crum, 793, utio'ye ‘steal’. In Ostr. Strassburg D 843 occurs the phrase bn-p-y

dwyk bn-p-y M-k ‘I have not stolen from you, I have not robbed you’.^

D, 29 : This word seems to begin with or and I think of chinn ‘ poor,

wretched person’, cf. Crum, 53. This is written in Ehind ibyn.

(st: Cf. Crum, 590, eujuJT ‘trader, merchant’. This word is usually derived from

P^!| swyty,^ though Spieg. questions it, Kopt. Hdicb., 209 n. .

rdr-ic: epooy. I know of no Roman writings such as this, but cf. the Ptolemaic

Byl. Pap., 324. The sign read ir is a bad one for ir alone, which predisposes me against

reading rir-ic ‘in order to do/make them’.

gmt: An unknovm word; I have no suggestions.

D, 30. This may be the w'ord occurring in D, 32, but the restoration is quite

doubtful. See the n. there.

hnst: Another unknown word.

^u-wiv^: Hardly so to be transhterated, I feel sure, but I have nothing to offer. The three

signs appear to be aU made the same way not the scribe’s usual way of writing initial w,

cf. D, 6. 36, though close to it.

D, 31. hrhry: Cf. Late-Egn. Wb., iii, 330 (7), and Crum, 589, ujopujp.

Setna, 6, 15 writes ,with object ‘the house’, which may account for the inclusion

of the house determinative, as Edgerton has suggested to me. He has also suggested that

Mag., No. 644, is possibly to be translated ‘streets’ or sim., cf. Crum, 697,

gipg^ipe.

D, 32. [n/]: The plural article is required by the following nty and -ic.

^gw'^: The last of the g is certain, and there is room for httle more before it than the

1 »'6., i\-, 434 (5).
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article. Cf. P. Loeb 41, 4 Toss, damage’ from old gnc.^ Unless this and the

following phrase are connected to the preceding sentence, they seem to hang in the air. The
lacunae and the unknown words make this section extremely difficult to deal with.

kvs: Another shift from 2nd to 3rd person?

D, 33. sn: The restoration, is certain from the traces.

The restoration of -t in this context is most uncertain.

.. .Ip: I can’t restore this word. Cf., possibly, Crum, 331, cioNn ‘break, cut off’,

though the determinative hardly suits.

n: Introduces the object ?

D, 34. h ... .: One word here or two ? There is clearly too much space for hjs of A, 29,

unless for some reason, a scar or break on the pot, the scribe spaced the word differently.

[r/iC] : On this restoration cf. Hag., No. 632, where n ht (= ug^HT) is used with pronouns

for hn. Here, with a noun, it may also be equivalent to hn.

Ims: Cf. Crum, 143, Acoaic ‘foulness, putrescence; a kind of sour wine’.

D, 35. . . . : I can't identify this place-name.

dhiv: Another unknown word.

D, 36. .. .bn: Pr seems quite hkely, cf. Mag., Nos. 301-6, place-names. The

determinative occurs in the name of This, cf. Mag., No. 1022. I can’t identify

rPri- . . . hn.

^wmh-iv'^: A verb, or possibly a plural noun. I have no suggestions.

D, 37. : From here to end of ’ly-m-htp in D, 39, cf. the parallel C, 24^6 and nn. there.

D, 38. sh

:

In C, 25 sh.

D, 39. sh: For the writing, cf. Dodec., No. 313. This word seems to stand alone. We
should expect the scribe’s name to follow, but nothing appears on the next line.

Conclusion

Having thus dealt lengthily, if not exhaustively, with the various philological questions

posed hy the translation of this document, we are now in a position to discuss it in more
general terms and to give it its place, if we can, in demotic literature.

Two persons are concerned : Talames, daughter of Imuthes, the owner of a garden, and
Peftumont, son of Udjaf, its prospective gardener. Columns A and B and the first 20 fines

of Column C, with one interruption (A, 34^B, 3), present her requirements of him and her

terms for payment of his wages. The remainder of the document concerns his interests and
what he expects of her. He is required (A, 3-A, 34) to water the garden and maintain its

irrigation channels without compulsion
; to hand over at evening his completed work

; to

make, in the evenings, four baskets of palm fibre for the transportation of earth
; to protect

the garden against sparrows and crows; and to submit his dung for examination, with a
penalty of one obol to be paid for every appearance in it of a certain product, the inference

being that Talames was taking this method of controlling pilfering by her gardener.

At this point in the document occurs the interruption noted above. Peftumont claims
the right to eat grapes given to him by a friend and Talames apparently agrees but warns
him against any double dealing.

Having detailed her requirements, Talames now proceeds to the matter of wages. No
amoimt is mentioned, and we may infer either that Peftumont is on trial or that the more
industrious a workman he is, the higher will be his wages. Statements are made regarding

' Spieg., Dem. Pap. Loeb, 72, PI. 24.
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payment in wheat, gold, and bronze. Peftumont apparently has the right to decide in which

medium he is to be paid (B, 8. 10. 31-2; G, 10-13) but Talames hedges this uith various

qualifications contingent on her desire or abihty to meet his wish. Thus, in the section on

wages in wheat (B, 7-30) she states two alternative methods of payment in what may be

wheat products, the first of which is uncertain (B, 11-14) and the second of which is gaga-

bread (B, 14-17), in the event that he insists on wheat and she has not agreed to it speci-

fically. Having agreed, however, to pay in wheat, she specifies the measure to be used, and

perhaps the place of payment (B, 17-24), but disclaims any obligation to mill the wheat

(B, 25-30).

For wages in gold (B, 31-C, 9), an alternative (B, 31-6) or alternatives (B, 37-C, 4) are

also given, in the event that she is not agreeable. Unfortunately, unknown words and breaks

interrupt the translation here and the connexion between his wages and Talames’ guarantee

to act as surety for him, should he be arrested, is not clear. Payment in gold, agreed to by

.Talames, has the further qualification that it may be made in coinage of the ‘infamous

Queen’ (C, 4-6), who may well be Zenobia of Palmyra. Payment in bronze (C, 9-20) seems

to meet with no particular objection. A statement regarding taxes, the exact meaning of

which is not clear to me, closes the two sections on gold (C, 7-9) and bronze (C, 17-20).

The remainder of the document is concerned with the stipulations of Peftumont. After

an obscure introductory passage comes a delightful picture of Talames on a visit to her

garden, garbed and armed according to specifications laid down by him (C, 26-36). This

section was possibly to insure himself against any claim for damages in the event of an

injury to her, and it constitutes an interesting, but at present unprofitable, field for specula-

tion. Following this are several statements that seem to be irrelevant to the business of the

agreement (D, 1-8). They are not stipulations and their presence here remains a puzzle.

With D, 9 the document drops into the third person, setting forth the obligations or

rights of Talames with respect to the picking and disposal of the grapes of her garden. The
second person is resumed in D, 22, and continues with minor exceptions to the end. The
lacunae and the unknown words make this section most difficult, but it seems apparent that

all the risks of transportation are to be borne by Talames. The document closes without a

scribal signature.

We may now hazard an opinion on the circumstances of the composition of this document.

Talames and Peftumont, having come to a verbal agreement as to the cultivation of her

garden, have met in the presence of a scribe, and possibly one or more witnesses, to have a

written record made. As the owner of the garden she speaks first, addressing Peftumont,

and the scribe writes down, on a large jar, her statements as she makes them. Peftumont

interrupts her (A, 34-6) with a qualification which may not have occurred to him previously.

This she acknowledges (A, 37-B, 3) before continuing her statement. The careful phraseo-

logy she uses, especially in the wage section with its concern for all eventuahties, so charac-

teristic of the Egyptian legal mind, suggests that she has received expert advice beforehand,

or at least has given the matter much thought.

Talames having concluded, Peftumont speaks for himself, at first addressing her directly.

Later (D, 9) he apparently turns to the scribe, or to another person, and speaks of Talames

in the third person. He turns again to her (D, 22-3) whereupon she interrupts him with a

remark to the scribe (D, 24). He continues to speak directly to her for a time, but then

again addresses the scribe (D, 32). Once more he turns to her (D, 33 or D, 37 surely) with

the scribe faithfully recording all these variations, and shortly he concludes.

Who kept this record ? We cannot say. No such person as a syngraphophylax or ^rht is

mentioned, nor does our document resemble any of the ‘ Letters of Agreement ’ associated
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with the ^rht.^ One would naturally assume that a disinterested person had the custody of

it, but this remains an assumption.

What precise legal force had it '? That again is most uncertain. On what we would

assume would be the most important point, the amount of the wages to be paid Peftumont,

it is silent. In this respect it is quite at variance with the customary Coptic contracts for

work.^ Also, it is undated ; no term of employment is indicated ; and there are no signatures

of witnesses. On the other hand, its wealth of detail and its complicated provisions suggest

that it had some binding significance. It must surely have been more than a mere aid to

memory.

Other documents of like nature may help us to answer such questions more satisfactorily.

In any event there remains for us the vivid picture of two ancient personalities, with their

small contribution to our growing knowledge of their life and times.

^ On the 'r6t and his function, cf. C. F. Aims, Notes on Michigan Demotic Papyri from Philadelphia,

JEA 24, 78 fp.

^ Cf., e.g., Crum and Bell, op. cit., 132-5; Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic MSS. of the BM., 441 f.

Q
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ON THE DATE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE
PREFECT’S LETTER: P. OXY. 2106

By a. SEGEE

In P. Oxy. 2106 the Prefect of Egypt sends a letter to the magistrates, the senators, and to

the logistes of Oxj’rhynchos giving them the order to collect 38 pounds of gold to be delivered

at Nicomedia.

People who are citizens of Oxyrh3mchos and have property- are bound to pay according

to their means. The rationalis Aegy-pti provides that those who bring gold get the exchange

of 100,000 denarii for a pound.

^

P. Oxy. 2106 appeared to the Edd. to belong to the time of Diocletian at the beginning of

the fourth century. I think that further evidence shows that the document was written

shortly before August 2, 304.

The price of a pound of gold was 50,000 denarii in the j-ear 301 (Ed.d.p.r.v.) and 125,000

denarii in 307.^ As the denarius was steadily falling in value with relation to gold,® we have

to suppose that the date of the document must be a couple of years before 307.

The date August 2, 304, seems to be extremely probable because Diocletian was in

Nicomedia between the beginning of 304 and his abdication, which took place there on
May 1, 305. The letter of the prefect was written before August 2, 304, and thirty days

later, September 1, 304, the gold had to be sent to Nicomedia through Alexandria.

MTiy did Diocletian need gold in Nicomedia ? We know he was asking continuously for

money for his great public expenses,* but we can get a more accurate answer from Vaglieri,

in E. de Euggiero’s Dizionario epigrafico s.v. Diocletianus, p. 1862:

‘ Indubbiamente al suo sentimento d’orientale occorreva che Nicomedia, la capitale delT Oriente

(Oriens Aug{usti) e Aug[ustorum duorum) nelle monete, Cohen n. 349-354), uguagliasse in magni-
ficenza Roma stessa (Lact. 7, 10) onde, a malgrado dei terremoti che la sconvolgevano (Lact. 7, 9),

non solo vi aveva edificato quanto le necessita dello Stato richiedevano, ma anche eretto costruzioni

di carattere semplicemente lussuoso. Tali dovevano essere i palazzi per la mogUe e la figlia, le

basiliche, il circo inaugurato [alia fine di novembre del] 304 (Lact. 7, 9 e 17, 4) (Yagheri,i67d., p. 1907).

Non meno degni di ricordo sono i restauri eseguiti, di uno de’ quali troviamo cenno in C. Ill 324.’

In this case the prefect who sent the letter must be Clodius Culcianus.

In P. Oxy. 2106 gold had to be raised as aurum coronarium,^ as appears from the aim of

the contribution and from the formulation of the letter.

^ 20 ft. SeKa fivpiaZoiv S-rjXaSrj U7r£[/)] eKaarrjs Airpa; dpidp,oviiev(av Toir Trapexov[a}iv vm roO UpwraTov rapieiot)

means that the KadoXiKos tried to give to everybody who wanted to change gold ^Ith denarii the possibility

of doing it. It is not veiy probable that people were eager to change gold for denarii. I imagine they tried

to pay denarii instead of gold and that the officials tried to collect as much gold as they could.
^ PSI rv. 310 (a.d. 307), A. SegrA Metrologia, p. 438.

® Lact., De mart, persecutorum 7, 6: ‘Idem cum variis iniquitatibus inmensam faoeret caritatem, le^em
pretiis rerum venalium statuere conatus est. tunc ob exigua et yiha multus sanguis eSusus, nec yenale
quidquam metu apparebat et caritas midto deterius exarsit, donee lex necessitate ipsa multorum exitium
solveretur.’ * Lact.. op. cit., 7, 4.

^ See Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. Aurum Coroiiarium (Kubitschek).
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In P. Oxy. 2106 the ^evoi were exempted from paying if they did not have a permanent

home (1. 18 e^ecmov = domicilium) in the town Kal iirqZimo eTToXurevaavro exmopol re dv-rj^e]?

Tvyxdvovaiv. S^os here means merely that they have their I8la iorigo) outside Oxyrhynchos.

From this statement we infer a contrario that everj’body who was ethropos and had a donii-

cilium in Oxyrhynchos and had been curialis had to pay the aurum coronarium^

lYe can attempt to estimate the amount of the aunim coronarium Egypt had to pay.

We can perhaps calculate it at about 1,000 pounds of gold, i.e., a sum very roughly corre-

sponding to the expenses for the transportation of all the Egyptian wheat from Alexandria

to Constantinople.^

I assume that P. Oxy. 2106 was translated from a Latin edict® and very probably the

edict was directed at least to the part of the empire under the rule of Diocletian.

* The translation bv the Edd. of no’KiTtvovres as ‘senators’ is not right. See Cod. Theod. xn, 13, 2 (364).

Here •noXLTevovrts means those who have been -aoXiTevoncvos curialis. I think this is the first occurrence

of the word in papyri. P. Oxy. 2106 would be in harmony with Cod. Theod. xii, 13, 2 and xn, 13, 3.

^ See Nov. Just. Ed. xm, S. We calculate the number of the Egyptian nomes in the time of Diocletian

at about 30 and consider the Oxyrhynchites nomos as an average nomos for its wealth. For the number of

the nomes see Henne, Liste des sirateges des nomes egyptiens, pp. 1 ft. I know that this calculation is very

conjectural.

® More than the words that appear to have been originally Latin it is the construction of the phrases

that gives the impression of a Latin original, and 1. 27, yeB'

d

'Poi/iaiKo, at the end of the text.
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NEB-HEPET-EEc MENTU-HOTPE OF THE ELEVENTH
DYNASTY

By H. E. WINLOCK

In the long story of ancient Egypt—over half of all man’s recorded history—there are many

bright and clear centuries during which we are remarkably famihar with the Egyptian, but

often there come murky, misty generations when we can scarcely make out what was going

on in the Nile valley. One of these obscure periods immediately preceded the brilliant

Twelfth Dynasty which began in 2000 b.c.

About the middle of the twenty-second century before Christ—I am tempted to antici-

pate myself a little and say in 2143 b.c.—the Count of Thebes revolted against the Pharaoh

in Memphis, and three Intefs and a Mentu-hotpe followed each other as the rebel kings of

Upper Egypt.’- Immediately following the four now destroyed hnes of the Turin Papyrus in

wWch these four rulers appear to have been hsted,^ come the throne names of two more

Mentu-hotpes—Neb-hepet-Ee< and S'ankh-ka-Ee«.* Since their names appear in the

Sakkara and Abydos lists, they were obviously accepted as legitimate kings of both Upper

and Lower Egj-pt. Furthermore, to later generations of Egyptians they constituted the

whole Eleventh Dynasty, for immediately after them the Turin Papyrus gives the dynasty

summary and then the Twelfth Dynasty.

However, over and above these six, we know the name of a seventh king who was

undoubtedly of this general period in spite of the fact that he does not appear in the later

royal hsts. He was called ‘Horus Neb-tawi, King of Upper and Lower Egypt Neb-tawi-Eec,

Son of Ee< Mentu-hotpe ’ in a famous group of inscriptions in the granite quarries of the

Wady Hammamat, which record in unusual detail the happenings which befeU the royal

expedition sent there in February and March of the king’s second year.* They tell us nothing

about the king himself except that he was born of the King’s Mother Imi, who was surely not

a king’s wife. She may have been a royal concubine, or perhaps more hkely she was the

^ The latest list of the first part of the djTiasty is that in Vandier, Bulletin de I'lnstitut fran^ais, 36 (1936),

101-8, where he publishes two blocks which later appeared in Bisson de la Roque, Tod, 1934 d 1936, pp. 75-7.

For the dates see below.

^ Giulio Farina, 11 Papiro del Pei (1938), Col. 5*. His reconstructions of lines 12-15 are difficult to justify

from the photograph of the papjTus. The names in lines 12-13 might begin with just the tips of

the ducks’ beaks surviving. Cf. Vandier’s plate (last note) where the names of the early Intefs are so written.

Deducting the 130 years of the remaining 4 kings and the 7 additional years given in the summary in fine 18,

from the total of 143 years for the whole dynasty, there are 6 years left for the reigns of both these kings

together. Line 14 preserves nothing of value from the cartouche but does preserve a reign length of 49 years

which can only be that of Horus Wah-'ankh Intef. Nothing is left of the cartouche in line 15, but the reign

length of [1]8 years suggests that in this line stood the name of Horus S'ankh-ib-tawi Mentu-hotpe whose

14th year is known as the date of a rebellion in Thiius. See BM Hieroglyphic Texts, i, PI. 53; Gardiner,

JEA 1 (1914). 23.

^ Farina, loc. cit., lines 16-17. The lengths of their reigns are given as 51 and 12 years respectively.

* Couyat and Montet, Hammamat, Nos. 1, 40, 55, 105. 110, 113, 191, 192 ; Breasted, Ancient Records, i,

§§ 434 ff.
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wife of a commoner, in which case Neh-tawi-Ee' was not of the blood royal. The inscriptions

do, however, name the leader of the expedition, the Vizir Amen-em-het, and one inscription

is entirely devoted to a long hst of the honours which had been showered on him. Beyond
these meagre facts nothing else has, so far, been discovered of this reign.^

For this reason there has been httle or no agreement where Neb-tawi-Ee< should be

placed in our histories. Of those who have written about this period, most—and I must

count myself as one of this majority—have agreed that since S'ankh-ka-Eec was given in the

ancient hsts as the last king of the Eleventh Dynasty, Neb-tawi-Ee< should be classed

among his predecessors, his exact place being arbitrarily chosen by each writer.- A few

others have called him the successor of Sfankh-ka-Eeh® apparently under the impression

that his name had been in the line in the Turin Papynts at the end of the dynasty, which we
now know was entirely taken up by the dynasty summary.^

I think this puzzle is now solved by the only undoubtedly contemporary object to have

survived from the reign of Xeb-tawi-Ee^ other than the Hammamat inscriptions. It is a tiny

fragment of a slate bowl found several years ago in the Metropolitan Museum’s excavations

at Lisht.® The bowl was made for temple services, and inside it was engraved the Horns

Name—Wehem-mesut—of Amen-em-het I, at whose pyramid it had been used and where

we found it. But it had not been made originally for Amen-em-hefs temple. On the outside

surface there had already been engraved, in a different and smaller hand : ‘ [Horus Xeb-]tawi,

[Son of Ee'] Mentu-hotpe, belov[ed of Hathor the Lady of] Dendereh, given life forever

and ever.’

There is very small likelihood that an object of so little intrinsic value would have sur-

vived the twelve years of S<ankh-ka-Ee< to be brought to Ithtowe, King Amen-em-het‘s

new capital at Lisht, and naturally far less likelihood that it had already survived the fifty-

one years of Neb-hepet-Ee<. Therefore, this bowl must have been later than both of these

Eleventh Dynasty rulers, and thus King Xeb-tawi-Ee', its first owner, must have been

among their successors. Further, the hnking of the two names on it suggests that Xeb-

tawi-Ee< was an immediate predecessor of Amen-em-het I, the founder of the Twelfth

Dynasty. This puts him in a sort of Hmbo between the Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties

—

and, as I have said, he was omitted from the Turin Papyrus.

However, we are dealing with an obscure period, and it need not surprise us that we do

not know more about Xeb-tawi-Ee^. We know even less about one of his contemporaries

^ KaviUe. Xlth Dyn . Temple, i, 4. S. stated that he had found the name of Neb-tawi-Ref at Der el-Bahri.

However, H. R. Hall, in a letter to Aewberry written some twenty years ago. unre.servediy stated that

this was not the case and suggested that perhaps Xaville had wvitten from memory about a fragment in

the British Museum inscribed
,
part of the titles of Neb-hepet Re'.

- The following have placed Neb-tawi-Re< before the end of the Eleventh Dynasty: Brugsch. Geschichtt

Aegyptens, 107. Maspero, Daim of Civilization, 462. Breasted, History (all editions after 190.5). 152. 598.

Meyer, Geschichte (1913), § 277. Winlock, Anier. Jour. Semitic Languages, 32 (1915), 110-12. Petrie, History

(1924), 134, 144. Vandier, Bull, de VInstitut francais. 36 (1036), 105, and Studio Aegyptiaca. 1 (1938). 44 g.

Farina, loc. cit.. line 14. Drioton and Vandier. LEgypte (1938), 230.

^ Breasted, Ancient Records, I. §§ 418, 434, and in the first (1005) edition of his History. 154. 508. but
changed in later editions. ISethe, Achtung feindlicher Fursten (1926), 23. placed him in the same position

without, however, publishing his reasons. Sethe was followed by Polotsky. Inschriften der XI. Dynastie. 0.

and Scharfi, Her historische Abschnitt der Lehre fur Konig Merikare {Sitz. d. Bayer. Ak. d. W issenschaften,

Phil.-hist. Abt., 1936), 54.

‘ The matter is now made certain by Farina, loc. cit.. line 18, published since Ibscher's restoration of the
papyrus. See p. 118, n. 2.

“ Accession no. 09.180.543. It measures about 4 cm. square.
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named on a fragment of a list of kings found a couple of years ago at Kamak.^ Three names

from this hst survive: first, Neb-hepet-Eec
;
second, S<ankh-ka-Eet—fioth written within

cartouches; and third, following immediately, the Divine Father S^en-Wcsret, without a

cartouche. Here we have the Eleventh Dynasty succeeded by a usurper who, it would seem,

did not survive to be crowned. Our howl fragment has already shovTi that the Twelfth

Dynasty was preceded by another dubious personage who claimed to be a king during his

lifetime, but whose name did not appear in later canons. And there may have been still

other such contenders for the crown. The summary at the end of the Eleventh Dynasty, as

given in the Turin Papyrus, reads: ‘Total 6 kings, making yea[rs] 1[36; plus] years 7;

total 143’.^ The 136 years are those of the six recognized sovereigns. The seven additional

years were doubtless a period of anarchy when S«en-wosret and Neb-tawi-Ee«—with others

of their ilk between them probably—struggled for the crown which Amen-em-het I finally

won.

There is one point about the Hammamat inscriptions which seems to confirm this sug-

gestion. In one of them Neb-tawi-Eec terms his second year ‘ The First Occurrence of the

Sed Jubilee ’, a festival which in Greek times was called ‘ The Thirty A"ear Jubilee ’, whatever

may have been the exact rules governing its recurrence.® According to the reconstruction

of this period which I have just proposed, the Sed Jubilee of Neb-tawi-Eef would fall just

before the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty—let us say in the last year of the seven years

of anarchy at the end of the Eleventh Dynasty. Add six years of those seven in the troubled

period to twelve years—the known length of the reign of S'ankh-ka-Eef—and twelve more

years of the reign of Neb-hepet-Ee< and we have not only the thirty-year period which Neb-

tawi-Ee< celebrated, but we have a picture of Neb-hepet-Ee< himself celebrating the period

which preceded it.^ Incidentally, I am inclined to suggest that the Jubilee period which

Neb-hepet-Ee< celebrated in his 39th Year started in his own 9th Year with the Union of the

Two Lands.

The name of the last, the successful contestant for the throne, is surely the second of the

two names on our small sherd. It has often been suggested—hut with varying amoimts of

conviction—that the Vizir Amen-em-het succeeded Neh-tawi-Ee' on the throne. That
hypothesis may now be accepted unquestionably, I beheve, on the evidence of this Lisht

fragment. It is perhaps dangerous to take an Egyptian at his own valuation, and to accept

literally the honours of which he himself boasts, but the sonorous hst of titles which the

Vizir Amen-em-het recorded in the Wady Hammamat shows that he was among the chief

partisans of ?seb-tawi-Ee< in the latter’s struggle for the throne. Once on the throne himself,

Amen-em-het uTote—it must be admitted in an obviously exaggerated vein—a document
which purported to be an extremely ancient prophecy.® In it was foretold how he was to

save Egypt from those who were contending for the crown, which he himself was finally to

' Chevrier, Annales du Sendee, 38 (1938), 601.

^ Using Farina’s reconstruction of Col. 5®, line 18, and photographs which he kindly sent me some years

ago. Dr. W. C. Hayes and I think we can see at the end of the dynasty
|

' ' '

'^]f l
^nn' ' '• I owe to Hayes the suggestion that these seven years should all be counted as

one period of anarchy at the end of the dynasty and none of them assigned to the beginning, as I was at first

inclined to think.

® Moret, Du caractere religieux de la royauti pharaonique, 254 ff., quotes the existing literature on the
subject. He, however, takes the 30 years as a round number representing about a generation.

‘ Winlock, American Journal of Semitic Languages, 57 (1940), 143, 147, 153, fig. 8.

® Meyer, Geschichte (1913), § 280; Gardiner, JEA 1 (1914), 100-6; Ranke in Gressmann, Altorientalische

Texte (2nd edition, 1926), pp. 46-8. It was Sethe's contention that the texts he published in Achtung feind-
licher Fursien belong to this period of Amen-em-het’s accession.
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«in and which he was to place upon his own hrow. He makes no claim to the crown on
legitimist grounds. He admits his mother was a Nubian woman of no distinction—miless

it was a distinction for her to have come from Hierakonpolis, the Upper Egyptian Horus
town. Even his name shows that his family were southerners^ devoted to a provincial

peasant god, Amun, practically unheard of as yet but destined to be raised to the top of the

Egyptian pantheon by Amen-em-het and his descendants.

Amen-em-het I became a great king, but, perhaps because of Ids own dubious past, he

never seems to have won the complete loyalty of the Egyptians. In a second literary com-
position he describes how one night in the earlier part of his reign, before his twentieth year

when he made his son S<en-Wosret co-regent, assassins came to murder him in his sleep and
he barely escaped with his hfe.- IVhen he actually did die the court was torn bj^ that obscure

palace conspiracy which is hinted at in the opening hnes of the ‘Story of Sinuhe’, and which

S'en-Wosret rushed home to quell.®

The facts which I have just skimmed over hghtly permit the construction of a canon of

the Eleventh Dynasty as follows

:

Eleventh Dynasty

Kings of Upper Egypt only Years Dates B.c.

1. Seher-tawi Intef .......... [?3] 2143-2140

2. Wah-ankh InteU .......... 49 2140-2091

3. Nekht-neb-tep-nefer lutef ........ [?3] 2091-2088

4. S'ankh-ib-tawi Mentu-hotpe® ........ 1]8 2088-2070

5. Neb-hepet-Ret Mentu-hotpe . . .9 years ? . . .
® 2070-2061

Kings of Upper and Lower Egypt

5. Neb-hepet-Ret Mentu-hotpe . . . 42 years'? 51 2061-2019

6. S'ankh-ka-Ret Mentu-hotpe ........ 12 2019-2007

Total years in the reigns of 6 kings

Years of anarchy in which S‘en-Wosret, probably other pretenders,

Neb-tawi-Re< Mentu-hotpe, and finally Amen-em-het struggled for the

throne ........... 7 2007-2000

Total years from the beginning of the XI to the beginning of the XII Dyn. 143

’ The name of Amen-em-het was borne by a man who died in Thebes 90 years before this time, in the
reign of Nekht-neb-tep-nefer Intef. His grave stela is ^DLA 14.2.6.

“ ‘The Instructions of Amenemhet to his Son’ in Erman-Blackman, Literature of the Ancient Egyptians
72.

^ Erman-Blackman, op. cit., 16.

* His year total in the Turin PapvTus is on the line below, but Vandier has shown from an Eleventh

Dynasty monument that he belongs immediately after Seher-tawi. His position in regard to the two suc-

ceeding kings is fixed by contemporary stelae. See BM Hieroglyphic Texts, I, 53 ; Gauthier, Bull, de Vlnstitut

fran^ais, 5 (1905), 39; and Sethe, ZAS 1905, p. 132.

‘ For the restoration of the reign length see p. 116, n. 2 above.

* See the suggestion on page 118 above. It would have been in this period that his name was wTitten.
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EGYPTIAN ASTEONOMY

By HEEBEKT CHATLEY

Week the ‘zodiacs’ of Denderah, Esneh, and Edfu {Description de I'Egijpte, Antiquites,

I, Pis. 58, 79, and 87, and iv. Pis. 18-21) were discovered by Napoleon’s savants, great hopes

were held that a means had been found by which the heavens of the ancient Egyptians could

be reconstructed. These ‘ zodiacs ’ were beheved to be much older than they actually are and
it was in particular assumed that the circular ‘ zodiac ’ of Denderah was a carefully drawn
planisphere covering the whole of the Egyptian sky. J. B. Biot {RecJierches sur plusieurs

points de Vasironoynie e'gyptienyie, Paris, 1823, PI. 2) was misled in this way and identified a

large number of points in the planisphere to his own satisfaction, and numerous other

students wrote on the matter at great length.

The discovery by Belzoni of the tomb of Seti I with its astronomical ceiling and the

resemblance of that eeihng to those of the Eamesseum (Leps., Dkrn. vi. Pis. 137, 170-1) and
the temple at lladinat Habu (Daressy, Ruines de Medinet Habu, 155) raised many new
problems. The matter was further compUcated by the group of star figures associated with

the hour tables recorded by Lepsius {Dkm. vii. Pis. 227-8) in the tombs of Eamesses VI, VII,

and IX, in which tombs also further copies appear of the ‘ celestial diagram ’ (Lefebure, Les

Hijpogees roijaux de TJiebes, 5, 21, 49, 62).

Attempts were made by Eomieu {ZAS 6, 135; 7, 17, 34), J. B. Biot {Mem. Acad. Sci.

24, 265, 549), Gensler {Die thehanischen Tafeln stiindlicher Sternaufgdnge, Leipzig, 1872,

1 ff.), Eenouf {PSBA 3, pt. ii, 400 and 421), Lauth (Les Zodiaqiies de Denderah, Munich,

1865, 6), Sharpe {History of Egypt, London, 1876, 87), Brugsch {Thesaurus, i, Leipzig, 1883,

185 and Agyptologie, Leipzig, 1889, 340), Bilfinger {Die Steryitafeln in den dgyptischen

Kdnigsgrdbern voyi Bibayi el Moluk, Stuttgart, 1891, 1 ff.) and Mahler {ZAS 32, 99) to

arrive at consistent identifications of the various figures but without much success. Even
the thirty-six dekans, or ten-day stars, proved almost unidentifiable in spite of the

unquestionable inclusion amongst them of Sirius {spdt) and Orion {ssh).

Further steps were taken by the recognition by Maspero {Les hiscriptions des Pyramides

de Saqqarah, Rec. Trav. 5, 8, 169 and 7, 150) and Sethe {Die altdgypt. Pyramideyitexte, i, 458,

II, 959, 1456) of references to the Ox-leg (Ursa Major), Sirius, Orion, and other star groups in

the Fifth and Sixth Dynasty Pyramid texts and in Daressy's discovery {Ann. Serv. 1, 79-90)

of dekanal fists associated with hour tables on the Tenth Dynasty coffins from Asiut.

Several more copies of the ‘celestial diagram’ were discovered, two, Senmut {Bull.

MMA 23, No. 2, Suppt.) and the Kamak clepsydra, Daressy {Bull. Inst. Eg., 5th Ser.,

9, 5-16) of the Eighteenth Dynasty, practically complete, and the fragments of one of the

Eleventh Dynasty from Asiut (coffin of Heny, Gunn, Arm. Serv. 26, 171). There are now
almost twenty copies of this diagi'am from the Eleventh Dynasty down to Eoman times, the

later ones of notable importance being those of Prince Nechtanebo (Berlin Museum), coffin

of Her-ned-tef (British Museum No. 6678), and two Ptolemaic ceilings at Atfih (Daressy,

Ayin. Serv. 3, 121). There can be no doubt that tliis form is a definite standard with which all

others, whether star-hour tables, figures of the Goddess of Heaven, Graeco-Eoman zodiacs,

or tables of dekans, should be compared.
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The normal form of this diagram is shown in the external decoration of the Karnak
clepsydra (Amenophis III), of which there is a replica in the Time Section of the Science

Museum, London. (Chatley, Observatory, 03, 68.)

This diagram consists of three registers. Beading from the right to the left, the contents

are as follows:

First register: The thirty-six dekans with specially marked groups and a kind of star

map of the equatorial-echptic band, Sirius, the superior planets, the meta-dekans, and the

two inferior planets. Notes as to deities associated with each.

Second register: the eight children of Horus, the central star figures clustered about the

Ox-leg, and the seven stellar genii.

Third register: The twelve months, starting with the seventh so that the first is in the

middle imder Sirius and marked by a cynocephalus.

The first register generally includes prayers for the Pharaoh and the second or third

register may also contain similar prayers. Li tliis instance (as in some others) the Pharaoh is

showm worshipping the gods of the months.

Pogo {Isis, 14, 300; 17, 6) has given much thought to the analysis of the diagram.

C. A. Wainw’right {Orion and the Great Star, JEA 22, pt. 1, 45 ;
A pair of Constellations,

Griffith Studies, 280) has drawn attention to certain particular features and has identified

one of the central figures {dia inic) with Cygnus.

A good description of the general position of Egyptian Astronomy is given in the first

chapter of Zinner’s Geschichte der Sternkunde (Leipzig, 1931).

It is the object of the present notes to indicate some general conclusions as to the various

figures.

The Constellations

Dekanal constellations (not individual dekans). There are about twenty-four constella-

tions, several of which extend over two, three, or even five of the individual dekans.

Horary constellations (tombs of Eamesses VI, VII, and IX) . These are fourteen in number,

two of which are very large, extending over four to seven hours of right ascension. At least

four of these are identical with dekanal constellations, leaving ten not so describable.

Central constellations. These are seven in number, of which two or three are probably

identical with horary constellations, leaving, say, four of a unique character.

This makes a net total of thirty-eight, to which a few must he added for the star groups

south of the dekanal belt. These are quite possibly the five or six ‘ meta-dekans ’, making a

total of, say, forty-four.

In comparison with this number, it may he noted that the two Denderah ‘ zodiacs ’ each

have about twenty constellation figures, if we exclude the Greek zodiacal signs, the planets,

the hour-goddesses, and the dekans. The two zodiacs agree as to these figures with the excep-

tion of two or three items. Adding these twenty to the twenty-four dekanal constellations

we again have a total of about forty-four.

Ptolemy in his Ahnagest (Manitius’ translation, vol. 2, p. 29) has forty-eight constella-

tions and although these are Greek or Babylonian in origin, the total number may have been

the same in Egypt.

The round ‘zodiac’ of Denderah (Chainpollion, iMo7i. 4, PI. 349 ; Description de VEgypte,

Antiq. iv, PI. 20-1
;
Daressy, Bidl. Inst. Fr. 12, 34) undoubtedly includes many Egj-ptian

features as well as the obviously Greek ones. For our purpose the latter should be severely

R
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neglected except in so far as they indicate the relative position of the Egyptian figures. A
difficulty occurs inasmuch as the dekanal figures are shown surrounding the periphery

whereas it is an essential feature of the dekans that they correspond broadly to the band,

say 60 degrees wide, which includes the equator and echptic. The echptic is roughly indi-

cated by the positions of the Greek signs of the zodiac and there are on the ‘ zodiac ’ some

nine large figures (including Sirius and Orion) outside the Greek signs. In view of the fact

that in Egj’pt a very large fraction of the whole sky is visible and there are many stars south

of the dekanal band, it must he presumed that these figures (excluding Sirius, Orion, the

Hawk-Sceptre which is apparently fiducial, and a disk which is solar or lunar), refer to star

groups so^^th of the dekans, in spite of the fact that the dekans are shown symbolically and

by hieroglyphs round the peripherj’. In other words the dekanal circle at Denderah must be

regarded as a kind of graduation of the circle rather than as an indicator of the positions of

the dekanal constellations. This is confirmed by the unequal spacing of the dekanal symbols

which corresponds roughly to the unequal inter\’als of ‘right ascension’ consequent upon the

use of the changing interval between ten-day dawns, combined with the use of stars of

unequal ‘magnitude’. The distortion of a planisphere which attempts to show the whole

heavens down to 60 degrees south ‘ declination ’ is enormous in any case and the object of the

draughtsman doubtless was to represent the Powers of Heaven rather than to give a map for

survey purposes. Daressy in his paper celeste {Bull. Inst. Eg. 12, 1) has endeavoured

to show that this chart represents the nomes, &c., of Egypt, as a terrestial parallel to the

heavens. This would be quite in accordance "with the hypotheses of Greek astrology, but,

if true, is simply an addition to the fundamental ideas of the celestial diagram, and may
serve to explain some of the divergencies.

Using these assumptions, the Denderah ‘zodiacs’ may be compared with the ‘celestial

diagram’ with moderately consistent results, as shown below.

The Northern or Central Stars

Inside the ring of the Greek signs of the zodiac on the round Denderah ceiling (dis-

regarding the five planets and a solar bark which either represents the sun or is an allusion

to the solar bark of Dekan No. 15, hr-ib-wi) there are seven figures and a cynocephalus.

The latter appears to be a marker for the spring equinox, just as in the celestial diagram it

appears sometimes as a marker for the beginning of the Egyptian year. In the rectangular

zodiac of Denderah these can all be found, with one ambiguity.

There can be little doubt that these seven are broadly equivalent to the seven figures of

the central group of the celestial diagram. In the tombs of Eamesses VI, VH, and IX
(Lefebure, Hypoge'es roijaux, M. Miss. Arch. Fr. 3, pp. 5, 21, 49) these figures are shown
facing right as well as left. This change probably alludes to a shift of twelve hours of right

ascension although the arrangement of the figures has been subordinated to artistic sym-
metry. In the alternative the Ox-leg is shown as a complete bull (compare the diagram of

Seti I, Leps., Dim, PI. 137, or Bull. MMA 18, 283) and the hippopotamus has a crocodile

on her back whereas the one facing leftwards has not. The scorpion goddess is shifted about
in a rather perplexing manner. Similarly in the Ptolemaic tombs at Atfih (Daressy, Ann.
Serv. 3, 160-80) these figures are shifted roimd at right angles but not wholly consistently.

These are all indications that httle stress may be placed on the exact relative positions of

the figures when comparing them with the stars.

The following table is an attempt to correlate all the seven, following the order of the
figures from the rectangular zodiac of Denderah (Brugsch, Thes. i, 5)

:
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Eectangidar zodiac of

I

Denderah {order that of Probable star groups

Celestial Diagram the signs of zodiac) corresponding Remarks

Dw! Ime. Hawk god with

cord to Ox-leg
|

il/sAtJir, Ox-leg and Chain

Hsimivt, Hippo-goddess
,

connected to Ox-leg

Srsi, a crocodile with a

god, sometimes with a
;

spear or rope i

Im, a lion

Srkt, the Scorpion goddess

Horns, fighter of demons,

with spear

Ox-leg

Hippo-goddess

God with knife and

antelope

Headless man

God with feather head-

dress, holding cobra

Jackal on hoe

Cygnus {VVain«Tight)

(Ursa Major ; Septen-

triones)

Bootes, Hercules, Lj'xa.

and Draco

Cassiopeia and Perseus

Cepheus ?

Auriga ?

Ursa ilinor

Coma Berenice ?

Missing from round

zodiac

-Rrr, in the Horary constel-

lation

yht. in the Horary

groups ?

A headless animal on
round zodiac

The Extreme Southern Stars

The next table is an attempt to correlate the various groups on the Denderah zodiacs

with actual star groups occupying analogous positions in the actual sky, the horary star

groups of the Eamesside hour tables (Leps., Dkm. vii, 227-8) and also the meta-dekans. The
subject of the meta-dekans is discussed in more detail later. The horary groups include all

except the Lute Bearer, Mnjt, Brt the Hippopotamus and NJjt the Giant, which are, I think,

north of the ecliptic. The latter two are included in the above table of Northern Stars and

all four can be related in right ascension to the dekans.

Denderah zodiacs

Lion-headed goddess with

sceptre
I

Goddess '

Orion (Sih)

Spdt Cow in bark

Goddess with bow and
arrow {Sitt)

|

Goddess with water ves-
i

sels (Jnkt)

Goddess with child (Snake

in Pool
;
rectang. zodiac

only)

Bull-head god and hoe

Lion and Pool

Man-headed hippo

Approximate star groups Horary star groups

Cetus

Eridanus

Orion

Sirius and Canis Major

(Delta and Eta Canis

majoris ?)

Hydra

Centaunis

Lupus

Scorpio

Goose

H)w and ^rjt

Orion

Spdt and Train

Two stars

Waters

Lion

Many stars

Meta-dekans

Stju\ the two tortoises

A’sru'

Sspt

’lbs or 'Ipsd

Sbss or Inp
Xtr ir,-6'

The Dekanal Band

Much difficulty has arisen from the variations in the dekanal hsts, of which there are now
over thirty examples from the Tenth Dynasty (Daressy, Ann. Serv. 1, 79) down to Eoman
times, quite apart from the late examples up to the present day. (See Gundel, Bekane und
Dekansternhilder, Hamburg, 1936, on the whole subject.) Some Egj'ptologists do not seem
to have recognized that there is actually a wide choice in selecting dekanal stars, since the

stars only have to satisfy the condition that they rise at da-wn in the east so many tens of
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days after the similar rising of Sirius. Sirius rises appreciably south of the east point and it

may reasonably he supposed that any fairly conspicuous star which rises not much farther

south (or north) of due east than Sirius does would be acceptable. If the constellations were

sufficiently extensive, two different observers could easily choose two different stars for the

same dawn or different stars from the same constellation for two or three dekans. Adding to

this source of ambiguity the variations in the mean time of dawn during the year which

make the inter\'als of ‘obhque ascension’ very rmequal, the difference in the position of the

sun below the horizon at which stars of different magnitude remain visible, and the secular

twist of stars relative to the celestial equator due to precession and it will readily be seen how

inconsistencies in the hsts could occur. Further anomahes would appear when it was

attempted to reconcile transits of the stars mth their obhque ascensions. The obhque

ascension of a star is the right ascension of the east point that rises with it.

The following list of dekanal constellations (not dekans) shows which dekans they re-

ferred to, and gives the horary groups to which they approximately correspond in right

ascension and the Greek constellations with which they may be roughly associated.

DeTcanal ccmstdlation Dekans Greek constellations Horary groups in similar E. A.

Knmwt 1, 2, and 3 Canis Major and Cancer Two stars

Pit 4 and 5 Leo Waters

Tmt 6 and 7 Virgo Lion

Wsit 8 >> 99

Bkitj 9 Virgo and Libra Many Stars

Iph 10 Libra Lutebearer

Sbssn 10 and 11 Mnjt

Hntt 11, 12, and 13 Scorpio 99

jHnnw, the fishes 14 >9 Rrt the Hippo

Hr-ib-wi, the ship 13, 14, and 15 99 99

Ssmw 13 and 16 Sagittarius 99

Kmnw 17 „

Smd 18 and 19 Capricomus and Aquila 99

Srt, the ram 20, 21, and 22 99 the Giant

lihu! 21, 22, and 23 Aquarius

Bijw 23, 24, and 25 Pisces 99

Hntt (H) 26, 27, and 28 Aries S’-rjt

kd 28, 29, and 30 Taurus Goose

frt 30, 31, and 32 ,, Goose and Hiw
Hiw 30 and 31 ,,

Sih (Orion) 32, 33, 34, 33, and 36 Gemini and Orion Sih

Spdt 34, 35, 36, and 1 Canis Major and Cancer Spdt

Two or three rareforms havebeenomitted, only twenty-twoheinghere given. Hnttlldoes

not appear in the old Tenth Dynasty hsts but there is an hiatus there. This group includes

the remarkable sub-group Hit, the Body of Heaven. This has often been identified {e.g., by

Pogo, Isis, 14, 321) with the Pleiades, but as it may he as much as nine dekans behind Sirius

and the direct celestial arc from Sirius to the Pleiades is less than 60 degrees there is some

doubt about this. This group appears to be referred to in the pyramid texts {Eec. Trav. 5,

169). Lauth {Zod. Denderah, 2) identified the middle of Knid with the Pleiades, but this

is quite impossible, since the Pleiades rise before Sirius does.

On the ceihng of Senmut (Pogo, Isis, 14, 321) the stars shown traihng to the right of

Srt the Earn seem to indicate the Milky Way. The first sixteen dekans form the half circuit
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if reckoned by oblique ascensions but there is some confusion doubtless due to the fact that

equal division would make the number eighteen.

The Meta-Dekans

In all the complete copies of the celestial diagram there are certain names (five, six, or

nine in the sarcophagus of Nechtanebo, see Gimdel, Dekane und Dekansternbilder, PI. 6)

between the superior planets Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars and the inferior planets Mercury

and Venus which so far no one has clearly identified. Brugsch {TJies. i, 137 ft’.), followed

by Budge in his dictionary, suggests that they are the individual stars of the main group in

Orion, hut as Orion is very adequately represented in Dekans 32 to 35, this seems improbable.

Since they are associated with the dekans and planets they are probably southerly in de-

clination and it seems to the author very probable that they are, as already indicated, the

sub-dekanal constellations visible in the south during the winter nights (Hydra, Centaurus,

Lupus, &c.).

Disregarding the case of Nechtanebo (where the insertions seem special) there are varia-

tions in the older lists as regards Nos. 4, 5, and 6. In the Karnak clepsydra, the Eamesseum,

and the coffin of Hr-nd-tf, the fourth is called lbs and the fifth Inp. In Senmut there are only

five, the fourth being Ibss and the fifth Nir uys. In Seti I there are six, the fourth being

Ifsd, the fifth Sbhn, and the sixth Ntr laL

In the later dekanal lists Stjw (the first meta-dekan) is associated with the head of Knict

(the first dekan) and there are dekanal names Ipst (Greek Aphoso) and Shkn (Sebchos) for

dekans 8, 9, or 10, which seem to agree with meta-dekans Nos. 4 or 5.

We may then deduce that these constellations parallel the first part of the dekanal band

and extend over about 120 degrees succedent to Sirius. This is just the position of the sub-

ecliptic stars which are visible in the south (in Egypt) during the first half of the Gregorian

year or in the middle of the so-called Sothic year.

The Attendants to the Central Stars

The celestial diagram shows usually seven figures on the left and eight on the right. The
latter are the eight children of Horus, led by Imstj. In some cases Isis appears before them or

her figure may be substituted for that of Imstj. Wainwright {Grijfith Studies, 381) sug-

gests that they represent the seven stars of Mshtjw, the Great Bear, and adduces several

texts in support of this argument. It seems to the author that these texts refer simply to the

position of these beings in the diagram. The number is normally eight, not seven. The four

sons of Horus are othemise associated with the four quarters and it may be that there is a

reference here to worship from all quarters of Heaven.

The seven on the left are still less intelligible. Their names are used in some instances for

certain days of the month, so that it may be that the fundamental idea is that of worship at

all times. Borchardt {Altdgijpt. Zeitmess., 58, Ac.) suggests that they refer to the seven

days of the planetarj- week, but this is almost impossible.

The author’s impression is that these are purely theological features without any astro-

nomical significance.

The Planets

Brugsch {Thes. i. 63 and Aegijptologie, 33.5) identified these by means of the Stobart

tables, the Denderah zodiacs, and the references in the celestial diagram to their motion.

The title B;, Wanderer, is applied freely to Saturn (Bull of Heaven), Mars (Hr-idiiiij), and
Venus {Bmc <sjr) but scarcely ever to Jupiter (Hr-icp-stnc) and never to Mercury {Shg).
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The term ‘ Star of the South of Heaven’ is generally apphed to Jupiter, but this would agree

with Canopus, which is seen low down when Sirius transits. Nevertheless the analogy with

Saturn and Mars (all Horus gods in boats) makes the identity with Jupiter practically

certain. Saturn may be in the east (Senmut and Hr-nd-tf and Eamesseum) or in the west

(Seti I). Mars may be in the east (Seti), the west (Eamesseum), or missing (Senmut, Karnak
clepsydra, and Hr-nd-tf) which last Pogo {Isis, 14, 321) argues as showing the conditions

when Mars is too close to the sun to be seen. Ei three or four cases Mars is referred to as

retrograde.

The Months

The arrangement of the months is practically stereotyped, although Senmut shows an

interesting variation, which Pogo (Isis, 14, 321) thinks is an unfinished table of stellar hours,

like those of the Asiut coffins. Apart from the positions of the planets, which are vague,

there is no real indication of date, although Mahler {ZAS 27, 97 ; 28, 33 ; 32, 99) has made
gallant attempts to show that the diagrams are horoscopes. The fact that the first month is

in the middle under Sirius seems to show that the whole thing is a conventional arrangement.

Doubtless the positions of the planets do refer to some particular epoch and in that sense

there is a horoscopic suggestion, but no dates can possibly be derived from that fact alone.

The precessional changes of the dekans with respect to Sirius in a Sothic year are too sma ll

to permit calculation from the data. Lastly since the first of the first month is associated

definitely with the rising of Sirius, no precessional date can be indicated except that of a

Sothic era (if there ever was such a thing recognized in early days) and this is quite excluded

by the identity of the Karnak clepsydra in this respect with the Madinat Habu ceiling,

which are separated in time by some 300 years or 2J sothic months.^

^ Some general notes on the whole subject are given by the author in Xote on Ancient Egyptian
Astronomy, Observatory, 62, 100.
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‘THE TEMPLE’, iOn, AS AN ABBREVIATED NAME FOR
THE TEMPLE OF MEDiNET HABU

By JAEOSLAV CEENA

The word Q hid, which originally designated fortified castle-like towns as opposed to the

open settlements called ®| niid, was used in the New Kingdom with the meaning ‘temple’.

The general word for temple was at that time, as previously, hid-7itr, and hid followed

by a royal name is used for various temples erected by the kings. WTiile in such case the

king's nomen is chosen for the old historic temples throughout Egypt, the king's prenoynen

invariably serves to form the names of the royal mortuary temples on the western side of

Thebes.i Thus £ 0n(®f[i various additions hke ‘in the

house of Ptah’, ‘in the house of Min’, ‘in the house of Thoth’,

etc., designates the temples founded by Eamesses III in Memphis, Panopolis, and Hermo-

pohs respectively,^ but the prenomen of this king, ric. Usima'renmiamun enters only into

the name of his mortuary temple at Medinet Habu, ^
^[r-]l(]“^ ‘the temple of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt Usima<rec-miamun in

the house of Amun’.® The whole expression, Q royal name, thus designates a particular

object, unique of its kind, and is always preceded by tbe definite article £ .

Often enough, however, £ is found alone with no royal name following it, and late

Eamesside papyri, especially those belonging to the Tomb Eobberies group, ^ abound in

examples of this use. Here the questions arise, (1) whether £ refers in each case to a

different building which either must be identified from the context or else is quite simply the

temple of the reigning Pharaoh, or (2) whether ‘ the temple ’ meant is always the same, in

other words whether £0^ ‘the (mortuary) Temple’ had become the name of a specific

building, the ‘ (mortuary) temple ’ par excellence, so that the following royal name could be

dispensed with.

An investigation into the problem reveals that there are really cases, relatively rare,

where U hict is only an abbreviation of the name of the temple previously quoted in full

;

e.g. Harris, 31, 4, where it stands for £ ‘the temple of

Eamesses-Euler-of-On, L.P.H. in the house of Ee< ’ (in Heliopolis) spoken of in the preceding

line, and similarly Harris, 51, a, 7, where it refers to £0r^C0ffiPPI/!S^'^'¥'iPlisni°i"^
‘the temple of Eamesses-Euler-of-On, L.P.H. in the house of Ptah’ (in Memphis), listed

^ Also that of the temple of Seti I at Abydos, £ 0 J >
tor which see Griffith,

in Journal, 13, 205-6.

^ Cf. the examples listed by Piehl, Did. du pap. Harris, p. 59.

^ E.g. Harris, 10, 3; 12, a, 1. While speaking on this point in .Journal 15, 195, notes 6 and 7, I did not

notice that the apparent exceptions contained the word [77 i. not
|

J and were not mortuary temples at aU.

The only real exception which remains is ‘the temple of Sety’ {l.c., p. 196, n. 1), occurring, however, which

I did not know then, as early as the first half of the Twentieth Djaiasty.
* Published by Peet, The Great Tomb Bobberies of the Tvenfieth Egyptian Dynasty, Oxford, 1930.
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only four lines before, Harris, 51, a, 3. This use has of course nothing unnatural, and any

other object would be referred to in a similar way in complete accordance with grammatical

custom.

On the other hand there are a number of cases where the situation is different. Thus

in a list of persons a certain Sirin 'boat’s captain of the temple

Efnamun’^ is named, and here the identity of the ‘temple’ caimot be guessed at from the

context, since there is none. It would, therefore, in itself be possible to take the ‘ temple ’ as

the mortuary temple of the king reigning at the time when the text was written, namely

Harnesses IX. ^ But this possibility can fortunately also be discarded by comparison with

a passage where the same person is more fully described as
(j

^ ^ 'CB

n

C®i P

^
‘boat’s captain of the temple of Usimacre<-miamun Efnamun’,® thus

suggesting that ^be first passage means Medinet Habu; and the same surprising

result is obtained whenever we are able to control by other means the identity of ^0^.^
In a hst of persons who received stolen property from a workman Amenhotpe, son of

Pentoere, we meet a C0n’* while the duplicate of the same hst® quotes

the same man as ‘^be baker Harmose of the

temple of Usima<re<-miamun’. In Pap. Leopold II, 3, 10, a ‘carpenter of the temple of

Usima're'-miamun’ is under the authority of a ‘second priest of Amonrasonther and sem-

priest of the Temple in the house of Amun’,^ where ‘the Temple’ clearly must be that of

Medinet Habu, judging both from the context and from the fuller description of the man,

Nesamun byname, in the same papyrus (2,1): P(^ A £ 0n (P.^
On the mummy of Eamesses III a piece of linen was found® showing the god

Amun on the throne accompanied by legends ‘Amen-rec

uniting with eternity, -nithin the Temple, the great god, lord of heaven’ and
(]

“^0n ‘^Diun uniting with eternity, -ndthin the Temple’, and here too ‘the Temple’

par excellence points to Medinet Habu, since ‘Amun uniting with eternity’ and ‘Amen-re<
uniting mth eternity’ are precisely the name of the Amun and the Amen-re« of Medinet

Habu,i« which is sometimes called

‘the temple of milhons of years of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Usima'rec-

miamun which (= the temple) unites 'nith eternity, in the house of Amun’. Again,

side by side ^vith on another fragment found

in the coffin of the Queen Xefertari,^^ and finally ‘ Amun uniting 'with eternity ’ occurs in a
fragmentary Twentieth Dynasty letter in the Brooklyn Museum (Access. No. 37.903 L), to

* Pap. B.M. 10053, 1, IS, publ. Peet, op. cit., PI. xvii.

^ Like (K^g’s) tomb’, i.e. the tomb of the reigning Pharaoh.

^ Pap. B.M. 100-53, 3, 17 (= Peet, op. cit., PI. xvi).

* Peet in Journal, 11, 58 arrives at the wrong conclusion that t; fiwt ‘is used as an abbreviation for the
temple which is under discussion at the time’.

^ Botti-Peet, 11 Oiomale della Xecropoli di Tehe, PI. 19, 15.

* Pap. B.M. 100-53, 4, 2 ( = Peet, op. cit., PI. xviii).

’’ Journal, 22, Pis. xiv-xv. “ Ibid., PI. xii. s Maspero, Momies royales, 564^6.
Harris, 4, 6 (in a description of Medinet Habu extending from 3, 11 to 5, 3). Of. also Spiegelberg,

Correspondance-s du temps des rois pretres, p. 30.

Xelson and others, Med. Habu, m, PI. 140, 11. 55-6; sim. PI. 136, I. 23 ; PI. 146, 1. 219 ; PL 148 1. 293
(the last two with bh m rnpwt omitted). Maspero, Momies royales, 565.
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which Dr. Gardiner has kindly drawn my attention. As this is perhaps the most suitable

opportunity to publish the fragment in question, the author may be excused for interrupting

his argument to give a transcript made from a photograph

;

(1) entirely lost

A eva

>©

(
2

)

(3)

(
4

)

(^)

(
6
)

T

V

•A

. S —
(1) ‘[A (says) to B, an employee of the temple of Usima'ref-]

(2) miamun in the house of Amun (on) the West of Thebes: In life, prosperity, and health, (m)

the favour

(3) (of) Amonrasonther ! To this effect: I say every day to Amun uniting with eternity

(4) (and) to every god and every goddess who rests in the Temple that they may

(5) give thee life, that they may give thee health, that they may give thee youth

(6) and (he) says: When my [letter reaches thee, etc.].’

From all these instances it can be safely concluded that ^ Q is used for the name of

the temple of Medinet Habu, and this deduction when apphed to other examples not

obvious in themselves results sometimes in interesting information.

Thus in the frequent proper names^ ^ 0n 'n
Temple is victorious’)

the Temple is vigilant ’), as well as in the rare personal name

n (— the Temple is victorious’)’- it now appears that

‘he of the Temple’ or ‘he within the Temple’ is not an anonymous god, but is the Amun of

Medinet Habu. When we read in Pap. Mayer A 6, 14, that A s <?

£ 0n * the foreigners came and seized the Temple ’, some time in the second half, or towards

the end, of the Twentieth Djmasty, we may now be sure that the temple in question was

that of Medinet Habu,^ and this information agrees well with the traces of devastation

found by Prof. Holscher.® And anyone who wonders where the house of the vizier of

the time may have been situated finds a precise answer in Pap. Brit. Mus. 10383, 1, 6,

which mentions ^ ^^ 0 house of the vizier which is in the Temple ’,

presumably in the vicinity of the royal palace within the temple enclosure. And if of a sem-

priest Hori who is known from Pap. B.M. 10053, 3, 5 to have been sem-priest of

^ 0n ^ 01, ^
temple of Iving Nebma<re' (i.c. Amenophis III) ’,® it is said in

n ” vA n ^ .A v
another document® that

i' A-'i ) cTi e r© ^ A nbe© ‘The

^ T^vice in the unpublished Theban graffito Xo. 1201.

^ Peet in Journal, 12, 256, in commenting on the passage, thought the identification probable. So, too,

Holscher in the publication quoted in the next note.

^ Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, Communication Xo. 18, p. 100.

* Peet, Tomb Robberies, PI. xxii. Peet's alternative explanation in the Text, p. 127, note 5, is very

unlikely, as Tity as a proper name is extremely rare, means ‘house’ in Late Eg^-ptian, not ‘room’ as

given in his translation.

^ Peet, op. cit., PL xvii; cf. also Pap. B.M. 10013, 2, 10 and 3, 19 ( = Peet, PI. xvii).

® Pap. Brit. Mus., 103S3, 1, 10-11 (= Peet, PI. xxii).

S
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Pharaoh appointed the se>?j-priest Hori as sewi-priest of the Temple and he (Hori) went

forth to the Temple’, it can only mean that Hori -was transferred in his function as sem-

priest from the temple of the Colossi to Medinet Habu, -s^dth the further obvious deduction

that Pap. Brit. Miis. 103S3 is subsequent to Pap. Brit. Mus. 10053.^

The 0 n mentioned in Harris, 6, 6, and 6, 9, as engraved on silver and copper

tablets must of course also have been ‘decrees’ of the temple of Medinet Habu.

Why the mortuary temple of Medinet Habu was called simply ‘the Temple’ is not

difficult to understand. Among all the temples on the West of Thebes, this throughout the

Twentieth Dynasty was by far the greatest and the most important. It served as a strong-

hold for the west side of Thebes, and most of the Necropolis employees and the Necropolis

administration resided within its enclosure walls well protected against the Libyan inva-

sions that marked the latter part of the Twentieth Dynasty.^ On one occasion under

Harnesses the workmen employed to carve the king’s tomb at Biban el-Muluk refrained

from work, because the policeman Nesamun told them—doubtless on behalf of a higher

authority: ^ ^ p £ BA ‘do not work, stay in the Temple’. And

at a later period the scribe of the king’s tomb and a ‘scribe of the army of the temple of the

King Usimarre'-miamun in the house of Amun’ report to a high official:

£ 01^ ‘we are here staying in the Temple’.®

\\£^-
D

^ Rightly recognized by Peet, Tomb Robberies, Text, p. 123 and note f.

“ On these consult Journal. 12, 257-8.

^ Botti-Peet, II Giornale della Necropoli di Tebe, PI. 53, 16.

4 For as often at this period. * Cf. my Late Ramesside Letters, 23, 11.
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THE TOMB OF AMENMOSE (No. 89) AT THEBES
By XIXA :\r. and N. de G. DAYIESI

Tomb 89, situated near the summit of the hill of Sheikh ‘AhJ el-Kurnah at its southern end,

is not very attractive, being in part unfinished and, for the most part, painted in somewhat

coarse style. In addition nearly every figure of the owner and of his relations was cut out as

a personal affront, and the whole tomb was so effectively burnt that much of the detail and

of the hieroglyphs has completely disappeared. Bats too have done disgusting damage.

The tomb apparently was already so unsightly that the Atenists spared it any further

defacement. Nevertheless it contains a good many features of interest and. by presenting

these in tracings and briefly noting the more commonplace records, the contents may be

considered as sufficiently published for ordinary purposes.

The tomb consists of a single chamber divided longitudinally by two pillars and two

pilasters, but the latter have been given

such extension that they have the aspect

of party walls, especially from the front,

since the inner part of the chamber has

not been given the same length as the

outer. A roughly shaped niche in the

middle of the rear wall seems designed to

contain a seated rock statue.^

The owner was one Ameninose, ‘ seig-

neur, chancellor of the king of Upper

Egypt, sole companion, follower of the

king in his journeys through the lands to

the south and the north, steward in the

southern city’.® Amenmose seems to have

lived through part of the reign of Tuth-

mosis III and on into the early years of

Amenophis III. It would appear that he

looked back with most pride to his service under Tuthmosis, since, though he gives the chief

position in the tomb to Amenophis III as the reigning king when it was decorated, it is for

Tuthmosis that he prays and, in memory of him. he placed a scene of his homage to this

king opposite the other, but in an inconspicuous position. This figure was obviously executed

in the reign of Amenophis III, as the face is definitely in the style of that period. The

exceptional excellence of this scene seems to reflect the hero-worship of his early manhood.

The rest of the work is surprisingly poor for the period, but this impression may be in part

due to the state of the walls.

Wall A. Near the doorway A.—^ offers ducks on two Irraziers to Amun and Eef-Harakhti

;

^ The tracings from which the plates have been prepared were made by X. M. Davies, who also noted

briefly the contents of the tomb. X. de G. Davies has confined himself to checking these notes and such of the

more legible texts as are presented here, and writing this succinct summary of the results.

^ See the sketch plan. Fig. 1 . The tomb has been completely photographed byMackay for the Mond records.

^ Sethe {Urkunden, iv, p. 102o) adds the title ’standard-bearer’ from a cone (no. 28tj of Daressy), but the

only ground for assignmg it to our Amenmose is its similarity to another (no. 308 of my collection) which

names the steward Amenmose and which was found by ilond in the court of Tomb SO (Annules du Service

6, 90). This title would imply that Amenmose had begun with a military career.

M.N.
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mats of food and ointment are in front of him. A panel of text, half obliterated by paint,

reads; ‘For thy ka, Amen-Eef, king of the gods, for Ee'-Harakhti, and for Hathor, regent

of Thebes, that they may give victorious courage to the royal spirit of Men-kheper-Ee^’.^

At the bottom of the vail a man cuts up an ox. He is ‘ Bedem-amun, butcher of the

steward, Amenmose ’. Another assistant^ holds out to A. a censing-spoon and a dish with

a cone of fat. Behind A. four men in two registers bring flowers and twists of fragrant

gum. Short texts have been smeared out. In a sub-scene eight men^ bring more incense,

flowers, a bull with a garland of vine round its neck, a large wine jar in a net, and duck. On
the left A. -> sits behind a stand of food which a man holding a triple stem of papyrus,

consecrates. Behind A. two ladies sit, one above the other, with tables of food before

them. They are drawn on a network of small squares. In front of A. are guests in three

registers, the upper two containing seven men^ seated on stools and served by a butler

the lowest occupied by three womens seated on backed chairs and waited on by a girl-Hi-.

The left end of the sub-scene shows food being consecrated by a man -s- in ordinary dress to

two seated couples-^ (all erased).

Wall B. Near the entrance A.^ pours incense on to a mass of offerings which he is

presenting to various gods, including Osiris and Hathor, to the Ennead, and finally to ‘the

door-keepers of the gates of Det ’. Behind A. is the equally large figure of a man -> facing

closely a female figure of the same size (both cut out)
;
probably a goddess is holding some-

thing beneficial to his nostrils. A middle scene follows, the centre of which is occupied by a

thicket of birds and a hillock of water in which are two fine fish, transfixed by the spear of

A.-«-. On the other side of it he is fowling and in each case stands in the usual light skiff
,

on the incurved papyrus finial of which a cormorant (?) is perched, facing the sportsman or

the little lady who kneels at his feet. The scene is in the usual style. In a third scene at the

right end of the wall A. is enjoying the meal which his exertions have obtained for him,

for fish, duck, and bundles of (edible ?) papyrus are set below the usual stand of food. A man
facing him offers papyrus stems and a bouquet. By exception neither of the figures is erased.

Wall C. Here there is a round-topped stela within a square framework. It is now burnt

red and only the top remains, where the figures of two gods, back to back in the lunette, are

seen. At each side of the framing were three panels showing men offering to A., but every

figure has been erased.

Wall D. Osiris is enthroned within a naos which has the form of a four-posted coffin

with barrel vaulting, such as the gods occupy in the burial ritual. On each side of this were
three panels : those on the left show A. offerings, those on the right, deities^ seated. They
are Anubis, the goddess of the west, and Hathor.

Wall E. Upper scene. A. and wife ( ?)
-> offer to Osiris in a kiosk.

Lower scene (almost lost). Perhaps a priests throws purifying water over A.<-. On the

left small figures in three rows brings offerings.

Wall F (Plate xxii). This kitchen scene is not inappropriate to the tomb of a steward

who was responsible for the domestic economy of the palace. It has some parallel in the

tomb of Kenamun, also a royal steward.^ There are three registers, in each of which two rows
of men are dominated by a figure of A. (unerased) seated-^ on the left, but the movement
->is away from him, as if it found fulfilment round the corner where the burial scenes lie, or

on tbe end face of the pilaster (though it is left blank). Perhaps it is only an admission that

all this preparation was not for his house but for his master's.

^ Notice the correction to Sethe, Urkunden, p. 1022. The expunging paint that covers the text seems to
be a protest of Amenophis III against the mention of any king but himself. Was this mild offence the reason
for the erasure of the figures of A. also ? ^ Davies, Trnnh of Kenaynun, Pis. Iviii, lix.
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Top register. Amenmose^ faces an array of materials, stands piled with what may bo

fragrant gums above, and large jars, both sealed and open, below. If it be gum, then what we
have here may be the preparation of scented fat and incense. The episodes are as follows.

(1) A scribe writes down the amount delivered to the cooks. (-2) Two men pour ingredients

into a cooking-pan. one substance at least being a fluid. 13) The pan is carried off. (4) It is

set on a stove and one man stirs while another pours in a new ingredient from a jar. (5) The

contents are perhaps being ladled out after cooling and piled up in dishes. A child seems to

be meddling with the contents, (ti) Aedge-shaped cakes are being made of the stuff'. (7) It

is also moulded into the form of trussed fowl. (8) An overseer^ directs the proceedings.^

In the second row a file of men carry off what has been made out of the material, an overseer

marching both at the head and in the rear. The inflammable fat has been moulded into fanciful

forms, generally of couchant oxen or trussed fowl, but there are a few wedge-shaped cakes also.

The middle register. What is displayed before Amenmose in the upper row under the

supervision of a scribe are the moulded forms just seen. Led and followed by overseers as

before, the men again bear away the objects and also little pyramids of the stuff and some

piles of it in its raw state. In the lower row (1) a scribe checks the amount drawn from eleven

large covered jars. (2) A man pours a liquid from a jar into a cup held by another, or, more

likely, through a strainer which retains the lees. (3) The pan is carried off. (4) The con-

tents are placed over a hot stove and stirred. (5) A vase suggests that another ingredient is

now added, and it is stirred again. (6) An overseer sees to the last and most difficult opera-

tion, but this is not shown. (7) The forms into which the material has been moulded or cast

are exhibited, the two more common forms being now supplemented by the much less feasible

one of a fat and humped ox in walking attitude, couchant oryxes, and two obelisks such as

are often indisputably formed out of frankincense. It would obviously be a great economy

if instead of pouring incense on a pile of burning meat and fowl it were deemed enough to

have combustible gums made into the forms of the sacrificial victims.

Bottom register. The massed materials on the left include fourteen large oil ( ?) jars and

twenty white platters ('?). Four heaps of some substance lie below. In the upper row are seen

(1) An overseer. (2) Five men carrying the grey substance on platters or piled up on stands.

(3) A second overseer. 14) Eleven men carrying large jars, headed by a third overseer. In

the lower row are (1) an overseer. (2) A man striking ( ?) a measure of the grey substance

(incense?).^ (3) A man filling platters with it. (4) A man laying them out in a row, much as

fellah women spread dough on cla}' platters to rise in the sun. (5) A man setting out tables

of it. (6) An overseer. (7) Five men carrying jars (
'?) set horizontally on their shoulders.

(8) Five men carrying white sacks or linen. (9; Five men carrying sealed jars (upright).

In this puzzling display the making of incense, salves, pomades. &c., for a very large

household seems to be indicated. Possibly in the lowest row the making of fullers’ earth or

some other cleansing substance may be in the draughtsman's mind.^

IYall G. Upper scene. A.-^ served with food. Text illegible.

IYall H. Stripped of plaster.

Wall J. A.-> seated holding a baton. In front of him is a flaming lamp on a stand and

four tapers set in a rack.^

' A square object here and there niav be a small measure for computing the ingredients.

“ Cf. Davies in .JEA 9. PL xxviii, B.

^ Xo reliance can be placed on the feeble colours, for in their burnt state they give no help. The little

curls are characteri.stic of incense, however. Some very faint notes for textual dockets may be detected.

They seem to spell ‘priest’ ihm vtr) but probably read 'incense [sntr).

* Figured in Davies. .JEA 10, PL vh, no. l.l.
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Wall K. A. -> (erased) presents a fan to Tuthmosis III enthroned.^

Walls L, M. The funeral procession in four registers, beginning on the right of M and

closing on the left of L.^

(1)

A file of men-^, each bringing funeral furniture, as follows. Three ointment vases

and a fan. Three ointment jars. A casket. A chair. A vase. Three ointment jars and two

staffs. A casket and two giraffe’s tails. A casket and a fan. Two ointment jars and a bead

necklace. Three ointment jars and a fan. Two ointment jars. Two situlae and two tails.

A casket and a staff. A fan and ointment jars. A casket and a giraffe's tail.

(•2) Four draught oxen with a yoke tied to the horns but no rope. A man offers incense

and a libation. A driver. Four or more men with their hands on a rope. The catafalque,

with [Xephthys] and Isis in attendance, set in a bark and drawn on a sled. Eight men carry

a burial chest on poles. A female mourner walks beside it. Four men bring caskets.

(3) Ven-^ Ijring furniture. Two vases and a fan. Three jars on a stand and a fan. A
bed with head-rest. The remainder is gone, hut five male mourners follow (on wall L).

(4) Of the voyage to and from Abydos only the tug returning -> under sail and oars

remains (on the right of wall M) and five more male mourners (on wall L).

Wall X. The left half of this wall is devoted to the operations of ‘opening the mouth’.

There are two registers with four episodes in each. In the second row most of the texts are

legible. A third register shows a file of men-^ carrying offerings and animals.®

The right half of the wall shows two large figures of men bringing a formal bouquet

and an elaborately built-up offering of papyrus and ducks to a seated figures- of A. (all three

erased). A large altar-table holding food and jars is set before A. The texts are legible.*

^^'ALL 0. Presentation of foreign tribute to the king^ by A. (Plates xxiii-xxiv). Ameno-
phis III is seated under a simple baldachin supported on two lotus columns. Hathor,

‘regent of the necropolis, who gives health, life, and prosperity’, is seated beside him. The

faces of both are somewhat roughly drawn. An ^ sign within the kiosk uplifts a feather fan

to the king. A. (erased) probably stood with pendent arms. The king was styled ‘ the good

god, master of ritual, lord of the dais (tnit) of appearance (?),’ but this last phrase has been

altered.®

The southern half of the wall being occupied by another subject, the races depicted here

comprise those both of the north and the south, Syrians and negroes
;
for at this date, owing

to the extension of Egyptian sway southward or of the infiltration of the negro northward,

a definitely negro type represents the south country. The scene is divided into three registers,

Syrians above, negroes in the middle, and Egyptian soldiery, emphasizing the fact of con-

quest, in the lowest row. The articles of tribute laid before the king are being fornially

presented by Amenmose. The gifts are:

(1) Seven dishes of blue and green materials.

(2) The head of a lioness as a rhyton (blue spots on white).

(3) A two-handled vase (blue spots on white).

(4) Two bull's heads (the horns and markings in blue).

(•5) A tiuted dish with ducks’ heads as rim ornaments.

(6) A hest vase in lapis-lazuli.

(7 )
A tiuted crater with double handle and tiowers on the rim.

' Fi;:ured in Davies. Bulletin of J/4/4 for Dec. 1924, Part II, p. .31).

- For the texts (not cheeked by me) see Sethe, Vrkunden, iv, pp. 1023, 4 (F, 1-5).

^ Sethe, ihid., p. 1022, D.
* Sethe. loc. cit., E. For the stand of papyrus and duck cf. Davies, Tomb of Ramose, PI. xiii, 1.

“ Probably to what Sethe records (ibid., p. 1022, B) with the omission of fjf'.
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(8) A piriform vase -with long stem and neck, lotus flowers as handles, and a bull’s head

as stopper. Mhite ( ?) with blue bands.

(9) A lotiform cup with ducks’ heads as handles and rim ornamentation.

(10) A silver situla with blue bands.

In the hands of the men of the deputation one sees again the dishes of materials, the vases,

the bull’s head, the rhyton, and also the same feline head set upright a simdar tlish hut

without handles, two chariots furnished with how-cases, two cases for javelins to go with

these, and, finally, two hows.

The men are dressed in a style Avhich combines the earlier simplicity with some of the

later ornateness, the long white sleeved

gown with blue edging having another

garment cast round it from the waist

down. This seems to consist of a broad

decorated sash wound round the body

in several folds which sag in front and

therefore appear in a side view as slop-

ing flounces. The beard and hair are

full and a fillet is worn.

The massed tribute of the south-

erners comprises (so far as the indefinite

colour permits one to judge) gold, in

small round nuggets, made up into

rings, enclosed in bags, or formed

into cubic ingots. In the right-hand

part there are tusks, ebony logs, panther

skins, and a further su2)ply of gold. The

dishes around the grovelling figures may
contain gums (red?). Gold, ebony, and

feline pelts are seen again in the hands

of the men, but also ostrich feathers,

monkeys,and two hunting dogs on leash

of the same breed as that shown so well in Tomb 100.- The skin of another animal (white

with red blotches) has its head and paws (?) cut off;® the beast may have been thought

ignoble or hateful and perhaps was the destructive wild dog of the desert.

Behind the men are still visible two of their women, each carrying a couple of youngsters

in a pannier on her back. Here, as elsewhere, the men are given a peculiarly incurved spine

and thrust out buttocks, probably an exaggerated feature of their build. The prostrate

leaders, however, wear vests and long skirts and are less obviously negro
;
perhaps the

Nubian element still dominated the negro majority in the districts represented. The

soldiery in the lowest row* show a rank and file of ten spearmen bearing shields also and

curved sticks, followed by six (?) men with spears and curved sticks but without shields. They

are preceded by two men carrying encased bows and quivers, and a third who has a sack

tied round his shoulders and bears a curious lotus wand (Fig. 2).® Three ensigns follow,

^ Cf. Theban Tombs Series, v, PI. iv. ^ Davies, Paintings from RekhmirL'-, PI. viii.

3 Ibid., PI. vi.
* See for this Wreszinski, Atlas, i, 2So.

® This is common at Medinet Habu. See fyilkinson, 3/. and C. m, PI. l.v and Nelson. Medinet Habu, i.

Pis. 17, 22, 24, 29, 37, 38, 42, perhaps also in Davies, El Amarna, i, PI. ix. The bearers seem to be military

attendants on the king.
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carrying sun-shade, pennon, and flaild These may represent different corps and be tribally

distinct.

Wall P (Plate xxv). Here commercial intercourse between Egypt and the people of Punt

(Erithrea ?) is illustrated, the classical example of it being, of course, furnished by the temple

of Der el Bahri. The convenient meeting-place of the two peoples would be the site of the

modern Koser at the end of the route from Coptos to the Eed Sea. The records of Tomb 143

show that trade goods of a light sort could be carried on the sailing rafts of Punt.^ The very

similar picture here, though lacking the most important feature, the vessels which have

brought the articles of barter to market through so many hazards, shows that the same

conditions held good for a period which may be extended by the long life of Amenmose.

We have several accounts of these tedious marches through the eastern mountains by those

who took part in them. Pictures, no less than words, can be inaccurate; but at least the two

kinds of documentary evidence combine to resuscitate, so far as is possible, the dead past.

The picture separates into an upper and a lower scene, each dominated (or was so before

mutilation by ill-wishers) by the figure of the official who here records with satisfaction this

httle adventure. Except for this large figure, standing ( ?) in the upper scene, mounted in a

chariot and pair in the lower, each picture is again divided into two rows. In the upper

scene Amenmose, attended by five personal attendants who carry bags, sandals, papers,

and a case (or a camp-stool), surveys the goods which the visitors have brought. The main

commodity is the fragrant gum which their country produced, brought in sacks or stuffed

into skins, and now in part emptied on to platters for better inspection or pressed into

pyramidal shape. Two cheetah skins are added and also two tame animals, the happier in

that they bring their own skins to market. The gum has been tipped out into a heap and is

being measured by bushel measures which the ‘receiving’ scribes duly check and jot down.

The nationality of the men is recognizable by their clipped hair and thin beard. Two are

noted as ‘ chiefs of Punt ’ {icrw nw Pwnt)

;

but, as their simple loin-cloth is the same as that of

their fellows, this may only be a courtesy title for the leaders of the enterprise.

The bargain concluded, neither side being willing to undertake its long journey in vain,

Amenmose mounts his chariot for the return. He is lucky. All the rest have to walk at a

smart pace behind the laden asses and many have also to shoulder a heavy ebony log. They

are all clothed lightly in a loin-cloth and shoulder-straps. We must not take the picture too

seriously, as, for instance, by computing that there is only one ass to every three men to

carry provisions and water as well as the merchandise which is the object of the expedition.

Obviously we cannot accept one small goat’s skin as sufficing for a score of men on a two

day’s march between wells. But the absence of a weapon more offensive than a stick does

seem to imply, either that the route was well policed or that no serious encounter -with

hostile nomads was to be feared on this stretch of desert. These trading excursions were

probably infrequent, there only being one short annual period when the prevailing winds

allowed the vessels of Punt to reach Koser with any hope of undelayed return.

The ceihngs show four different patterns with yellow bands of text, but the latter are

too badly damaged to need further notice. Of the patterns the least ordinary is that shown in

colour in TJiehan Tombs Series, iv, Plate 1. The lihekers above the scenes also extended to both

sides of the architrave which divides the ceiling into two halves.

^ C/. Davies, El Amania, i. Pis. xvi, xxvi; Tomb of Kenatnun, PI. xxi.

Davies, Bulletin ofMMA, Kov. 1935, Section II, p. 46.
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AN EXPERIMENT IN RECONSTRUCTION AT THE
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

By DOWS DUNHAM

During his excavations at Kerma Prof. Eeisner found a large number of graves in Avhich the

burials were placed on wooden beds, and many of these articles of furniture were found in

various states of preservation. The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston has in its storages a

considerable number of these beds, none of them perfectly preserved, but many pieces in

sufficiently sound condition to permit of detailed study of form and method of joinery. In his

publication Excmations at Kerma Prof. Eeisner makes a careful study of these objects and

gives scale drawings of a bed from grave K 1085.^ Taking these drawings as a guide, and

using the actual jiieces of original beds at the Museum as controls, the attempt has been

made to construct a modern replica of the tyjie of bed found at Kerma. The majority of

them were furnished with footboards decorated with inlays of bone or ivory. The Museum
possesses one practically complete set of inlays,- and casts of these have been set into the

footboard of our reconstruction (PI. xxvi).

All the evidence used is from beds out of graves in Tumulus K X, which Dr. Eeisner dates

to about 1750 b.c.

The work was e.xecuted under the Museum’s supervision by Mr. .Joseph Gerte, a cabinet

maker of Boston. The construction has been carried out in the original manner throughout

;

no glue has been used, but the joinery depends on a system of tenons and mortises held in

place by wooden pegs. Each pair of legs is strengthened by a wooden brace which runs

down the inside of the leg and across the lower side of the cross member of the bed. These

braces are held in place partly by wooden pegs, and partly by a system of raw-hide thong-

ties (op. cit., Fig. 203). The footboard and its angle-braces are held in place by the same
means (Figs. 202, 204, 205).

The legs and frames of the original beds were made of acacia (sunt), at least in the great

majority of cases, and were usually found in relatively sound condition. The footboards,

however, were without exception very badly damaged by white ants, so much so that the

nature of the wood could not be determined. Prof. Eeisner drew the conclusion from this

fact that these boards were doubtless made of soft wood, a practice which would have

facilitated the insertion of the inlaid decoration.

For our replica it was found impossible to obtain Egyptian acacia, and we therefore used

rose-wood for the body and legs, because of its similarity in graining, colour, and weight.

For the footboard a piece of selected and carefully seasoned pine was employed.

While the replica constructed in Boston is not a copy in every detail of any single bed, it

undoubtedly gives a very good idea of what these pieces of furniture looked hke when in

daily use. Its very sturdy construction leaves no doubt that these were articles of household

furniture buried with their owners, not equipment made especially for funerary use. The

fine proportions and good ‘ style ’ of the bed lend support to the contention that Kerma was

a centre of truly Egj'ptian culture, for it seems hard to believe that the local population

would have produced objects of such real refinement except under very strong Egyptian

influence.

* Kentia. iv-v, pp. 208-20 and Figs. 101-206.

JIFA Nos. 13.4219-23. Op. cit., p. 270 item 27 from grave K 1053.

T
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A STATUE FORMERLY AT URIAGE
By DOWS DUNHAM

In the BeiiieEgyptoIogique for January 1919, Nouvelle Serie, i, l,pp. 1-27, A.Moret publishes

a number of monuments from the collection of the Comte de Saint-Ferriol at Uriage. In the

first paragraph of his article he states: ‘depuis le mois de decembre 1916, les stMes, bas-

reliefs, sarcophages, ont ete donnes au Musee de Grenoble ; . . . quelques statues et autres

pieces ne se trouvent pas a Grenoble; jhgnore si elles sont restees a Uriage ou si elles ont

ete dispersees.’

The second monument in the series published by Moret is a hmestone seated statue of a

certain Amenhotpe {he. cit., pp. 5 ff. and Plate iii), the texts from which he reproduces in

hieroglyphic print. This statue has now turned up in the United States, having been acquired

by the Museum of Art of the Ehode Island School of Design, Providence, Ehode Island,

early in 1940. The writer recently had an opportunity of examining the figure and of study-

ing the inscriptions. On comparing the latter with Moret’s readings a number of corrections

appear to be called for, and I have therefore taken the opportunity of republishing Morefs

transcription, giving my own readings where they differ from his
;
see PI. xxvii.

The revised readings are for the most part unimportant, but the following should be noted.

I read (right side, lines 7 and 8) : iCa-servant of the statues of Tuthmosis III and Tuthmosis I.

At the bottom of line 4 on the left side I read: TFe<&-priest of Amun in Henliet-^a^ikh

(Funerary Temple of Tuthmosis III). In line 7 on the left side the father’s name is cer-

tainly not to be read with Moret Ndm-st-Hr; the first sign is illegible, but the other three

read . ibw. The mother was named Ttoiw. At the bottom of line 6 I read : m m st, whatever

that may mean. Note, also, that in line 3, right side, M-st is, according to Gauthier, Did.

Geogr., the Funerary Temple of Menthotpe IV at Der el-BaM and not an epithet apphed to

the temples of Karnak-Luxor.
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BIBLIOGEAPHY: GEAECO-EOMAN EGYPT
PAPYEOLOGY (1939)

6. Law

Fr. PRraGSHEiM, 24 Chalfont Rd., Oxford

A. General

(i) Bibliography, Necrology.

E. Seidl, St. et doc. 5, 293-302, 634-41 continues his Juristische Papyruskunde, L. Wenger, Archiv 13

(1938), 155-76, his Jur. LiieraturuhersicM (part \te).

The Tebtj-nis Pap\Ti, vol. ni, is revd. by Cl. Preaux, Chron. d'Eg. 14, 386-93 (about legal subjects, 392),

the Adler Papj-ri by the same, ibid. 393-7. P. Athen. is revd. anonymously in 'Apxciov IS. Aik. 6, 591.

A biography of P. Koschaker to his 60th birthday is contributed by L. Wenger to the Festschrift fur

Koschaker m, 1-23: Paulo Koschaker Sexegemrio (p. 7 for his work about papp.). This Festschrift is revd.

by P. J. Zeros, Mpyeior IS. Aik. 6, 489-91.

Necrology; P. Collinet b}’ W. Kamps, Paul Collinet et ses travaux de papyrologie juridique, Chron.

d'Eg. 14, 416-18 and by F. De Visscher, St. el doc. 5, 647-9.

(ii) Legal history.

(a) General.

P. Koschaker's treatment of the two interrelated problems of ‘ Antike Rechtsgeschichte ’ and the ‘Krise

des romisohen Eeohts’ {Die Krise des rdrn. Rechts u. d. romanist. Rechisuiss., Akad. f. d. R. 1, 1938) has

given rise to a new, hut not very useful discussion, mostly critical of the author's scepticism; L. Wenger
in Festschr. Koschaker, rn, 11-19. 21; Baltatzes, 'Apxeiov IS. Aik. 6, 145-6; J. Gaedemet, rev. of M. K.

Monier, Lesmethodes de reconstituticm de revolution historique du droit romain, Rev. hist. dr. 17 (19-38) 506-7

;

M. Kaser, Die deutsche H’iss. vom. rbm. R. seit 1933, Forsch. u. Fortschr. 15, 208 (‘antike Rechtsgeschichte’

more appropriate to help comparison of law, than to form a sjTithesis of Greek, Graeco-Egyptian, and the

laws of Asia Minor with Roman law)
;
G. Grosso, St. et doc. 5, 505-20 (reviewing Koschaker's treatise ; not

concealing the responsibditj’ of the niovimento anliromanistico in Germania)

;

E. Levy, Cl. Weekly 33, 91-2

(critical, mentioning the programme of the party governing Germany: ‘In such circumstances, knowledge

of Roman law almost seems to he a risk rather than a recommendation'). L. Wenger, Aus jur. Papyrus-

forschungen, Actes du, VIII Congres internal, des sciences histor., sect. ll, 156 gives a survey of studies and

problems.

(b) Egyptian law.

A. Schaefe-E. Seidl, Einfuhrung i. d. dgypt. Rechtsgeschichte (65 pp.), give a short introduction. Revd.

by F. J. Zeros, 'Apxeiov IS. Aik. 6, 591 ; E. Seidl, Die Rechtsgeschichte des alt. Agypten, Forsch. u. Fortschr.

15, 297.

(c) Greek law.

The vojios as a guarantee is the theme of H. Niedermeyer, Aristoteles u. d. Begriff des Kornos hei Lyko-

phron, Festschr. Koschaker Tn, 140-71. G. Suionetos, Dus Yerhallnis von Kaufu. t’bereignung im altgriech. R.,

ibid, m, 172-98, following substantially J. Partsch, tries to separate the sale without effect in rem from the

sale with such effect. The first before the delivery of an arrha causes only a ‘ debt without liability ’ {Sch uld

ohne Haftung), after that a ‘valid’ sale, but without an action for performance for the vendor; if the emptor

in some sj-stems of law has an action for performance is doubtful. The second; without movables payment

of the price, with immovables the same and publicity transfer the ownership; possession is without

importance: a cautious and valuable interpretation of the text of Theophrastos. N. J. Pantazopoulos,

Ein Beitrag z. Entwicklung der Diathesis im altgriech. R., mit bes. Beriicksicht. des aft. Rechts, Festschr. Koschaker

m, 199-223, is a solid contribution, in many points criticizing and completing Steinwenter's Streitheendi-

gung (1925) ; S. Ch. Sakellariades, 'Apxelov IS. Ai.k. 6, 497-512, gives a survey of the same subject. About
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Greek marriage cf. B.m (a). I have not seen J. D. Zepos, Adoption in the old Greek law, rev. by himself in

’ApxAov is. Aik. 6, 153.

(d) Greek law in Egypt.

E. TaubeisSChlag, The Ancient Greek City Laws in Ptolemaic Egypt, Actes V Congr. Inf. Papyrol. 471-89,

is a very valuable survey of correspondences (in all cases influences ?) of Greek and Ptolemaic law ; the Greek

law of Egj'pt is composed of various elements ;
it corresponds to the ethnic composition of the Greek immigra-

tion.

(e) Cuneiform law.

V. Koeosec, Beitr. z. hethit. Sklavenrecht, Festachr. Koschaker m, 127-39, reports upon the position of

slaves: life and corporal integrity protected; marriage of a slave, even with free woman, valid; some kind of

capacity to have property; but right of the master to kill and mutilate. The same writer discusses the pro-

perty in domestic animals according to Hittite law in St. et doc. ad iura orientis ant. pert. 2, 37-49. J. G.

LautihER criticizes Eilers, Gesellschaftsformen i. altbabyl. R. (1931). amplifying his rev. on the same subject

in Z. Sav. 53 (1933), 552 (cf.JEA 1934, 95): Festschr. Koschakerm, 24-79. G. Boyer, Rev. hist. dr. 17 (1938),

483-504, revs, in critical detail J. G. Lautner’s AUbah. Personenmiete (1936). J. Klima, Zur Entziehung

des Erbrechts i. altbabyl. R., Festschr. Koschaker m, 80-93, wTites on the deprivation of the son of his legal

right of succession (the daughter has none) and on the rev'ocation of a wfll.

(/) Oriental law.

G. EuREAia, OH studi di C. A. Nallino sui diritti orientali, St. et doc. 5, 420-38, gives a survey of

Nalltno’s studies.

(ni) Diplomatic.

E.Seidl, Demot. Urkunde)ilehre(l931),i3Te\’d. by W. Scwubart, D. Lit. Z

.

60, 297-8 (the merit of the small

pubhcation lies with the arrangement of the material), and by Cl. Preaux, Chron. d'Eg. 14, 191-2 (criticizing

the arrangement of the material). U. Wilcken, Archiv 13, 139-40, discussing P. Mil. R, Univ. i, 23, thinks

of v7roypa<hrj instead of the demotic influence which Arangio-Ruiz considered. P. Mich. Inv. No. 508 is a

double doc. with witnesses on the verso, a ‘testatio’ of the Roman law: U. Wilcken, Archiv 13, 139 {cf.

JEA 1937, 107). G. Eoxjillard, La diplomatique byzantine deptiis 1905, Byzantion 13, 605, reports on

Byzantine papp. (legal documents 607-8). G. Eisser, Beitr. z. Urkundenlehre d. ultassyr. Rechtsurk. v.

Kiiltepe, Festschr. Koschaker m, 94-126, discusses witnesses and sealings; an interesting point is that in

private docc. only that partj' seals (apart from the witnesses) the envelope of the double doc. which takes

over a liability or receipts or renounces (103) (cf. A. B. Schwarz, Vrk. 30, 60 for parallels in the papp.).

B. KtiBLEE, Z. Sav. 59, 562, explains the phrase ipyia koI Swapei, occurring in papp. of the 6th and 7th cent,

and believes that it is a translation of the vi ac potestate of the classical jurists.

(iv) Oath.

E. Seidl, Der Eid i rbm, Prov. R., 2. Teil, is favourably revd. by G. Hubrecht, Rev. hist. dr. 17 (1938),

476-9. 0. Eger, Eid u. Fltich i. d. maionischen u. phryg. SUhne-lnschriften, Festschr. Koschaker m, 281-93,

mentions the ‘Gnomon’, § 99 (283, n. 10), and papp. (285, nn. 16 and 17). Imperial oaths in P. Ath. 35

(a.d. 153-4), Early Byz. pap. from the Cairo Mus. No. 23 (a.d. 314) (A. E. R. Boak, Et. de Pap. 5, 85)

(chaff collectors), P. Strassb. 149 (4th cent, a.d.) (to a praepositus pagi) and P. Aberdeen 19 and 49. P. Adler

demot. 17 and 19 contain oaths of a party.

(v) Registration.

Birth registration : H. I. Bell, Cl. Rev. 53, 89 revs. O. Gueeaitd, M propos des certificats de naissance du

Mus. du Caire, reprinting and correcting tw'o tablets from P. Mich. Ill: ‘a most valuable discussion of . . .

birth registration in general’. Returns of land-. P. Ath. No. 42 (d^poxla). No. 42, 43 (dmaKeilns) cf. 44, 45, 47,

P. Strassb. 152 (a.d. 288-9) (3 coniuratores, ‘addressed to’ a censitor with imperial oath). Kar olKiav dno-

ypa^ai: P. Ath. 46; P. Bruxelles E. 7360, M. Hombert and Cl. Peeaijx, Chron. d.Eg. 14, 161-5.

Lists of persons: P. Ath. 48 (tax-collection); 49 (irevBjjpepLa)
-, 50, 51, 52 (tax-arrears).

Registration of contracts: P. Adler demot. p. 67 reports on notaries representing priests; for a century

in two instances three generations succeeded each other as notaries from father to son. N. J. Reich, Mizraim

9 (1938) 19, gives the texts and an interpretation of six Greek ‘deposit-receipts’ on a group of demotic
contracts of 264-233 b.c. Following Hilcken he sees in these 'receipts’ the registration of the dem.
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contracts in a Greek afixeiov ; the difference in date between the contract and its endorsement varies from

1 to 22 days; the oldest and best formulated text reads; (date). veTTroiKev eis Kificorov. expruidnaev (i.e. has

officiated) d Seiya avnypac^evi, reXcui'tjg 6 Seti'a. P. Ath. 25 (sale of a mill, A.D. 61) and 27 (sale of a donkey,

cf. 28) contain the formula: ivTtraKJaL tU dvaypa(l>7iv (Std rov) eV Kapavl&l ypacfieLOV {di'ayeypa-n-Tai Sia rod iv

Kapaviii ypa^eiov). Surprising and very important is P. Adler Gr. 5 (108 B.C.), a copy of an agoranomic sale

of land (eui'tj) which states in 1. 12 KaTaTtBetrai t6 dvriypaifiov cV rfi jSijSAioS^k'ij. Elsewhere we have always the

dpx^'iov and not the

B. L.aw of Peksons
(i) Juristic persons.

The organization of gilds is discussed by M. Hombert, L'Antiquite class. 8, 343, revng. A. E. R. Bo.ck,

Trans. Am. Phil. Ass. 48 (1937), 212-20. A. L. Ballint, Oss. giuridici a rec. indagine pap. sui monasteri

Eg., Aeg. 19, 77, treating of monks and monasteries, supplies the legal side of the studies of P. Bidagor,

La Slice, intestata de los clerigos en favor de la Iglesia (1935). and P. Barisost, Ric. s. monasteri del Eg. biz. e

arab., Aeg. 18 (1938), 29. M. Hoiibert, Chron. d'Eg. 14, 410, revs. S. Bolla, D. EntivicM. des Fiskits z.

Privatrechtssubjekt (1938), mentioning the rapetov and the fiaatXiKoi'.

(ii) Slavery.

P. Eitrem 16 (2nd cent.), Z. neid. iriii's'. 37 (1938), 47, contains a petition to the prefect ( ?) on a servus

fugitivus.

(iii) The family.

(a) Marriage.

G. G.\rdikas, Td RXXgviKa €v .41yv7TTw yapeXla avp^oXela, 'Apxelov iS. Aik. 6, 157—211, gives a summary of

marriage contracts on papyru.s. \V. Erdjiamx, Ziim nomos agraphos d. gr.-iig. Pap., Festschr. Koschaker m,

224-40, thinks that the ydpos dypaios is a materially guaranteed concubinage ; P. Par. 13 contains a mere pro-

mise of marriage for the future, y.a. involves no dowry, the husband does not become xvpios, wife and children

have no right of succession. The term y.a. is late (not before a.d. 40), misleading, a mere euphemism. If

there was something like an Egyptian 'loose marriage’ (lose Ehe), Hellenistic law acknowledged this ‘mar-

riage’ only as a concubinage; but perhaps the later development, which considered the concubinage as a

legitima coniunctio, was influenced b,\' Egyptian conditions. These conclusions are not convincing. E. Schon-

BAUEE, Enters, z. Publizitatsr. i. ptol. a. rbm. Ag., Archiv 13 (1938), 39, after haying reported on the theories

about ydpos evypa<f>os and ydpos dypatftos, states twelve negative and some twenty positive theses. He distin-

guishes docc. for the securing of evidence (P. Eleph. 1) and acts of publicity (P, Freib. 26, 29, 30, B.G.U.

1050 ff., P. Fay. 22). Prostagniata e.xtendcd publicity from the polis to the chora. Only an act of publicity

could secure privileged liability fur the securing of the dowry: regulations of a contract for succession; a

title for the acquisition of ownership. ’Aypdf>ws ameU-ac and ivYpd<f>a}s ovvoiKciv mean ‘to be married without

pacts of marriage’ and ‘to live together with pacts of marriage’ respectively. Such pacts are possible to

supplement the vopos rwv Alyvnciuiv acknowledged by the Romans, A continuation of the study is promised.

Without documents and proofs criticism is at present impossible. P. Adler demot. 2, a fragment, treats of a

woman of alimony and of the consent of the wife to a sale of land by the husband, cf. P. Ryl. dem. XVII
(ill, p. 274) ;

P. Adler demot. 14 and 21 contain fragmm. of marriage settlements. One of the P. Bruxelles,

M. Hombert and Cl. PEE.xrx, Chron. d'Eg. 14, 161, shows a marriage between a slave and a free woman

[cf. P. Ryl. 103); the children seem to be free. S. SoL.xzzi, P. Mich. Inr. 60t> e il matrimonio della fitia familias,

St. et doc. 5, 471-9, criticizing Wolff. Aeg. 17 (1937), 470, holds that the consent of the daughter is not neces-

sary (more concerning Roman law) ; W. Erdmaxx, Die Rolle der Mutter bei der Verheiratung der Tochter iiach

griech. R.. Z. Sav. 59. 544-6, show s convincingly that the co-operation of the mother of the bride in P. Eleph. 1

is the continuation of old Greek conceptions and not influenced by Egyptian law. The dowTy is secured by

hj-paUagma in two papp. : P. Ath. 30 (a.d. 178-9) and P. Cairo Mus. 21 (a.d. 296): A. E. R. Boak, Early

Byz. Pup., Et. de Pap. 5. 85-117. In both the dos is a dos aestimata; in the second statutes are mentioned

which order that dowries recorded in writing must be evaluated bj' a goldsmith (for jewelry) and a tailor (for

clothes) ; such constitutions are unknown until now. C. J. Keaemek and N. Lewus publish a divorce agree-

ment from Southern Palestine (a.d. 689) in Trans. Am. Phil. Ass. 69 (1938), 117-33 (P. Nessana Inv. 14):

seven witnesses or arbitrators belonging to the Christian Church; the divorce is effected by amicable agree-

ment {divortium bona gratia, Xov. Justini, .x.D. 566). Levy, Ehescheidung (1925), 130, held that the seven

witnesses, cf. Big. 24, 2, 9, were unpractical in the Byz. period; this is the first example, although in the
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Arabian epoch, but not under Arabian influence ; the discussion of Semitic or Christian influence is not yet
closed.

(6 ) Adoption.

For Greek law J. D. Zepos, 17 vtoBeola ev tw apxalw 'EXXrjvLKip SiKaiw, Themis 1939, 20, not seen. P. Ath. 20
(a.d. Ill), publd. before in Atg. 13 (1933), 563, is the contract of a wet-nurse ; the child is a SovXikov duo
KonpCas; this phrase confirms the opinion (R. Taubenschlag, Z. Sav. 50, 146) that such a child is treated
in spite of Gnomon, § 41, 107 as a slave; nevertheless it is a foster-child.

(i) Karaypa^ig.

E. ScHONBAUEE, ArcMv 13, 40-1,

C. Law of Property

begms an unsubstantial polemic against A. B. Schwarz.

(ii) Division of joint ownership.

The contract for the division, P. Bruxelles 7155 and 7156 B (107-106 b.c.) is a ovyypa^rq i^apaprvpos-.

U. WiLCKEX, Archil’ 13, 137. Division of land, P. Aberdeen 53 (a.d. 10-11) and P. Eitrem 15 (a.d. 51-2 ?).

(iii) Mortgage.

() txiv^ €v TTiWa.

P. Adler Gr. 2 (124 b.c.) seems to be a renunciation {aTToordoiov) of the property of land acquired by an
thvri €v mcTei after the payment of the debt. The fragment is supplemented on the basis of P. Heidelb.
Inv. IsT. 1278 = Mitteis, Chr. 233 (112-111 b.c.), but it is not certain that the laomiae have been correctly

filled by the editors, for there are other parallels in P. Grenf. 2, 28 (103 b.c.) and BGU 1260 (102 b.c.).

The main passage runs* a^iOT<io0o.L otto twv VTT[^QT€0cip,ci'oiv ow ©aijSct] riji tovtojv prjrpX ^[aTii avyypa(j>i}v

cirijs iv marei hid. ruiv] vepl Tov nai‘e§x°drLr c/<rT€A[cnu0«'<jar(?) rwi . . (erti) drri] oYeiAijgdrtjjr, 0!;« e’weAeuao/je'jvoes

TOr 17. Kal T^v] 27. Trepi d(fieihripdT[cup p7)Se iTipl dXXov pijSerds] . Tuvra §[«] prj c’feoTcui 17. [/cal 27. firj] imTTopedeadai

em ra p«8ci'[o]s. I have some doubts about virloTtBciperwii] and eV[6xt/pa] ; both expressions do not
fit very well with dirij «V maret. They are not impossible (A. B. Schwarz, Aeg. 17 (1937), 251, n. 1) but
improbable. Instead of ivoTedeipdvuiv, which occurs similarly in P. Heidelb., P. Grenf. and B.G.U. mention
the sold land; P, Grenf.: aero rijs ccuvgpei'ijs . , . apTTcXdjvos, B.G.U.: OTTO rrjs 7T€7Tpapiv7js . . . yijs. Instead of
imiropeveaBai dm rd ivexvpa P. Grenf. and B.G.U. have imXevaaoBai . . . dm tov II., and P. Adler Gr. 14, 19
has the same phrase. All of them speak of an aggression against the owner, not against the thing. /iiS€v[d]s

gives no good sense; the edd. translate: ‘to lay claim to the pledges of anyone’, but nobody has pledges
but the owner. No illustration of this important pap. is included, so it is impossible to try other supple-
ments. Instead of [8id T<ir] mpl t6v 77. tVT€A[«co6cr<rai'], mention of the dpxAov is to be expected following
P. Heidelb. The main supplements are certain, and the doc. is very important. The commentary is (as

alwaj-s in this excellent publication) very short, the translation not always satisfactory, for instance:
‘according to the contract (?) of sale for debts made in good faith’ (‘bona fide’ instead of ‘fiduciary’).

() Hypallagma.

P. Ath. 21 (a.d. 132, Karanis) seems to be a hypallagma, although this word is not used. For a loan of
monej^ and corn the erpaft? on the u'hole property KaOdnop dn hiKys is granted. Then the doc. proceeds:

p^XP^^ ou anoSip pTj rjj &. ttcoXlv pyhe vnoriBooTox prjhd dAAcu? KaraxpgpoiTioai to vTrdpxov avTrj TrdpTTTOV

pepos oiKias, and in the hypographe: koX pd^mov dxoi to iirdpxov avTfj (instead of dpfj) TrdpvTov pdpos oIkiols. The
phraseology is very near to that of P. Lond. II, 311, p. 219, of about the same date (a.d. 149), and also
registered in the apxelov of Karanis. P . Lond. uses the word ‘ hypallagma ’

; but nevertheless P. Ath. 21 is not
only a ‘restriction of disposition’

( Verfugungaheschrankung ; cj. A. B. Schwarz, Hypothek u. Hypallagma, 136

;

E. Babel, T erfiig. Beschr. 71), but something like an ‘h3rpallagma’. A singularity is the phrase of the hypo-
graphe: pdpaiov dxa> TO pdpos

’,
otherwise (P. Lips. 10; P. Flor. 28; P. Ryl. 177) the pePalwms looks different:

PepaicoGio TToo-p fiefiato/aet ano to hypoatwv Kal ISitoriKcdv Kal mzvTojv anXeds. Here the ficjSaicoat? seems tO take the
place of the restriction of disposition which elsewhere (e.g. in P. Flor, 28) is repeated in the hypographe

;

this singularity is difficult to explain. Hypallagma to secure the dowTy occurs twice in papp. publd. during
the j ear: P. Ath. 30 (a.d. 178-9) and P. Cairo Mus. 21 (a.d. 296) (cf. above B (iii) (a)). The first is a viraXXayij
of land in a do^Ty-contract, different from B.G.U. 1072, Col. I (a.d. 125), where the whole property is mort-
gaged {viraXXaaaoiv), what resembles more a KaToxy, related to the B.oma.n privilegium exigendi. The second
doc. is a petition (PipXlhia) to the corrector (d-navopddiTy^). A husband has concluded with his w’ife a written
contract in w hich he recorded that he had given her a half interest in a slave as security for her dowry which
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he had consumed (uTnjAAaxeVai . . . av9’ raTfxP’7®“’'o avrijs irpoiKos). In the fragm. P. Adler dem. 10 and 27

are contained, as it seems, a pledge for loan and a mortgage of land.

(c) TTpcxiTorrpa^La.

Fe. Wieackee, Protopraxie und ius pignoris i. Mats. FiskalrerJif, Festschr. Koschakcr i, 218-57, treats

the Edict of the prefect Tiberius Alexandcr-Dittcnberger OGIS II 600. Tlpwro-n-pa^ia is a Karoxv which arises

without (and before) registration, a general right of seizure and arrest, like the Pioman ius {privilegium)

fisci (veluti pignoris iure or pignoris vice) besides a post-classical iusfisci and stipulated general hypothecae

(no legal hypotheca).

(iv) Right of redemption.

M. DA^•ID has a painstaking and critical rev. of W. Felgexteaeger, Losungsrecht in Tijdsclirijl 16,

372-88.

(v) Prescription.

C. J. Kraemer and N. Lewis, A Referee's hearing on ownership, Trans. Am. Phil. Ass. 1037 is revd. by

M. Hombert, Chron. d’Eg. 14, 186 ; the subject is longi teynporis praescriptio ; cf. Actes V Congr. Int. Papyrol.

245-8.

D. Law of Obligations

(i) Loan.

P. Adler dem. 4, .7, 6, 1 1, and 25 include the phrase :
‘ we .shall not be able to say " we have given the silver,

corn or anvthing whatsoever” without proved receipt: we shall not bo able to .say “we have performed for

thee the right of the contract’’ while the above contract (bond, writing) is in thy hand’. Corresponding to

this the receipt (discharge) P. Adler dem. 22 runs: ‘take possession of my writing for silver for the rest’.

The importance of the possession of the WTitten contract is clear; it is not performance alone but restitution of

the doc. which discharges the contract. P. Adler Gr. 10 is a loan in homological form ; otherwise opoXoylai are

mostly used for acknowledgements of debts which are abstract (not containing the causa, cf. A. B. Schwaez,

Horn. u. Prot. 15) ; but here 2,640 minas of iron are owed, w ithout interest for the time fixed in the contract,

but with interest for delay in repayment. P. Strassb. 148 (a.d. 472) is a loan ef or fovhei xpovov (c/. H. Comfort,

Aeg. 14 (1934), 80). The ‘ Persians of the epigone’ in the Adler papp.. who were servants of the god Harsemten

but followed the Jewish law so far as it seemed good to them, bemg neither practising Jews nor genuine

proselytes, but gave loans only free of interest in conformity with Jewish law' (P. Adler, p. 5).

Cf. P. Adler 4, 5 ; 10, 10 (money) ; 15, 7 (wheat) ; 19, 8 (iron). Of the Jew ish loans in P. Tebt. Ill, A'o. 817

is aroKov, but No. 818 is a loan with interest. Foenus nauticum is treated by Sl. Coxdaxaei-!Michlee,

Bodem, pignus, hypotheke, Festschr. Kosekaker III, 350-65 (on P. Rainer No. 19792, 357, n. 31).

(ii) Lease.

A house is leased in P. Strassb. 150 (3rd cent. ?). Land-lease: P. Cairo Mus. 26 (a.d. 296): application for

lease ;
formally this is an offer, but nevertheless the doc. ends w ith »cat etrepwTrjOeXs wpoXoyriaa

;

P. Heidelb. 170

is revd. by C. H. Roberts, CI. Rev. 53, 89-90; offer to lease Sgpoaia yij, directed to the representatives of the

community, including the irpeo-jSuTepoi yeenpywv; yrXgpos KaroiKiKos P. Ath. 14 (.A.D. 22), cf. P. Ath. 15-19, the

last doc. (a.d. 154) lease of land that the predecessor has abandoned : oy dvaKexdprjKev. P. Cairo Mus. 27

(a.d. 304) is a receipt of rental in natura with the phrase: pevovTos pot tov Xdyov rrepl roC rrpoTepov . . . Irocy.

(iii) Contract of service for hire.

W. Hellebraxd, Arbeitsrechtliches in den Zenoyi-Paptjri. Festschr. Koschakrr III, 241-67, discusses the

types, the groups of labourers under foremen, half-slaA'es. Their obligations are secured by oath, guarantee,

written docc., arrha.

(iv) Sale.

(a) Contracts for delivery {Lieferungsverirdge).

M. Hombeet and Cl. Peeaux, interpreting P. Bruxelles E 7201 (a.d. 523), Chron. d'Eg. 14, 165, discuss

this mixture of sale and loan {cf. F. Peingshedi, Actes V Congr. Int. Pap. 360) and give a list of all contracts

for dehvery of wine. Such a contract is P. Ath. 23 (a.d. 83) Avith omission of the amount of the price ; the

debtors are three ‘Persians of the epigone’, who are to delR’er area ndags i-epOiaeoi^ koX evp-rjaihoylas as in

the loan P. Strassb. 147 (a.d. 98-117) and in the depositum P. Ath. 28 (a.d. 86) cf. dv€v h-ptaecos Kal Slktjs in

P. Adler Gr. 4, 11 and Z. Sav. 44 (1924), 502. P. Ath. 24 (.a.d. 283) shows the same phraseology as P. Rein.
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10 (111 B.C.) ; so persistent is the formula: . . . Bpaxf^^s • • ovaas XoiTras . . . rtpyjs Kpidij? ... air Kal TTjv

aTroSomv indvayKov TToiyaovraL ol opoXoyovvres. It seems that a part of the price was paid in advance
;
perhaps

an arrha was given. A. E. R. Boak, P. Cairo Mus. 28 (a.d. 309) (Early Byzantine Papp., Et. de Pap. 5, 85-

112), has not fully understood this contract ; he supposes it to be a loan for the purchase of beans ;
the pur-

pose was to enable the debtor (H.) to buy sis artabs of beans; ‘in fact it seems as if H. did not actually

receive the loan in cash, but in beans valued’. But in fact it is not a loan, but a contract for the delivery

of beans four months after the payment of the price; the formula is: opoXoyel H. (the vendor) exei.v rrapa /.

(the buyer) dpyvplov ... els Ttpyv f^aayXov dpra^wv . . . direp eirdvavyKOv aTToSoicTeir rdr H. tw I. cV pyvl

riavvL . . . Kal iTTepciidyrels dipoXoyyfjev,

(b) Sale of land.

P. Adler Gr. 12 is an agoranomic contract of sale dated 26 October 101, and P. Adler the corresponding

avyypatjiy amaraolov of the same sale dated 29 October 100. Other sales of land are P. Adler Gr. 1, 3 (with

tax-receipt), 6, 7. 8, 9, 16-18, 20, 21 ; P. Adler dem. 2, 7, 8, 13, 18, 23. The translation of npoTruiXrjTTjs as

‘negotiator’ or ‘attomej'’ by the edd. is not correct; it is taken from Pkeisigke, Worterhuch, who
translates ‘Unterhiindler, Eviktionsgarant’ ; only the second term is correct, as in fact stated by P. M. Meyer

whom Preisigke cites. A Bj’zantine contract of sale in P. Bruxelles E. 7360, Cliron. d'Eg. 27, 161.

(c) Sale of moveables.

O. Moxtbvecchi, Ricerche di sociologia nei docc. dell’ Eg. gr.-rom., Aeg. 19, 11-53, gives under III. 7 a list

of contracts of sale of slaves and animals. P. Ath. 25 is a sale of a hand-mdl, w ith the formula tovtov towvtov

dvaTTopiftov, rarely used of inanimate objects.

(d) Sale by the fiscus.

P. Ath. 37 (a.d. 138-61) and 39 (a.d. 170-1) contain petitions to the strategos who is represented by

the komogrammateus, for the adjudication (Kvpaims) of confiscated land (yevrjpaToypaifiydevTa), sold by the

fiscus ; the price is paid by a bank-diagraphe.

(v) Deposit.

A deposit of mone}’ (depositum irregulare) is contained in P. Ath. 28 (a.d. 86) with reference to the mpos

Tutv TTapa6t]Ku>v, which orders double payment in case of delay besides the compensation of damage.

(vi) Security of Obligations.

() Ouarantee.

A creditor discharges a guarantor from a surety bond in P. Adler dem. 15. A debtor makes secure a

guarantor in P. Berk Inv. 16374, U. Wilcken, Archiv 13, 150; cf. Aeg. 13 (1933). 410. San NicolO, Zur

Nachbiirgsehaft i. d. Keilschr. TJrk. ii. i. d. gr.-aeg. Pap. (1937). is revd. by J. Klima, Archiv Orientdlni

10, 466 (favourable), R. Labat, Rev. d’assyr. et d’archeol. or. 34 (1937), 196-7, and A. Pohl, Orientalia

8, 125-6.

() Paramone.

P. Aberdeen 56 (a.d. 176) is a loan with paramone in the following terms: ef,’ ip irapapleveiv avryv iv rfj

ToC] A. .. . [oiKia mwvaar] Trarra rd €’
7riTa<7(70/i[«i'a and fojjrdy . . . Xa[p^dvovaav Tpo<j}iiv Koji Ipdri [apdv (broken

off); ef. Zambon, Aeg. 13 (1933), 653.

(vii) Extinction of Obligations.

(a) Novation.

P. AcUer Gr. 4 seems to be a novation with change of creditor (cf. R. Tal’benschlag, Z. Sav. 51 (1931),

90). Instead of the daughter, now the father becomes the creditor: [ravTa Se] danv a npoaojfaXyTo aoi npds ryv

ovyypaifirjv of X, your daughter. The pap. publd. by P. Jouguet in Alel. Desrousseaux (75 B.c.), revd. by
U. Wilcken, Archiv 13, 137-8, is a novation without change of creditor, but with amplification of the debt

by addition of the ypioXla.

(b) Transaction.

S. Solazzi, Transazione e stipulatio aquiliana nei giuristi e nei papiri, St. et doc. 5, 479-83, criticizing

La Piea, La slip, nei papiri, Atti del IV Congresso intern, di Papir. 479, treats Byzantine papp.

(c) Ratio in solutum.

P. Adler Gr. 8 seems to be in this form; the protocol of sale says: [touto] 5’ iarlv TrerTpapevov Std to py
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TToiijaat Ta eoTa)ieva. P. Adler Gr. 13 conceals that the sale of land for twelve talents aims at the repayment
of a debt. But this debt of twelve talents was created by the loan of P. Adler Gr. 10. The debt had to be

repaid on 20 Epeiph 101 ; the sale takes place on 29 Pauni 100 (c/. P. Adler Gr. 16 and dem. 28).

(d) Receipt.

The receipt P. Ath. 29 (a.d. 121) shows two singularities: the old opo^oyCa xpijaeios is qualified as [ijr] /tal

^aoKOfiev TTapaTTeTTTWKevai., but without nullification, and then follows the subscription 'laxvpas eViTTjpijTij?

oecn;pi[ei'opai] i.e. it is an agoranomic receipt. P. Cairo Mus. 29 (a.d. 312), Et. de Pap. 5, 85, is a receipt

for a loan made aypa^nu^

;

the repayment is made /jcrd martajs, bona fide, cf. P. Gen. 46, 17 (a.d. 345)

;

clause of stipulation in the cuSokt^ctis of the original creditor.

E. Law of Succession

M. Hombert revs. L. Cohen, Heredis histitutio ex re certa, with the publication of Pap. N.Y.L^. Inv. n, 15

a Roman will in Greek language ; comparing P. Cairo Hasp. 67312 and P. Oxy. 907 he discusses whether the

reform of Papinian was called for by the practice in Graeco-Roman Egj"pt, Chron. d'Eg. 14. 187. E. Seidl,

Die Teilungsschrift, Mitt. d. Deiitsch. Inst. f. aeg. Alt. Kunde in Kairo 8, 198—200, contends that these

demotic documents are not wills, but orders for the division of the inheritance.

P. CRTAnN AT, Law
P. Ath. 5 (1st cent, b.c.) is a very interesting petition on account of the violation of asylum (1. 8 Trepl rijs

pias)

;

the offenders are to be brought to the dpxi<t>vXaKlTrjs, and an inquiry’ is ordered (U. 3-4, eVoTrav cf.

WoESS, Asylwesen 170). P. Ath. 33 contains a legal notice against robbers, P. Ath. 34 a medical testimonial

of wounds by blows, P. Ath. 38 an hyponmema to the strategos on account of a theft.

G. The Cocets and Procedure
(i) Petitions.

An enteuxis to the chrematistai is contained in the unfortunately very fragmentary P. Ath. gr. 5 (1st cent.

B.C.). For a petition to the strategos cf. P. Cairo Mus. 22.

(ii) Summons and an epistates.

In P. Princeton 16, revd. judiciously bj’ H. J. Bell, Cl. Rev. 52, 85.

(iii) Impetratio actionis.

J. C. Naber, De actione impetranda, Riv. Star. Dir. Ital. 11, 1, utilLzes papp. The same writer, ihid. 481,

De actione edenda, interprets various papp., including P. Lips. 32, 33 and P. Cairo Masp. 67032.

(iv) Roman procedure.

L. Wenger, 1st. di proc. civ. Rom. trad. R. Orestano, is revd. by C. A. Maschi, Aeg. 19, 128-9 (wpafiy,

TrapayyfXla, S-qpoalwms). L. Wengeb, Drei Fragen aus d. rdm. Ziv. Proz. R., Z. Sav. 59, 377-89, Kap. Ill:

Ein Papyrus zum Verfahren de piano u. pro tribunali, interprets P. Yale 1528 (publd. by C. B. Welles, JRS
1938) and gives a new explanation of the a.vTlypa<j)ov tvrvxRas.

(v) Special jurisdiction.

E. Beenekee, Sondergerichtsbarlceit i. gr. R. Aeg. is revd. with cautious praise by R. Villees, Rev. hist,

dr. 17, 309-13.

(vi) Trials.

A fragm. report of juridical proceedings is in P, Aberdeen 17 ; a process before a defensor civitatis in Pap.

N.Y. U. Inv. 181 and 182.

(vii) Judgement.

P. Adler dem. 17 and 19 show a conditional judgement depending on an oath of the party. Cl. Peeaux
Chron. d’Eg. 14, 180-1, revng. I. Cazzaniga, 3Iel. Boisacq I (1937), Torbidi givdaici nelT Eg. Rom. n. secondo
sec. di Cr., interprets the curious principle: to « oAi'yots piaovpevov ovk abUtus oXys wo'Aeujj ianv iyKXijya.

E. Beenekeb, Zur Rechtskraft i. ptol. Prozefrecht, Festschr. Koschaker III, 268, makes a valuable contribution
to the question of judgement and abandonment of a claim (Streitverzicht), newly illuminated by B. M. Eg.
10591 (H. Thompson, A family Archive from Siut (1934); cf. Seidl-Steickee, Z. Sav. 57 (1937), 272). The
conclusion as regards the native courts of the Ptol. period is: the sentence of the judge does not end the

U
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procedure, only the document of renunciation with its tradition has this effect. Without such a document
each party could renew the process, but the party could be enforced by administrative compulsion to

draw up the doc. The doc. takes effect only inter partes. The whole procedure is traceable to the old Eg.

procedure.

(viii) Execution.

P. Harr. 69 (3rd cent, a.d.), revd. by K. Fr. W. Schmidt, Phil. Woch. 59, 121, is a petition to the dpx‘«-

pevs to release a part of property because it is liable for debts ; the doc. is interesting and difficult. P. Aber-

deen 19 contains instructions of the chrematistai to the local officials to authorize the seizure of a security

if the applicant makes good his claim and the adversary does not bring forward an dvn'ppiyais
; the words

\o.v\TeiTrq iv ijp[ep]ais [8«Va . . .] are important because the parallel doc., P. Berol. 11664 = P. M. Meyer,
J ur. Pap. No. 48, 1. 24 {Kav p-rj . . . [dvTe]iniaot ( ?)), were not a certain restoration (edd.). Only the ten days
were confirmed by P. Jand. vn, 145, 1. 2: A survey of the P. Adler endorses my hypothesis

{Z. Sav. 44 (1924), 396), that the characterization of a person as Plepairjs rijs eTnyovijs in a document has

something to do with a special execution, whereas when such a person is not so designated, or is termed
niparjs only, he is not liable to such an execution. The rules I tried to find out are applied to Horos, the

central pierson in these papp., nine times; exceptions are to be found, as usual (op. cit. 426, i, a; 448) in

P. Adler Gr. 5, 6, lo, 17. Other persons in P. Adler Gr. are named Uepaai rrjs eTnyoyjjs. when they are ven-

dors (P. Adler Gr. 1, n, 2; 3,n, 10; 11, n, 4; 13, n, 4; 14,4; 16, 4; 17, 4) or debtors in a loan (6,6; 10, 6;

19, 5) ; the only exception is P. Adler Gr. 13, m, 3, where the so characterized person is the buyer. As shoivn

before (op. cit. 523, n. 4, no. 4) no Ilepcrq^ rns emyovijs appears in demotic docs.
;
they are always called

‘Greek bom in Egypt’
;
likewise P. Adler dem. 5 and 6 speak of Horos as a ‘Ionian bom in Egypt’, or as

‘a man receiving pa3- among the men of Lakhes, inscribed to the hypaethros of Amur’.

T, . .
H. PuBUC Law

(i) Ptol.

() Ruler-cult.

U. WiLCKEN, Zur Entatehung des hdlenist. Kdnigskults, Sitzungsb. Berlin, 1938, 298-321, holds that the

cult of the Ptol. kings is Greek and is to be sharply separated from the Eg. cult of Pharaoh.

() Constitution and Administration.

W. ScHtiBART, Verfassung u. Yerwaltung des Ptol. Reicks (1937), revd. by P. Collart, Rev. de phil. 13,

85-6, by M. Engers, Museum 46, 158-9, and by E. Grier, Cl. Weekly 32, 160-1, is a popular work and
contains only two pages on law.

(c) npoardypara.

P. Roussel, Ptolemee II et Cyrene, Rev. et. anc. 41, 5-18, comments on the npooraypa {ifiiXavepwma) of
Gyrene, publd. by OnmERl, Doc. ant. Afr. ital. n, 2, and has doubts of the editor’s dating. W. Otto and
H. Bengtson, Abh. Miinchen 17, 26, interpret the amnesty of U.P.Z. 2, 161, Kol. 3, 57; 162, Kol. 9, 21 of
Euergetes II and other (fnXavBpwTrlai. This treatise is revd. by H. Volkmahh, Phil. Woch. 59, 1007-16 (not
seen) and severely criticized by W. Schxtbabt, Deutsch. Lit.-Ztng. 60, 1419 (speculations instead of sober
philological and Juristic treatment of the texts).

(d) Smelting of the nationalities.

W. Peremans, Vreemdelingen en Egyptenaren in Vroeg-Ptol. Eg. (1937) is revd. by M. Hoihbebt, Anti-
quite class. 7, 430-2 (contribution essentielle a un des plus interessants problemes), K. Fr. W. Schmidt,
Phil, iroch. 59, 47-9 (favourable), A. Calderim, Aeg. 19, 1 16-17, M. Engers, Museum 46, 178-81, W. Hoff-
mann, Gnomon 15, 242-8 (affirmative), F. Oertel, Z. Sav. 59, 606-12 (accents more the diff. treatment of
Greeks and Eg. by the Ptol. law), W. Schubart, Klio N.F. 14, 109-11 (assenting with reserve). H. Berve,
Die Verschmelzungspolitik Alexanders des Gro/len, Klio'N.F. 13, 162, n. 2, holds that Ptolemaios gave up the
policy of smelting (against Komemann, Race. Lumbroso (1925), 235, and Vergang. u. Geg. 16 (1926), 342).
C. B. W ELLES speaks in a paper read before the Arch. Inst, of America on The Greeks in Egypt, summary
AJA 43, 408. A. Hetjss, Stadt u. Herrscher des Hellenismus (1937), is revd. by A. Passerini, Boll. fil.
class. N.S. 9, 231-3 (more inclined to foUow Bikerman), by F. R. WrsT, Gnomon 15, 140-9 (important critic.,

inclining to Bikerman, but praising the discussion of the conception of liberty in the HeUen. time), by
H. Bengtson, Deutsch. Lit.-Ztng. 60, 561-8 (very critical, against ‘constructions’), by J. A. O. Larsen,
Am. Hist. Rev. 44, 584 (favourable), and bj’ E. Bikerman, La cite grecque dans les monarchies hellenistiques,
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Rev. de pML 13, 335-49 (detailed and critical), CToAiTeu/iara are discussed by W. Otto and H. Bengtsojt,

AVh. Miinchen 17, 68.

(ii) Roman.

() Prefects.

A. DiePraef.v. Aeg. writer Commodus. Aeg. 19, 215-26, supplements and corrects 0. W. Eeiumuth,

Thepref. of Eg., Klio 34, 21. Beih. (1935), revd. by C. PREArx, Antiquite class. 7, 442. A prefect Aelius Palla-

dius is mentioned in an inscription of Philippe, the successor ofAlexander, (374 b.c.), A. Rowe, Ann. Serv. 38,

531, the prefect Aninas Addaeus (ef. Xov. Just. 129 (551)) in P. Walters 1, Am. Journ. Phil. 60, 170.

() Reichsrecht u. Volksrecht.

l,.'WiSiQ'ER,Rechtspraxisu.Eechtstheoriei.d. Pap. Urk.,Foraek.u. Fortschr. 15, 197-8, follows Schoxbauer
but holds that the ius honorarium (Amtsreeht), the provincial law, as promulgated by the Roman prefect,

is territorial. Prostagmata of Diocletian, Jlaximin, Konstantins, and Maximinian are mentioned in P.

Strassb. 152 (a.d. 298-9).

(c) Liturgy.

P. Strassb. 154 (4th-5th cent, a.d.) is a complaint on account of illegal charge of a SiaKuiv with the liturgy

of an dirairyTT]; dvvwvys (cf. Cod. Theod. 17, 2, 2 and 9). E. Kiesslixg, Der Xachticachterdienst in Aeg.,

Forsch. u. Fortschr. 15, 34-5, reports that this is a liturgical office. F. De Visscher, Le regime des liturgies des

nouv. cit. rom. d'apres VEdit III de Cyrene, C.-R. Ac. Inscr. et B.-L. 114—15, holds that XeiTovpyeZv rw awpan

means: ‘s’acquitter des liturgies personneUes’.

(d) Fepovaia.

M. Hombert, Rev. helge dephil. et d'hist. 17. 1186, reviewing Archiv 12, discusses E. G. Turner, Rylands

texts and the problems of the yepovola of Oxyrhynchus.
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By DE lacy O’LEAEY

1. Biblical

A. Allgeieb, Die ChesUr-Bmtty-Papyri zum Pentateuch . .
.
{JEA 25, 94) is revd. by J. Heebmaks in

OLZ 42, 429-33.

C. C. Taeelli has produced three interesting studies on the text of the Chester Beatty papyri: Seme

linguistic aspects of the Chester Beatty Papyrus of the Gospels, in JT8 39, 254r-9, The Chester Beatty Papyrus

and the Caesarean Text, in JT8 40, 46-55, and Omissions, additions, and conflations in the Chester Beatty

Papyrus, in JT8 40, 382-7.

Bell and Skeat, Fragments of an Unknown Gospel . . . {JEA 22, 94) is revd. by P. Thomsen in Phil.

Woch. (1939), 410-11.

W. Tell, Kleine koptiseke Bibd-Fragmente, appears in Bihlica 20, 241-63, 341-82. Most of these are

short N.T. passages, three from the O.T.

L. Th. Lefobt, Le nom du mauvais riche (Lc 16'*) et la tradition copte, is a contribution in ZNTW 37,

65-72.

W. Gbossoitw, The Coptic Versiems . . .
(JEA 25, 94) is revd. by O. H. E. Bcemestee in JTS 40, 186-91.

2. Apocryphal, Manichaean

() Apocryphal.

L. Th. Lefobt, Fragments d’apocryphes en copte-akhmimique, in Museon 52, 1-10, 2 pis., gives pieces

from the collection of M. von Scherling, of Leiden, (1) a passage of 34 lines, not identified, and (2) four

fragments of the Ascension of Isaiah. The article gives text and transl. with notes. Reference may be made
also to E. Fascher, Petrusapokryphen, in Pauly-Wissowa’s Real-Encyclopddie (1938), 1373-81.

() Manichaean.

C. R. C. Allberry, A Manichaean Psalm-Book (JEA 25, 94) is revd. by W. E. Creii in JRAS 473-7,

who notes some survivals and peculiarities of dialect, and adds suggestions. The reviewer suggests that

there may have been contact between the Meletians and the Manichaeans in Lycopohs and perhaps Medinet

Madi (cf. W. Seston, Achilleus et la revolte de VRgypte sous Diocletien d'apres les papyrus et I'Histoire Auguste,

notd. in JEA 25, 83). It is also revd. by J. Vebgote in Chron. d’Eg. 27, 182-3; by F. Cxjmont in Rev.

d’Histoire des Rel. 36, 378-9; by O. H. E. Bhrmesteb in JTS 40, 191—6; and noticed by H. Lietzmann
in ZNTW 36, 1937 (but publd. in 1938), 305-7.

C. R. C. Allbebry, Das manichaische Bema-Fest, in ZSTW 37 (for 1938, but publd. in 1939), 2-10,

1 pi. The article points out references made by St. Augustine to a feast on the day ‘quo Maniohaeus occisus

est ’, which A. identifies with the Bema-day, or Bema, of the Manichaean homilies and Psalm Book.
Detailed studies in the Kephalaia appear in A. Bohlig, Eine Bemerkung zur Beurteilung der Kephalaia,

in ZETW 37, 13-19, and V. Stegemass, Zu Kapitel 69 der Kephalaia des Mani, in ZNTW 37, 214r-23.

M . Gbossouw, De koptische Manicheese Handschriften, appears in Jaarbericht, no. 6 van het Vooraziatisch-

Egyptische Gesdschap. Ex oriente Lux. Leiden, 62-5.

W. Seston, UEgypte manicheenne, in Chron. d'Eg. 28, 362-72, contains extracts from a conference at

the Fondation egyptologique Reine Elisabeth, 4 March 1939, a useful and comprehensive summary of the

light thrown upon the Manichaean commumties of Egjfpt by the discoveries made in recent years, well

documented.

\\. Seston, Le Roi Sassanide Aarses, les Arabes et le Manicheisme, in Melanges syriens offerts a, R.
Dussaud, i, 227-34.

H. C. PiJECH, Dates manicheennes dans les Chroniques syriaques, in Melanges syriens offerts d
R. Dussaitd, n, 593-607.

A. Bohlig, Kephalaia, Lief. 9/10 (pp. 195-244), Stuttgart, xxxii+50-f 51 pp., 1 pi., a fascicule which

' The date 1939 is omitted in the case of books, periodicals, &c., published in that year.
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completes vol. i of the ‘Kephalaia’. This fascicule contains a short Vorwort (iii-iv) to be placed at the

beginning of the volume, a description of the manuscript by H. Ibscher (v-xiv) and a detailed table of

contents Der Inhalt by A. Bohlig (xv-xxxii). The fascicule is dated 1939, but the title-page to be put at

the beginning of the whole volume is dated 1940.

3. LrrtTRGicAL

O. H. E. Burmester, Ze lectionnaire de la Semaine Sainte, in PO 25. 179—485, continuation of

the lectionary in PO 24, fasc. 2: Bohairic text of the scripture passages from Brit. ilus. Or. Add. 5997.

The same UTiter's The Turuhat of the Saints . . . (JEA 25, 95) is continued in Bidl. Soc. arch, copte 5, 85-157

and gives the h^’mns for the nine months following those already publd. These hymns are additions to the

hturgy of quite secondary importance, they contain httle original matter beyond the addition of a few

names to the known calendar, and are quite conventional in hterary form. StiU it is well that they should

be made accessible and so contribute to the completion of the Cop. liturgical corpus. The case is very much
the same with the matter publd. in Y.^ssa Abd al-Masih: Doxologies in the Coptic Church in Bidl. Soc.

arch, copte 5, 175-91, which, however, has the added interest that it gives a series of unedited Sa‘idio

doxologies from vols. 13 and 14 of the Pierpont Morgan collection. It is not a continuation of the writer’s

article in the previous issue of the Bulletin (JEA 25, 95), though dealing with kindred material.

W. E. Crum, Fragments of a Church Calendar, in ZSTW 37. 23-32, gives the unpubld. text of a calendar

for the months Parmoute, Pashons, and Paremhatep, very different from that used in the Sjmaxarium in

either of its known recensions
:
probably of the 5th cent.

MoH.U!ini.AD Ahjied Sdi.aar, Oriental Manuscripts of the Frederick Lewis Collection in the Free Library

of Philadelphia. A descriptive catalogue. Philadelphia (1937), xix-r289 pp., 48 pis. In this collection are

two Cop.-Arabio manuscripts, a psalter (no. 29) which the editor of the catalogue refers to the 17th cent.,

and a leotionary (no. 126) which he dates 13th-14th cent. The catalogue is revd. by J. Smox in Biblica 20,

353-4.

W. Till u. P. Sai<z, Eine griechisch-koptische Odenhandschrift (Pap. Copt. Vindob. K 8706), Rom,

Papstliches Bibehnstitut, 112 pp., 2pls., no. 5 in the Monumenta Biblica et Ecclesiastica series. A hturgical

coUeotion, mainly O.T. passages.

E. G. Tuenek, Catalogue of Greek and Latin Papyri and Ostraca in the posses.sion of the University of

Aberdeen, Aberdeen, x+ 116 pp., 5 pis. Four of the texts given are liturgical.

Of more general character is S. Sal.aitlle, Christus in Orientalium pietate. De pietate erga Chri-sti

humanitatem apud orientales liturgias et liturgicos commentatores. in Ephemerides Liturgicae 53, 13-54.

Of the kindred Ethiopic Church may be noted, H. EsGBERDrs'G, Die Marienharfe der athiopischen

Liturgie, in Der Christl. Orient 3 (1938), 29-33, 64-8, 92-5.

4. Liter-ary

B. Altaner, Patrologie. Freiburg i/B. (1938), xviii-r-353 pp., is a complete revision of Raubchen’s

manual (cf. JEA 19, 179). It contains nots. of Coptic witers (162-5 and passim) and gives an account

of the most recent publications. It is revd. by .J. Smoir in Biblica 20, 354-5. This review continues (355-6)

with an account of S. Steidle, Patrologia, .sen hi-storia antiquae litteraturoe ecclesiasticae, Freiburg i/B.

(1937), xvii-i-294 pp., which also deals with Cop. literature (pp. 96-100, 142—4). Alt.axer is also revd.

by R. De.agyet in Museon 52, 191-2.

J. B. Berx.ardix, a Coptic sermon attributed to St. Athanasius (cf. JEA 24. 119) is revd. by H. Eng-

berdirg in Ephemerides Liturgicae 53, 267. The reviewer does not consider that this homily was dehvered

on Friday or Saturday in Holy Week.

M. Richard, Les icrits de Theophile d'Alexandrie, appears in Museon 52, 38-50. The author enumerates

no less than 67 works of Thcophilus (.a.d. 38.5—412) known by various citations, in some eases extant in

Latin translations by St. .Jerome, a few in Cop., S\Tiac, Ethiopic, Arabic, and Armenian material.

L. Th. Lefort, Ze Pasteur d'Hernias en copte sahidique, is publd. in Museon 51 (1938), 289-96, and

52, 223-228-xii. The text gives part of Mand and of similitudes, 2-17.

H. Ellers, Die Kirchenordnung Hippolytus von Rom. Xeue Untersuchungen unter besonderer Beriicksich-

tigung des Buches von L. Lorentz, De Egypti.sche Kerkordening en Hippolytus van Rome. Paderborn, 1938.

xix+ 342 pp., is revd. by H. Exgberdiso in Ephemerides Liturgicae 53. 265-6. G. Dix, ’.iTroaToAod) TlapdSoms,

The treatise on the apostolical tradition of St. Hippolytus of Rome. I. Historical Introduction. Textual Materials

and Translation with Apparatus Criticus and some critical notes. London, S.P.C.K. (1937), lxxxii-r90 pp.
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Sa'idic and Bohairic versions are utilized in the apparatus. Review by H. Exgbeeding in Ephemerides

Liturgicae 53, 263-4.

G. Gaeitte, a propos des lettres de S. Antoine VErmite, in Museon 52, 11-31. Contrary to the tradition

transmitted by St. Athanasius and St. Augustine, the author shows that St. Anthony knew how to write

and deals with fragments of his letters in Cop., in all probability a corpus of some 24 epistles, of which some

are extant also in Greek, Latin, or Arabic versions.

M. PiEPER, Zwei Blatter aus dem Osterbrief des Athanasius vom Jahre 364 (Pap. Berol. 11, 948) in ZXTW
37, 73-6, gives a passage of 38 lines with transl. and nn.

J. Veegote, Clement d’Alexandrie et I'Ecriture Egyptienne. Essai d’InterprHation de Stromates, V. iv.

20-21, in Museon 52, 199-221, is not of course concerned with Cop. or Christian Eg. but is included

as the work of an Alexandrian Church Father.

P. Sbath, Al-Fihris (Catalogue of Arabic manuscripts). Part I. Outrages des auteurs anterieurs au xviF

siecle, Le Caire, 1938, viii-rl46 pp. Inventory of Arabic writings in MSS. in private libraries. Amongst

these are included works by Cop. authors. An introduction to this work, dealing specially with Cop.

writers is furnished in the same author’s Manuscrits arabes d’auteurs copies, in Bull. Soc. arch, copte 5,

159-73. The works enumerated are predominantly theological. The catalogue is planned in three volumes,

vol. n wtU give authors of the last three centuries, vol. m the anonymous works.

Campbell Bonnee, A Coptic Fragment of Melito’s Homily, in Hart. Theol. Rev. 32, 141-2. The writer

identifies one of the Cop. texts (No. 17) publd. by Cr0M and Bell in Wadi Sarga . . . (Copenhagen, 1922)

as a fragment of Melito’s homily corresponding to one of the leaves belonging to the University of Michigan,

and expresses the hope that further fragments of Melito in Cop. will be identified.

5. History

() Church History.

L. VaganAY, L'Eglise primitive d la lumiere de papyrus, in Christus, fase. 44 (1938), 388-4:11.

G. Heuser, Prosopographie von Aegypten. IV. Die Kopten, Heidelberg (1938), which I have not been

able to see, is revd. by A. Caldeeini in Aegyptus 19, 263.

Fe. Heller, Urkirche und Ostkirche (Die katholische Kirche des Ostens und Westens, i), Munster (1937),

xx+607 pp., is revd. by J. SmoN in Orientalia, n.s. 8, 388-91. In the second part of this volume which

is devoted to the oriental churches not in communion with the Holy See, notice is taken of the Cop. Church

(471-91) and of the Ethiopic Church (492-510).

A. S. Atiya, Egypt and Aragon. Embassies and diplomatic correspondence between 1300 and 1330 A.D.

(Ahhand. f. d. Kunde d. Morgenl. 23, 7), Leipzig (1938), 73 pp. In this interesting contribution, mostly

drawn from unpubld. documents, there are several references to the Copts and to their churches in Cairo.

It is revd., with some corrections, by G. P. G. S(obh;y) in Bull. Soc. arch, copte 5, 251.

R. Herzog, Der Kampf um den Knit von Menuthis-Pisciculi. Studien zur Religion und Kidtur des Alter-

tums Fr. J. Dolger dargeboten, Munster i/W., 117-24, deals with the replacement of pagan ivith Christian

worship in Menuthis (Abukir).

L. G. Modena, II Cristianesimo ad Ossirinco. Papiri litterari, in Bull, de la Soc. R. d’arch. d'Alex.,

Alexandria, 33, 295-310: it is revd. by E. Ghedini in Aegyptus 19, 261-2.

E. Kiessling, A contribution to the problem of the ‘Katoikoi’ in Egypt, in Research and Progress 4, 265-7

is a resume of Streiflichter zur Katokenfrage' in Act. congr. int. Papyrol. (1938), 213-29.

H. Koetbnbetjtel, Germanen in Agypten, in Mitteil. d. deutsch. Inst. f. dg. Altertumsk. in Kairo 8,

177-84 gives an accoiuit of Teutonic sojourners in Egypt from the pre-Christian period to the 7th cent. a.d.

W. Till, Ein saidischer Bericht der Reise des Apa Johannes nach Babylon, in ZETW 37, 230-9, gives a

text from Vienna (K 9065 and 9064), with transl., nn., etc.

Ugo Monneeet de Villaed, Storia della Nubia Cristiana, in OCA 118, Rome (1938), 260 pp., 10 figs., is

revd. by E. Littmann in OLZ 42, 572—7, an article which draws attention to several interesting words, e.g.

(p. 134) al-maris = iiApuc (Upper Egypt)>/warm, the south wind: (p. 167) o-aoii = Germanic Oddo, Oldo.

It is revd. also by J. Vergote in RHE 35, 552—4, and by' R. Janin in Echos d’Orient 38, 231.

Noteworthy' also is Jaloit-Sacqdae, La Chiesa Etiopica e monofisita ? in EOriente cristiano e VUnitd
delta Chiesa 4, 97-9.

() Hagiography.

J. Vergote, Les principaux modes de supplies chez les Anciens et dans les Textes chretiens, in Bull, de

rinst. Hist, beige de Rome 20, 141—63, 2 pis., introduces evidence from a certain number of Cop. texts. The
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same author’s Eculeus, Rad- und Pressefolter in den agyptiscken Mdrtyrerakten, in ZNTW 37, 239-50, 1 pi.

is a study in the Cop. Acta JIM. and allied texts.

W. Till, Koptische Heiligen- und Mdrtyrerlegenden . . . (.TEA 21, 111; 23, 114; 24, 121) is revd. by A.

Bohlig in DLZ 60, 583-4.

Togo JlijrA, Le martyre d’Apa Epima . .
.
{JEA 24, 121) is revd. by B. G. in Rev. Bibl. 47 (1938), 169-71,

and in Aegyptus 19, 113-14. D. O’Leaey, The Saints of Egypt . . . (JEA 24, 121) is revd. by \V. Till in

OLZ 289-90, by J. David in RHE 35, 87, by P. P(eeters) in AB 57, 141-2, and by S. Gaseleb in JEA
25, 123.

Of the kindred Ethiopic Church may be noted M. A. van den Oudeneijn, La vie de saint Za Mika’il

’Aragaioi, Fribourg (Suisse), 84 pp., a French transl. with introduction (9-34) and nn. (71-84) of the

Ethiopic text publd. by I. Guidi in 1895. Za Mika’el, sumamed ’Aragawi, was one of the ‘nine saints’ to

whom Ethiopic tradition ascribes the introduction of Christianity into Ethiopia. The life claims that he

was a disciple of St. Pakhom.

(c) Alonasticism.

Ann.a ikAElA Ballini, Osservazioiii giuridiche e recenti papirologiche sui monasteri Egiziani, in Aegyptus

19, 77-88, deals with the different grades of monks, hermits, eenobites, and with the administration and

organization of monasteries.

A. Rcckek, Die /eierlicAe Kniebeugungszeretnonie zu Pfingsten in den orientalischen Riten, Heilige t'ber-

lieferung, Ausschnitte aus der Geschichte des Monchtums imd des heiligen Kultes dem. hochw. Herm Abte

von Maria Laaeh Ildefons Herwegen zum SUbernen JubUaum dargeboten, Munster i/\V. (1938), 193-211.

In the Cop. rite pp. 203^.

On Palladius may be noted, E. Schwartz, Palladiana, in ZiSTW 36 (1938), 161-204, and G. B. CAL^^,

La storia di Palladio, in Salesianum, l, 268-79, 385-406: a popular account of the life of PaUadius and

the doctrinal, ascetic, and historic contents of the Historia Lausiaca.

L. Th. Lefort, Les premiers monasteres Pachomiens. Exploration topographique, in J/useon 52, 379-107, pis.

10-14. This deals with the identification of the sites of the more important Pakhomian monasteries, with

fresh first-hand knowledge of the localities concerned. The writer identifies Seneset-Kneneboskion with Kasr

es-Sayad, and places Pesterposen close by, Pbaw near the two villages known as Faw el-Bahri and Faw
el-Kibli, Tabennese possibly Kiila el-Gaza. A very valuable contribution to topographical information.

G. SoBHY Bey, Miscellanea i, in Bull. Soc. arch, copte 5, 69-74, 1 pi., deals with an Arabic document

concerning defective discipline in an unnamed monastery. The date is a.d. 1290.

G. Gaeitte, Un Temoin important du texts de la vie de S. Antoine par S. Athanase. La Version

latine inedite des Archives du Chapitre de S. Pierre a, Rome, fitudes de Philologie, d’Archeologie et d’Histoire

ancienne publiees par I’lnstitut Historique beige de Rome, Tome m, Brussels and Rome. 96 pp., 1 pi.

In this important and highly interesting work G. publishes for the first time, from a lOth-llth-saec. Latin

manuscript belonging to the Canons of St. Peter’s, the text, together with critical apparatus, of a life of

St. Anthony falsely ascribed to St. Jerome. In fact, it is a literal transl. of the work of St. Athanasius,

made before Evagrius and independent of St. Jerome.

6. Non-Literaey

The very strange document in G. Bjoek, JDer Fluch des Christen Sabinus, Uppsala (1938), 165 pp.,

2 Taf., has attracted some attention; it appears that Sabinus had this complaint against his kinsmen placed

with him in his tomb to justify himself in the other life. It is revd. by H. J. Rose in Class. Rev. 52 (1938),

201, by K. H. E. de Jong in Museum 46, 229, by P. Collakt in Rev. des etudes grecques, 249-50, and by
M. Hombeet in Chron. d'Eg. 28, 383^.

Maria Ckaaiee, Drei koptische Grahsteine aus JJntemuhien, in ZXTW 37, 19-23 gives three funerarv

inscriptions (text, transl., nn.) of the later lOth cent. a.d. The same author’s Texts zur koptischen 'Toten-

klage’, in Aegyptus 19, 193-209, 10 pis., gives fourteen inscriptions with transl. and commentarv: some
are dated 8th-9th cent., but most are undated: nn. on palaeography, etc.

W. E. Cedm, Varia Coptica, Aberdeen, 50 pp. transl. and nn., 55 pp. (lith.) texts and indices. A
collection of 130 texts from papyri and ostraea published for the first time (save three). One (no. 130)
is unintelligible, probably not Cop. The material is literary (1-4), legal (5-36a), letters (37-116), and lists

and accounts (117-29). Some are of great interest.

S. Eiteinger, Ein angeblicher Brief des Xegus Zara Jakob vom Jahre 1447 wegen der Christenverfolgung
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS
An Alexandrian Decree of 175/174 b.c.

A REVISION of col. II of Pap. Rendel Harris 61 made recently by me has resulted in the establishing

of the place where fragment 2 fits in, together with a few additional readings,^ Text and translation

of the document should now be given as follows

:

[’Ev ^fiepais k(?) tovs ^AXe^avSpeag Tovg eV] T['^t KaroLKovvras aTToypdcfteadaL

[ra aojpara ra ojvrjdevra 7ra]pd v6p.ov, p,rj6ev raaaopLivovs, pLerd. Trjv

[^AtKiav <jwp.aTos eKaaTOV (ertSi') t]e, TrpoaTiOevTas Kal to Tijs pL-qrpos ovo-

[pa Twv TTaiSiojv €is TTjv^ dTroypa<f)'^v, iirdv le (tTrj) yetrqraL, dyovras

5 [eVt Td)V dyopav6pa)v{‘i) , oTT]<pg rag etKovag aTToSwaiv.
'

Opolcog Se Kal rovg

[’AXe^avSpdag Trdvra rd vTrd]p)(ovTa avrotg olKoyevfj cr[a)]paTa eni tcov

[dyopav6poi}v{‘i) d-rroypdffi^adai] iv rjpdpaig k, rd prj eig (e-Dj) le, Trpocr-

[ridevrag Tct? eiKovag Kal t]6 Trjg p-qrpdg ovopa, rd Be dird le (erdiv)

[crdjpaTa Kard Toiig vopovg.] 'YaTep-^aavreg Be Trjg dnoypacj>rjg tu>v

10 [cratpdTwv dig TTpoareTaKT^aL dTroypd<f)eadai, Taaaopevoi Trji iroXeL to

[eTTiTipov eVt Tojv dyjopavopojv d'iToypa(f>eadoioav aKoXovOwg rolg

[vopoig. E-rrel Be vvp 6 ^JaatAeus IJroXepaZog 0edg ^LXoprjrwp ov povov

[evTjpyeTTjae T-qv ttoXiv rjpwv ’A]Ae^av[8p€r]ay Kal ndvrag dvOpcdnovg, dXXd
[/cai rjplv rd awpariKd tcAt;] Trepl ir[oAiT]a? e^pqara TToXXd ^ovXopevog

15 [noieLv -napeBiOKe Kal elg TrJaPTas qipdv] do-^aAeord-nji Biadeaei

[re Kal eiivolai. exprjaaro,
\

S]€So';^dat
|

[lyptjr ;ypu[<Tou]p dyaXpa ^aai[X]euig

[IJToXepalov TTOietv irdv]
|

eV xP^<^o[0
|

re K]ai KaTa[pepLa{^)']agrdai tw yap-qXeL-

[(p dqaavpd ^aaiXecog rd dyaXpa]
[
rovro y[5v3

|

to aep[v6v. /CJard rd avr[a] Se

[toi)j dqaavpO(j>vXaKag ripd)v{?)]
|

Aaj3d»Ta[s'
|

irdvra €k rqg Ka6q]KOvaT]g e’[/(]

20 [rdv KaroiKovvrojv -qplv IcoJvtjs t<S[i’
|

reXwv cog TrpoareraKT]ai top rfjg

[Sarrav?;? Xoyiap6p(}) Troieip]
|, Kaddnelp | XP^^V xard rd p6pip]a. Qvoai Se

[/eai qpdg twl ^aaiXel
\

llToX]epalwi 0e[wi
|

0iX^op-qTopi, orap IBpvrj rd
[pvp TTpcjTOKXC<na{}},

I

aTe<j>apda]ai Be av[T6p
|

Kal xpv(j]coi OTe^dvcoi, 0C-

[o-ai Se
I

kJoc T^[t
I

^amXlaarp KXeowdrpai 0edi(?) cooTreJ^p 0ed)L 0tA[o-]

25 [p-qropi,
|

djcrov
|

[dp(f>OTepot.g d^iop e(mp{?) ]

Col. I. This column (c/. P. Harris, p. 41) ended, perhaps, with the following two lines:

[Tvxqi dyaOrji. "EBo^e Trjt. ^ovXrji Kal tcol Bqpwi tcop ’AXe^apSpeojp.]

[ETreiBy d ySaotAei)? IlToXepatog 0e6g 0iXopijT<up TTpocrera^ep],

l^aaiXewg TTpoaTa^aPTog] would also be possible, if a Ptolemaic law and not its resume preceded
the part of the town-decree which begins in II, 12.

1 It is my agreeable duty to thank Professor J. E. PoweU, the editor of The Rendel Harris Papyri of
Woodhrooke College, Birmingham (Cambridge, 1936), for valuable suggestions as to the restorations given
here, and the authorities of Woodbrooke as well as those of the SeUy Oak Colleges Library in Birmingham
for giving me the facilities necessary for the revision. My restorations of the missing left-hand part of the
text follow exactly the varying length of the lines that are preserved, yet may be far from the original
wording of the lacunae, the probable sense of which I tiy to give. It stould be mentioned that the"text
of the decree is written over the faint remains of another document which could, perhaps, be made readable
with the help of an ultra-red or short-wave photograph. Cf. also for this text C. Preaux, Chron. d’Eg.
1937, 271, and VEconomie Royale des Lagides (1939), 309 f., 316; M. San Nicolb, Krit. Vierteljahrsschr. 29
(1939), 249 f. ; U. WUcken, Archiv xn (1937), 234 f.
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Col. II, 1 and 6 : The restoration ’AAe^avSpeas is necessary, in my opinion, because the penalties

of 1. 10, if to be paid by non-Alexandrians, would not have been given to the town. For the restora-

tion ev Tjpepats' k cf. 1. 7.

2 : The home slaves are discussed in 11. 5 f. The words ’Ofiolcos Se Kal of 1. 5 indicate that another

category of slaves was treated before, and only bought slaves are omitted in the second paragraph.

4: For the restoration TraiSttuv, cf. i-nav le (crrj) yivrjTaL in the same line.

5 and 7; For the restoration dyopavofjLojv, cf.\. 11.

8: For the restoration et/cdm?, cf. 1. 5.

9 : Revised reading : Se.

14: Revised reading: 7r[oAiV]as-.

15: Revised reading: Tijacray 2[p<b‘']-

16: Revised readings: SjESoy^at
|

[ij/xtF Xpn[cro£']i' dya^a. Frgm. 2 fits immediately below

Tr]dvTas on to the main fragment.

17: Revised readings: ]acr0at tw yap.'qXei-. Other possible restorations are : KaTa[yy€LX\a(T6ai,

KaTa[^Kr)pv^\a(j6ai, KaTa\\oyLa]aadai, KaTa^ycopia^aaBai. For the marriage of Ptolemy \ I, which is

mentioned in this line, cf. W. Otto, Abh. Bayr. Akad. Phil.-Hist. Kl. N.F. (1934), No. 11, p. 14 and,

ill addition, Pap. Teb. Ill, No. 979.

18: For the restoration dyaXpa, cf. 1. 16. Revised readings: v\ [£iv] to aepfyov. KJard.

20: Revised reading: ]ai.

21: Revised reading: ]a.

23: For the TrpwTOKXLaia of Ptolemy VI which are mentioned in 2 Macc. iv. 21, and seem to

have been connected with the royal marriage of 175/174 b.c., cf. Otto, op. cit. 15 f.

24: Revised readings: K]al and ]p. Lettering as well as appearance and colour of fragment 3

fit in well with 1. 24 of the main papyrus, but its position, as suggested above, is nevertheless only

a possibility.

Col. Ill : The letter groups of the two lines read by Professor Powell belong to the lower part

of col. III. A few ink spots of the earlier lines of this column are preserved in addition.

‘ [The Alexandrians] with residence in the Egyptian country-side are to register [slaves acquired]

illegally [within 20( ?) days] free of charges, when [each slave has reached the age of 1]5 years, and

are to add the name of the mother [of slave children of this kind at the] registration when they reach

the age of 15 years, and are to take [such slaves to the office of the agoranomi], so that “personal

descriptions'’ may be made. In the same way [the Alexandrians], in addition, are to register all

houseborn slaves under 15 years of age belonging to them within 20 days at the office of [the

agoranomi], adding [the “personal descriptions” and] the name of the mother, and also those over

15 years [in accordance with the laws]. Those who register [the slaves] later [than it is prescribed]

are to pay [the penalty] at the office of the agoranomi into the town's treasury and to register in

accordance with the [laws].

‘ [Seeing that at the present time] the king, Ptolemy, god Philometor, not only [has done good

services to our town] Alexandria and to all men, but [also conceded us the slave tax] intending

to be of great benefit to the citizens, and has treated us all with the most benign grace [and

goodwill], we decree that a golden image of king [Ptolemy is to be made, entirely] of gold, and that

the costs of this divine [image] are to be apportioned(?) to the wedding [treasure] ?) of the king]

For this [our treasurers] are to take [the whole cost] out of the income we derived from the lease of

[the slave-tax] payable by [Alexandrians in the country-side] as prescribed, and are to [render

account of the expenses], as may be [necessary in accordance with the laws]. In addition, [we are to]

sacrifice to the [king] Ptolemy, god Philometor, when he inaugurates the [marriage banquet] ?), and
to crown] him with a golden crown, and to sacrifice, in addition, to the [queen Cleopatra, the

goddess], in the same way as to the god Philometor, as [is the due of both of them. . . .].’

The SeSdy^aiof 1. 16 and the passage aTecf>avu>aai 8e avrov Kaiypvauii aTe<j>dva)i of 1. 23 prove clearly

that our document is a town decree. That the polis which is mentioned in 1. 10 (raCTadpevot ttji noXei)
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must be Alexandria can be shown by 1, 13 ; 1. 17 gives the date of the text, the time of the marriage

festival of Ptolemy VI and Cleopatra II. It is possible that this queen was mentioned in 1. 24.

P. Harris 61 is of historical importance. It shows how the Ptolemaic government paid extraordinary

expenses like those of royal marriages during the difficult period after the death of Ptolemy I^ .

All Alexandrians who resided in the Egyptian chora had. as we learn from the new text, been

exempted from the usuaP register of house-born slaves and from the tax which was perhaps con-

nected with it. On the other hand, the duty of registration and of the payment of a sales-tax

on bought slaves' was enforcible on Alexandriams in the same way as on all the other inhabitants

of the Egyptian country-side, in spite of evasions which seem to have often occurred. A new royal

law of 175/174 b.c. permitted as a pri\'ilege, the registration, free of any penalty, of illegally

bought slaves in Alexandrian posses.sion, if completed within a fixed period. At the same time the

original Alexandrian privilege referring to house-born slaves was cancelled, and such slaves had to

be registered too. The people of Alexandria, whose goodwill was important for the weak govern-

ment of the boy-king Ptolemy VI, was reassured by the promise of the fines expected from the new

regulations (not, of course, the additional ordinary revenue). As a sign of gratitude and perhaps

under political pressure, the town of Alexandria decreed the donation of a golden statue of

Ptolemy VI and a golden crown, as well as sacrifices on the occasion of the ‘marriage’ festival of

the boy-king and his younger sister, which had an important purpose, the strengthening of the

dynasty.

F. M. Heichelheim.

A Bushmuric Word

Of the extinct Bushmuric dialect only two words had, it seems, survived:^ wniui {Coptic Diet.,

528 a) and ti^i {ibid., 62 a). The former is preserved in the Montpellier Scala,* where, with prefixed

article ni-, it begins a list entitled iUi jfy -j,' L-k It is to Dr. George Sobhy that I owe

the completion—obvious indeed to those whose eyes are not holden—of the illegible word. He

reads [jli>] and has thus given a valuable key to the mysterious words following the title:

The names of the Cells of {the Monastery of) St. Macarius ct-c. These ‘ dependent cells ’ must have

numbered in all a score and were detached from the main monastery.® The cell most often

mentioned elsewhere is that named Subtracting the prefixed article {hi-fi), we have a

word which an easy emendation (uj for w) allows of identifying with wniu), namely igniuj. The

Arabic translation offered by the Scala: an open spring or source of water,

^

refers presumably

to a feature of the locality. The presence of a declaredly e.xtraneous word in these Bohairic

surroundings raises questions which cannot be discussed here.

The Arabic of the names in our list may mostly be taken to indicate the situations of the

cells, though it is doubtful how near they come to translating their Coptic originals: (2) cckcik

the sunny place, roof-terrace;® (3) a*.<nX*.ki 5:^1 the tree, perhaps indicating proximity to

1 <?/. W., Chr. Xo. 199.

^ C'/. C. Preaux, L’Economie Royale des Lagides (1939), 307 f.

^ Facts and fancies about this dialect may be found in my paper, Proc. Brit. Acad, xxv (1939).
* A 17th-century MS. See Mallon, Mels. Beyrouth iv, 89, Munier, Bull. Soc. Arch. Copte v, 208.

“ Space hardly sufficient for this
;

jS. j[ would suit it better.

® All obtainable facts are collected in H. G. Evelyn White’s History of the Monasteries, 1932, esp. p. 361.

‘ Of the variants, op. cit. 280, this alone exactly represents the Coptic. Amelineau, Giogr. 267, chose the

form 0.^. Xo doubt the name is to be read in E. White's pi. xii£ as an emasculated form. Cf.

my above paper, note 90.
® Exact meaning apparently none too clear. Freytag has larga pars vallis in qua aqua flu it.

® See H. Almkvist, Kleine Beitrdge, ii, 6.
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‘ the tree of obedience’;^ (4) mlTe iuJ' the forty-nine, viz. the Forty-nine Elders, whose

martyrdom may have taken place in this locality;" (5) mpi uLe^TOj juJl [our) lord {KvpLos)

the soldier, for which I can only suggest the Byzantine soldiers massacred by barbarians near

the natron deposits;® (6) glossed wj' thefather of mankind and the brazen

stone, a confusion, I suppose, with dSd/ra?;’* (7) iSAb the comynunity,° the common
dwelling, often designating a monastic house; (8) the abode ofpeace, as if formed

with elpyvTj : ® (9) nicsi-A. jwai)' the hough, one of the few names to be found elsewhere; ' (10) iiin

juLAioyi j^'i\ fj the lion's lair, the first word obscure, probably corrupt; (11) •x_o> juLirmwiT,

transcribed ® and translated jiab place of meal, granary; (12) nineo i [leg. ? ‘cJi),

glossed jT a measure of oil: (13) p(>) iiTOJoy, transcribed Wb translated gate of the

mount or desert; (14) ni-i.o^i.pm (ro^apiov), transcribed jL5jb without gloss; (15) nm&\&vion

(TreAdytor) ifj\ jlC place of the pool, cf.‘? the pond known as (16) i_AJi

sUvJ' the hidden {covered) church, perhaps in a grotto.

With that my photograph of the two Scala pages ends, but the list may well be longer.^®

Evelyn White has noted several other cell-names besides; indeed only four of mine (2, 4, 7, and 8)

reappear among his, most of which, in their Arabic forms, await elucidation.

W. E. Crum.

The word m^di and its various uses

In the Adoption papyrus of the reign of Ramesses XI published above, pp. 23 ff., there occurs

a word ^ (j ^ ..•tfi which requires lengthier discussion than could be given in my article. The

context seems clearly to demand the meaning ‘profit’ - i*' of tfis recio the testator says:

‘Aiuproiiti

(shall) have made together with her, I will bequeath it to Xenufer, my wife. ’ The sentence so closely

corresponds to an expression in the oldest known marriage contracts that we may legitimately infer

that the form of the latter goes back to Ramesside times, though Moller, in his valuable Zicei

dgyptische Ehevertrage aus vorsditischer Zeit (Ahh. Berlin, 1918), could furnish no evidence earlier

than Takelothis of Dyn. 22. In two^® Saitic contracts the prospective husband declares: T have

given her the x deben of silver and the y sacks of spelt that are written above, ^
apart from“ all profit and all increase

(shpr) which I shall make with her.’ The spelling with ^ reveals the fact that^ jj

of

the Adoption papyrus is, contrary to expectation, to be read mUlf, not simply In the ordinary

^ fiL is the yew tree (Ahmed Issa, Diet., 178, not elsewhere). ‘Tree of Obedience’, that planted by

John Colobus; i’. E. White, 108. But it is tempting to connect with the epithet of one of the

slaughtered monks: c&nJui£.Xd.Ki (ef. op. cit. 200), though there it cannot be but paXdKwv.

" This cell occurs in a colophon CCVa i, 525, as uiAjp.

^ Cf. Mus. Guim. xxv, 76. In the Arabic version (Gottingen 114, 16) •jf .y iW'.

* Leg.'! ,j-Ub V, which = aSdfxai in Paris 44, 61 vo.

E. White’s p. 363, ’’

in CCVa i, 339.

' CCVa i, ibid. " I failed to recognize this Diet. 229 6.

® E. W hite, 406. Witness the J-c., at end of the title.

I am deeply indebted to my friend Gunn for looking up some references not available to me and for

adding some valuable notes.

The initial m seems meanintdess ; one expects here either ir or nothing.

The same spelling of m^di occurs in both examples, a fact disguised in Aluller'.s edition by a wronalv
placed bracket in the text of the time of Amasis, see Revillout, Corpus, Xo. 19, 1. 6. end.

The Ptolemaic contracts make it clear that the ambiguous nhoA must here signify ‘in addition to',

not ‘to the exclusion of’. The similarly determmed verb md’- (ll'S.. ii, 189. 3) is obviouslv related.
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way Late-Egyptian words beginning with have to be read with initial 7n, not but Gunn

quotes as exceptions *be successful’ for old ^^^^0 ^ ‘twist’ (of arms and

legs), var. The writing in the Adoption papj-rus makes it impossible to

dissociate that word from one used as a measure for the fruit of the date-palm in the great Harris

papjTUS
;
in 37a, 5, of that papyrus the spelling is

jj ^ ,
with the variants^ |^

in 216, 2, and \ 6 I
in 54a, 10: the word for ‘date’ precedes in all three examples, and a

number follows. This word is treated by TTb. ii. 186 (15) under the rubric md), and the meaning

assigned is Art MassfUr Datteln; for the mistaken reading 7ndr there is the reason that ir6. quotes

.

—

J
from Nelson, Kar7iah, 108B, 27, where the photograph shows that no —" can ever have

been present. It is impossible to do otherwise than to regard this Karnak variant as a mistake,

especially as the Coptic jii.a.6.Tie reveals in its Vokalbrechiing an undeniable hint of the reading wi'dr.

It was possibly on account of the Tokalhrechimg that the Berlin dictionary did not identify ju.&e.'se

with the word in the Harris papyrus, though there is the additional reason that a measure

of capacity for dry goods, as Crum, Copt. Diet., 213, indicates, is used of much else besides

dates, in connexion with which only one example is quoted. Brugsch, Aegyptologie, 380, 381, seems

the original source of the equation of 7n<d! with the Greek jxaTiov
;
Crum says that twelve jua.x'xt'-

measures went to the eprofe, dprd^g. For Anxx'xe Spiegelberg, Hdwh., 71, quotes a demotic example

P. Heidelh. 738, which he transcribes ^bis it has been impossible to verify. In

conclusion, it seems significant that the Greek papyri speak of a special measure named girpov

<l>OlVLK7]y6v.^

Though the Berlin Dictionary had some reason for reading 7n(p and for missing the identification

with JULXi.'se, the peculiarities of its further treatment are less venial. An important example is over-

looked in the Golenischefi Onomasticon (3, 1), where the maker of m^d/’

follows immediately upon Ibe J il
''' the ‘date-man’, perhaps a vendor or cultivator

of dates. It is odd that IF6., ii, 186 (16, 17) should have separated from the word in Harris that

foimd in the Graeco-Roman expressions ‘m^p of dates’; the vignettes in Edfu, i,

PI. 35a = I, p. 471, and Mar., Deiid., n, 42, a, b show this m^p as an ofiering in the shape of a

shrine surmounted by a pjTamidion being presented by the king to a deity. On the strength of

these examples one is perhaps justified in conjecturing that the m^p was properly the sort of

basket used for the date-conserve called in Arabic ; of this Wilkinson {Manners and Customs,

ed. Birch, i, 398, n. 3) says: ‘Agireh, or adjiceh, is a mass of dates pressed and preserved in baskets,

which are commonly sold in all the markets of modern Eg^’pt.’ Such baskets may have been of

standard size, so that they could well come to be used as a measure. Certainly the determinatives

of m^) go some way toward suggesting a basket of a certain shape and size as the original meaning

of the word; in the \’ignettes and the determinative
^

there will be assimilation to a shrine of

some kind, /m suggests comparison with the corn-measure, and is in agreement with the

notion of a container of wicker-work or something of the kind.

There remains the transition of meaning from ‘basket for dates’ to ‘profit’. The metaphor
we employ in speaking of the ‘fruit’ of a man’s labour (c/. also Kagrros, fructus) points the way;
dates were not the least valuable annual produce of the Egyptian agriculturalist.

Alan H. Gaedinek.

The expression Tiincon

In his review of Crum’s Coptic Dictio7iary {JEA 25, 111) Polotsky has rightly discerned the meaning

of this rare expression, but suggests what must, in my opinion, be a wrong etymology. He has seen

Schnebel, Landivirtschaft, p. 300, n. 1. Other terms used in Egyptian in connexion with the fruit of

the date-palm are Harris 216, 3, perhaps a cluster ‘cut off’, and 8—o] 0 ih. 54a, 9 ‘jars of

dried (dates)’. It must be realized that dates will have been marketed in different ways, both fresh and
dry, and the latter either in the form described below or else ground up and made into a sweetmeat.

It 6. compares a word — used of dates; this can have nothing to do with m’^d) xxb.s.'s.e, and the

brick-like determinative suggests the sweetmeats just alluded to.
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that in all known passages the sense ‘ at the moment in question ’ suits much better than the accepted
rendering " countless times but I cannot follow him in his statement, ‘ It seems clear that the word
must represent </i if zp "every time” to which he himself has expressed the main objection

—
"but

the n is difficult to account for It is true that Crum (op. cit., 297) is able to quote three examples of

TeJUipoAAne as a variant of T«pOAine, TppOAtne, Tepoxine ‘each year’, where tniv is

clearly the origin of the first element, but I fancy that there the sx must be due to assimilation

to the At of pOAtne. I venture to suggest another explanation. All examples of TAtHCOn
suggest that it is not a free adverbial expression, but that it is tacked on to a substantive or

substantive equivalent as an adjective or relative clause might be. This is well seen in the example

from Kephalaia 38 'j^|>i(^eipoTO«i^. eTepe nua^g' TAtnci^n Kto AtAte^c 2«.‘2£At IIeTg^^v^!e

na^pakpdwtj. where Polotsky exhibits the true meaning by comparing the German ‘der jeweils

Grossere ’. How would Middle Egyptian have expressed this ? Clearly by rf) -leNn]^^
‘ the Great one who is in his time ’, cf. ^ J- Xow

is synonymous with in Coptic eTiS-, and 'the time’ for 'his time’ would be not

unnatural. Consequently I conjecture that TA^.^c^^.^ is simply a shortening of ’*’eTA*.ncs>.n, the

loss of the initial e being due to the expression having become stereotj'ped and to its etymology

being forgotten. But I have no parallel for the abbreviation of CT- to T-.

Alan H. Gaedinee.

M-sf ‘pestering’

The idiomatic uses of m-s/ with such meanings as ‘tending’, ‘pursuing’, ‘persecuting’ are

well known. I have noted two examples in Late Egyptian where the preposition seems to

convey a nuance of ‘pestering’ or ‘importuning’,^ a sense which has perhaps not been pointed out

before.

In P. Anast. VI, 17 ff., the writer complains about a steward Seba who has deprived him of his

workpeople and yet is demanding their produce. The passage maybe freely rendered: ‘And he

has taken away from me two more working-girls, saying: (18) ‘‘He has not delivered the work to

the overseer of the treasury, and yet he goes so far as to stand and face me. ” And when they (19)

ceased registering the weavers for me he set a man to pester me (hc-fhr dlt nnt m-si-i, lit. ‘‘he set a

man after me”), saying; “Produce some of the weavers’ work.”
’

The other passage is P. Bol. 10S6, 17 (translated by Wolf in ZAS 65, 93). The writer, trying to

find a Syrian, has got no satisfaction from visits to various high officials, and concludes twi m-s) p!

hry-skt m mnt,
‘

I am importuning (lit. “ after ”) the hry-sld every day, saying :

‘‘ Produce the Syrian

farmer belonging to the temple of Thoth, whom you have received . . .

In both cases the sense of ‘persecute’ does not fit, and some such notion as ‘pe.stering’ seems

inevitable.^ It is interesting to note that the sentence in oratio recta which follows begins in both

cases with ‘Produce !’, which suits an importunate request well.

To be compared with this is a demotic use of m-si in which (cf. Spiegelberg, Dem. Gr., § 354) ‘to

be behind’ comes to mean ‘to compel’. A case closely re.sembling the Late-Egn. examples occurs

in Col. A, line 11 of a very interesting demotic gardening contract published above in this

Journal by Eichard A. Parker. After instructions from mistress to gardener comes rntwk tm
dlt hpr-y m-sr-k n-lm-f, which Dr. Parker translates ‘and you are not to cause me to compel

you to do it’, and which would admit a rendering ‘you are not to make me pester you about it’.

Alec N. Dakin.

^ Colloquial English, of course, offers close parallels, e.g., for the sense ‘tend’, ‘You can't always have
your mother behind you’ (or 'looking after you’), and for ‘pester’ cf. ‘The boss is always after me to get

this job done’.

^ The difference between ‘pestering’ and ‘persecuting’ is perhaps chiefly one of degree, the former
stopping short of threats and violence ; at the same time only the stronger party can ‘persecute’, while a
fly could ‘pester’ and a widow was ‘importunate’.
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^0‘Yo{€)l

Mr. Dakin has kindly drawn my notice, in connexion with my note on this verb in JEA 25, p. 171,

to a handM of examples where the meaning ‘go about seeking, seek’ is unsuitable. They are:

(o) Zoega, p. 337 (quoted by Crum, Diet., 472 a; cf. Blackman in JEA 16, 70, n. 6): Tecguuie

Ike nec'^oyoi ectyiiie iicioq.

(b) Mk. vi, 6: neq^^o-yoi i.e ne ouIi-^-iie eviineqRioTe eq'^cfcio i.e. Kal -n-epiijyev ras KoiyLas

kvkXw SeSdaKwv.

(c) P. A. de Lagarde, Aegyptiaca, 247 : eif'Vo'yoi Hneooo-y juuTeTfujH gE jum. niAA.

These two last examples also are cited by Crum (loc. cit.)
;
and Mr. Dakin’s observation that the

meaning ‘ seek’ is tautological in (a) and impossible in (6) and (c) is true. Who can deny it ?

Nevertheless -^-oyofe)! means ‘seek’; if you fish out from all the cases given by Crum those

where ‘seek’ is wrong there stdl remain a number where it can mean nothing else
;
and to them may

be added those in the Manichaean books which I have adduced. The verb -^noylojei, Suot.,
neKOYv etc., means ‘go forward, progress, go about’: the verb '\-oy(o)ej means ‘seek’

;
and it wa.s

human carelessness, rather than frailty of understanding, that led them to confuse the two. I can

give another instance of each (i) 6. Garitte, A propos des Lettres de S. Antoine I’Ermite, in

Le Museon Lii, 1939, p. 23, note 45; uaV enTAq-’^nt-yo-yoi epoq oEne-ygHT mpq ‘ceux qui . . . se

rendent a lui de tout leur cceur’; (ii) J. Yergote, Zwei koptische Fragmente einer unhekannten

patristischen Schrift, in Orientalia Christiana Periodica, iv, 1938, 49; haV iiiieTeqeuue

epooq- osTUTAicoecic iloe noenTSA-yAAoeiT A^fio eq^siuve egoyu eiiCTOHn oiTuiieTOYoiio efeoA o-y

Te Te^QpiA eeiiie eTAiHTe €'2luiia'i ilne^o'KOC h ii'3'iUTeio'yoi uTneiuAJ.e’N.piA m[ai] (so I would

suggest) eiaAq"x[!] AAoeiToHTn gniliiigoAo iiAiceeTon eopAi e'aLEn€TOYOT£[e e]TAjcet'cic * ayco

KCHAHHUje oil ugwfc eTsiinA'i haV eTcyngiCTA EnujA'se eiiTAii'xooq eve uaV ne 'se ToyciA
nuOHpA cTJUO'sar' AiUTut^ycic eujAiiivATAAAxifiAne Ejuoc oiTuntTcuepnei lioKTii ciouATmoc.
Just so: ‘he who uses what knowledge his senses give him as a guide and forces his way in to that

which is unseen by means of that which is seen,—w'hat need has he to bring in over and above this

(i.e. the knowledge his senses give him) the methods and researches of geometry, which lead us by
means of traced lines seen by the sensual eye up to that which surpasses the senses ? There are also

a great many other things in addition to these which support my assertion that the intellectual

essence which is mixed with our nature is apprehended by us by means of those things which work
on us physically’. In fact, ^ no-y(o)eV has to do with the foot, ^o-yoi concerns the eye.

C. K. C. Allberry.
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NOTES AND NEWS
It is unfortunate that the new Editorship of this Journal should have had to coincide with a reduc-
tion of its size and with the replacement of the two annual parts by one. But the exigencies of the
time.s are such that we must congratulate ourselves if our efforts to compensate the Members of the
Egypt Exploration Society for their continued support do not come to a complete standstill. For
the early production of the present volume we are deeply indebted to the Printer of the Oxford
Univer.sity Press, who has seconded the efforts of the contributors with his usual zeal and interest.

It is only fair to the outgoing Editor (Professor Gunn) to state that a large proportion of the articles

appearing here were obtained by him and have benefited greatly by his careful reading of the
proofs, a task in which Mr. A. N. Dakin has ably assisted him, while others are due to the zeal of
Dr. Alan H. Gardiner. The Committee of the Society desire to place on record their great apprecia-
tion of Prof. Gunn's long ser\dces in connexion with the Journal and their hope that his release from
that arduous duty will enable him the more fully to prosecute his own researches, by which Egvpto-
logists will not fail to benefit greatly.

The younger British Egyptologi.sts have necessarily been diverted from their science to war-
work, and it is left to the older ones to ‘carry on’. For this reason we have had especial pleasure
in welcoming assistance from our American friends, as well as from our indefatigable Czechish
colleague Dr. Cerny. A signal service has been rendered by the Oriental Institute of the University
of Chicago in putting up most of the money for printing the interesting Demotic document here
edited by Dr. Parker, who himself too has generously consented to bear a portion of the cost. It is, of

course, not merely the Journal which suffers by the transference of energy to the more immediate
needs of the country. The volume on the excavations at El-‘Amarnah by Messrs. Pendlebury and
Fairman is practically complete in manuscript, but no further progress can be made at the moment.
Also Mr. Fairman's reports on the Nubian digs at Sesibe and Amara West have had to be dis-

continued for the time being, and the half-complete fourth volume of Temple of Sethos I at Abydos
must remain in that state until better times. On the other hand we must congratulate ourselves

that important enterprises of our President, the late Sir Eobert Mond, have advanced far towards
their final goal of publication, thanks largely to the liberality of Lady Mond. Nor must a tribute be
withheld from Mr. Oliver H. Myers, to whose energy and keenness it is due that Temples of Armant,
in two volumes, has been published since these Notes first went to the Printers. We understand
further that Mr. N. de G. Davies's edition of the important Theban tomb of Ra^mose, on the

excavation and restoration of which Sir Robert lavished so much time and money, is also not far

from completion. Lastly Part XVIII of the Oxyrhjmchus Papjui is very nearly ready to be issued.

That during the season of 1939-40 archaeological work in Eg^-pt itself has not only been pushed
forward with ardour, but also conducted with signal success, is little short of miraculous. The
following account is compiled from information provided by Dr. Cerny; ‘The French Institute at

Cairo has given up the concession at Medamud, where iMM. Robichon and Varille had found, in the

previous season, a most curious shrine of the First Intermediate Period, and has started upon
systematic excavation of the temple of Mont at Karnak. Thus far the dig has yielded only the traces

of a temple called Kha'-em-Ma^e and dedicated to Amun by Amenophis III ; the god Mont is not
mentioned until much later, his name occurring commonly on blocks of Ptolemaic date. Under the
pavement the excavators M. Varille and Mile Desroches found a number of blocks emanating from
a square-pillared and rather important monument of Amenophis II, together with others bearing
geographical inscriptions from a small temple of Amenophis I resembling that of Sesostris I so

brilliantly reconstructed by M. Chevrier. Among the Ptolemaic fragments is a representation in

Y
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relief of the sacred bull of Mont. The most important finds of the New Kingdom are (1) a seated

statue of Amun holding before him the kneeling figure of Amenophis III clad in the costume of the

(Sed-festival, and (2) a fragmentary stela of Haremhab concerning the restoration of the temples

of Thebes.
‘ At Der el-Medinah M. Bruyere continued his work and cleared the area north and east of the

enclosure wall of the Ptolemaic temple, adding a number of new chapels to the forty or so found in

previous seasons. All are dedications to the Theban divinities by the workmen settled in the village

to the south of the aforesaid temple. Among the chapels to the north the most conspicuous are one

dedicated under Sethos I to Amun and Hathor and another, with fragments of painting on stucco,

devoted to the cult of Amenophis I and Nofretari. To the east of the temple enclosure was found

another large chapel of the reign of Eamesses II. Scattered amidst the chapels were discovered

fragments of the large statues that once adorned them. There was one of Penhasi, who was Vizier

under Meneptah
;
he is shown standing behind a throne upon which a king and queen, smaller in

size than himself, are seated. There were also statues of the two Viziers Pesiur and Nehi
; the latter

was not known hitherto, unless perchance his name is a shortening of that of Penhasi. The finds

included a headless painted statue of the cow of Hathor, many fragments of stelae, offering-tables,

ostraca, papyri, &c., as well as a large rectangular granite offering-table of Harwa, a personage of

late date who is well known.

‘At Kurnet Murrai M. Baraize cleared the tomb of the well-known Royal Son of Kush Mennose,

who flourished under Amenophis III, discovering in it an anthropoid coffin on its sledge, both of

granite. M. Baraize also busied himself with restorations in the temple of Der el-Bahri’—where (as

we regret to learn from a different source) one fine sculptured head of Queen AhmosS has recently

been smashed, and another stolen.

‘ Professor Sami Gabra, excavating on behalf of the University Fuad I at Tuna el-Gebel, cleared

yet another entrance to the subterranean galleries with mummies of ibises and cynocephalous apes,

bringing up the number of entrances to three. The new gallery revealed also the tomb of a High-

priest of Thoth named ^Ankhhor, who is believed to have lived about 500 b.c. A large number of

votive offerings in bronze and fayence represented ibises of some size, monkeys, Osiris, &c., and
among the other finds were several papyri written in Old Demotic of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty
and with the seals still intact.

‘ The Itaban excavations at Arsinoe (Sheikh ‘Ibada) began rather late
;
those of the French

Institute at Tod were on a small scale only.

‘At Sakkarah the Service des Antiquity continued its clearing of the causeway that leads up to

the pyramid of Unas. Blocks were found bearing interesting reliefs, among them a scene of famine.

Mastabas and rock-cut tombs of the Fifth Dynasty were discovered on either side of the causeway,
especially to the south. Other mastabas came to light near that of Idut to the south of the enclosure

of King Djoser.

‘At Tanis Prof. Montet, working for the University of Strasbourg, opened the tombs of the

Kings Psusennes and Amenemope. These lay close together, accessible from a common ante-

chamber, whilst in a third chamber was found an apparently unused sarcophagus. The sarcophagus
of Psusennes was rectangular and of granite and had been usurped from Merenptah. Inside it was
an anthropoid coffin of black granite, and within this again a coffin of silver, likewise anthropoid.
Of the last-named only the lid was well preserved, the rest having fallen to pieces. Owing to the
humidity nothing remained of the Pharaoh himself except his bones, but on these lay a plate and a
mask, both of gold. Near the sarcophagus were the four Canopic jars, of alabaster with gilded lids,

and there were also a number of vases of gold and silver of unusual shapes, most of them bearing
inscriptions of the king and of other members, male and female, of this family of the Twenty-first
Dynasty. One golden vase was inscribed with the name of Ahmose of the Eighteenth Dynasty.
Among the objects upon the mummy were many jewels, golden sandals, two pairs of armbands,
necklaces of gold and lapis lazuli (one bead with a cuneiform inscription), sacred eyes, a dagger, &c.
The burial of Amenemope was similar, but slightly less rich. He too possessed a mask and jewels,
among the latter two armbands with the name of Psusennes.’
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KEVIEWS AND NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Fine griechisch-Jcoptische Odenhandschrift (Papyrus Copt. Vindob. K. 8706). By Walter Till and Peter

Saxz. Rom, Piipstliches Bibelinstitut, 1939. 112 pp., with facsimiles. 60 lire.

Amongst the earliest instruments of Christian worship were collections of ‘ psalms and hymns and spiritual

songs'. W. Christ, in the introduction to his Anthologia graeca carminum Christinnorum, p. xx, saj s: ‘Psalmos
Davidis duplici nomine ipaXpoiv Kai vpioiv (referring to Eph. v, 18 and Cor. m, 16) significatos sentio, quod et

psalli solebant et laudes dei optimi maximi continebant, reliqua autem carmina veteris Testament!, velut

cantica Mosis et Annae et trium puerorum, apud posteros quoque scriptores odae audiunt’. To these were

naturally soon added the Magnificat, the Xmic Dimitlis, and the Benedictus, stiU used in the daily offices of

the Book of Common Prayer.

This is a publication of a fragmentary bilingual Odarium, a parchment codex, which may be reasonably

dated in the second half of the sixth centurj-. The Greek text is on the whole near that of the Codex Alexan-

drinus: the authors collect other examples of the Coptic Odarium, and point out the variants in the present

text, which is in a pure Sa'idic dialect, with one small variation in a verbal inflexion.

Both Greek and Coptic texts are very fragmentary, but the editors have deciphered and expanded them
with great patience and ingenuity, and have produced a result of considerable interest, both textual and
liturgical.

Stephen Gaselee.

Philonis Akxandrini in Flaccum. Edited with an Introduction, Translation, and Commentary by Herbert
Box, Lecturer in Classics in the University College of Hull. Oxford University Press, 1939, 8vo.

Ixii + 129 pp. 12s. 6d. net.

This is an admirable edition of Philo's polemic against Flaccus, which is our main piece of literary

evidence for the struggles between Jews and Greeks in Alexandria and for the legal position of the Jewish

politeuma there. The subject is one on which a great deal of light has been thrown by the papjTi
; and the

great merit of this edition is that it provides copious references to and extracts from these documents, and

so enables the reader to check Philo's often highly tendencious story by contemporary evidence. Dr. Box
himself shows an admirably judicial temper in assessing the grounds of the quarrel on both sides, which is

at no time an easy task. His translation is e.xcellent ; it succeeds in being readable and yet conveying a good

impression of Philo’s almost intolerable turgidity. My only serious criticism is the statement (p. xlii, n. 1)

that Carabas (the name of the Alexandrine half-wit dressed up as a king as an insult to Herod Agrippa) is

the same name as Barabbas. The latter is a well-authenticated Jewish name (c/. Strack-Billerbeck on

Matt, xxvii. 16) and not the same as Carabas, if that name means ‘cabbage’. And it seems doubtful

whether the mockery of Jesus must be regarded as the enacting of a mime on the ground that such an

action would have been stopped by the officers as disorderly, unless it had been sanctioned by tradition

;

the discipline of the auxiliaries in Palestine does not seem to have been very strict. Dr. Box is to be con-

gratulated on producing a book which should serve for many j-ears to come as a standard W’ork on the

relations of the Jewish colony in Alexandria to the Roman government and the Greek population.

WiLEBED L. Knox.

Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, etc. Part VIII. Edited by I. E. S. Edwards. London, The British

Museum, 1939. Small fob ii-b58 pp., 50 pis. 36s.

Mr. Edwards and the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities are to be congratulated on the

excellence of this volume. Ko one who examines it and compares it with earlier parts of the same series can

doubt the wisdom of their decision to abandon line-drawings and hand-copies in favour of photographic

plates. In the case of well-preserved reliefs or inscriptions no line-drawing, however well executed, can

reproduce the quality and technique of the original so well as a good photograph. On the other hand, where

an inscription is badly damaged the value of a photograph is much more doubtful. Fortunately, most of
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the monuments here published are in good preservation, and as Mr. Edwards has also given a copy of every

inscription in hieroglyphic type there should be no doubt as to what is to be read. The photographic plates

are of a remarkably high standard, despite the difficulty of some of the subjects, and contribute in no small

degree to the value of the book. Mr. Edwards has clearly been at pains to present accurate copies of the texts

and to preserve the relative positions of signs so far as the limits of his hierogh-phio fount Tcill allow. The

reviewer has noted a few errors in the printed texts: p. 5 (
= PI. 5, 1. 10), for

^
read | ;

p. 24 {= PI. 21, 1. 11),

for S read “pj ; p. 33 ( = PI. 28, 1. 19), for |"^ read ^ ; p. 48 ( = PI. 39, 1. 2), for ^ read ^
(det, of lims)-, 1. 13 for D read ^ •

The fifty-five monuments of which the inscriptions are published in this volume are all of the New
Kingdom, the majority belonging to the Eighteenth Djuiasty. Mr. Edwards has supplied a full description

of each one, together with a note on the provenance and a select bibliography where possible. An index

of names and titles might usefully have been added.

Among the objects published for the first time is the beautiful anthropoid sarcophagus of grey granite

belonging to Merymose, Viceroy of Nubia under Amenophis III (Pis. 16-17). The statement on p. 15 that

this sarcophagus came from Semnah is surely a mistake. According to Gauthier, Livre dea Rois, ii. 338, n. 1,

it was found by Harris at Thebes, and as cones and other funerary objects belonging to Merymose have been

found scattered about near the tomb of ljuy (Davies, The Tomb of Huy, pp. 1, 34), the tomb of Merymose
must have lain somewhere in the neighbourhood, at Kumat Mur'ai, Thebes.

The title given to PI. 27, ‘Inscribed panel from the tomb of^ ^ Herun-em-heb {hm-m-hb)’ will seem

strange to those who have not yet accustomed themselves to the presence of the Palestinian god Hauron in

the Egyptian pantheon. Mr. Edwards may be right—there is some evidence on his side—and in ten years’

time we may all speak quite as naturally of King Uerunemhab as most of us do now of King Karemhab,
but at present the matter is still controversial. A reference to the current literature on the problem

{e.g., Montet and Bucher, Rev. bibl. 44, 153 fi. ; Albright, AJSL 53, 1 ff.), and a note explaining that the man
referred to was the general who afterwards became king, his name being usually read IJaremhab, would have

been helpful. As it is, the inconsistency between Jlr. Edwards’s transcription and the rendering ‘ ^eremheb ’

given by Mr. Sidney Smith in the Preface is left unexplained.

But these are small points of criticism, and we look forward with pleasure to further Parts.

Paul C. Smithee.

The Politics of Philo Judaeus, Practice and Theory. By Ekwim R. Goodenough, with a general bibliography

of PhOo by Howard L. Goodhakt and Eewtn R. Goodenough. Yale University Press, 1938.

xii+348 pp., 8 pis. 3.75$.

Students of PhUo owe an enormous debt to Professor Goodenough and Mr. Goodhart for the monumental
bibliography of Philo which they have drawn up, ranging from the manuscripts to articles in periodicals

as recent as 1937.

Professor Goodenough's examination of Philo's ‘politics’ is amazingly ingenious ; I wish I could say that

I find it convincing. Philo’s attacks on arrogance, as exemplified by Jethro and Joseph, are intended to be read

by Jews as attacks on Rome and Roman governors ; that Philo’s attacks in De Somn . ii. 59 refer to the Romans
‘is not only inherently probable, but is made certain by his parallel description of Trimalchian festivities in

his De Vita Contemplativa 48 ff., where the banquets he is describing are called, when given by the Greeks,

imitations of Italian extravagance’. Similarly, the fact that Joseph is irnTpo-rros while the LXX does not call

him so, proves that Philo has the Roman prefect in mind, since this is a common title for him. Again
Joseph and Jethro are sometimes bad and sometimes good; therefore they sometimes refer to bad governors

and sometimes are intended as advice for good ones.

I do not think that these are unfair specimens of Professor Goodenough’s arguments. The first is from
the particular to the universal (yet it produces certainty!). The second merely shows that in writing an
account of Joseph you would naturally use the popular name for the prefect of Egypt in view of the re-

semblance of the positions. The third simply shows that Philo had in the case of Jethro to reconcile a bad
name with a good man ; in the case of Joseph he had to do justice to the story of Genesis, but at the same
time he includes a traditional Jewish midrashic element, for which Joseph represents Ephraim and so
Samaria. Such a task might seem hard to those who care for consistency, but I see no reason to suppose
that PhUo had more regard for consistency than the compiler of Beresith Rabbah. Wilfred L. Knox.
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Handbook for the study of Egyptian Topographical Lists relating to lYestem Asia. By Dr. J. Simons. Leiden,
E. J. Brill, 1937. xvi-{-224 pp., -nith frontispiece, 6 figures, 23 plans, 36 diagrams.

In this careful and detailed study Dr. Simons has collected almost all the known Egyptian Topographical
Lists that refer to Western Asia, and has produced a work that will remain for many years as the standard
authority. Simons naturally covers much of the ground that has been dealt with by Jirku in his Die agyp-
tischen Listen paldstinensischer uni syrischer Ortsnamen, but in far greater detail, though with much less

emphasis on identifications, and his work is much superior to Jirku's in that it gives the hieroglyphic te.xts

with detailed commentary upon them, and in the emphasis laid on the positions and lavout of the texts.

It should be pointed out that this volume has a limited scope: it has little concern with the identifications

of place-names, and it is concerned solelj- with the topographical lists and does not deal with the names
contained in other Egyptian historical and literary texts, which are to be dealt with in another volume. Since

Simons’s work was completed one further short list has been published by Pakhry in Annales 37, 39-57:

Fakhry considers these to be fragments of a list of Amenophis II, but it seems more likely that they are of

Tuthmosis III, ilore recently larger lists of Asiatic and African names have been discovered in the Society’s

excavations at ‘Amarab West, These ‘Aniarah lists, which will shortly be published in detail, are ostensibly

of Ramesses II, hut have little or no connexion with the Ramesside lists and seem to be related to the lists

of Amenophis III at Sulb, whence it is possible they may have been copied.

In a brief introductory section are notes on the types of topographical lists, the historical value of the

lists, and the syllabic orthography and transliterations. With reference to the value of the lists mention must
be made of Noth’s valuable series of papers Die Wege der Pharaotienheere in Paldstina und Syrien in Zeitschr.

des Deut. Pal.-Tereins^ 60, 183-239 ; 61, 26-65 ; 277-304, which are of outstanding interest with special refer-

ence to the lists of Tuthmosis III, Sethos I, and Shoshenk.

The greater part of the book, however, is divided into two main portions, In the first the lists are treated

in chronological order, their positions are described and illustrated by means of plans, and information of a

general character is given, together with brief historical summaries. The second portion is occupied with the

lists themselves: first diagrams show the layout of the texts, next come hieroglyphic transcriptions (it is a

great pity that the signs should be so small and the forms so atrocious), and finally critical and comparative

notes and transliterations. These two sections are followed by a map of Egypt, a plan of Karnak, an adden-

dum in which some additional short lists are printed together with cross references to Jirku’s work, and last

of all an excellent index of names (all in transliteration) with a few identifications and with cross references

to the work of Boree, Burchardt, Gauthier, and Albright.

It is an immense advantage to have at last almost all the topographical lists within one cover, but it is

a thousand pities that the lists themselves should be of such unequal value. This very considerable mass of

material has been gathered from many earlier publications, but there is no sign of Simons’s having ever

checked or collated a single text v ith the original. He is dependent on the publications of many scholars

from Rosellini and ChampoUioii to the Chicago Oriental Institute, or on photographs of unpublished texts.

These authorities are of very unec|ual accuracy, and when it comes, as in lists XIII, XIV, and XXIV, to

tiying to interpret and disentangle palimpsest texts on such a basis, the results, though Simons has been

most careful and painstaking, must have a very limited value. All these texts and Simons’s deductions

urgently need checking face to face with the original lists, even in those unhappily far too frequent cases

where the texts have suffered since the first copies were made.

How uncertain a guide photographs can be is shown in two cases in which Simons has made errors. He
has placed List I c (of Tuthmosis III) on the north-west face of the seventh pylon at Karnak, relying on the

statement of Porter-Moss, Top. Bibl. n, 54, nos. 14, 15, and ignoring the indications given previously by

Sethe and Midler. Xoth (ZDPY 61, 27, n. 1) has pointed out that this is WTong, and that the text is actually

on the north-east face of the pylon. Miss Moss, in answ'er to an inquiry, confirms that ’the Asiatic list on

Pylon VII should be at (12)-(13), and the African list at (I4)-(I5). and not as they are given in the Biblio-

graphy’. The error is the more inexcusable since Simons actually quotes photographic reproductions of the

north-west pylon, aU of which show clearly that the texts on that section are African, and it is clear that he

could not have studied them carefully when making his diagrams. In addition to Capart, Thebes. 233, fig.

151, which is list I c African (not Asiatic as Simons says), see also Jequier. UArchitecture, pi. 56, 2, and Pdlet,

Thebes: Karnak et Louxor, fig. 75 on p. 93, and, less clearly, fig. 77 on p. 96. Simons’s plan ii (p. 30) and plan

xxiii (Appendix II, p. 189) must be corrected accordingly.

^ Quoted hereafter as ZDPV.
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The same incomplete study of photographs has led Simons into error in regard to the layout of List 1 6.

The photographs which he cites on p. 30, to which should be added PiUet, op. cit, fig. 78 on p. 97, show

clearly that the fourth row from the top differs from his diagram. To the left of No. 12 is a head and

part of a cartouche, apparently corresponding to the missing 11, and beyond that another head is pre-

served, after which there is room for two more ovals. This fine must have originally contained 6 names,

and not 2 as Simons states. The correct layout of the text, therefore, is that given by Noth in ZDPV
61, 34.

Apart from points of detail which are listed below, there are a number of other mistakes and misprints in

the text. Throughout the printed part of the text ^ is consistently and wrongly used instead of^ which is

apparently never used in print in this volume. In the map on p. 188 there are several errors: in the portion

dealing with the Theban area read ‘Medinet Habu. Lists XXVH-XXXI’, and under ‘Karnak’ the first

two entries should be I-VII and X-XIV ; at the bottom of the page the Soleb list is IX, not X. On p. 194,

bottom, read Amama for Armana.

The following are a number of points and errors which I have noticed

:

List I. 30 h, c, and 37 a, 6, c: Simons substitutes^ for Sethe’s ^ .

106 a: Sethe has “V" not simply .

178: Sethe and Muller add at the end.

191 : The lacuna at the end does not exist in Sethe’s and Muller's copies.

192: <= is badly bracketed: a portion of the upper part of the sign is visible.

List V. 18: the final cs does not agree with the broken and uncertain sign in Muller’s copy.

List VI. 2 : at the end is omitted by Simons, but is clear in Muller’s copy and photograph.

21 : from the photograph there hardly seems room for the lacuna inserted by Simons between ^ ? and
|

.

List IX. Simons's statement (p. 48, top) is somewhat misleading. Most of the columns in Hall C have
fallen, but it is reasonable to suppose that all bore lists of names, and excavation would probably reveal

more names. During a recent visit to Sulb I was able to make hasty copies of some texts, though not of all

that were visible, and the following remarks are based on my notes.

Series a (from col. 13 in Lepsius’s plan). Simons’s diagram is misleading and gives the impression that

there was a double change in the direction ofthe figures. This is not so : Simons’s 10 follows immediately
after S; he is correct in placing 9 and 10 back to back. The correct numbering and arrangement,

therefore, is 10(9) ; 9(8) ; 8(7) ; 7(6) 1(1) ; 2(2) ; 3(3) ; 4(4) ; 5(6) ; 6(10) (Simons’s numbers in brackets).

2: is correct; 6(10): the same spelling at ‘Amarah West (N. 5); 9(8): is correct.

It should be noted that here and throughout the other lists Simons’s arrangement of the signs does
not always conform with that of the original.

Series f (from col. 22 in Lepsius’s plan). Simons’s 1, 5, 6, and 7 are on a fragment of a drum, and his 2
is on another piece, which bears two additional names. The correct arrangement and numbering would

appear to be : 7(5) ; 6(4) ; 5( 3) ^ 1 ( 1 ) ; 2(2) ; 3(-) ; 4(-). 1 : should read^ 7^^®
occurs at ‘Amarah West (N. 2 1 ) as I ^^ 2 : the first sign is and not as given by Simons.

3(-) : the reading is^ : it is clearly the same name as^ ‘Amarah (N. 23).

At Amarah this name is preceded by dr (N. 22) and is followed by a very badlv damaged name (N. 24)»

which may have been kpn. 4(-): = N. 22 at ‘Amarah: only the extreme right-hand tip

of «=> is preserved. 6(4): Lepsius’s reading is correct: the same spelling is found again in

N. 25 at ‘Amarah.

Series g (from col. 21 in Lepsius’s plan). 2 : rather doubtful: there appears to have been a small, rectangular

sign in front ofeach^ ; the first small sign may be a damaged but is most uncertain. If this observa-

tion is correct, the suggested equation (see p. 181) with No. 12 in list XXVI must be abandoned. 3:

only the bottom of
|

is visible; I thought I could distinguish a feeble trace of low down.

5: JSS is clear: Simons’s final cry; is not visible, though there is room for it. 6: Simons’s final iwi

is not to be seen, though there is room for it.

Series b (col. 5 in Lepsius’s plan). For the third name I read L i i
, there seems to be space for

more than at the end.
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Series h (from col. 20 in Lep&ius's plan). I have no notes on this, but since it is on the south side of the hall
the names are in all probability African.

List XIII. 53 : the note on this (p. 139) misrepresents Muller, who only gives at the end. 65 : Muller’s

copy, as against Simons, gives <=.
; clearly.

List XIV. 54: Muller gives clear traces of c?, omitted by Simons. 67: Simons does not indicate the
possibility of there having been

!
after ^=>, cf. Muller.

List AT III. It is over-bold to assign the lists at Sesebi to Sethos I without at least mentioning the possi-
bility that they may be of Akhenaten. The topographical lists at Sesebi are so brief that there is hardly
enough material for comparative purposes. It is significant that Sesebi and Sulb, the latter under Amenophis
III, are the only sites known to have topographical lists on columns, and the African names seem to be more
closely connected with Sulb than with any other site. The probability is that either the list.s were out durint^

the reign of Akhenaten, or that, if they date to Sethos I, they were copied from the Sulb lists.

The description of the position of the lists, taken from Lepsius, is WTong. The three remaining columns
at Sesebi form part of the second (western row) of columns in the pronaos, not the eastern row. There are
two columns north of the axis, and one south of the axis, the missing column being the southernmost, not
the northernmost column. The Asiatic list is found on the middle column which really stands immediately
on the north side of the axis (the northernmo.st column has no topographical list) and the first column south
of the axis has African names: cf. the correct plan in JEA 23, pi. xiv.

List XIX. 8: at the end Muller gives ^ and not simply

List XX. 12: the lacuna under fO does not exist in Muller's copJ^

List XXII. 6: the end of this name is not very clear in the photograph (frontispiece), hut appears to be
•=>•

1 . 12: the photograph shows •=:>
1
clearly.

List XXIII. Who would imagine from Simons's copy that the damaged groups in 30 and 31 read
(|^ ?

List XXI V. 40 : the last two signs according to Muller are^ : Simons has mistaken the detailed drawing

of
I

for \\.

List XXXIV. The preliminary remarks that accompany this list (pp. 90-101) are unusually detailed and
valuable. It is refreshing to note Simons’s plea for more confidence in the value of this list, a plea which is

supported by Aoth’s more recent study in ZDPV 61, 277-304. It should be noted that Noth, unlike Simons
does not support the current view that many of these names cover two ovals, and his remarks on the words
discussed in § 7 (p. 97) throw fresh light on this question, and appear quite convincing.

Simons is undoubtedly right (p. 96) in stating that Muller's suggested is the most plausible

explanation of the name ^ (No. 29), but his criticism of it is hardly logical. There was no
need for the Egyptian scribe to write the article p) since he was not translating the word into Egyptian, but
was transliterating a foreign word into hieroglj'phs. Thus to have written pi would have been not only un-

necessary but mong, and m seems a very reasonable approximation to the Hebrew article. The reference

to the occurrence ofp) at the beginning of other words in the list is beside the point : all these words are what
Noth has called ‘appellative’ and it woidd seem that as loan words they had become so firm a part of Egyp-
tian that in the list they were treated as Egyptian names with the Egyptian article and not as translitera-

tions of foreign words as in the case of the other names, ngb for instance is known in Egyptian texts from the

time of Tuthmosis III and the other words may have been equally familiar.

The discussion of the ending
(j^ is inconclusive, but at least Simons is undoubtedly right in denying

that it represented either the Aramaic status emphaticus or a Semitic feminine ending. It seems to have no

real phonetic value. The other ending^ seems clearly to have no phonetic value and may be compared with

the meaningless^ and similar VTitings added to most geographical names in late times. It is significant,

too, that occurs without any sound value in^ as the first element in the spelling of the word ibr (No.

122). It should be added that Simons seems incapable either of dra-s\ing or printing correctly, and great

confusion exists. Usually is printed or drawn in the wrong way: only once in the autographed lists does

he draw the group correctly’ ( 108), in the other cases (87, 93, 98) he is wrong. In the printed portion the ending

varies: 93 is printed wTongly’ on p. 99 ;
98 is printed correctly on p. 99 but inaccurately’ on p. 101, and 108 is

printed inaccimately’ on p. 99 also, though in the autographed portion it is copied correctly. In 122 also the

first element is and not as Simons gives it.

Simons omits on pp. 92, 94, 178 aU reference to Muller's published photographs of this list (Egijptol. Res.
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1, pis. 86, 87). These photographs include the tenth row, which Simons says (p. 92) is never included in the

pubhshed photographs.

Finally, some notes on the transcriptions:

12 : on the proposed identification of this name with IX g. 2, see the remarks above on the latter name.

26
: ^ is omitted after

(|^ , though it is clear in the photograph and in Muller's copy. 55
:
p; k-t-t does not seem

to be the ‘only possible reading’ of this name. To read it thus means that the Egj-ptian scribe instead of

transliterating the name into hierogl3rphs, as in all other instances, translated it into Eg;\-ptian and was then

so careless as to displace the determinative. Gauthier’s theorj- that is an error for is not only attractive

but far more probable, and hence Abel’s identification with ‘Ain Berqit (cf. Mil. Maspero, i, 32) has some

justification. In this view one couldtake for under the influence of hieratic, as in 73, 75, 111, and 123.

68: Simons’s reading with a small lacuna between and is impossible: the correct reading is clearly

^ 'I’ for this grouping f/. 87. 119: Muller gives at the end instead of 123: the

photograph clearly has not 130: at the end Simons gives ij instead of which is

clear in the photograph and in Muller's eop3-. 145: Simons's final is not to be seen in the photograph or

in Muller’s copj': it has possiblj- been inserted through a misunderstanding of Muller's note on this name.

H. W. Fairman.

La neuvieme mmpagtie de fouilles d Ras Shamra-Ugarit. (Printemps, 1937.) By Claude F.-A. Schaeffer.

Rapport sommaire suivi d’etudes sur les textes et inscriptions par R. Dussaud, Ch. Virolleaud, E.

Dhorme, a. Guebixot.—Extrait de la Revue Syria, 1938. 124 pp., 15 plates, 51 figs. Paris, 1938.

125 francs.

Ugaritica. Rtudes relatives aux deeouvertes de Ras Skamra. By Claude F.-A. Schaeffer. Premiere serie.

Mission de Ras Shamra, T. m. Haut Commissariat de la Republique fran^aise en SjTie et au Liban,

Bibl. Arch. & Hist. T. xxxi. Paris, 1939. vmT-327 pp., 32 plates, 123 figs. 200 francs.

Excavations have been in progress on the Tell of Ras Shamra, the site of Ugarit, and at Minet el Beida,

its ancient sea-port, since 1929, under the direction of M. Claude F.-A. Schaeffer. Situated near Lattakij-eh

in the coastal region of Syria where during the Bronze Age so many civOizations met and influenced one

another in turn—the Babvlonian, Hurrian, Cretan. Cj'priote, Mj’cenaean, and, not least, the Eg_vptian

—

Ras Shamra has proved to be a site of exceptional importance. M. Schaeffer deserves all praise for having

published the results of each season without loss of time by means of the detaOed and fuUj- illustrated reports

which have been appearing j-ear by year in Syria.

During the ninth season (March-June 1937) excavations were carried out in two separate areas: first

at the north-eastern side of the Tell (Syria, 1938, 193-255) among houses and in burial chambers (Tombs
xxxvi and liii-lvii) rich in bronze objects and potterj' of the Middle and Late Bronze Ages, and afterwards at

the north-western edge (ibid., pp. 313 ff.) in a complex of sixteenth- or fifteenth-centurv buildings, recon-

structed after a fire in the fourteenth centurj' b.c., which included an important Residence, with an elaborate

drainage-sj-stem, and a house with a corbelled burial-chamber (Tomb 1) underneath it ; a somewhat more
ancient sanctuarjmear bj' contained an interesting collection of objects. A beginning was made (pp. 323 ff.) in

exploring the place of sacrifice on the summit of the neighbouring Mount Casius (Jebel Akra) where a

stratified ash-heap, eight metres high, was found to contain Roman and Greek coins in the first two metres.

Below the summit a small clearance was made on the site of the late-fifth-century Monastery' of St. Barlaam.
From the same volume of Syria come articles by JDI. Dussaud, ViroUeaud, and Dhorme dealing with a
number of cuneiform texts, and one b\' M. A. Guerinot on the phonetics of the Semitic (‘Proto-Phoenician’)

language of L’garit and the cuneiform alphabet which is one of the most important of the discoveries made
in these excavations.

M. Schaeffer has now found time to publish a sumptuous volume, the first of a series entitled Ugaritica

and designed to contain the definitive record of the excavations. Of the four chapters of Ugaritica, i, the

first consists of an historical outline, the second gives an account of the connexions of Ugarit with the Aegean
world, the third and fourth describe, respectivelj', a ceremonial battle-axe, from a stratum earlier than about
1365 B.C., and two figurines of copper, plated with white gold (electrum), dating from the nineteenth to

seventeenth centuries, all of them being finds of the ninth season. A Mitannian origin is assigned to the
battle-axe, which is of copper, adorned with gold damascening and with the figure of a boar, and having
open-mouthed lion-heads moulded onto an iron blade—perhaps the earliest known instance of the use of
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iron. The figurines likewise are to be regardedasexamplesofHurrian workmanship, which is one ofthe factors

that can be traced in the composite art ofnorthern Syria. So much has been written about these excavations,
especially with reference to the epigraphical discoveries, that it has been possible to compile a list ofsomething
over 500 works—reports, commentaries and reviews—dealing directly with Ugarit. An index to the whole
of this material is appended, a marvel of industry, in which each work is cited by its number in the list

(where Utjaritica. i. appears as no. 21).

Mine seasons have proved sufficient for the partial clearance only ofthe upper levels ; the lower depths have
been merely explored by soundings, sometimes to a depth of 18 metres. M. Schaeffer estimates that seven-

eighths of the site remain to be excavated, and this may be the reason for his having chosen to sketch the

history of Xigarit in general terms rather than to give an account of his discoveries layer by laver. As he
observes, the conclusions now reached are subject to revision as new facts come to light. Even as it is,

the site has proved so rich in finds that many of the interesting points which the author touches on must
perforce be passed over in this review.

The records of the expedition are based on a division of the TeU into five levels (niveaux). This term,

however, is used not, as one might expect, of occupation-levels, but of periods ; thus. Level I, which co%'ers

the Late Bronze Age, is severed by traces of a conflagration in the fourteenth century, while some buildings

of the Middle Bronze Age, Level II, seem to have lasted into the later period. The soundings have proved

that Level III contains some pottery of the fourth millennium
;
painted eggshell-ware, of the TeU Halaf tj'pe,

has been found in Level IV, The lowest level, with underlying strata which contain no pottery, is assigned to

the neolithic period; in this coimexion 31. Schaeffer confidently asserts the existence of a true neolithic

industry in Syria, against the opinion (recently reaffirmed by Pere Vincent wfith particular reference to

Jericho (Eei'ue Biblique, 1938, 561; 1939, 91) that the chalcolithic foUows immediately upon the mesoUthic

culture, to the exclusion of the neolithic in the strict sense of that term.

Until the last centuries of the third millennium L'garit, in common with other North Syrian towns, was

dominated by the influence of ilesopotamia ; the upper layers of Level III are thought to attest a period of

impoverishment following on the faU of the djnasty of Akkad and perhaps marked by the incoming of the

Canaanite element which eventuaUy formed the bulk of the population. With Level II we get a clearer view

of history, including evidence of close intercourse with Egypt under Dyn. XII. In M. Schaeffer’s narrative

(
Ugaritica, i, 16 ff.) the sections dealing with the Egj-ptian finds are preceded by references to the history of

Ugarit during the course of the First Babylonian Dynasty. This is, in aU probability, an inversion of the

true sequence of events, as it is now becoming clear that the date of Hammurabi must be brought down from

the twentieth century (or earlier, according to some systems of computation) to the second half of the

nineteenth century, if not further still. This conclusion, which is of great importance for the chronology

of the Near East, is accepted by 31. Schaeffer and is supported, as he observes, by the stratification of Level

II. The monuments of the 3Iiddle Kingdom are numerous, including a statue of Khnumit, wife of Senusert 11

and perhaps a Syrian princess, sphinxes of Amenemhat III, and the stela of an official, Senusert-fAnkh, who
appears to have been an envoy at the court of the native ruler. The figures, but not the inscriptions, have been

mutilated, presumably by people hostile to Egj-pt and ignorant of the significance of the texts
; these are

identified with the Hurrian element in the population, becoming predominant with the rise of the kingdom

of Mitanni.

It is thought likely that there was also a Cretan settlement at Ugarit. Pottery of the 3Iiddle 3Iinoan

period has been found in several tombs and buildings of Level II and poses a problem of chronology (pp.

54 ff.). A painted fragment, assigned by Sir Arthur Evans to 3DI II a (c. 2000-1875 b.c.), was found in

association with Syrian pottery apparently of later date, while in Tomb Ivii (one of those cleared in the

ninth season) together with Hyksos pottery and scarabs which suggest that none of the burials was earlier

than the eighteenth century, there were three vases paralleled in the tomb discovered by Professor Garstang

at Abydos. 31. Schaeffer feels that the evidence from Ugarit conflicts with the conclusions drawn from the

Egyptian sites—the Haraga and Kahun (Lahun) rubbish-heaps and the Abydos tomb—which form a basis

for the dating of 3DI II pottery. He is therefore led to reconsider the Egyptian evidence in detail and to

propose a later date (Dj-n. XIII) for 3DI II ; but the opposing case has been very cogently stated by 3Ir.

Pendlebury in his Archaeology of Crete (1939), 144 ff., and must hold the field at all events until the strata

containing the Djm. XII statues have been fully explored.

The family burial-chambers of L’garit are of remarkable interest, both as regards their construction and

the objects found in them. They fall into two groups, though there seems to be a transitional stage repre-

sented by Tomb hii. Some of the earlier group, described and illustrated in the report of the ninth season,

z
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are assigned to the eighteenth century b.c., continuing in use for several centuries ; the development of the

later tj'pe (containing pottery of the thirteenth centurj') is discussed in Ugarifica, I, 72 ff. All these tombs

have certain features in common: they are stone buildings, rectangular in plan, ^vith «‘aUs that converge

towards the roof, and they have short stone-covered drmnoi with steps leading into them. In the later group

corbelled masonrj’ takes the place of rough stone, the dromos is somewhat longer, and the doorway is

in the centre of one of the end walls instead of being at a corner of the chamber ; novel features are niches in

the walls and window-like openings which may have been intended to admit libations by means of shafts

from above. A simOar window is found in the 'Royal Tomb' at Isopata, in Crete, and there can be no

doubt that the architecture of the later tombs ow'es something to Aegean influences. But the point to be

observed about these chambers is that they were adapted for burials underneath the floors of houses in

accordance with a purely oriental custom (examples which occur to one are Tepe Hissar, in Persia, and

Ur under the Elamite djmasty of Larsa). The chamber-tomb at Til Barsip is adduced as a parallel to the

early group at Ugarit, but apparently the excavator, 51. Dunand, is not convinced of the connexion

between the tomb and the house above it, probable though it appears. The Jliddle Bronze Age burial-

chambers of 5Iegiddo might appropriately have been cited, as also the fact that in Palestine the custom

of burial under houses became prevalent in the ‘Hyksos’ period and did not outlast it.

Intercourse with the Aegean world was interrupted by the Hurrian domination, but with the return of

Egj-ptian supremacy under Dj-n. XVIII there came an influx first of Cypriote and later of 5Iycenaean wares,

and it is possible that Ugarit became in effect a Mycenaean colony. The art of this era is well represented by a

gold bowl and platter which, though found near the surface, are assigned to the fifteenth to fourteenth

century {Ugarit ica, l. 33, figs. 25, 26). This dating is confirmed by a comparison with the basalt panel found

at Beth-shan (Rowe, Topography and History of Beth-shan, p. 16 and frontispiece) at Level IX—period of

Dyn. XVIII—in which it has been, quite unjustifiably, regarded as intrusive by some authorities ;
the lions

depicted on the panel and on the bowl are astonishingly alike—as Professor Albright has perceived—more

especially in such features as the star on the shoulder of each, the four lines on the body to represent the ribs,

and the treatment of the mane.

No traces of Hittite domination during the Tell-el-Amama period have as yet been discovered; the con-

flagration which took place at about that time may, it is thought, have been occasioned by an earthquake.

Under Dyn. XIX Ugarit enjoyed a further period of prosperity, which lasted tiU about 1200 b.c. when the

invading Peoples of the Sea brought the long and brilliant history of Ugarit to a close.

G. 51. riTzGER.\LD.

Festschrift Paul Koschaher zum 60. Gehurtstag iiberreicht von seinen Fachgenossen. 3 vols. (pp. xvi -1-408;

vi4-410; viii 4-452). Weimar, 1939. R5I. 24.

These volumes, in spite of certain features which would make one prefer to forget them, contain matter

which calls for notice in the interests of scholarship. It is only necessary to draw attention to the few articles

in vol. m which treat of topics affecting Egypt.

Though preoccupied with a decidedly provincial question of Dogmatik, G. Simonetos {Das Verhdltnis von

Kauf und Ubereignung im altgriechischen Eecht, m, 172-98) makes a real contribution to our knowledge of the

Greek law of sale, his interpretations of the basic text, namely the fragment of Theophrastus preserved by
Stobaeus, being remarkable for their refreshing common sense. Theophrastus distinguishes two moments
in sale: (a) when the cjn) /cal -npaais has become Kvpla els ryv rrapahoaiv Ka\ auTo to ttcoXeIv, and (6) when it has

become Kvpia els ttjv KTijaiv. The former is reached when the buyer has given arra, and the latter when he

has paid the price (and, in the case of land, has also observed the formalities required by law). Although

the author himself is chiefly interested in the fact that at the second moment property passed to the buyer

on paj-ment of the price, independently of any traditio, his treatment of the first moment is what interested

us most. The amount of the arra was in some Greek cities fixed by law, in others left to be agreed; it might

on occasion be trifling, e.g. a ring, in which case its effect could be only confirmatory, but in general the

effects of arra having been given were also (a good point) penal. Arra made the contract Kvpla els rrjv

n-apdSoaiv Kai avro to Trwhelv, but the consequences of this were not necessarily the same as those of an ernptio

renditio becoming perfecta. In general non-performance of the contract entailed penalties, which for the

buyer consisted in forfeiture of the arra paid: c|uite as good a remedy, provided that the arra was sufficient,

as an actio venditi for unliquidated damages. This seems to be clearly stated by Theophrastus, though
Simonetos does not advert to it, probably because it is obvious. The penalties on the seller are less clear

;
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in fact they livere not the same in all city laws. The curious feature of Theophrastus's account is that the

buyer's breach of contract is assumed to consist in refusing to accept the price. Though he does not mention

this point, its explanation is given by Simonetos: it is that it was by payment of the price that the buyer

obtained property in the thing bought; failure to deliver would be a far less substantial breach. What
penalty the seller incurred b}’ thus preventing the buyer from becoming owner is, as we have said, not very

clear, the passage of Theophrastus being probably corrupt. The obvious penalty, that of the Egyptian

papyri and of the later Roman law, would be payment to the bu3-er of double his arra. But Theophrastus

seems to saj- that in the Thurian law, at least, he forfeited the whole price
:
presumabh' this means that,

if he refused to accept it. he was treated as if he had had it. But the passage is obscure, and Arangio-Ruiz’s

notes on it (in his, the latest, edition of the text as an appendix to his and A. Olivieri's Inscriptiones Graecae

Siciliae et injunm Italiae ad ivs perlinentes. pp. 247-9) are well worth considering. It was outside Simonetos's

main theme to do so. but he has some interesting lines about Theophrastus's next remark, that some laws

gave an action (Bhcq) against a seller who refused to accept the price. As observed already, this peculiar

form of breach confirms Simonetos's thesis as to the passing of propertj' on pacunent of the price, irrespective

of anv’ fraditio. The passing of properti- in land depended also on further conditions ; of the five sj'stems of

publicitj- mentioned b\- Theophrastus the most interesting is that preferred bv him, dvaypatf^rj. There are

(pp. 184—91) some very sensible reflections on this controversial institution. Einallv the question is raised

whether Theophrastus, when he says that the purchase should not be from a drunken man and so forth,

since sales should be tK -TT-poaipco-etus, is reporting with approval the general effect of actual Greek laws or is

propounding Aristotelian doctrine as lex Jerendu.

(X. J. Pantazopoulos {Eiii Beitnig zur Entivicklnng der Diaitesie im altgriechischeii Reclit mil hesonderer

Beriickskhtigung des altischeti Bechls, in, 199-223). without expressly referring to the parallel, draws a

picture of the development of Attic procedure in private cases closeh- resembling that which, rightly or

WTongly, has become accepted as representing the Roman evolution. From a primitive stage of self-help

we pass through that of voluntary submission to arbitration to that of compulsory decision bj* State Courts.

In classical Athens we find a division of functions between archons and diaetelae closely resembling that

between praetor and index at Rome. But the possibility of appeal to the Heliaea is an equally remarkable

difference. This system was developed out of a practice of voluntary- submission to arbitration—an evolution

which is general in the Greek world. At Athens there continued to exist, by the side of the public Siairqola,

a usage of the older private SiaiT7)<jia, just as at Rome beside the action there was compromissum. The

article, which is well uvitten. raises a number of controversial points on which I am not qualified to express

an opinion.

W. Erdmann (Zum yapos aypa<^05 der graeco-aegyptischen Papyri, m, 224-40) advances a vigorous and

well-reasoned argument for the view that ydfioj aypa(j>oi is pure concubinage and not an inferior or trial

marriage.

W. HeEebrand (Arbeitsrechtlkhes in den Zenon-Papyri, ui, 241-63) makes a gahant attempt to organize

an intractable mass of material under general conceptions. Onlj- a specialist could say how far he is successful.

E. Bemeker (Zur Bechtskraft im ptolemdischen Prozessrecht, in. 268-80) analyses in detail the course of

proceedings in the papj-rus published by Sir Herbert Thompson. A family Archive ^'rom Sint (Oxford, 1934),

from which he draws the conclusion that in Ptolemaic times the judgement of a native Court in a private

suit had not the full force of rei iudicata except if confirmed bv deed of renunciation of claim, which deed

bound onlv the parties to it. This native principle may have influenced the Greek Ptolemaic law in certain

cases there are similarities in Attic law which would facilitate fusion—but did not apply- to the judgements

of the Greek collegiate Courts.

F. DE ZULIJETA.

Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and Paintings. VI. Upper

Egypt: Chief Temples (excluding Thebes). By- Bektha Porter and Rosalixd L. B. Moss. Oxford, the

Clarendon Press, 1939. 4to. xix -264 pp., numerous plans. 3j.i.

The indefatigable industry- of the authors of this mvaluable Bibliography- has now enabled them to

complete their sixth volume, yvhich deals yvith the temples excluded from vol. v, namely- Dendera, Esna,

Edfu, Kom Ombo, and Philae. Xot only- is the yvork fully- up to the very- high standard set by its predecessors,

but the numerous and excellent plans accompany-ing the letter-press should enable the researcher to trace the

publication ofany scene or inscription- It is true thatat first sight some of the plans appear to be overcroyvded
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with letters and figures, but this was unavoidable if they were to fulfil their function properly. Appended

to the text are indexes of Kings, Private Persons, Glods, and Various, of which that of Gods is particularly

interesting, since it names a number of obscure divinities not often met. As with its older companions,

this volume offers practically no scope to the adverse critic. It might perhaps be pointed out that in the

key-plan to the Abydos Temples, taken from W’inlock’s Temple of Harnesses 1 at Abydos, the entrance

to the Sarcophagus Chamber of the Osireion is not shown, and one might also suggest that dj is a better

conventional transcription of than the actuaUj' employed, but these are minor points indeed. The

proof-reading, no light task Tvith a letter-press of this kind, seems to have been admirable, and the authors

are to be congratulated on the result of their labours. It is to be hoped that, despite our present troubles,

they will be able to complete the series.

R. O. Faulkner.

Der Einfluss der Militarfiihrer in. der 18. Agyplischen Dynastie (Untersuchiingen zur Geschichte und Altertums-

kiinde Agyptens, Band xi\ ). By H.ans-Wolfgang Helck. Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs Verlag, 19.39. 87 pp.

The Eighteenth Djuiasty is sharply distinguished from aU preceding periods of Egj’ptian history by

the fact that, as a result of the warlike spirit evoked by the struggle to expel the Hyksos, Egypt for the

first time became a first-class mihtary power with far-reaching designs of conquest. In order to further

these aims, it was necessary to maintain a considerable standing army with its attendant organization,

with the result that the military became of far greater influence in the state than heretofore. It is the

purpose of Herr Helck’s book to trace the growth of this influence and its results, and in the course of this

task he discusses many matters of interest in comiexion with the Egyptian army and its organization.

In the mUitarj' hierarchy the author makes a sliarp distinction between the administrative side, staffed

by officials who did not command in the field (Militarheamten), and the executive or combatant side

{Frontoffiziere). Of these two the former carried the higher rank, being virtually part of the Civil Service,

and as a typical example of this class he quotes the career of Amenhotpe, son of Hapu. The grades of

administrative officials, who may, at least in part, be compared with the civilian staff of a modern War
Office, consisted of (1) ‘clerk of the army’ {ss mS<-) who either worked in an office at home or was seconded

to a serving regiment to act as accountant; (2) ‘chief clerk of the army’ (imy-r sS ms'-), who when on active

service had to compile reports and keep the daily log of the campaign; (3) ‘clerk of recruits’ [ss nfric), an

important official who not only had charge of the conscription and allotted recruits to various garrisons

for training, but was occasionally put in charge of the public works for which the army often had to supply

the necessary labour; and (4) 'general' (imy-r ms'), on whom lay the responsibility for such matters as the

movements of troops, their equipment and rationing, the maintenance of their fuU complement, and the

execution of public works, but who did not normally command in the field. Military officials of high rank

on retirement were pensioned off with soft jobs such as stewardship of one of the estates of the king or of

a royal personage, posts which were doubtless lucrative but which carried little political influence. The
supreme command in the field was vested in the king, who, however, often delegated his powers as

commander-in-chief
(
Imy-r ms' ivr) to the Crown Prince ; only in minor undertakings was a subject temporarily

given this rank. After the death of Akhenaton, when there was no Crown Prince, this aU-important post

came into the hands of Haremhab.

The combatant officers commenced their careers as ordinary ‘soldiers’ (iv'w). Thence they passed to

the position of "standard-bearer’ {t;y sryt) or commander of a company (ss) of 200 men, and ended as a

‘troop-commander’ (hry pdt); the corresponding naval ranks were ‘standard-bearer’ of such or such a ship

and ‘commander of sailors’. From such officers the king chose his military entourage, especially his

weapon-bearer. The chariotry formed a corps elite ; their serving ranks were ‘ charioteer ’ (kdn) and ' fighter
’

(snn). As with the official side, ex-officers were pensioned off with a grant of land or with a civil post;

in some cases they were appointed to the personal entourage of the king or to administrative posts of real

importance. As such appointments depended entirely upon the royal favour, the loyalty of their holders

was assured, and they served as a check on the greed for power of the bureaucracy; thus the soldiers got that

foot-hold which enabled them eventually to become the most powerful party in the state. As might be

expected, ex-officers were employed in the army and police administrations, but they were also occasionally

made ‘High Steward’ (Imy-r pr wr) of the king. This official, who originally was concerned with the super-

vision of aU the king’s estates and their attendant industries, gradually increased in influence till he became
a kind of personal deputy of the king ; in fact the steady accumulation of power in the hands of the High
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Steward became such a serious source of friction that Amenophis III removed his headquarters from Thebes
to Memphis to get him out of the way. When it is recalled that Haremhab, during the reign of Tut'ankh-
amun, was not only Commander-in-Chief but High Steward as well, it is obvious that the military party
had by then completely gathered up the reins of power.

When on occasion the kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty needed nurses for their children, they preferred
not to give such obvious!}' influential posts to members of the Upper Ten, but took these personal attendants
from the lesser ranks. Occasionally the wives of officers were so chosen, their husbands becoming tutors
to the royal children, and persons thus appointed naturally wielded much influence at Court. Such was the
case of Eye and his wife. She was the ‘great nurse’ of Queen Xofretete, while he was promoted from troop-

commander to Controller of Horse, later entering the priesthood as ‘divine father’. His personal relations

with the royal family obviously destined him for an important part in the confusion which followed the
death of Akhenaton. According to Helck, the course of events was somewhat as follows. When Akhenaton
broke with the priesthood of Amun he likewise broke with the semi-hereditary state officials who supported
the ancient cults, choosing for his ministers men who had not been brought up in the traditions of the

bureaucracy and whose one essential qualification was that they should be adherents of the new faith.

Many of them were soldiers, since the king could not expect to hold his own against the enemies he had
made without the support of the army, which thus became the main prop of his power. Eye was apparently
the leader of the mflitary party, whose main motive in supporting .Ikhenaton’s reformation seems to have
been not enthusiasm for the new rehgion but a desire to break the power of the Civil Service, since after

the king’s death they lost no time in returning to the worship of the old gods. When Akhenaton died,

dissension broke out in the royal famil}'. The new king Smenkhkare', influenced or controlled by Eye, began
the reaction against Atenism, and quarrelled with Xofretete. who presumably wished to maintain the refor-

mation which her husband had instituted, and who, as Helck beheves, may have been the queen who asked

the Hittite king SuppiluUuma for his son in marriage. After the disappearance of Smenkhkare', Eye raised

the young Tut'ankhamun to the throne, and himself remaining in the background, appointed the com-
mander-in-chief Haremhab to be High Steward and Regent of the king. Haremhab lost these powers

when Eye assumed the crown on the death of Tut'ankhamun, but used his late office as Regent as justifica-

tion for his action when he in tirni usurped the throne and established what was virtually a military

dictatorship. Being himself without a son, he appointed as his successor and Vizier another soldier,

Paramesse, who in due course reigned as Ramesses I and founded the Xineteenth Dj-nasty.

The above condensed precis of the author’s thesis does not touch upon the many interesting side-issues

he raises, such as recruiting, frontier protection, and police organization, into which there is not sufficient

space to go here. While further investigation may prove this or that detail to be incorrect, and perhaps

not aU -will agree with his reconstruction of the fall of the Eighteenth Dynasty, it is difficult to controvert

the main lines of his argument ; the author’s view that the later kings of the dynasty used the soldiers as

a check on the overweening lust for power of the bureaucrac}', and that Akhenaton’s revolution, engineered

probably as much for political as for rehgious reasons, had the support of the armed forces against the

reactionary officials, is at least consonant with the facts of history as we know them, and affords a satisfactory

explanation of the seizure of power by the mihtary on the failure of the royal hne.

A slip of the pen has been detected on p. 27, where the title xvr n mdnv has been translated as ‘chief of

Beduin ’ instead of ‘ chief of pohce ’
; there are also a few misprints. These are, however, but minor blemishes,

and Herr Helck is to be congratulated on having produced a book which no future student of the political

or mihtary history of Ancient Egjpt will be able to afford to ignore.

R. 0. Fauxknee.
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ExpressionTAineon, The, Al-anH. Gardiner, 158-9.

A a
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F
Faieman, H. W.. review by, 165-8.

FArLKSEE, R. O.. Egyptian Seagoing Ships. 3-9.

Reviews by. 171-3.

Festschrift Paul Koschaker zurn 60. Gehiirtstag itber-

reicht von seinen Fachgenossen (reviewed).

170-1.

FitzGeeald, G. !M., review by. 168-70.

Fragment of Relief from the i\Iemphite Tomb of

Haremhab, A, I. E. S. Edwaeds, 1-2.

G
G-AEDinee, AI.A^ H.. Adoption Extraordinary, 23-9.

The word m^d; and its various uses, 157-8.

The expression TAiucon, 158-9.

Gaselee, Stephen, review by. 163.

Ger‘astart, C-vpriot official, 58 fi.

Geta, 12 f., 18 f.

Giant, constellation, 123.

Girt-ropes on Egyptian ships, 4 ff.

Gold, value of, under Diocletian, 114.

GooDENOroH, Eeavin R., The Politics of Philo

Judaeus, Practice and Theory (reviewed), 164.

H
Haremhab, fragment of relief from Memphite tomb

of, 1 f.

Harmose, baker, 128.

Haroeris, god, 35.

Hathor, goddess, 131 f.

Hatshepsut, queen, 4, 7, 35.

Hawk-sceptre, stellar figure, 122.

Heichelheui, F. M., The Text of the Constitutio

Antoniniana and the three other Decrees of

the Emperor Caracalla contained in Papyrus
Gissensis 40, 10-22.

An Alexandrian Decree of 175'174 B.C., 154-6.

Helck, Hans-M'olfgaxg, Iter Einfluss der MiliUir-

fuhrer in der IS. agyptischen Dynastic (re-

viewed), 172-3.

Heliopolis, 35, 40.

Hemj-un, prince, 46.

Herakles, 37 fi.

Herodotus, 38 f., 69.

Hesireq tomb of, 44.

Hippopotamus, constellation, 123.

Hogging-truss of EgA"ptian ships. 4 fi.

Hoxeyjlan, a. M., Observations on a Phoenician
Inscription of Ptolemaic Date, 57-67.

Horapollo, 35, 36, n. 1.

Hori, sem-priest. 129 f.

Horus, eight children of. as stars, 121, 125.

Huirimu, sister of IXebnufer, 24.

Hyena hunts, 82.

Hj-perbassas, Macedonian name, 72.

I

lamneia, priestess, 72.

Imhotep, architect of King Djeser, 43; servant of
Soknebt\-nis, 72.

Tmi. mother of Mentuhotpe IV, 116.
Imuthes, father of Talames, 85 fi.

Inscribed Block at ‘Atbara, Sudan, An, L. P. Ker-
WAN, 83.

Isis. 134.

Island of the Atum. 86, 94.

’hcn-niwt f priest, 37.

J

Josephus, 38, 53.

Jupiter, planet, 125 f.

K
Kairisu, stable-master, 24.

Kenamun, royal steward. 132.

Kha<bauseker. priest of Seshat. 36 fi.

Kha<emwese. prince. 37, n. 2 ; 38, nn. 3, 4 ; 39,

Kha'sekhem, statuettes of, 45.

Khemnes (Hm-nsiv), town, 88, 104,

Khenty-Khem, god, 30, n. 14.

Khnum, god, 33.

King, ritual death of. 36 ff.

Kirw.ax, L. P., An Inscribed Block at ‘Atbara,

Sudan. 83.

Knox. IVilfked L., reviews by, 163 f.

Koschaker, Paul, 170.

Kosseir, ships for PwGnet built at, 3.

L
Labrys, 30.

Lacing on hulls of ships, 5 ff.

Late Demotic Gardening Agreement, A, Richakd A.
P.AEKEE, 84-113.

Lawson. V. 0., buOder of Egyptian ship-models,

4. 6, 7.

Leopard-skin dress, significance of, 38.

Letopolis. 30.

Lute-bearer, constellation, 123.

M
Mafdet, goddess. 30, 34.

Mars, planet. 125 f.

Mastabah, development of. 44.

Masts of Egyptian ships, 6 ff.

Medinet Habu, abbreviation of name of temple of,

127 ff.

Mekhantenirty (Mhnty-n-irty), god, 30, nn. 6, 14.

Memphis, 32, 37, 40.

Mentuhotpe kings, succession of, 116 ff.

Mercury, planet, 125.

Mereruka, tomb of, 42, 44.

Meryettefes, statuary group of, 48.

Meta-dekans, 121 ff.

Metjen, statue of, 46.

Milky Way in Egyptian star diagrams, 124.

Min, god, 30, 34.

Mnjt, constellation, 123.

Mut, goddess. 38.

Mycerinus, 36 ff.

K
Xarmer, flower of, 31.

Kaval police of Amenophis III, 4.
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Keb-hepet-Ee' Jlentu-hotpe ofthe EleventhDynastj-,

H. E. WiNLOCK, 116-19.

Xebipu, priest, 38, nn. 3. o.

Xebnufer. husband of Rennufer. 23 fP. ; stable-

master, 24.

Xefer, brewin2--n-oman, 47.

Keniifer. see Rennufer.

Xephthys. 30 ff.. 134.

Xes. statue of. 46.

Xesamun. «e»i-priest. 128; policeman, 130.

Xewe.serref, king, 31 ff., 47.

Xitocris, goddess, 30.

Xofret, statue of, 46.

Xorthern stars in Egyptian zodiacs. 122 f.

Xotes, Critical and Explanatory, on the Greek

ilagical Papyri, Ernst Riess, 51-6,

O

Obscene curse in oaths of Ramesside period, 25.

Observations on a Phoenician inscription of Ptole-

maic Date. A. M. HoNEvriiAN, 57-67.

OcuU on Egv’ptian ships, 7.

O’Le.ary, de L.acy, Bibliography: Christian Egypt

(1939), 148-53.

On the Date and the Circumstances of the Prefect s

Letter: P. Oxy. 2106, A. Segre, 114-15.

Onuris, 34.

Orion, 120, 122,

Osiris, 30, 132.

Ostracon iledlnet Habu 4038. 84 ff

.

Ox-leg, constellation, 120 ff.

P

P. Gissensis 40, 10 ff.

P. Oxy. 2106, 114 f.

P. Eendel Harris 61, 154 ff.

Padiu, stable-master, 24 ff.

Pa-Hapi, scribe, 72.

Pahemneter, priest. 37, n. 2 ; 38, rm. 3-5.

Painting in Old Kingdom, 44 f.

P.YEKEK. Rich.aed A.. A Late Demotic Gardening

Agreement. 84-113.

Pepi I, copper statue of, 49.

Pepi II, 31, 39 f., 49.

Peftumont, gardener, 85 ff.

Pentoere, father of workman Amenhotpe, 128.

Petamun, father of Petethoout, 72.

Petethoout, scribe. 72.

Phoenician inscription, 57 ff. ;
rehgion, Egyptian

element in, 60.

Pkamen, a Sherden, 24.

Planets in Egyptian star-diagrams, 125.

Pleiades, 124.

Plutarch, 30.

PoETER, Bertha, and Rosalind L. B. Moss. Topo-

graphical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian

Hieroglyph ic Texts, Reliefs and Paintings. T I.

UpperEgypt: ChiefTemples (reviewed), 171-2.

Peingsheim, Fe., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman

Eg\^t, PapiYology (1939); § 6. Law, 139—47.

Prostitution in Egvptian temples, 68 f.

Ptah, 33, 35.

Ptahhotpe, tomb of, 42.

Ptahiruka, statue of, 47.

Ptahmose, priest. 37, n. 2 ; 38, nn. 3-5.

Ptolemaios, father of priestess Eirene, 72.

Ptolemy (II) Philadelphus, 61 ff.

Ptolemy (V) Epiphanes, 71 f.

Ptolemy VI. 156.

Ptolemy (VII) Euergetes II. 70.

Ptolemy' (VIII) Alexander. 35.

Punt, see Pwenet.
Pwenet, intercour.se with. 3 ff.. 135 f.

Pyranos, father of priestess Py rrha. 72.

Pyrrha, jiriestess, 72.

R
Ra'hotpe, statue of, 46.

Ram, constellation. 124.

Ramesses II, 35, 39. S3.

Ramesses III, 4, 9. 34, 127 f.

Ramesses IV, 34.

Ramesses X, 130.

Ramesses XI, 25 f.

Ra<nefer, priest, 38, n. 3; statues of, 41 f., 47.

ReC 30, 35 ff.

Re'-Harakhti, 131.

Relief sculpture in Old Kingdom. 44 f.

Rehgious aspect of Egyptian statues. 41.

Rennufer, alias Xenufer. musician of Setekh, 23 ff.

Riess, Ernst. Xotes. Critical and Explanatory',

on the Greek Magical Papyri. 51-6.

Rig of Egyptian ships, 6 ff.

Rir. stable-master. 24.

Roman citizenship extended by Caracalla, 12 ff.

Rudder, development of, 7.

S

Sahure<. 3 f.. 30 f., 44.

Sails of Egyptian ships. 6 ff.

SaUum, a Cypriote, 58. 61.

Satameniu. a Sherden, 24.

Saturn, planet, 125 f.

ScH-AEFFEE. Cl-Aude F.-.A.., La neuviime campagne de

fouilles d Ras Shamra-Ugarit and Vgaritica,

Etudes relatives aux decouvertes de Ras Shamra
(reA'iewed). 168-70.

ScHARFF, Alexander, On the Statuary of the

Old Kingdom, 41-.50.

Scorpion-king, flower of. 31.

Sea-power of Egyptians, 3 f.

Sedem-amun. butcher, 132.

Sefkhet-^abivi, surname of goddess Seshat, 31 ff.

Segre, .A.. On the Date and the Circumstances of

the Prefect's Letter: P. Oxy. 2106, 11-K15.

SehetepibriA-cankhuedjem, priest, 37, n. 2 ; 38,

nn. 3, 5.

Self-dedications to Sobek. 68 ff.

.Selket, scorpion-goddess, 30.

Scm-priest connected ivith goddess Seshat and
kingship, 37 ff.

Senamun, mother of Imhotep, 72.

Seneb, dwarf, 49.

Sennar Guinea-fowl original of »7i-hieroglyph, 79 ff.

S’en-Wosret, Divine Father, perhaps usurper at end
of Dy n. XI. 118.
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Sepa, statue of, 46.

Servant-figures in tombs, 48.

Seshat and the Pharaoh, G. A. Wainwright, 30-40.

Sesostris, story of, 36 ff.

Setekh, principal deity of Spermeru, 23, n. 1 ; 24

;

storm-god, 30 ff.

Setekhemhab, stable-master, 24.

Seth, see Setekh.

Shekh el-Beled, 49.

Sherden colonists in Egypt, 24 f.

‘Shipbuilder’, statue of, 46.

Ships, Egyptian. 3 ff.

Ship'ttTecked Sailor. Story of the, 4, 7.

Simons, J., Handbook for the study of Egyptian

Topographical Lists relating to Western Asia
(reyiewed), 165-8.

Sirius, 120 ff.

Slaves in Egi-pt, 26, 28.

Smitheh, Paul C.. review by, 163-4.

Snofru, 3.

Sohek, self-dedications to, 68 S.

Socharis, 36.

Sokmenis, father of Tanebtynis, 70.

Some Notes on the A’A-bird, Nina M. Davies, 79-81.

Sopd, 34.

Southern stars in Egj’ptian zodiacs, 123.

Spermeru, town in Middle Egypt, 23.

Statuary of the Old Kingdom, On the, Alexander
SCHAEFF, 41-50.

Statue formerly at Uriage, A, Dows Dunham,
138.

Steering-gear of Egyptian ships, 6 ff.

Su'aweamun, farmer, 24.

Syria, sea communications with, 3 f.

T
Taamenne, daughter of Dinihetiri. 24 ff.

Talames, daughter of Imuthes, 85 S.

Tanebtynis, female servant, 70.

Tatenen, god, 35, 39 f.

Taymaunofre, witness of an act of adoption, 24.

Tentnebtho, musician of 'Anti, 24.

Teuhrai, musician of Setekh, 24.

Text of the Constitutio Antoniniana, The, and the

three other Decrees of the Emperor Caracalla

contained in PapjTus Gissensis 40, F. M.
Heichelheim, 10-22.

‘The Temple’, as an abbreviated name for

the Temple of Medinet Habu, Jaroslav
CERNt, 127-30.

Thompson. Sir Herbert, Two Demotic Self-Dedi-

cations, 68-78.

Thoth, 33.

Ti, tomb of, 45 ; statue of, 47.

Till, Walter, and Peter Sanz, Fine, griechisch-

koptische Odenhandschrift (Papyrus Copt,

Vindoh. K. 8706) (reviewed), 163.

Tomb of Amenmose (No. 89) at Thebes, The,
Nina M. and N. de G. Davies, 131-6.

Tut^ankhamun, 37, 40.

Tuthmosis III, 4, 33, 82. 131. 133.

Tiriic, mother of priest Amenhotpe, 138.

Two Demotic Self-Dedications, Sir Herbert
Thompson, 68-78.

U
Udjaf, father of Peftumont, 85 ff.

Elpianus on decrees of Caracalla, 13 ff.

Ursa Major, see Ox-leg.

V
Vargoord, forked spar used to extend sail, 6.

Venus, planet, 125.

W
Wadi Hammamat as route to Pwenet, 3.

Wadi Tumilat canalized, 9.

Wainwright, G. A., Seshat and the Pharaoh, 30-40.

Warships of Harnesses III, 9.

Wenamun, voyage of, 4.

Weneg, god, 30.

Weni, military commander, 3.

Weserkaf, granite head of, 46 f.

Wh, ancient god, 30, 34.

WiNLOCK, H. E., Neb-hepet-Re' Mentu-hotpe of the
Eleventh Dj-nasty, 116-19.

Wooden statues, 49.

Word m<d/ and its various uses. The, Alan H.
Gardiner, 157-8.

Y
Ya’met (hmt), goddess, 30, 34, 39.

Yatonba‘al, Cv'priote official, 58 ff.

Z

Zenobia, queen, 84, 102, 112.

Zodiacs in Egypt, 120 ff.

ZuLUETA, E. DE, On adoption in Egypt, 26 ff.

;

review by, 170-1.
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INDEX OF WORDS, ETC., DISCUSSED

A. EGYPTIAN

I. WOKDS AND PHRASES

inn, ‘except, but’ (Cerny), 23.

inn, ‘if’ (Gardiner), 25.

bn .. .bn, ‘either’ . . . ‘or' (Gardiner), 25.

m’4^, (1) ‘basket for dates’; (2) ‘profit", Copt.

iid.d.Tse, Gr. parior (Gardiner), 157-8; see also

mdit, § B.

n . . .n, var. m . . . m, ‘whether’ . . . ‘or’ (Gardiner),

25.

nmht n pi U n Pr-'-s, ‘freevoman of the land of

Pharaoh’ (Gardiner), 25; see also iinih, § B.

Tih, ‘copulate’, in curses (Gardiner), 25.

radw, ‘guardian’, ‘trustee’ (Gardiner), 26, n. 2.

hid, ‘temple’: it royal name used for temples

founded by king; t! hid ‘the temple’ used

alone as abbreviation for name of temple of

Medinet Habu (ferny), 127 fi.

hry-iL-db. ‘tally-keeper’ (Wainwright). 32, n. 15.

hty, ‘notch’ the years of the king’s life on the

pahnstick (VVainwright), 32.

m-si, ‘pestering’ (Dakin), 1.59.

r-S! du'/iv, ‘thereafter’ (Gardiner), 24.

sm.siv, ‘retainers’ of Sherden race (Gardiner), 25.

tni'-sryt, ‘standard-bearers’ of Sherden race (Gar-

diner). 25.

II. HIEROGLYPHIC AND HIERATIC GROUPS AND SIGNS

{arranged alphabetically)

i i Bn o<?

129.

at beginning of Late-Egn. 'words to be read

usually asm but occasionally as to< (Gardiner),

157 f.

^ «Abird = Sennar Guinea-fowl (Davies). 79 ff.

in nTitten for q
(Smither), 25.

^Bn abbreviated name of temple of Medinet

Habu (ferny), 127 ff.

BnC) probably a shortening of the name of Hathor

(Gardiner), 25.

BnQ Al'
''written for Hathor (Smither), 25.

in P. WUbour represents ‘Sherden’

rather than ‘Shasu’ (Gardiner), 24.

P”®‘ (Smither), 25.

B. DEMOTIC
!yiv, ‘flax (’)’ (Parker), 95.

‘handles (?)’ (Parker), 93.

iicsm, ‘grind (?)’ grain (Parker), 100.

rids, ‘substitution (?)’ (Parker), 99.

’n-mt, ‘dead man’ (Thompson), 76.

’hy, ’hijt, ‘spirit, ghost’, male or female (Thompson),

76.

ihy, ‘hang, suspend (?)’ (Parker), 95.

ihr, ‘marsh (?)’ (Parker), 106.

isy , obscure word (Thompson), 77.

ith, ‘draw’ water (Parker), 91.

iu'-ir-k. Second Present (Parker), 91, 105.

iu'-ir-(t), Second Future (Parker), 104.

ipt, ‘product’ of work (Parker), 92; ‘occupation’

(Parker), 93.

in-n’-, ‘go, be about to, intend’ (Parker), 90.

ir, ‘cultivate, tend’ (Parker). 96.

ir{, ‘bud, blossom’ or sim., lit. ‘eve’ (Parker), 95,

107.

y<m, ‘winepress’ (Parker), 108.

enif, ‘clay’ (Parker). 109.

<rt(r), ‘inundation (?)’ (Parker), 91.

m-sH n my, ‘claim against you regarding these

things’ (Parker). 104.

‘trader (?)’ (Parker), 110.

umhic (?), obscure word (Parker), 111.

ivry, ‘monster (?)’ (Thompson), 77.

u'lyp, obscure word (Parker), 99.

u(, ‘select’ (Parker), 107.

uibu', obscure word (Parker), 107.

icdb, ‘be altered, suffer change’; dj udb, ‘alter a

thing’ (Thompson), 73.

byr, ‘basket’ (Parker), 93, 108.

bytt, ‘pabn-leaf (?)’ (Parker), 94.

6['r]J, ‘pack-animal (?)' (Parker), 109.

bl, preposition, in expression ir bl ‘escape’ (Parker),

107.

blbyt, ‘grape’ (Parker), 107.
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hlhl, ‘probe’ (Parker), 05.

hk, fern. hkt. 'slave, servant" (Thompson), 71. 73 f.

Us, obscure -svord, perhaps derived from Gk. j3d-os

(Edgerton). 105.

p>yf, vriting of, in Roman times (Parker), 90.

p<nk, "transfer)?)’ (Parker). 109.

ph. 'bruise (?)' fruit (Parker). lOS.

bus. ‘a kind of -wine (?)’ (Parker). 111.

Igu-f-n. obscure vord. perhaps Gk. (Parker), 101.

i; msyt n pt 'Urn

.

' The Island ofthe Atum
"
(Parker), 94.

mr. 'gird’ (Parker), 105.

mr-lh, ‘shepherd" (Parker), 107.

?/de-, rntic-, conjunctive, in hortative use (Thompson),

7 1 ;
introducing apodosis of conditional sen-

tences (Parker), 91 : after hrfhpr (Parker), 99.

mdd, a measure of capacity. Copt. i*.&(6.)-:se, Gk.

ixariov (Parker), 99; see also »i § A.

71 ,
introducing a condition, probably not Copt,

eite: iMi (Parker). 101.

nn (n;j). ‘those belonging to", in royal protocol

(Thompson), 70.

7iyry, obscure word (Parker). 103.

?i«, formative element of First and Second Future

(Parker). 99.

nwy, 'spear’ (Parker), 106.

7iKh, ‘plait’ (n.) (Parker), 93 ; nwli n n, ‘rim-eords (?)’

of basket (Parker), 93.

nh, ‘dyke (?)’ (Parker). 91.

nb)t{l), obscure word (Parker). 107.

)i 6«r, obscure word connected withwater ( Parker), 110.

nmli, ‘free, freeman’ (Thompson), 74flE. ; see also

nmht, § A.

ryt. ‘cpiarter’ of town (Parker). 103.

rm ’mnt. ‘man of Amente’ (Thompson), 77.

rtn e-f sdr, ‘sleeping man’ (Thompson), 77.

r/n p y’-r. ‘man of the river", probably a water-spirit

(Thompson), 78.

rm p ^d, something malignant (Thompson), 77.

r/n nmlf, ‘freeman’ (Thompson). 75.

r/n i/i-ntr (?), ‘diviner (?)’ (Thompson), 78.

rhiw, ‘leather apron (?)’ (Parker), 105.

rth, ‘artaba’, WTiting of (Parker). 100.

h^ky, ‘crack, crunch (?)’ (Parker). 106.

h/i in demot. always a measure of honey or wine

(Parker), 91.

r kit /i. ‘at the beginning of (?)’ (Parker), 91.

hyrt, 'dung’ (Parker), 109.

hyjit, ‘hyena’ (Parker), 106.

kbhs, perhaps some sort of money or valuable

(Parker), 104.

km, in expression ir k//i ‘guide (?)’ (Parker), 98.

kmr, obscure word (Thompson), 78.

kms, ‘incubus (?)" (Thompson), 78.

a-kr-y. ‘as my debt (?)’ (Thompson). 73.

krivt, ‘vat’ (Parker), 108.

hs, ‘singer (?)’ (Parker), 105.

hsy, ‘drowned man’ (Thompson), 78.

hut, obscure word (Parker), 108.

ktp, ‘join, joint", vb. and n. (Parker), 93.

M, ‘robber’ (Parker), 110.

A</, in expression dy k^l ‘transport, ferry (Parker),

110 .

Mt, ‘w'agon(?)’ (Parker). 110.

hHid, ‘ichneumon’ (Parker), 100.

k^, obscure word (Parker). 103.

hi, obscure word (Parker), 98.

kl-Ut. 'old woman" (Parker). 102.

k/ii-kl, ‘boy’ (Thompson). 73.

krhry, 'destruction)?)" (Parker). 110.

k-/i//tk, 'born free" (Thompson), 76.

kr-hwt. ‘young man" (Thompson), 73.

kr-s k//it, 'young woman" (Thompson), 73.

kf, ‘contents’ (Parker), 90.

syr. obscure word (Parker), 98.

s<r 'scatter (?)’ (Parker), 100.

Sir. "wheat" (Parker). 97.

sim. "value" (Parker). 103.

snt, 'coimect, join (?)’ (Parker), 91.

sbry. obscure word (Parker), 106.

sf.’f, "sword", usually written sfyt (Parker), 106.

sM, obscure word connected with water (Parker), 1 10.

s/iin, ’agree’ (Parker), 99.

s//ik. ‘bunch’ of grapes (Parker), 96.

srf, 'pacify’ (Parker), 109, 110.

sh (or sk). obscure word (Parker), 105.

skm, 'pound’ grain (Parker). 100.

shn, ’agreement, contract’ (Parker), 90.

skr, obscure word (Parker), 99.

sh. obscure word (Parker). 103. 104.

s-ir. ssl. ‘fiend, demon’ (Thompson), 78.

sdr. obscure word (Parker), 106.

‘cutting’ (Parker), 93.

spy, possibly technical term indicating that a vine

is not barren (Parker), 108.

sfsf, obscure word (Parker), 95.

sl//i, obscure word (Parker), 108.

s/it r, ‘ask for’ (Parker), 92.

ss Up- ‘twist and sphee’ (Parker), 92.

ikr, ‘rent’ (Thompson), 71.

Uiw, ‘fibres (?)’ (Parker), 94.

kly. obscure word (Parker), 106.

k'-nil, obscure word (Parker). 110.

krkr. ‘talent (?)’ (Parker), lOO.

/./. obscure word (Parker), 103, 105.

kdt. 'oboF (Parker). 90.

k/n. ’L'ardener"; ir h/i. ‘be a gardener’ (Parker), 90.

g<g<. ‘a kind of loaf’ (Parker). 98.

gbp. 'dispose of(?)" (Parker), 108.

gw. 'loss’ (Parker), 110.

g//d. obscure word (Parker), 110.

gst. obscure word (Parker). 103.

gd//n. 'handful (?)’ (Parker), 99.

tp. 'stitch’ (Parker), 93.

tk//!. 'a tree or shrub’, Egn. dg//i (Parker), 109.

U, ’wear’ a garment (Parker), 105.

till- {tyrwt, 'pestilence (?)’ (Thompson), 78.

ti-sft. obscure word (Parker). 93.

dsry. 'red thing’ as something evil (Thompson), 78.

dyhd. 'transport, ferry’ (Parker), 110.

d<b, ‘gather’ fruit (Parker), 108.

dw. ‘thief’ (Parker). 110.

dwt. ‘infamous (?)’ (Parker). 102.

d//f. ‘proper measure, mean’ (Parker), 91.

dhw. obscure word (Parker). 111.

(Jh///. 'earth (?)’ (Parker). 93.

dd. introducing direct speech after dd foil, by pleo-

nastic suffix (Parker). 94: 'namely’ (Parker),

102 .
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C. COPTIC
e-, ‘for’ introducing second object (Parker), 92.

Aj.a.a.'se, ‘handle’ (Parker), 93.

Aii.is.'s.e, ‘measure of capacity’, Gk. /idnov, from
Egn. m^i (Gardiner), 158 ; see also mdit, § B.

po, ‘strand, ply of cord’ (Parker), 93.

TAincon, ‘at the moment in question’ (Gardiner),

159.

'^noY(o)ei', ‘go forward, progress, go about’ (All-

berry), 160.

^OYo(e)i', ‘seek’ (Allberry), 160.

loninj, ‘open spring or well of water’, Bushmuric
word (Crum), 156.

u]niu{, corruption of wuiuj (Crum), 156.

‘ichneumon’, var.

(Parker), 106.

oSJoa.\, ‘servant’ (Thompson), 73.

opujipe, ‘youth’ (Thompson), 73.

^i.TO-pA-, see u|i.eu)\.

S'l'x, a measure (Edgerton), 99.

D. GREEK
dypiov, corrupt word (Riess), 54.

apixapa, ‘a kind of incense’ (Riess), 53.

apxn Kol tc'Ao?, ‘beginning and end’ (Riess), 55.

^aaiXeiov, ‘royal power (?)’ (Riess), 52; pamXeiov

depoeiSij, an obscure expression (Riess), 52.

eiXweiv — Elohlm (Riess), 55.

piriov, see m^d), § A and mdst, § B.

Motpa, ‘Fate’ used of Egn. goddess Seshat (Wain-
wrighr), 35, 39.

ovpimp = Heb. ‘iirVor ‘arise, light’ (Riess), 53.

piCoipa, ‘foundation’ (Riess), 51.

aa^piap. = Heb. shobher yam ‘breaker of the sea’

(Riess), 54.

o-ciCT/ios-, ‘shaking’ (Riess), 52.

crrevos tottoj = oTci-aiiTdr, ‘angiportum (?) ’ (Riess),

51.

(jToiyeiW, ‘stars’ (Riess), 53.

ijMjTOTrXrj^, ‘who strikes with light
’
(Riess), 54.
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